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The Judges for the Cunningham 5,000
Trim Contest held during Cunningham National
Radio Tube Week, September 24th to OctoberWindow
1st, 1923, have after due deliberation, from a disinterested
and unbiased viewpoint, allotted the fifty
-one prizes as stipulated in the rules of the contest, declaring a
tie for sixth place. Following are the names
and addresses of the Radio Dealers who shared in the awards
and the manner in which the prizes were awarded:
Lester's Radio Shoppe,

Los Angeles, Calif.
Hennepin Hardware Company,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Electrical Appliance Shop,
Los Angeles, Calif..
.
Warner Hardware Company,
Minneapolis, Minn.
.
Pincus & Murphey,
Alexandria, La
.

.

.

$1000 -First Prize
.

.

.

.

750 -Second Prize
500-Third Prize

250-Fourth

Prize

150-Fifth Prize

There being a tie for sixth place, the same prize has been
allotted to the two dealers Pparticipating
P
9 in the tie, increasing
the total amount of the prizes from $5,000 to $5,100.
Geo. C. Wille & Company,
Canton, Ohio
Hook Drug Company,
Indianapolis, Ind

$100 -Sixth

1

(`Tie

100-Sixth J

$50 HONORABLE MENTION
The forty-five prizes as stipulated in the rules of the Contest are awarded
to the following Cunningham Radio
Tube Dealers for windows of Honorable Mention:
Banister & Pollard Co.,
Lindemann Auto & Machine Co.,
E. M. Sargent Co.,
Newark, N. J.
Enderlin, No. Dak.
Oakland, Calif.
W. E. Berry -Radio,
Louis D. Rubin Elec'1. Co., Inc.,
Selby & Reed,
Waco, Tex.
Charleston, S. C.
Martins Ferry, Ohio.
Jesse C. Cutler,
Mason, Pyle & Parkhurst Radio Co.,
Harry H. Smith,
Brookings, So. Dakota.
Webster City, Ia.
Decatur, Ills.
Ehrler Radio Co.,
Mid-Continent Radio Corpn.,
Southern Pbg. & Elec. Co.,
Chicago, Ills.
Ft. Worth, Tex.
Taylor,
Tex.
Equipment Sales Co.,
Midwest Radio Co.,
Stoehrer's Electric Shop,
San Diego, Calif.
Kansas City, Mo.
Oxnard, Calif.
Erviñ s Electrical Co.,
Murphy Maclay Hardware Co.,
H. C. Tafel Co.,
Parsons, Kans.
Great Falls, Mont.
Louisville, Ky.
Evers Hardware Co.,
Newark Radio Supply Co.,
The Broadcast Shop,
Denton, Tex.
Newark, N. J.
Washington, D. C.
Fortner Camera Supply Co.,
Oscar A. Huelsman,
The Brown Pharmacy,
Sterling, Colo.
Fond du Lac, Wis.
Chanute, Kans.
C. H. Gilliam's Radio Store,
Paramount Radio & Elec. Co.,
The Motor Supply Co.,
Brownwood, Texas.
Atlantic City, N. J.
Seattle, Wash.
Robert A. Goodall,
H. Y. Parrott,
The Radio Distributors,
Ogallala, Nebr.
Dennison, Tex.
Long Beach, Calif.
Thos. J. Green,
Pfahl Electric Co.,
The Selzer Electric Co.,
Winona, Minn.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Cleveland,
Ohio.
Haskell Electric Co.,
Prest Electric Co.,
Thibaut & Mentz Bros.,
Holyoke, Mass.
San Bernardino, Calif.
Marion,
Ohio.
Lazar & Son Music Center,
P. S. Radio Service Co.,
Weed's Radio Shop,
Chicago, Ills.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Portland, Ore.
Long Beach Radio Shop,
QST Radio Shop,
Willapa Electric Co.,
Long Beach, Calif.
Tacoma, Wash.
Raymond, Wash.
H. Lesser & Company,
Radio Sales & Repair Co.,
Wolf Electric Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Beaver Falls, Penn.

We take

this occasion to extend our deep appreciation to the thousands of Radio Dealers
located
all over the country who so whole -heartedly entered into the contest
and while many of them did not carry
off one of the prizes they nevertheless have placed themselves in
the
front
ranks
of
live
Radio
Dealers
in
their respective localities and have the hearty co- operation and earnest support
of this organization.

Home Officer 182 Second St.
San Francisco, Calif.

West Lake Street
Chicago, Illinois

154

30

Church Street

New York City, N. Y.
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Model X
$285, Fully Equipped With
Built -in Loud Speaker
This radio receiving unit is a newly perfected
development of the Kennedy Engineering
Staff. It is unusual in that it combines extreme simplicity of operation with the same
scientific accuracy and selectivity that characterized the earlier Kennedy models. After
an initial setting is made only one dial is required for all tuning. And, when a dial setting of a station is once determined, that
station will always "come in" at its own setting regardless of where the receiver is used.

It is stable in operation, reproduces music and

voice with remarkable faithfulness and has

established some unusual distance records.
Responds to all broadcast wave- lengthsoperates on any antennae, outside type preferred. "Re- radiation" has been practically
eliminated.

adio Furniture
the New Kennedy eceiver, Modell X
I: eautiful

o

1"

where recognized as one of the most noteworthy achievements in radio development-particularly since it sets a new
standard of operating simplicity in corn bination with the precision and selectivity
that have always been a feature of Kennedy radio receivers.
The price of Model X, completely equipped
with all tubes, dry batteries, built -in loud
speaker and individual Kennedy 3,000 ohm phones, with plug, is $285.00. Other
models range from $125.00 to $825.00,
completely equipped.
Ask your dealer to show you the new Kennedy Radio, Model X, or write us direct
for fully illustrated literature.

As a graceful piece of furniture, the Ken-

nedy Radio Receiver, Model X, makes a
charming addition to any home. The
cabinet is of mahogany, hand rubbed to
a beautiful finish -with its delicate inlay
of satinwood and ebony and the grill at
the front, it is truly typical of the Sheraton
design. A loud speaker of superior quality is built into the cabinet-by this
means faithful reproduction of music and
voice is available to an entire family or
assembly of guests.
The control panel is symmetrically balanced and immediately indicates the remarkable ease with which the receiver
may be operated -the angle at which it is
set is the result of much study to provide
greater comfort while tuning.

THE COLIN B. KENNEDY COMPANY

San Francisco

St. Louis

411 Kennedy receiving .rel.r are regenerative.

The receiving unit in Model X is every-

Licen.red under drm.rtrong U. S. Patent No. 1.113.149.

KENNEDY
f
.%:. \
.

..

.
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Forecast of Contributions
for March Issue
Og

D. B. McGown has two fine articles. One
gives the constructional details of "An Ideal

Short Wave Regenerative Receiver" which he
has just built. The other tells how nickel plating
is done.

Established 1917 as Pacific Radio News

Volume VI

for February, 1924

Number

CONTENTS for FEBRUARY,

2

ji

Paul Oard continues his Radio Construction
Pointers with some good ideas on condensers,
switch points and knobs, panels, and soldering.
He also tells how to make a single tube reflex
receiver.

ji

1924

Don Lippincott has some

Radiotorial Comment
Clearing the Trans -Atlantic Shipping Lanes by Radio

10

By S. R. WINTERS
A Four -Electrode Tube Receiver, By BROOKE

11

9

SAWYER

A Remarkable Receiving Set, By S. G. MCMEEN
Filter Functions and Construction, By FLORIAN J. Fox
Some Sidelights on the Reasons for Interference, By JESSE MARSTEN
Causes of Interference and Its Remedy, By ALFRED E. BANKS

13

14
15

17

One Pushee, One Pullee, She Workee Like Helle; By E. W. KERSTEN 19
An Efficient Coil Winder, By E. B. WHIGAN
20
The Jinx of the Bobolink, By VOLNEY G. MATHISON
21

An Efficient Low Wave Regenerative Tuner, By CHARLES
How To Tune a Honeycomb Coil Set, By PAUL OARD
Window Dials for Radio Sets, By E. H. SWANSON
Radio Construction Pointers, By PAUL OARD
Metal Lacquering, By D. B. MCGowN
The Ultra -Reinartz Receiver, By JACK WARD
An Adjustable Fixed Condenser, By CHAS. F. FILSTEAD
Some Principles of Amplifier Tube Operation

BRUERE, JR

23
27

28
29

good advice on

ji

Maurice Buchbinder presents a handy chart
of inductance and capacity values corresponding
to any wavelength 'from 100 to 1000 meters.

ji

John F. Rider describes the construction of a
selective receiver designed for 80 to 220 -meter
reception with a minimum of tuning controls.
This should be of especial -value to the amateur
operator.

j

The fiction feature is a real radio story, "To
Sea or Not to Sea ", by Preston D. Allen, an old -

time operator.
S.

ji

G. McMeen tells how to make a winder

for -honeycomb coils.

ji
ji

Florian J. Fox discusses "Modulation ".

Edward T. Jones treats of "Misconceptions of

j

30

Radio ".

31

Alexander Maxwell gives some interesting
facts on the condenser loop.

32

ji

33

By MAURICE BUCHBINDER

Naming The Receiver Circuits, By C. W. RADOSLOVICH
Beware the Radyonatic, By RAY Dio
Querries and Replies, By G. M. BEST
News of the Broadcasters
Letters To The Editor
News of the Radio Amateurs
Calls Heard
New Apparatus and Supplies from the Radio Manufacturers

"Sensitive Receivers."

35

36
37

W. S. Thompson, Jr., has written some helpful
"Notes on Distortitinless Amplification ".

ji

Charles F. Filstead has an article on "A Reflex Receiver for Beginners ".

ji

39
39

40
41

42

P. J. Townsend gives the details of the "super -

autodyne" circuit.

ji

F. L. Allrich describes a motor buzzer trans-

mitter.

ji

M. Wolf has an article on "Tone Transmission for Amateurs ".
RADIO is Published Monthly by the Pacific Radio Publishing Co., Inc.,
Pacific Building, San Francisco, Calif.
ARTHUR H. HALLORAN
LAWRENCE MOTT
GERALD M. BEST

H. W. Diexow

Editor
Associate Editor
Technical Adviser
Advertising Manager

Branch Offices: 17 West 42nd St., New York City, Telephone Longacre
8248; 157 E. Ontario St., Chicago; 52 Irving St., Boston, Telephone Copley
5107 ; 1102 Republic Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

European Representatives: Compagnie i7niverselle De Representation
wt de Commerce. Rue des Fortifications, 69, Anvers, Belgium.
Advertising Forms Close on the First of the Month Preceding Date of Issue.
Issued Monthly, 25c a copy. Subscription price $2.50 per year in the
U. S., $8.00 per year elsewhere. Instructions for change of address should
be sent to the publisher two weeks before the date they are to go into
effect. Both old and new addresses must always be given.

Entered as second -class matter at the Post Office at San Francisco, Calif.,
under the Act of March 8, 1879.
Copyright 1924, by the Pacific Radio Publishing Co., Inc.
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Advertising Contests Award
The judges of the advertising contest announced in the February issue have selected the
letters written by the 'following as the winners:
$15.00 first prize, S. R. Winters, Washington,
D. C.; $10.00 second prize, P. B. Stapp, Muncie,
Ind.; $5.00 third prize, E. J. Nicholson, Syracuse,
N. Y. ; $1.00 4th to 20th prizes-R. P. Anderson, Berkeley, Calif.; W. D. Budge, Chicago,
Ill.; E. O. Knoch, Los Angeles, Calif.; K. A.
Cantin, Honolulu ; H. N. Bowman, New York
City; Albert E. Lemay, Manchester, N. H.; E.
C. Mann, New York City; J. J. O'Malley,
Chicago, Ill. ; W. L. Snyder, Clarksville, Va.;
F. D. Vercellino, Dickinson, No. Dak. ; J. N.
Howell, Jr., San Jose, Calif. G. T. Foster, Dayton, Ohio; James Wallace, Mt. Vernon, Wash.;
K. Kelsey, Schenectady, N. Y. ; Don F. Towns,
Ft. Worth, Texas; H. H. Bein, Los Angeles,
Calif.; E. Kampf, Washington, D. C.
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21 NORTH WASHINGTON ST.
JAMAICA, N.Y.

49N CO 41 COLLECT BLUE
AVALON CALIF

925A NOV 27 1923

DOUGLAS RIGNEY
A. H.

GREBE AND

CO.

VANWYCK BLVD

RI

CHMOND HILL NY

USING GREBE THIRTEEN BROKE ALL SPEED RECOPDS EARLY TODAY STOP

RECEIVED MESSAGE FOR MIX FROM BOYD PHELPS STATION ONE HAVE XRAY
HARTFORD CONNECT CUT DIRECT STOP TRANSMI TTED DIRECT TO
I

RETURNED ANSWER TO HARTFORD

IN

MI X AND

FIVE MINUTES AND SIX SECONDS

MAJOR LAWRENCE MOTT
2201'

California to the Arctic
our privilege to congratulate Major Lawrence
Mott, 6XAD- 6Z\ß', upon a splendid achievement.
Again it

is

Effecting direct communication with both Hartford and the
a message arid its answer between them
a feat of which anyone might well be proud.

"Bowdoin" and relaying
is

That so able an operator as Major Mott should use
"13" for such work is significant.

a

Grebe

Ask your dealer or write us.

"It

is only

when the

cold season comes that
we know the pine and

A. H. GREBE & CO., Inc.
79 Van Wyck Blvd.
Richmond Hill, N. Y.
Western Branch: 461 East 3rd Street, Los Angeles, Calif.

cypress to be ever-Confucius

greens."

In the real test of DX
performance the Grebe
"13" establishes its true
merit.

Licensed under
U.

S.

Pat. No.

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO
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Now for the hook-up
THE radio set builder's eyes shine
with pride as he inspects his drilled Celoron panel. He has done a good
job. The finely finished Celoron panel
reflects his good workmanship. He is
ready to mount his instruments and
make the final connections.
A Celoron panel insures good looks
to the radio set. Celoron panels are
finished in black, oak and mahogany.
Each Celoron panel is wrapped in a
dust-proof glassine envelope to protect its lustrous surface. Grit cannot
scratch it. Hands cannot fingerprint
it. You are the first to unwrap it.

Celoron has high dielectric strength.
It is approved by the U. S. Navy
Department Bureau of Engineering
and the U. S. Signal Corps.
Special - sized Celoron panels are
cut to order from sheet Celoron.
Standard Celoron panels come cut and
trimmed, ready to use, in these sizes:

--6x 7x3

5-

7x18x3/16
7x21x3/16
3 -7x12x j-á
7x24x3/16
4-7 x 14 x 3/16 8-12 x 18 x 3/16
9- 7x26x3/16
Write for our interesting booklet
"Getting the Right Hook-Up." Sent
free upon request.
1

2

-7x

67-

9x5,6

-

To radio dealers: Send for special dealer price list showing standard assortments

Diamond State Fibre Company
BRIDGEPORT

(near Philadelphia)

PENNSYLVANIA

Branches in Principal Cities
London, England
-

Toronto, Canada

CONDENS1TE

CELOROPANEL
STANDARD RADIO

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO
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A Transformer of Real
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Musical
Range
Free from
Distortion

The winding that Kellogg developed,
was found to be most efficient for audio
frequency transformers. Its problems involved the finding of the proper thickness
of paper, the proper kind of insulated
wire to provide the proper number of
ampere turns, and impedence.

,

-

The one-piece laminations of silicon
contain no punched holes, which in many
other transformers causes eddy currents
and losses. The one -piece lamination is
exclusively a feature of the Kellogg transformer. It provides an exceptionally true
electro-magnetic core.
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To correctly shield these transformers
that they may be mounted in any posiLion desired without losses, this brass
shield was designed. It is so arranged
that both sides are interchangeable, locking together at the base. They are finished
in a handsome maroon enamel.

F.

,

ILedi

`=

The wires extend through the
Bakelite top, which affords perfect
insulation, and are soldered to the
terminals in plain sight, where they
may be inspected. This also eliminates any possibility of breakage of
transformer leads.

The finished job, of which we are
mighty proud. The leads are soldered to
tinned terminals, which are under nickel
plated nuts over which are placed
knurled nuts. Each binding post is plainly
marked so that it is impossible to make
incorrect connections.

Amplify the pleasure of your radio set by installing Kellogg
audio frequency transformers. Second to none in volume, clarity
and freedom from distortion.
No. 501 -Ratio

4%2

to

1.

No. 502 -Ratio

3

to

1.

Only $4.50 each

Built ctnd Guaranteed by

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Company
1066 West Adams Street, Chicago

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO
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MAGNAVOX instruments are never subject
to those internal interferences which, at critical moments, are so apt to mar the performance
of ordinary radio reproducers.
To measure the success which Magnavox engineers have accomplished in the design and manufacture of Magnavox products, remember that
they have been sold in far larger quantities than
any other radio units in the world.
Magnavox Reproducers
R2 with 18 -inch curvex horn $60.00
R3 with 14 -inch curvex horn $35.00
M1 with 14 -inch curvex horn.
Requires no battery for the field.

horn and

1

asr

wg 1*
-ev

ti

$59.00

A2 -R consisting of electro- dynamic

Reproducer with 14 -inch curvex
horn and 2 stages of amplification

$85.00

Magnavox Power Amplifiers
$27.50
AC -2 -C -2 -stage . . .
$55.00
AC -3 -C -3 -stage . . .
$75.00

Al -1 -stage

Magnavox Products are for sale at Registered Magnavox Dealers
everywhere. Write for new 32 -page Magnavox Radio Catalogue.

THE MAGNAVOX CO , Oakland, Calif.
New York Office: 370 Seventh Avenue

ZR

.

stage of amplification

$35.00
Magnavox Combination Sets
Al -R consisting of electro-dynamic
Reproducer with 14 -inch curvex

-

Perkins Electric Limited, Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg, Canadian Distributors
r

t.

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO
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THREE A'S
For Six -Volt Tubes
For Two -Volt Tubes
For Four -Volt Tubes

If you take radio seriously
YOU want to tune in distant stations, but
there is another thing you want just as
keenly
get what you get clearly.
No matter how far or how near the station is,
for greatest clearness and for all -round satisfaction, you must use storage batteries. Once you
hook up to Exide Radio Batteries you will never
be satisfied with anything less. They give uniform current, smoothly, quietly, over a long
period of discharge. Like good little boys, they
are seen and not heard.

-to

For low- voltage tubes
The two newest members of the Exide family
are midgets in size but giants in power. These
sturdy little A batteries weigh only five and six
pounds each. They furnish in full measure that
uniform and unfailing power so essential to
clarity and distant reception.
They were specially designed for WD -11 and
UV -199 vacuum tubes, but can be used with any
low -voltage tube. The two -volt Exide A Battery consists of a single cell. It will heat the filament of a WD -11 or other quarter- ampere tube
for approximately 96 hours. The four -volt A
battery, having two cells, will light the filament
of a UV -199 tube for 200 hours.

On land, at sea, in the air
It is the experience back of Exide Batteries that

makes the Exide give such exceptional service in
radio. There is an Exide Battery for every purpose. Exides run trucks, start and light automobiles, operate drawbridges, propel under the
sea a majority of the world's submarines,
send your voice over
the wire every time you
use the telephone.
A majority of all government and commercial radio plants both
on land and at sea are
equipped with Exide
Batteries. The Leviathan is Exide- equipped.
The giant dirigible Shenandoah carries Exide
Batteries for ignition, lights, and radio.
It does not pay to get any but a known- to -bereliable storage battery for radio. Exide Radio
Batteries are sold by radio dealers and Exide
Service Stations everywhere. Ask your dealer for
booklets describing in detail the Exide Radio
Batteries, or write us direct.

For six -volt tubes
Like all Exide Storage Batteries, the Exide A
Battery for six -volt tubes is dependable and long lasting. It is made in four sizes-of 25, 50, 100,
and 150 ampere -hour capacities.

THE

xiôe

RADIO BATTERIES

ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA
Manufactured in Canada by Exide Batteries of Canada, Limited, 133 -157 Dufferin Street, Toronto
Tell them that you saw it in RADIO
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A Radio Statement to the Public
The Meaning of Coordinated Scientific Research
KEEPING its pledge to the public, the Radio Corporation of America has
concentrated its vast research and engineering forces upon the solution of
certain fundamental problems facing the art -problems which have become more

apparent as broadcasting stations and radio receivers multiply.
The phenomenal expansion of the radio in-A receiver for the apartment house and

dustry, and the universal and ever -increasing
appeal of radio, represent an outstanding development of the present century -for this
industry has grown from infancy to maturity
in a space of but two years.
Briefly stated, there is today a necessity for

-A

-the

radio receiver providing super-selectivity

-

ability to select the station you want
whether or not local stations operate. A selectivity
which goes to the theoretical limits of the science.

-Super-sensitiveness- meaning volume from
distant stations -along with selectivity.
-Improved acoustics -more faithful reproduction of broadcasted voice and music than has ever
been possible before.

- "Non- radiating"

-a

receivers
new development, a type of receiver which, no matter how
handled, will not interfere with your neighbor's
enjoyment.

-More simplified operation -a

super- receiver
requiring no technical skill, thus making the
greatest achievements of entertainment immediately available to all members of the family.

populated districts, requiring neither aerial nor ground
connection.

-suburban
Another
of
districts,
type

improved receiver for the

equally capable to that above,
for use where the erection of an aerial presents
no problem.

Painstaking search in quest of these ideals has
led to new discoveries, setting new standards
of excellence and performance-discoveries,
which have established :
First -that improved acoustics are possible

-a

matter of scientific research and not of haphazard
design -for truly melodious reception.

Second -that dry battery operated sets can be so
designed as to give both volume and distance.

Third-that the regenerative receiver is susceptible to marked improvement providing selectivity,
sensitiveness and simplicity of operation hitherto
deemed impossible of accomplishment.
Fourth -that the Super- Heterodyne -the hitherto
complicated device requiring engineering skill to
operate -could be vastly improved -improved in
sensitiveness and selectivity-and simplified so
that the very novice and the layman could enter
new regions of entertainment and delight.

Watch For Further Announcements
Radio Corporation of America
233

Broadway, N.

l'. C.

10

Sales Offices: Dept. 52
So. LaSalle St., Chicago, Ill.
433 California St., San Francisco,

REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO
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Rachotorial Comment
EVER since broadcasting was started the moot question
has been "Who will pay for it eventually ?" And in
all the answers given there has been a manifest tendency to sidestep or mask the fact that, as always, the
public will pay for it, directly or indirectly. Even so eminent an authority as David Sarnof has recently been widely
quoted as stating that the public will not pay for radio programs and "that broadcasting can be made commercially
practical without any means being found for collecting from
the consumer."
The inference is obvious that the commercial practicability
resides in the sale of radio equipment and supplies, these being
so priced as to make it possible to pay for broadcasting from
the proceeds. While there can be no valid objection to this
so far as the big radio manufacturers are concerned it does
not take care of many worthy stations not so supported, stations that are performing an appreciated public service.
All of which leads us to offer the suggestion that before
making a statement there can be no harm in testing it experimentally. As far as we are aware the public has never
been asked whether it would pay if asked to do so. Unless
we are greatly mistaken there are a million people in the
United States who would prefer to preserve their feeling of
independence and fair play and to have a voice as to the
kinds of programs broadcast.
This would be possible by forming an American Radio
Association similar to the American Automobile Association
in its de- centralized form of organization and functions.
With but nominal dues from the large possible membership
such an association could finance programs and secure favorable legislation to far better advantage than the present unorganized listeners-in. With the understanding that the
major portion of the funds collected would be devoted to
the support of broadcast programs, we believe that the majority of the listeners would voluntarily contribute their
share.
This would in no way restrict the enjoyment of radio to
those who pay for it. Those unwilling or unable to pay
would continue to have their radio "free as the air" just as
the non- member motorist benefits from the work of the
automobile association.
So we propound the question to our readers: Would
such an association be practical and advisable? Furthermore
we will devote such space in these columns as may be necessary for a complete discussion of the pros and cons of the
subject.

OFTEN has it been suggested that the broadcast

lis-

tener learn the code in order that he may derive the
greater pleasure that comes from listening-in on the
higher wavelengths. But today, with the multitudinous
interference that comes from spark and arc, the person who

understands the code has an advantage in being able to determine the source. Too often the amateur is blamed where a
ship or commercial station is at fault. Every station is required to sign its call letters and these are listed in the call
books, so that there is no trouble in locating the offender.
If enough letters of complaint are sent to the owner of the
station and to the radio inspector the interference will ultimately be eliminated.
interference. Now that the much maligned and more -abused amateur has been obliged
to cease transmission during the evening broadcast
hours, the objectionable interference is almost as bad as before. This fact was prophesied in these columns months
ago, as it was realized that the amateur was blamed for
much interference for which he was in no way responsible.
The chief offenders are the commercial stations, the Navy
arcs,and re- radiating receivers. In some localities the troubles
are traceable to leaky insulators on power lines, to electrostatic precipitation plants, to telephone ringing equipment,
and to violet ray machines. All these can be corrected
where the will to do so exists.
Many of the commercial stations have shown a fine spirit
of co- operation in limiting their traffic to essential communication during the early evening. Ship position reports and
the like are being given before or after the B.C.L. period.
In the sixth and seventh districts the commercial wavelength
was raised to 706 meters on the first of the year with a consequent marked decrease in complaints. Similar steps will
probably soon be taken in the other districts preliminary to
a re- allocation of wavelengths for ship -to-shore traffic.
That the same co-operation has not been extended by the
Navy is most regrettable. With a wide range of upper
wavelengths already at their command there is little or no
excuse for Navy communication on the lower wavelengths
close to the broadcast band. Nor has the Navy made suf
ficient effort to eliminate harmonics. Restrictive legislation
seems to be the only remedy, as many appeals to reason and
mercy have failed.
But the worst cause of interference today is the regenerative receiver in the hands of uninformed or careless operators. The "blooping" in congested districts is well -nigh
intolerable. Although careful operation will minimize this
irritation, absolute prohibition of re- radiation without
license is the only present answer to the problem. Many
inventors are trying to muffle the regenerative receiver and
several non -radiating circuits are available, so that, by the
time such prohibition could become effective, no hardship
need be worked on the radio public. Rumor hath it that the
new radio bill to be presented to Congress will prohibit the
use of re- radiating receivers, as has already been done in
England.

THE bane of radio
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Clearing the Trans -Atlantic Shipping L anes byRacijo
By S. R. Winters

Here is another example of the service to humanity that is being rendered
The author gives the interesting details of how radio warnings of icebergs areby radio.
sent out
to ships in the North Atlantic.

THE captain of

a steamship leaving
port with a cargo for European
points may accept as commonplace the
instructions charting his course up the
St. Lawrence River. However, in the
absence of an ice -patrol system in the
vicinity of the Grand Banks, off Newfoundland, a floating mass of ice might
cross the pathway of the ship and, not
unlike the fate of the cargo of Antonio,
the debtor of Shylock, in Shakespeare's
"Merchant of Venice ", the vessel and
its contents fail of their destination.
Life and property would be in constant
jeopardy from icebergs and field ice but
for the observations and warnings made
and issued frequently by patrols assigned
in a region where navigation is menaced.
The "International Ice Observation
.

A Typical Iceberg Off Newfoundland

force of 2,600 h.p.
Each vessel is
manned by a crew of 75 men, excluding
8 officers.

Each cutter is equipped with a 2 -kilowatt spark transmitting outfit, and a 2kilowatt Federal arc transmitting equip-

One of the Ice Patrol Cutters

/-

ment. A
kilowatt transmitting set is
in reserve. A Navy type 1420 receiver
and radio compass complete the equipment.
"The object of the patrol is to locate
the icebergs and field ice nearest to the
trans -Atlantic steamship lanes. It will
be the duty of patrol vessels to determine
the southerly, easterly, and westerly
limits of the ice and to keep in touch
with these fields as they move to the
southward, in order that radio messages may be sent out daily, giving the
whereabouts of the ice, particularly the
ice that may be in the immediate vicinity
of the regular steamship lanes."
The greatest menace from ice formations is during April, May and June.
The continuity of the ice patrol is uninterrupted during this period of time,
and for a longer duration, in the event
that the danger to navigation is not
naturally removed. For instance, during
the last observation season the first ice patrol ship left Boston on March 8.
After 15 days of vigilance, excluding the
Continued on page

and Ice Patrol Service," so termed because it is a form of "league of nations"
in the interest of safety of life at sea,
sprang into being as an aftermath of the
toll of life exacted when the Titanic was
wrecked on an iceberg, April 14, 1912.
The patrol of the ice region, in consequence of the conditions subscribed to
by the International Convention for the
Safety of Life at Sea, meeting in London
January 20, 1914, was delegated to the
Coast Guard of the U. S. Treasury De-

partment.
Now, with each recurring spring, if
you happen to be in Halifax, Nova
Scotia, you may observe a cutter of the
Coast Guard, either Tampa or Modoc
steam out of port in a bee -line for the
tail of the Grand Banks, 250 miles south
of Cape Race, Newfoundland. These
cutters were built in 1921 and 1922, at
Oakland, California. They are electrically propelled, each having a driving

A 2 -K.W. Arc

Transmitter Which Was Copied 1980 Miles Away
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A

Receiver
Tube
Four -Electrode
Brooke Sawyer
By

r

Interesting not alone from its description of a novel receiver but also from its account
of an ill-fated expedition, this article should have a wide appeal. The facts are here
presented, we believe, for the first time in an American publication.

HE advance guard of a world circling airplane, the British steam
yacht Frontiersman, rests idle in Los
Angeles Harbor. It is an unusual ship
on an unusual mission, and the most unusual thing about her from the radio
point of view is her Marconi set. We
will let Capt. R. L. Spalding tell the
story of the ship in his own words and
then try to solve the mysteries of the
modern Marconi ship receiver.
"In the summer of 1922," said Capt.
Spalding, "Captains MacMillan and
Malins attempted to fly around the
world. They left London in a 'DH -9'
and, after many difficulties, reach Calcutta. There they transferred to a
Fairey seaplane in which they hoped to
finish the trip. But trouble developed
and they ended by spending three days on
an upturned float in the Bay of Bengal,
where they swore that if they were
picked up, of which possibility they had
almost given up hope, they would make
another attempt. From the experience
gained in this first flight they realized
that a mother-ship would be necessary
for the long flight across the Pacific.
When they returned to England they
started appealing for funds, started the
building of a boat plane which would
be suitable for the job, and also advertised for a crew of adventurers who

"The Frontiersman" Rests Idle in Los Angeles Harbor

would take a ship to the remote parts of
the northern Pacific. This appeal was
broadcast from 2L0, and the letters received in reply showed the great number
of people that could be reached through
the medium of broadcasting. From
nearly 3000 applicants 38 were chosen,
who set sail from London on June 28,
1923.

"The ship had the moral support of
the British government, especially the
Air Ministry, but nothing in the financial line. No big paper was backing the
show, all support coming from individuals interested in a sporting adventure. The 'expedition got as far as Los

Angeles in safety. Here, owing to the
unexpected financial upsets in Europe
which stopped subscriptions, funds ran
out and the ship was unable to meet her
debts. Bailiffs were put in possession,
and the crew took such work as they
could find ashore. The majority were
ex- officers in the army, navy, or air force,
but, in order to keep themselves going,
turned to such jobs as laborers in timber
yards, package sorters in a Los Angeles
department store, deck hands on other
ships, and drivers of laundry vans. The
wireless operator was employed for a
time as bailiff on a libeled Mexican
coaster.
"As things stand at the present time
the ship will probably be sold to meet
her debts. Meanwhile every effort is
being made to raise the capital to re -start
the venture next spring."

started on

the Frontiersman
VV HEN
her cruise she was equipped by the

British Marconi with a standard ship
installation, many points of which will
be of great interest to our American
operators and amateurs. The transmitting set will be passed over quickly, for
it is in the receiving equipment that the
greatest departures from American practice take place. The transmitter is of
the quenched gap type of 1Y2 kilowatts
input. It is an excellently constructed
machine and equipped with a quick
wave change switch which also varies
the coupling of the oscillation transformer so as to take advantage of maximum quenching. Fifteen amperes are
radiated on full power. Tile key, a
monster in our eyes, is very well balanced, however, and plenty of speed is
possible. For auxiliary power, instead
of carrying sufficient storage battery to
run the motor-generator, only a small
battery is used with a magnetic interrupter in series with the transformer
.

Marconi Receiver Employing Four- Element Tube
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primary, thus making it practically an
induction coil. Ranges up to 200 miles
are easily obtained in this way.
The receiving set consists of a tuner,
on the top, a combined radio -frequency
amplifier, detector, and one stage audiofrequency amplifier using one 4- electrode
tube, at the lower left, and a local oscillator or heterodyne at the lower right,
as shown in the picture. As there are
rumors that we are soon to have a 4electrode tube of American manufacture,
a discussion of the operation of the Marconi "valve" will not be out of place,
while the heterodyne arrangement will
be of interest to those who are designing
+uper- heterodyne sets.
The aerial side of the tuner consists
of a .0016 mfd. variable condenser, eight
separate inductances, and eight switches
which allow any one of the inductances
being cut into the circuit, and a seriesparallel condenser switch. The secondary is tuned by a .0009 mfd. variable
and a .0008 mfd. fixed condenser which
may be shunted across the variable when
desired. There are five separate inductances in the secondary, any one of
which may be used. Coupling between
the two circuits is varied by means of a
"coupling coil" whose switch is seen between the two banks of toggle switches
controlling the inductances. The range
of the tuner is 200 -20,000 meters. The
three sets of coils, primary, secondary
and coupling, are each contained in
s e p a r a t e copper -lined compartments,
minimizing electrostatic coupling to a
marked degree. The amount of coupling
is under almost perfect control, and this,
added to the shielding which protects the
coils from any outside influence, together
with the complete disconnection of the
coils not in use, makes the receiver very
efficient as well as extremely selective.
The 4- electrode tube and its arrangement are what we are most interested
in and in describing it I am "cribbing"
freely from the Marconi handbook. In
the words of the handbook, "Amplifier
type 91 embodies a single 4- electrode
valve which results in great economy in
valves and filament current. The amplification obtained is slightly superior
to that given by amplifier type 71 (a
three -tube set) . The instrument re-

quires 24 volts high tension, the limits
for good working being 18 and 28." It
would seem that the tube is as critical
on plate voltage as our UV200 detector,
if not more so. Three transformers are
used, giving ranges of 200 -450, 450 -800,
and 800 -2,800 meters. On the latter
good amplification is obtained up to
12,000 meters on C. W., but above this
wave the amplification falls off slowly to
about two to one at 20,000 meters. The
selectivity, controlled to a great extent
by the potentiometer, is much greater
than that obtained in three -tube sets.
At first glance the tube appears to
have two grids, but the outer grid really
does the work of the plate of the usual
3- electrode tube, the plate being used
only for detection. Three operations are
carried out at the same time, viz: radio frequency amplification, detection, and
audio- frequency amplification.
Radio-frequency amplification takes
place between the filament, inner grid,
and outer grid, the latter being connected to the B battery or high voltage
supply, in the same manner as in the
ordinary 3- electrode tube. The part of
the circuit which carries out this work
is shown in the diagram as a heavy line.
This current is of high frequency, and
will flow through condensers C2 and
C3 in preference to the windings of T2
and T3.
Rectification takes place between the
filament and the plate in the circuit
shown as a fine line. It will be observed that T, performs the duties of
the usual radio - frequency transformer
between the radio -frequency tube and
the detector. In this circuit the grids
play no part in the action of rectification
and there is no high voltage. The
potential of the plate with respect to
the filament is governed by the potentiometer, and the maximum is 3 volts
positive to the negative end of the filament. The audible frequency pulsations
of rectified current taking place in this
circuit will act upon the filament-inner
grid circuit through the transformer T2,
and these audio pulsations will be again
amplified between the filament and inner
and outer grids, the current following
the circuit shown as a thick line, except
that in this case, being of low frequency,

T1

SECONDARY

I

OF TUNER

I

OUTER

GRID

INNER
GRID

III
Schematic Diagram of Marconi 4- Electrode Tube Circuit
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it will flow through the winding of T,
(dotted) , instead of condenser C3. T3
forms the primary winding of the telephone transformer, the ßritish generally
using low resistance head -sets.
The radio-frequency transformer T,
has triple windings, all in series, each set
having an equal number of turns in the
primary and secondary. The first set
has 220 turns each, the second 330, and
the third 1625. The switch in the
"short- wave" position short circuits the
second and third sets, in the "600" position the third set is short circuited, and
in the "long- wave" position all are in
circuit. T2 is an ordinary closed core
audio-frequency transformer, each winding having 3000 turns. T8 is the telephone step -down transformer. C2 has a
capacity of .003 mfd. and C3 of .0004
mfd.

COUPLING
COIL

PLATE

COIL'

r

áGRID

-CO!L

Marconi Heterodyne Circuit

It should be noted that the potentiometer varies the potential of the plate
with respect to the filament, and has
nothing to do with the grids. Its sole
duty is to give selective effects, which
are also helped by an adjustment of the
filament temperature. Selective effects
can only be obtained at the expense of
a certain amount of amplification.
Fig. 2 shows the circuit of the local
oscillator, which has four ranges. Two
sets of grid and plate coils are in the
box which can be seen at the lower right
hand corner of the local oscillator case.
This box can be turned over, providing
two ranges, and the movement of the
switch places the variable condenser in
parallel with either the grid winding
alone, or with grid and plate windings
in series. The values of these windings
are chosen so that the range obtainable
with the condenser in parallel with the
grid winding alone overlaps the range
obtainable with the condenser in parallel
with the two windings in series.
There is a variable coupling coil included inside the case which is in series
Continued on page
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A

Receiving Set
Remarkable
McMeen
Samuel
By

G.

with crystal detector that will give better quality and
almost the same volume as a three -tube regenerative set is certainly worthy of the title
,iven by the author. He employs one stage of radio and one stage of audio -frequency
amplification to secure this unusual result from a crystal detector.
A fixed condenser of .002 microfarad,
The layout of the set for broadcasting
THE qualities of the vacuum tube as
ranges is shown in Fig. 1, and the tap- connected between the negative side of,
a detector are so striking and so exping necessary for reaching the amateur the filament and the ground, serves as a
cellent that many workers have acquired
high- frequency energy to
little knowledge of the virtues of the wavelengths in addition to broadcasting by-pass for the
prevent its passing through a part of the
crystal. Indeed, there are those who, is shown in Fig. 2, the total number of
turns being the same in each of the tuner potentiometer. The difference between
like the writer, have been so content
this condenser and not using it
with the performance of the tube that windings in both cases. The object of using
probably is slight, but it is also probable
they have ignored -or at any rate over- building the set without the taps is to
dea
that the set owes its success in part to
tap
-switches,
eliminate the two
looked -the crystal.
just these refinements.
guarancan
user
However, a demonstration by Mr. E. sirable thing when the
interested
tee that he never will become
C. Nichols of California has disclosed
in the amateur band of wavelengths. If
than
subject
that there is more in the
deheretofore has been generally appreci- the untapped form be chosen and the
reception
ated. That capable investigator has as- sire to participate in amateur
later on,
sembled one stage of radio-frequency should come upon the maker
will
amplification, one crystal detector and he will then be fortunate in that he
make to provide
one stage of audio -frequency amplifica- have something new to
need.
new
for
the
Fig. 2. Tapping the Tuner Winding:
tion into a set that operates a loud
it
will
1,
Fig.
of
details
the
Observing
speaker most satisfactorily, and, much
The B battery for the first step is of
and
more to the point, does so with a really be seen that the 43 -plate condenser
volts, and is the same battery as that
66
the
remarkable quality. Distortion of am- the inductance are in series to form
for the second tube. The only
used
the I1 -plate
plification is notably little. The sibilants antenna circuit, and that
for showing two A and two B
reason
condenser is in parallel with that inducand the f- sounds are faithfully rendered.
in the sketch is the hope of
batteries
the
There are those who are repelled by tance. In the original description of
in the figure. There is
clearness
radio -frequency plan the coil was speci- added
ally receiving set outline in which radio of each. In addition to
but
one
on a 4- actually
frequency amplification appears, for the fied as 35 turns of No. 18 wire
this simplification it is possible and ad
uses fifty turns,
sufficient reason that those stages usually in. tube. Mr. Nichols
visable to use but one filament rheostat
in the form of a honeycomb coil, a testiinvolve the use of tuned transformers
for both of the tubes. There being no
in the
with the requirement of handling extra mony to the latitude allowed
radio-frequency unit. The reason for detector tube there is no need of striving
controls, or else involve untuned, airthe larger number of turns in the honey- for the ability to make critical adjustcore radio-frequency transformers with
ments of filament temperature.
use of
their limited wavelength ranges. This comb coil, as compared with the of the
The tuner portion of the rig consists
the 4 -in. type, is in the diameters
is not to be wondered at, but all of it is
of two coils only, there being no proviof the 50avoided in the type of radio -frequency windings. The inductance
turn honeycomb coil is 150 microhenries, sion for coil regeneration. These coils
amplification used in Mr. Nichols' set.
are wound on one 4-in. insulating tube
of the
It is the type treated in the article in the and the calculated inductance
with a separation of 2 in. between coils.
a
March issue of RADIO, with the one 4 -in. 35 -turn coil is 143 microhenries,
If the untapped form of tuner is used it
is
it
inductance and no tuning thereof beyond rather close agreement. Therefore
makes no difference which end of either
the associated condensers. In the use of correct to use either.
The potentiometer has a resistance of winding goes to the destinations shown.
it under description, there are two of
But in the tapped form, in which at
300 ohms shunted across the A battery.
the latter, one in series with and one in
times part of the winding is not in use,
is in use it is
parallel with the inductance. They both During all the time it
the terminations shall be as follows:
milamperes
probably have a latitude to make a given drawing approximately 20
the caution The radio-frequency amplifier plate shall
wavelength audible throughout much of from that battery, therefore
be connected to the primary end that is
to insert the means of breaking the A
their range, so that seeking and finding
battery circuit in a proper place to open nearest to the secondary coil ; the crystal
is easy.
end
the potentiometer circuit when the set is shall be connected to the secondary
coil.
primary
not in use. All that is required is that that is nearest to the
The turns in the primary coil shall be
this opening be at some point in the batuseful
tery circuit that is common to both fila- 60, and in the secondary 80. A
Continued on page 65
ment and potentiometer.
A two -tube non -regenerative set

1

TUNER

Fio.

1.

Tube - Crystal

-

Tube Receiving Set
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Filter Functions and Construction
Florian J. Fox
By

llfter explaining the need for its

use the author describes the design of
eliminating the hum in a rectified alternating current supply to the plate a filter for
of a vacuum
tube. This article is part of a series on the design of a radiophone transmitter,
though
complete in itself.

DIRECT current obtained from rec-

of the plate supply leads. Large condentified alternating current or from a sers are connected across the
line as
motor-generator usually contains an al- shown in Fig. 1. In some systems
a
ternating component. In the case of the wave trap is also used as in Fig.
2.
rectified a.c. this is quite pronounced.
L
Such a "ripple" or "hum" is usually reflected in the radio-frequency antenna
current. The ripple, if it is quite proTo h 191-1
nounced, is objectionable in a radioC
Voltage
phone transmitter because the frequency
is in the audible range. It will not only
Source
mfd.
partly drown out the voice, but will also
produce "beats" with the voice frequenFig. 2. Low Pass
cies, thus spoiling what might otherwise
be perfect modulation.
For the wave trap the formula for
If full wave rectification is used on resonance is used :
60 -cycle supply the ripple frequency will
be 120 cycles. If a direct current generf = 1/27r LC
ator is used, the frequency is proportional to the number of commutator where f= stopping frequency, L= inductance in henries, C=capacity in farads.
bars, and the speed in revolutions per
Since in the filter, theoretically, only
second. The a.c. ripple is generally
half
of each condenser is used with each
called an "a.c. hum ", while the d.c.
inductance,
and since there are two half
variation is usually spoken of as a "comcondensers
in
series, the capacity C bemutator ripple." The frequency of the
comes
C/4
and
the formula for the filcommutator ripple, then, is the product
ter
is
of the number of commutator bars by
1 /2
L C/4
the speed of the armature in revolutions
per second. f=NS. Generators are de- where L is the inductance of each
coil
signed with a large number of commutain henries and C the capacity of each
tor bars and with the armature rotating condenser in farads. See Fig. 3.
at high speeds, thus producing a ripple
L
above audibility. Such a generator requires no filter.

obtain some idea as to the size of inductance required. It is a great help to
know that a coil must have 10 henries
inductance rather than 1 /10 henry.
L

To P late

lor2

/

j=

AFILTER

is a device or circuit which
can be designed to offer an extremely high impedance to a given frequency, or band of frequencies, and practically no impedance to all other frequencies. There are two fundamental
types, the high -pass and the low-pass.
As their names imply, the high -pass filter
passes high frequencies and suppresses
low ones, while the low -pass filter does
the reverse.
The limits of either type can be fixed,
but this is a matter that does not concern us. We shall use the low-pass filter.
Our stopping frequency will be the frequency of the ripple, and our passing
frequency will be zero for direct current.
The low-pass filter usually consists of
one or two inductances in series, in one

1/2S]

Cectuiv
%2

=

=

C

Most writers leave the reader at this
This is a mistake. The majority of readers have no way of making
a coil, especially if it has an iron core,
whose inductance is to be so many henries. This requires a knowledge of the
properties of the core iron, and the use
of inductance formulae; etc.
We offer a relatively simple solution ;
the method of cut and try.
The formulas can be used in order to
point.

Source

Plate

C

lor2
rn fd.

or Z

mfd.

Optional
e

To

Fig. I.

The writer made a core of transformer iron, similar to that of the C. W.
transformer described in J a n u a r y
RADIO, only somewhat smaller. About
1000 turns of No. 28 D.C.C. wire were
wound, a tap taken, and then taps taken
every 500 turns until 3000 turns were
wound. Another similar inductance was
made. These were then connected in
the proper manner and tried.
Different taps were tried until the station was reported to have little or no
hum. In the writer's case, best results
were obtained with all the turns in on
each inductance.
Some readers might prefer to check
the inductance as the winding progresses.

%2

C

>

Fig. 3. Analysis of Low Pass Filter
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The Low Pass Filter

Some measuring instruments

will be
required.
Place the inductance across an a.c.
supply (this may have to be as high as
500 volts), measure the current I flowing and the voltage E across the coil.
Then E IZ where Z is the impedance of the coil. Z
E /I.
Next place the coil across a low direct
voltage supply. Measure E and I again.
E = IR where R
resistance. R
E/I. Also Z = V R2 + X2 and hence

=

=

=

X=

IZ2 -R2.

Since Z and R are known, we can
solve for X, the reactance of the coil in
ohms. But X is also equal to 2 7r fL,
where f is the frequency of the impressed
a.c. and L is the inductance in henries.

Hence L

= X /2,r f.

Substituting the

Continued on page
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Reasons for Interference
some sidelights on Bythe
Jesse Marsten
This article clearly explains what is meant by a "side- band" and its effect in causing
interference between broadcast, spark and C. W. stations. It greatly clarifies what is
usually considered a complex subject.
problem of interference be- when they hear it they know they are highest is 658,000 cycles, and the fretween radio stations is only too on the carrier wave of a station. Now quencies actually transmitted beside
well known by the broadcast listener suppose that a violin solo is being the carrier frequency are shown by
who tries nightly to separate local broadcasted, and that one of the notes Fig. I. It is therefore seen that a
broadcasting stations from each other is a thousand cycle note. Then a radiophone station sends out many
and from other spark or even C. W. different state of affairs is produced. more frequencies than its own assigned
sets, though the mechanism by which
this interference is created is not so
well understood. The reader has
probably also observed the tendency
to abandon the designation of stations
by means of their wave lengths, and to
substitute instead their frequencies in
kilocycles. In allocating wave lenghts
for broadcasting stations wave lengths
for different stations were chosen so
that their frequencies were at least
10,000 cycles, or io kilocycles apart.
The reasons for all this are intimately

THE

Carrier Frequency

Lower Side Band

G4$oo0

tied up with the problem of interference, and this article is intended to
shed some light on the subject for
broadcast listeners.
Before proceeding with the details of
the present discussion it might be well
to point out the gist of the whole matter. Broadcasting stations are assigned definite wave lengths and frequencies. Thus WJZ sends on a wave
length of 455 meters, or at a frequency
of 653 kilocycles, WEAF sends on the
wave length of 492 meters, or at the
frequency of 609 kilocycles, WRC
broadcasts on 469 meters, or at the
frequency of 64o kilocycles. Ship spark
transmitters send on 600 meters, or at
the frequency of 500 kilocycles. If
each of these stations actually transmitted signals only on the wave length
or frequency assigned to it the
problem of interference would be considerably simplified. But the fact is
that none of these stations, broadcasting, spark or even C. W., actually
transmit on only the wave length or
frequency assigned to them. They all
transmit on a number of wave lengths
and frequencies. As a result it frequently happens that interference is
created because these different frequencies at which one station transmits
overlap the other frequencies sent out
by another station.
Let us see first what is sent out from
a broadcasting station. In the first
place we start with the carrier wave.
This is the wave length or frequency
which has been assigned to the station.
Thus in the case of WJZ the carrier
wave is 455 meters, frequency 653
kilocycles. Every station transmits its
carrier wave. When tuned to this wave
length with a regenerative receiver
with very tight tickler coupling, the
squeal which is heard is frequently due
to this carrier wave. Many people
tune in their sets by this squeal, and

Upper Side Band

652,90 1653,1oo

53,000

Frequency

Fig. I.

Range of Frequencies Radiated with A Carrier Frequency of 653 Kilocycles
and Speech Waves between 100 and 5000 Cycles

frequency, or carrier. Therefore, while
station WJZ has an assigned carrier
wave of 653,000 cycles, if the ordinary
set is tuned to 648,000 cycles or 65ß,00o cycles, or any other frequency in
between, this receiver will be interfered
with by WJZ, because as shown above
WJZ sends at these other frequencies
besides. The same remarks hold true,
of course, for all other broadcasting
stations, hence, if all broadcasting stations are near each other in their assigned frequencies, their side bands
will interfere to such an extent that
kilocycles, or 653,000 cycles; secondly, interference will be be intolerable.
For this reason broadcasting stations
653,000 cycles minus 100o cycles or
652,000 cycles; and thirdly, 653,000 have been assigned wave lengths by
cycles plus moo cycles, or 654,000 the government so that their carrier
frequencies always are separated by at
cycles.
Thus for any single audio frequency least 10,000 cycles. Thus suppose one
which is transmitted via radio there station is assigned a carrier frequency
will be three radio frequencies trans- of 643,000 cycles, which is io,000
mitted. Now it is well known that cycles lower than that of WJZ, which
speech consists of numerous frequen- is 653,000 cycles. Then let us assume
cies ranging from about 10o cycles to, again that average speech contains all
say, 5000 cycles. Thus when speech is the frequencies from 10o to 5000 cycles.
transmitted via radio a large number Therefore the former station will send
of radio frequencies will be transmitted out besides its carrier frequency of
on each side of the carrier frequency. 643 kilocycles, the frequencies of 643
In the above case we will have the car- 000 minus loo, or 642,9oo cycles, 643,rier, namely 653,000 cycles, and a band 000 minus 5000, or 638,000 cycles;
of frequencies between 653,000 minus 643,000 plus 100, or 643,100 cycles,
100, or 652,900 cycles, and 653,000 and 643,000 plus s000 or 648,000 cyminus 5000, or 648,000 cycles, and also cles. Its highest frequency of transa band of frequencies between 653,E mission is thus 648,000 cycles which
plus loo or 653,10o cycles, and 653,000 just equals WJZ's lowest frequency of
plus 5000, or 658,000 cycles. The transmission which is also 648,000 cylower band of frequencies is known by cles. Thus if broadcasting stations are
the name of "lower side band," while assigned carrier frequencies which are
the higher band of frequencies is known 10,000 cycles apart their transmitted
by the name "upper side band." The side bands will not overlap, hence
lowest frequency transmitted is in the interference will be reduced.
The above is true when the frequen_
case of WJZ 648,000 cycles, while the

First, the carrier wave is transmitted.
Secondly, a wave is transmitted whose
frequency is the frequency of the carrier minus the lobo cycles. Thirdly,
another wave is transmitted whose
frequency is the frequency of the carrier plus the moo cycles. More concretely if we go back to the case of
station WJZ we have the following
three waves transmitted from the
station when a 1000 cycle musical note
is played into the microphone: first,
the carrier whose frequency is the station's assigned frequency, namely 653
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cies of speech or music which are trans-.
mitted only go as high as 5000 cycles.
Let us see what happens if an audible
frequency of io,000 cycles is trans-

mitted. The station whose carrier
frequency is 643,000 cycles will now
transmit a greater band of frequencies,
which in the upper side band includes

the frequencies between 643,000 plus
5000, or 648,000 cycles, and 643,E
plus io,000 or 653,000 cycles, while
station WJZ will now also be transmitting more frequencies also, and in
its lower band it will transmit the additional frequencies between 653,000
minus 5000, or 648,000 cycles, and
653,000 minus io,000 or 643,000 cycles. Thus the transmitted frequencies will be found to range as follows:
Station carrier 643,000 cycles; from
633,000 to 653,000 cycles. Station
carrier 653,000 cycles; from 643,000 to
663,000 cycles.
It is seen that these frequencies of
transmission from these two stations
overlap and hence interference will be
created. Now the fact is that both
speech and music contain frequencies
as low as 3o cycles and as high as io,000 cycles and perhaps more. Hence
interference is almost inevitable when
there are two stations operating near
each other whose carrier frequencies
differ by only io,000 cycles. This condition has been avoided to a considerable extent by assigning stations in the
same locality carrier frequencies which
differ by much more than io,000 cycles, and giving more distant stations
which are separated by large distances
frequencies which differ by io,000 cycles, since distant stations are less apt
to create interference in the average
receiver. Thus WJZ and WEAF have
carrier frequencies of 653,000 cycles
and 6o9,000 cycles, a difference of 44,000 cycles, more than required because
they are in the same locality. On the
other hand WJZ and WRC have carrier frequencies of 6S3,000 and 64o,000
cycles respectively, a difference of 13;
000 cycles, which is just on the borderline, but since they are separated in
distance by about Zoo miles interference is less likely. Incidentally it is
seen that the subject of interference is
more easily considered when we speak
of frequencies than of wave lengths,
and it is primarily for this reason that
the tendency is growing to speak of
stations in terms of their assigned frequencies in cycles or kilocycles rather
than in terms of wave lengths.
The above discussion of interference
between broadcasting stations shows
that the interference, from the transmitter point of view, is due tb the
transmitting stations sending out waves
having a great number of frequencies
rather than only one definite frequency.
This condition exists not only with
broadcasting stations but also with any
telegraph station, be it spark or C. W.
Let us first consider the case of the
spark telegraph transmitter which

RADIO
sends out what is called a damped
wave, which is one whose strength
falls throughout an audio cycle. The
radio frequency waves which such a
station send out during one audio
cycle are shown in Fig. 2, and the

Soo
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500,000 cycles minus moo, or 499,000
cycles, 5oo,00o minus 1, o0 or 498,500
and so on down the scale to the lowest, and also an upper side band of
frequencies including 5oo,000 plus 500,
or 5oo,5oo cycles, 500,000 plus moo or

second
T1odvlatin9

audible wave

4IIIVtir

I

..,.

,-

,,,,,,,

Damped

radio f recluencij
wove

Fig. 2.

''VIII

Wave From A Spark Station

heavy line represents the audio wave
whose frequency is heard in the telephones. The spark station may be
assigned a frequency of 500,000 cycles.
Every time the key is pressed a group
of waves are sent out which are enveloped by the heavy line curve of Fig. 2,
which may represent a dot. Now this
spark station does not send out waves
having only a frequency of 500,000
cycles per second. The radio waves
which it sends out may be considered to
be modulated by the audio frequency
wave shown by the heavy line curve of
Fig. 2, in exactly the same way as the
radio frequency waves of a broadcast
station are modulated by the speech
waves. As a result if we were to analyze the problem mathematically we
would find that the heavy line curve of
Fig. 2, which represents an audio wave
similar to a speech wave, may be resolved into a number of waves having
different frequencies; one having the
same fundamental frequency as the
wave itself, say Soo times per second,
the other having a frequency two times
as great, or moo cycles, the third having one three times as great or 'sap
cycles and so on along the line. 5Of
course the strength of each of these
component frequencies is not the same
for all, but vary as in speech. Hence
what the spark station sends out is far
from being a wave of one definite frequency, 500,000 cycles, but like the
radio telephone wave, must consist of
a number of waves, one being the
fundamental carrier wave of 500,000
cycles, a lower side band of frequencies,
500,000 minus Soo, or 499,500 cycles,

501,000 cycles, 5oo,000 plus 15o0, or
501,500 cycles and so on up the scale.
The strength of the different frequencies in a spark set, as stated above, is
not the same. In fact the strength of

the fundamental carrier frequency is
almost always less than two of its side
frequencies. This together with the
fact that a large number of side frequencies are also transmitted results in
considerable interference, since it is not
unlikely that same of these spark side
frequencies overlap some of the broadcasting frequencies.
The same considerations apply to
the case of continuous wave transmitters. In the case of continuous waves,
unlike damped waves, the strength of
the wave is constant while its lasts,
which is shown by Fig. 3. Suppose a
dot is sent. The transmitter key is
closed and the wave comes up to full
value at once. While the key is depressed the wave is sent out. When
the key is released the wave drops to
zero instantly. This state of affairs
may be represented by Fig. 3, where
the heavy rectangular curve is the
"dot" curve. This is the curve which
may be again considered to modulate
the radio frequency,in thesame manner
in which we consider the speech wave
curves to modulate the radio frequency
in a radio telephone system. Now this
rectangular dot curve when analyzed
also turns out to be equivalent to a
series of periodic sine curves having
different frequencies. It has a frequency equal to the fundamental frequency of the rectangular curve,
Continued on page

66

"dot "curve which modulates the radio frequency wave
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Wave From A C. W. Transmitter
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Causes of Interference and Its Remedy
By Alfred E. Banks, 6XN

6ZB

This is a comprehensive discussion of the entire subject of interference to radio reception. It gives practical suggestions for determining the cause and at least partial elimination of the trouble.,

millions of receiving sets in
WITH
use, interference with good recep-

tion is a subject of intense interest.
Every passenger ship afloat depends
upon the absence of interference when
in case of accident it becomes necessary
to put out an S O S. That it is possible
to regulate and control certain types of
interference may be seen when one
glances at the law of 1912 in which
malicious interference by any trans-

mitting station is prohibited under
heavy penalties.
penalties. The "courtesies of
the air, so called, have been instituted
for the purpose of maintaining a maximum privilege for all receiving and
transmitting stations under all circumstances.
Let us look into some of the causes of
interference (which by the way in the
International Morse code is called
QRM. The letters QRM mean "I am
being interfered with. ")s Interference
causes may be divided into two kinds,
natural and artificial. Natural interference is due to "static," "dead
areas," and "fading," all of which are
caused by atmospheric changes beyond
ordinary control.
Artificial interference is due, first to
nearby sources of electric energy such
as street cars, arc lamps, high power
lines, defective house wiring or high
frequency apparatus at some nearby
point; second, to radio transmitters
other than the station it is desired to
hear; third, to defective tuning devices
such as deteriorated B batteries, corroded terminals, etc., and fourth, to
inexpertness on the part of the operator
at the receiving station whereby a good
tuning device is not made to function
properly. A 6o -cycle hum from nearby
electrical apparatus is unpleasant to
hear, and if due to high power lines in
the neighborhood will have to be remedied at the receiving station. We also
find that clicks due to nearby electric
machinery, noises produced by small
sewing machine motors and a host of
others come to disturb the peace and
harmony of the listener. In dealing
with this sort of interference a thorough
search must be made for the actual
source of the noise. The proof of the
cause of this kind of trouble can always
be obtained by experiment.
Perhaps the bitterest complaints
are those based upon interference by
some station other than the one desired.
Of the causes for this interference the
worst is contiguity. If close to a high
power spark or arc station the tremendous amount of energy radiated
sets up undesirable currents in the

receiving antenna in spite of one's best
efforts.
Others are troubled by harmonics
from high power arcs, sparks, and
tube sets. The Navy has spent much
effort in trying to eliminate these
troubles and in the case of the arc has
been relatively successful in the last
year, although there is still much in
excess of the amount tolerated by the
Federal Telegraph Co. who designed the
apparatus. Unfortunately the NPL
arc station has no natural ground.
Why radio engineers should have
tolerated such a site for a high power
transmitter when the ocean ground was
so near is hard to understand. Particularly during the concert hours,
Government correspondence, except in
emergencies, may be suspended and
this courtesy to the listening public has
to a great extent been arranged by the
It is
responsible Naval officials.
regrettable that the type of operator
at times on duty at the station makes
interference worse than it should be.
The amateur transmitting station
has been blamed for much interference
for which it is not responsible. True,
an occasional breach occurs, but as a
rule all amateur transmitters remain
silent during the period assigned to
concerts. Amateur interference during
concert hours is easily remedied by
reporting the station in question to the
Radio Inspector.
An oscillating tube in a receiving set
is probably one of the most frequent
causes of interference. The British
law prohibits the use of single circuits
or systems for receiving which will
permit of tubes' radiating energy. The
faint high pitched squeal which is
heard so frequently when listening on
the concert wave is, in the great
majority of cases, due to someone who
is "feeling around" fo'r a particular
wave and has his tickler coil, variometer, or condenser governing regeneration, advanced too far so that his
detector tube oscillates, producing radio
frequency energy in the antenna which,
while infinitesimal in power, is capable
of being heard for miles. I have a
letter from Radio Inspector D. B.
McGown, who reports having heard a
single receiving tube being oscillated
in Phoenix, Arizona while he was
listening in San Francisco. This shows
you the amount of energy which a
modern receiver will pick up. Amateurs on the low waves use oscillating
tubes for the reception of C W and I
have personally observed communication between the Pacific and Atlantic
coasts ruined for a station in Los
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Angeles because of the hundreds of
receiving sets which tried to listen in
with oscillating tubes while 6EN was
attempting to receive. The hetero-

dyning entirely obliterated the eastern
signals. When this periodic whistling
is extremely loud and is noted to seesaw back and forth over a concert
wave night after night it is sometimes
wise to look up one's neighbors and
give some help in the matter of tuning.
As to the defective tuning devices.
The market has been flooded with the
most imperfectly designed contraptions for concert receiving and thousands have purchased receivers of this
type in good faith only to find that
while they would tune in a concert, at
the same time they apparently "sucked
in" an inferno of extraneous noises
which made listening anything but a
pleasure. Of course there is only one
thing to be said about, this sort of
thing. Interference can never be
eliminated without a proper receptor.
Often a receiving station functions
perfectly for a long period of time and
suddenly noises of all kinds cause tremendous interference which no tuning
seems to eliminate. We find that
defective rheostats, broken down B
batteries, corroded wires, leaky condensers, dirty tube sockets, broken
head sets, cracked diaphragms and a
thousand other things are responsible.
Sometimes an intermittency of good
signals with poor noisy ones is due to
the burning out of a winding on an
amplifying transformer. The plugs
and jacks in common use may cause
trouble. Careful thought and investigation will soon disclose this type of
interference and its remedies.
The last class of interference is that
due to the inability of the person
operating the receiving set to make it
do its proper duty. For example, I
have seen three stages of radio frequency using a tuned antenna circuit,
with coupling adjusted in such a manner that signals between the extreme
waveband limitations of the transformers in use, were audible with equal
intensity, and this due to the fact that
the operator would persist in using
tight instead of loose coupling. It
behooves us to make a little study of
the art of tuning, and it is a healthy
thing to compare notes with other
amateurs in order to get the benefit of
their experience. You cannot learn
to tune from a book, nor a talk, you
have to "turn the knobs "; but you
should know the reason for the existence of the knobs, and something of
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the theory of the assembly of the set
in use.

Now as to the remedies. Static cannot be stopped today. The keener the
tuning of the set the narrower the band
of static absorbed, yet with amplification? static becomes unbearable,
oftentimes drowning out the desired
signals. One remedy for static, therefore, is to use but one tube and the
head phones.
In dealing with pockets or dead
spaces, so far we have only one remedy
and that is the selection of
new
station site. Fading (when not due to
a dying if battery or B battery) cannot be remedied at the receiving end.
If a transmitter persistently fades,
notwithstanding the fact that other
similar transmitters in the same section
do not fade, letters should be sent to
the transmitting station advising them
of the facts in order that they may
investigate tubes which are overheating, and a hundred other possibilities in a transmitting set imperfectly adjusted.
When the trouble from interference
is due to power lines and a 6o -cycle
hum, probably the best method of
handling it is by use of a filter designed
to absorb this frequency. Directions
for filters of proper types for various
purposes will be found in the current
literature. Look up recent numbers
of RADIO and QST.
When noises are produced by machinery, locate the apparatus and see
if the owner cannot introduce resistance brushes or whether it will be
possible to discontinue the use of the
apparatus at certain hours.
In dealing with interference caused
by spark and arc stations the careful
adjustment of multiple filters promises
most, and it is surprising how much
can be eliminated in this way without
hurting the reception of desired signals.
If it is found that a harmonic exists on
the exact wave of some desired station
a letter to the owners of the station,
and the Radio Inspector will be productive of results. This is particularly
the case where a large number of
similar reports are made. A wave trap
however should be in the possession of
everyone annoyed with interference.
The literature shows exactly how these
can be built and where they can be
purchased.
Broken down radio apparatus should
be carefully repaired. We have already
noted that it requires training and
experience with any type of receiving
apparatus to get the best results. Why
not invite some other amateur to
experiment with your receiver and see
which of you can make it function the
best and then compare notes.
Since undesirable interference is
most frequently in code, you should
learn the code in order to get the signature of the interfering station.
There is no need to guess at this. Each
station signs its call whether in code or
by voice.

a

Heterodyning by two broadcast
stations causes trouble. The new
regulations have apparently made it
less frequent although there is still an
occasional heterodyning with high
squealing note between the arc or some
other broadcast station and the one
being listened to. If after careful
tuning effort this persists night after
night a report should be made to the
Radio Inspector. Perhaps a slight
change of transmitter wave length will
remedy the trouble. Finally when
interference of some nature not understood causes continuous trouble which
no effort relieves, bring the trouble
before the local club for discussion and
surely many heads may prove better
than one.
A cause of interference which has not
been named will be taken up as a
problem. I refer to internterference due to the inadequate present
Law and Regulations as provided by
the Act of 1912. When it is considered
that this law was enacted with a view
to dealing with spark transmitters and
that no thought was given to public
service of the nature of broadcast, it
can readily be understood how inadequate conditions are without a new
enactment. The last Congress failed
to pass the bill which had been recommended by the radio committee, and
it remains to be seen what the next
session will accomplish on this important matter. If each person interested
in "better radio" would but use his or
her influence to have competent laws
passed, it would not be long before a
much better state of affairs would
exist on the air than is the case today.
True the Department of Commerce
has done everything within reason to
so adjust the present regulations as to
give broadcast extended privileges. In
fact many of the older amateurs feel a
good deal "peeved" at the seeming
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unfairness of the late ruling of the
Department which prohibits amateur
transmission at certain hours. It may
be that the future will see this ruling
done away with, but for the, present
it has seemed best to leave it in effect
and all right minded amateurs throughout the country have done their part
in assisting in this particular. The
greatest need today in radio is new
legislation and we should bend our
efforts to drawing some strong resolutions for presentation to our local
representatives, the Radio Inspector,
the Department of Commerce, and
National Headquarters of the A. R. R.
L. in order that it may be known in
Washington how strongly we feel the
need in this particular. We must not
let the commercial interests in the field
of radio do injustice to anyone nor must
we allow any big fáction or the Government service greater privileges than we,
the citizenry, are accorded.
-

BROADCASTING ALLOWED
IN JAPAN
The Japanese government has issued
regulations permitting radio broadcasting
on two wavelength bands upon payment
of certain fees. For the 365 -385 meter
band with 1.5 kw. input the fee is 500
yen per year. For the 215 -235 meter
band with 250 watts input the fee is 200
yen per year. An annual fee of 2 yen
is made for receivers.
Applications for broadcasting should
be made to the Minister of Communications, giving complete specifications as
to proposed construction and cost thereof. No discrimination is to be made
against foreign enterprises or materials.
The U. S. Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce suggests the American manufacturers protect their patents
in Japan. There will probably be a
20 per cent import duty.

jnd; dÍCI'I;IUI

.1.1

Mr. Jones liked to stay at home
On Christmas, a friend lave fo Janes,
And hear o'er the radio.
A gilt that toilful Leas sublime;
But the headband put dents in his dome And now he can sit with the [ones
When he listened an hour or so.
On his head for hours at a time.
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She Workee Like Hellee
One Pushee, One Pullee,
By E. W. Kersten

!

This account of a push -pull radio -frequency amplifier is based upon results secured by
Mr. Clinton H. Hulbert of Menominee, Mich. The transformer referred to is the
Type D Transinductor of which he is the inventor. The reception recorded is the
actual experience of the author.
"No. 1 and 2 are the low winding and
"L` HIVER my timbers, but that's clear could get hold of a radio-frequency
over
3
and 4 will be the high winding or
VV music for a three -stage power amtransformer that really amplifies
We'll get our center tap
secondary.
and
that
all the wavelengths we want
plifier, Queue !"
the winding goes from
right
here
where
"This no three stage, Sea, this only has a center tap."
and
we'll call that 5.
rotor
stator
to
"Let's make one, Sea!"
two -stage amplifier."
McMeen show he
way
"Here the
"Gosh, but you've got a lot of ambi"G'wan, what d'ya mean, only two
work on audio-frequency:" (Fig. 3.)
There are three bulbs in it." tion !"
stages
"Oh, I don't know-let's see now
"Allee samee only two stage Second
óTrc7,7s7rormei-ToHin,o/'frGiío'
we need. In the first place, in
what
stage."
in
second
and third bulbs
have
must
we
amplification
get
order
to
to
bulbs
in
parallel
"Oh, I see, two
handle the output of the second stage." air core transformer and in order to tune
"No, not in parallel. Here what you from 150 to 750 or 800 meters we must
z
z
have iron core. Now, how can we have
To "7/42./7,7enf
To
call 'em -chart :" (Fig. 1. )
Gtc%r o v /1/6.9.41ve
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W. E. 2 -Stage Power Amplifier Circuit

1.

"You see," explained Queue, "this
map he balanced, when the current go
down in one bulb, he go up in other

an air core and an iron core at the same
time ?"
"Oh, Sea, you old Tar! I got it!

and

We split the primary and secondary so
half of each is on stator and other half
on rotor. That give us control of the

-"

"Oh- ho- o-o -o, so that's why the modulation is so strong and clear I see now.
Say, is the amplification increased any
with the extra tube?"
"Listen :" And with that Queue
proudly took out the second tube and the
amplification fell off to where it sounded
like an ordinary two -stage amplifier.
"Try it with the other tube out." No
sooner said than done. Queue replaced
the second tube and took out the third,
with the same result as before.
"Say, by golly, that's good Wish I
could get hold of a little theory on that
!

-"

inductance and capacity and
"Good boy, Queue, and then we'll put
some iron into the rotor, and then, by
turning the rotor, we'll have control of
the inductance, capacity AND IRON !
Then we can adjust it to get the peak of
amplification over all wavelengths.
Queue, we've got it Gimme a pencil!
We'll make it like this:" (See Fig. 2.)
!

!

circuit."
"You can, Sea. McMeen he write
article in October RADIO on 'Improving Amplification.' He say one thing I
like to see worked out."
"What's that ?" "Here, read it."
" 'We have not yet heard of the use of
middle-tapped transformers and the
push -pull arrangement in connection
with radio-frequency stages, but there
would seem to be no reason why the
method should not succeed.' I wish we

3.

Push -Pull Arrangement with
Two Transformers

"Now we hook it up just that way
with our new transformer, but we have
natural center tap, so we need only one
instead of using two like in drawing
before." ( Fig 4.)
"Winding 1 -2 on one transformer is
primary, while 3 -4-5 is secondary. Now,
Queue, we will need a tapped transformer to carry the output of the two
tubes to the detector so we will make a
two -stage amplifier and then if that
works we can put on another."
Sea was just battening down the
hatches of an audio-frequency transformer when Queue burst in with:
"We got to have another stage of audio
on there or we won't be able to hear it.
I get another transformer."

"Q EE,

Queue, W J AZ on 448,
WDAP on 347 and WMAQ on
448 are at Chicago. That's only 265
VV

miles away. Here's KDKA on 326
meters and that's 700 miles. That's better distance. Say, take off that second
stage audio! I can't hear myself think!"
"Allee samee just as loud on one
audio! Must work to limit of tube.
How much B battery you got on, Sea ?"
Fig.

2.

Mid - Tapped Radio -Frequency
Transformer
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"70 volts."
"Cut it down to

45- there,

that bet-
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ter. So nice and clear! Loud speaker
sound just like `PSC Orchestra' right
out in next room. They on high wavelength -517 meters."
"If we turn in this condenser a little
then we ought to get WOAW on 525.
Sure enuf -WOAW at Omaha'!"
"If we only get KSD on 546 and
KYW we have all the broadcasting
wavelengths." -`No
`
we won't, Queue,
KDKA is broadcasting on 100 meters,
too. Wouldn't it be great if %,'e could
hear them there ? Let's try it anyway.
Just listen to the hams! There's 9AAW,
and 8ZZ. Here conies 5EK, 4GL and
there's 3ZO, too."
"There's a 2 and a 1 but I can't get
their calls because they so mussed up
with sloppy sending. Well, let's try to
get KDKA. Listen to that C. W. on
those low wavelengths! Turn out that
condenser a little more. My, but it's
quiet down there. Wait ! There it is,
Sea ! `KDKA signing off at 1:06 Eastern
Standard Time. Good night!' Hooray!
This is a red letter day for us. We'll
have to mark it on the calendar."
"Let's see if we can hear the .west
coast. We'll try the hams first. There's
5ZA.
Wonder who he's working?
6XAD! Now we're beginning to reach
out, Queue."
"Pf we only get a 7 now, we have
every ham district. They surely on now:
it's time for them to start. 10:30 their
time."
"Look here, Queue, we have some
wavelength control in our transformers,
too : over here we get 5ZA and right
here we get 6XAD. Say, that's great!
What are ya doin' ?" "C. W. faint, I
tune in. Oh my, so loud
We listen
till he signs -de 7ZO At last we hear
every district. Now let's try west coast
broadcasting. WHY." "That's The
Times' at Los Angeles."
"I hear other one, Sea, not so loud.
Sounds like WGAD. Now sending
music again. Never hear WGAD before, wonder who he is ? Yeah, it's
WGAD allight. Let's look it up and
see who it is."
"Where's your call book, Queue ?"
!

!

/6
4-

' f1I711ñ1N111
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Coil Winder

"Under the battery charger."
"What in thunder have you got it
down there for?"
"He pretty noisy so to make him call
not so loud I stand him on call book.
Who is WGAD? He just sign again."
"Are you sure of that call ?"
"Uh -huh. I don't understand what

`WGAD'."
"No wonder This good book says
it's: 'Escuela Hispano Americana de
he say except

!

Radio Telegrafia, Inc., Ensenada, Porto
Rico!' "
"Porto Rico! Oh, I feel seasick.
We better stop for tonight.. One tube
pushee, one pullee; she workee like
hellee."

AN EFFICIENT COIL WINDER
By E. B. WHIGAN

TO make

a winder that will handle
almost all types of coils first secure
a piece of
-in. cold rolled steel for
the spindle. Thread its entire length to
within
in. of one end, leaving a 4in. space unthreaded where it is to be
supported, and then threading 1 in. at
the end. A crank is bolted on this end,
being made from another piece of
-ire.
steel about 8 in. long. One end of the

/

5/

/

J
70V

6V
Fig.

¢.

Radio -Frequency Push-Pull Circuit
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crank is flattened and through it is
drilled a -in. hole. The stock is bent
at right angles
in. from the center
of the hole and the end is cut off to give
a 3y,-in. handle.
The crank and spindle are mounted in
a 6 -in. length of 2x4 by means of a
-in. hole bored through its width I
in. from one end. The axis of the hole
should be split.by a saw cut 4 in. deep.
This split may be slightly opened or
closed by means of four wood screws in
3 /16 -in. holes bored as shown in the
sketch. Five
-in. hexagon nuts and
washers complete the materials needed.
Fasten the crank to the spindle by
loosening a nut on each side. Place a
washer on the spindle and push it
through the supporting piece. Another
washer and nut will prevent the spindle
from having end. play. Add another
washer, a wooden disc, and the whole
will be held tight by another nut.
The four wood screws control the
tension on the spindle. These should
be tight enough to prevent the wire from
slipping when the handle is released.
For coils such as tuning and bank
wound the tube is placed over the spindle, and the other disc and nut run up
against it and tightened.
This winder will be found to be very

3/

/

/

/

fast and produce a very fine job.

When making a radio set it is often
difficult to hold the screws so that they
may be put in some nearly inaccessible
place and one always thinks that his
fingers are all thumbs. An efficient device may be made by slitting a piece of
quarter-inch brass rod about six inches
long with a hacksaw for about a half
inch. In this slit is inserted two pieces
of phosphor bronze or spring brass an
inch and a quarter long and a quarter
of an inch wide.
These strips are
sweated in and then the tips filed so
that they will be thin enough to hold
small screws. The tips are sprung so
that their natural position is with the
ends about an eighth of an inch apart.
When these tips are pressed together
and placed in the slot in the screw and
then released they will hold the screw
securely until it has been started and
then they can be released by simply
pulling.
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"He sits down in my chair and sticks on my phones."

The ,Jinx of the B0b011k
By Volney G.
it 0-S-T-! Q-S -T! To all ships and
"ti stations! The largest landslide that

has taken place since the opening of the
Panama Canal occurred at two o'clock
yesterday morning, when the side of
Culebra Cut caved in for a distance of one
and one -half miles, filling the Canal completely with debris. The slide is attributed to earth eruptions in the canal bottom, which have been unprecedented. .fill
available dredges, scoops, and sandsuckers have been dispatched to the scene,
but the time that will be required to clear
the cut is impossible to forsee. fill vessels
en route to the Canal should immediately
radio their home offices for instructions
to refuel and take sufficient supplies at
Cristobal or Balboa to enable them to
proceed to destinations via Cape Horn.
J. N. BELLOC,
Military Governor, Canal Zone."

IBELIEVE
brasspounder

that every sea-going

in the world either
copied directly or had relayed to him
this mysterious forged radiogram,
which was sent out from somewhere
along the west coast of Central America
on the morning of July 16, 1923.
Every operator, taking the signature
of NBA, affixed to this broadcast, at its

Mathison

face value, delivered the message to
his captain; and then made haste to
relay it. For days thereafter there was
confusion and uncertainty in many
steamship offices, and pandemonium on
the air. A thousand freighters, tankers, and passenger liners bound for
transit through Uncle Sam's big ditch
jammed the ether with radiograms to
agents and home offices requesting
orders; a dozen ships hove to in mid ocean to await their answers; several

requires the setting forth of some of the
ins and outs of this amazing matter.
And now let me surrender the helm to
Samuel Jones himself-and you'll find
he's not the densest and dumbest.

HEN the Steel Bobolink, backs
slowly out of her berth at Pier 37
I stands over my suitcase an' sea-gab
an' mops my face with relief.
"Thank criminy, I'm off to sea
again !" I mutters to the rainbow -tinted
amplifier tubes of my private three step, as I proceed to tack up my license
in the corner alongside the lightning switch. "May a half-million -volt high

turned back; others changed their
courses for the Straits of Magellan, and
one of these last eventually met des struction upon the rocks, in essaying
tension line drop on me if I ever monk that wintry blizzard-swept passage.
At length, definite word followed key with a shorejob again!"
"Whassamatter with shore jobs ?"
that the radiogram was a forgery, a
malicious joke, and there was peace inquires Ziegfield Stubbs, third assistagain, albeit an angry, revenge- thirst- ant engineer of the Bobolink, who has
ing peace that would hang the faker. come up topside to trim the big red Then fancy the stir when it was later throated ventilators abaft the radio
broadcasted far and wide that the shack.
I replies, briefly, "Tried installin' a
perpetrator of the ill- conceived jest
had been apprehended in the person of gang of wimmen brasspounders for a
bughouse steamship company down in
one Samuel Jones.
Some sort of an investigation follow- New Orleans -got five hundred dollars
ed; but since the subsequent fate of on my accident insurance policy and
Samuel Jones seems to be unknown to three months in th' hospital out of it.
the general public, I feel that justice Wimmen an' me don't mix, an' that's
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why I'm back on a good iron deck.
This Pacific -Atlantic run is goin' to be
just my speed- sunshine an blue sea,
th' propellor's thump, an' no skirt inside of five- hundred miles. Great
stuff!"
Ziegfield Stubbs looks at me quizzical like, an' scratches his head.
"You'll git sunshine, all right," he
replies. "You'll git sunshine that'll
burn th' paint off'n your sparky coop
an' melt th' bak'rylite in your lead -in
gadgets; but you ain't gittin' no rest,
nor five hundred miles from th' longstockin's. This ship is jinxed, an'
squattin' right up there on th' bridge,
'longside th' chart -house, is th' joner."
Alarmed like, I follows Ziegfield's
stumpy finger, an' see'sittin' up on the
bridge a two-hundred-pound female,
strong -shouldered as a battle -ship an'
with a hard-square-jawed map like a
block of cement.
"By th' holy red whiskers of Trotzky!" I groans, dismayed. "What's
that old battle -axe doin on this freight
carrier ?"
"Cap'n's wife, of course," replies
Ziegfield. "She's king round here, too."
"Well, she ain't goin,' t' sit on top of
me!" I announces, hard-boiled like.
"If she starts any czar stuff around my
shack, she'll find out a bullshevi.k is a
tomato -picker alongside of meJust as I am deliverin' this declaration, a young kid, about eighteen, with
a wide, stupid, empty face an' a burntout cigarette -butt hangin' on his lip,
his clothes torn an' dirty, climbs up
onto the topside, jostles past me
roughly, an' walks right into my wireless shack. Here he sits down in my
chair, sticks on my phones, switches in
the audions of my private amplifier, an'
begins jerkin' the tunin' controls
around, careless like.
"This is a crummy rig
got one
home worth a dozen of it," announces
the kid, with a sneer, as he hoists his
oil- smeared shoes onto my typewrtier
an' proceeds to turn up my vacuumtubes until they are blazin' like a bunch
of mazda lamps.
"Hey, you gaily rat;" I yells, enraged, dashin' in through the door after
him, "you git th' h-1 out'a here!"
"I won't!" snarls the kid, glarin' at
me, vicious-like. "I can come in here
anytime I want to; I'm Captain Pirky's
son." About one -tenth of .a second
later I have got a couple of fast -movin'
fists an' a hard -shod hoof into action,
and Sir Pirky scoops up a shovelful of
the cinders out on the boat-deck with
a well- skinned ear.
"Baww!" he blubbers, his wide,
sloppy face wrinklin' up like a struck
mainsail. "I'm gonna tell my maw!"
"My gorry, Sparky, you hit that ole
woman's boy! You got yoreseif in a
mess, now, certain!" exclaims Ziegfield
Stubbs, with a scared look. "That boy
is a spoiled egg, he's signed on here
ordinary seaman, but he ain't done a
tap of work sence he come on th' ship.

-I

They got him eatin' in th' saloon with
us off'cers an' sleepin' in th' owner's
suite -look; he's up on th' bridge now
telling th' ole hag what you done t'
him. Goodnight, I'm gittin' down
from here! " -an' with this Ziegfield
vanishes.
Glancin' through a port -hole toward
the bridge, I sees the Amazon of the
Bobolink talkin' to her old man, a
finger of one knotty -fisted mitt pointin'
aft at my hangout an' her jaw workin'
like a pair of plate- shears in a shipyard.
Directly Captain Pirky, a spineless lookin' old weasel with mouse ears an'
a weak curved -in nose, comes hustlin'
down the boat -deck, while th' empress
of the Bokolink stands up on th' after
side of the bridge, watching him.
"Mr. Jones, what have you done to
my boy, Elmer ?" he demands, all
steamed up like.
"I threw him out'a here!" I replies,
belligerent -like. "If he comes in again,
I'll do worse!"
"You'll do no such thing!" exclaims
old Pirky, wobblin' his narrow bean
around, angrily. "Elmer is privileged
to go into any part of this ship he
wants to"No, I'll be hung if he is!" I barks.
"When th' crew can hang around in th'
radio shack an' fool with my gear, I'll
take my license an' wipe my auto-strop
with it!" With this I turns my back
an' puts on my phones.
Old Pirky hestitates kind of uncertain -like, then returns up on the bridge,
where he wobbles his head some more,
like he was tellin' his boss how he's
bawled me out proper an' set me in the
corner.

ya see what kind of a joner
"I S'POSE
we got on this ship, now, I reckon,"
Ziegfield Stubbs hollers into my ear
above the heavy roar of the main reduction-gears, when a little after eight
bells I climb down fifty feet of iron
ladders to visit him at his post alongside

the turbine -head. "I gotta hunch
somepin's gonna happen 'fore we git
back t' Bal'more
woman's a joner
on a freight ship, an' th' only worst
one's a pricher- s'pecially a nigger."
Gettin' in on the air, half-an -hour
later, I runs across a big bunch of file
press on the way over the navy arc
circuit from San Francisco to Manila.
The first item I copies is dated from
Cristobal, and reads:
"if small slide occurred in the Panama
Canal at four this morning, when thirty thousand cubic yards of earth fell from
the upper south face of Culebra Cut.
Dredgers are clearing the debris, and
there has been no delay to ship transits
About this time, I hear a heavy,
solid tread out on deck; then the door
of my shack opens an' in marches the
empress of the Bobolink.
"1\11r. Jones, tune in a radio concert!"
she commands, in a tone like a Chink
mandarin's wife givin' an order to a

-a

-"
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pig- tailed coolie. "I wish to hear some

music."
My first thought is to rise up an' do
battle right there-then I gets a idea.
"Sure thing, ever so pleased," I says,
chilly polite. I gets up to plug in the
loud- speaker with which the ship is
fitted out; whereupon the kaiserin takes
possession of my chair an' sits watchin'
me, hawk -eyed.
Tunin' down on phone waves, I
bring in the San Jose Radio Shanty's
wash -tub jazz clatter: "Yer gotter see
mommer ev'ry night, tiddle de plunk,
bananas and ashcans-honk, konk,
bologna
"Eliminate that!" snaps the old
battle -axe, glarin' at me, murderous like.
"Excuse me," I murmurs, hastily.
"I took,it fer a Rigoletti op'ra. With
this I proceeds to tune in "The Flies,
Loss- Ennghelles, Caleeforrneea,"
whereupon from the loud- speaker busts
out a roar of: "Desfaceradero de mee
casa! Le vee besando-le ah mee moohair!
Con coocheellyo le matar-r-r-e-e-e-!"
"What do you mean by this, sir!"
flares the kaiserin of the Bobolink. "1
want you to tune in Kale Brothers,
Inc. of San Francisco where on the
pipe-organ tonight Subien Gotchowski
is going to play "The Soul Kiss."
"I'm sorry, but the Kale boys ain't
broadcastin'," I replies, regretful as the
Reichstag explainin' to the Frenchys
about the war debt. "They've gone
bankrupt buyin' pipes for their organ
fast as old kid Gotchowski splits 'em."
With a hostile sniff, the empress of
the Bobolink takes her departure. Relieved, I makes up my press news and
send copies down to the messrooms.
The next evening I finds the younger
Pirky in my shack rootin' into the
ship's library, which is kept in a bookcase in the wireless house; and just as
I come in I catch him deliberately tearing a page out of a book which is titled
"Days and Nights on the Isthmus."
"I'm gettin' a couple of pictures that
Zokur II wants to try to copy with one
of his cameras," he says, fresh -like,
when I call him on it. Zukor was one
of the wipers that the kid had taken
for a buddy. He had a ole rattle -trap
camera machine that he shot moving
pictures with.
After landin' the kid roughly out on
the boat -deck, I step down to the saloon pantry to get a cup of coffee, only
to hear the shrill whistle of my motor generator suddenly start up. Dashin'
back up onto the boat -deck, I finds the
old kaiserin in my shack again, while
her kid Elmer is sittin' in my chair with
the phones over his head an his fingers
on the key.
"What th' Hades!" I begins
"Cease that cursing, sir!" snaps the old
battle -axe. "I'm having Elmer call up
the station at Los Angeles to find out
when Hamburgers Home Friend Furniture Company is going to broadcast

-
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An Efficient Low Wave Regenerative Tuner
By Charles Bruere, Jr., 6GZ.
This article has been prepared for the amateur who wants not merely to assemble a
set but to construct some of the parts. Detailed directions are given for winding the
variometers, variocoupler and grid coupler, as well as for making the panel.
THIS tuner is modeled after the two rotors are wound with 32 turns of them up on the face of the lathe and
Paragon R A 10 except that it uses a No. 18 S. C. C. wire, 16 turns to a side. turn the center out to size.
To wind the wire a form must be
variometer to tune the grid circuit for Fig. 1 shows rotor dimensions and Fig.
amateur wavelengths, and a condenser 2 the plan for each side of the stator. turned out of 1 -in. stock. It should
have about 3/32 -in. less diameter than
to tune for the higher waves. The cir- The inside face of the stator was not
cuit will respond to waves from as low turned to conform to the curvature of the inside of the stator. The size and
the rotor but cut out flat, as the vari- shape is shown in Fig. 2A. After this
as 130 meters, up to 230 meters without
the condenser, and to above 800 meters ometers are so small no efficiency will be
with it. The whole set may be built by lost. Four of these forms are made, one
for each half of the two variometers.
anybody with a little mechanical ability
who has access to a lathe. The necessary The blocks are cut 4 in. square and
in. thick. After they are square set
parts are:

/

z/'

Fig. 2a.

Wire- Winding Form

is completed a piece of wood is placed on

Front of Panel
pc. bakelite 81/2 in.

I

z

20/

I pc.

bakelitc

t9/

8

1

9

Gilfillan 2g-in.
dial.
1 2 -in. dial.
28 contact points.
6 switch stops.
2 Gilfillan large
switches (1 -in.
radius).
1

.00025 mf. mica

2

grid condenser.
.001 mf. stopping
condensers.

-in. hard
2 feet

/

1

3

/

rod.
ft.
-in. brass rod.
2 doz. 8 -32 hexagon

2

nuts.
2

3"

/

Fig. I.

Dimensions for l7ariometer Rotor

in. wide and
in. thick (birch).
ft. 3/4-in. brass rod.
ft. 3 /16 -in. brass
4-

doz. 10 -32 hexagon

11

1

z

4'

3s

2
1

doz.

6 -32

_t

hexagon

nuts.
jack for series parallel switch (or
regular series parallel switch).

tp//3f32"DRILL
o

}

4"

I

Fig. 2.

Dimensions for Variometer Stator

Fig. 3.

lbs. No. 18 S. C.
C. wire.
20 ft. No. 14 hard

drawn wire for
connections.

Variometer Construction

ANY
a low

Front Fiew with Panel Removed
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Bearing for Variometer Shaft

11/2

variometer may be used if it has
inductance range and is
wound with harge wire. A small variometer makes tuning much easier, as it
spreads only a small amount of wavelength range over the whole 180 °. The

7/8

ir

í

nuts.

1

/

/

long.
1 1 -in. bezel.
2 doz. 2 -56 flat head
screws 1/2 in. long.
2 doz. 8 -32 flat head
screws 1/2 in. long.
2 doz. 6 -32 flat head
screws 1 in. long.
3 feet of hard wood

binding posts.

4 Gilfillan 3 -in. dials.

piece

-in.

rubber rod

in.

a 19/ in.
8 inches 31/2 in. bakelite tubing.
21/2 inches of 21/2 in.
bakelite tubing.
1
pc. aluminum 1/16
in. x 81/2 in. a
20/ in.
2 wireless shop 3 -in.
rotor balls
(moulded).
1 43 -pl. variable condenser.
23 -pl. vernier con1
denser.
t 6 -ohm. vernier
rheostat.

/

lengths of hard

rubber rod
diameter.

in. a

in.
pc. bakelite 2

l

6

in.

the smaller face and wound with No.
18 wire. Give the wire a coat of collodion. After it is dry, which will be
almost immediately, remove the coil and
place it in one of the stator sections with
a little glue.
Make a coil for each stator section.
After they are all filled take off turns
until each one has fifteen turns, thereby
balancing the value of inductance of
both rotor and stator. The total turns
on the rotor are 32 and 30 on the
stator.
The bearings for the shaft should be
in. wide
cut out of 1 /16 -in. brass
and 1Y8 in. long. The hole for the
shaft should be exactly in the center,
otherwise there will be trouble in making the rotor turn without scraping.
These are shown in Fig. 3.
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The collars for end play should be
turned from -in. brass rod. They are
in. long. A groove
in. deep should
be cut 1/16 in. from the end. A 6 -32
screw should be placed 3/16 in. from
the end for a set screw. The groove is
cut in for a pigtail connection, soldered
to the end bearings, thus insuring perfect contact. If the pigtail is put on
the collars in opposite directions it can
be used for stops and the rotor adjusted

Variocoupler Construction
THE variocoupler rotor shown in

Fig. 6 is a piece of bakelite tubing
diameter and 2 in. long. This
is shown as L2 in Fig. 12. A piece of
in. rubber rod about
in. long is
drilled for a 3 /16 -in. shaft. The ends
are filed down to conform to the curvature of the tubing. The holes for the

2/ in.

/

2/
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to the rods. The windings consist of
30 turns No. 18 wire, although it may
be necessary to experiment slightly to be
able to get the exact amount. A small
amount of collodion should be put on the
edges of the wire, but not all over the
coil, as this would cause too high a capacity effect.
The primary coil Ll in Fig. 12 is

6-32
s[T sc RI v./

t_
GROOrt

/apICP
Fig. ¢.

Collar

to make only one revolution. Six collars should be made, as two are used on
variocoupler. Shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 5 shows the bearings used in the
front panel. These are not necessary,
but help by keeping the shafts running

- -V

^

b"

3/-ZO
E

TNRëAP
II

8

Fig. 5.

Front Panel Bearings

smooth and easy. They are turned from
-in. brass rod. A flange 1/16 in. thick
is left on one end and the other turned
down to /8 in. diameter and threaded
with a % in. x 20 thread. The rod
should first be drilled, then turned down
to % in., threaded, and then cut off,
leaving the flange. These bearings are
held to the panel by V8 in. x 20 hexagon
nuts.

g

Fig. 12.

Ll-Primary

coil.
coil.

Li-Secondary

Ls -Grid loading

and coupling coil.

Ul -Grid variometer.

-Plate variometer.
S W- Condenser switch.
1/2

L

i

c.5

Diagram of Connections
C1 -.001 mfd. primary condenser.
C2 -.0005 mfd. secondary condenser.
C2-- .00025 mfd. grid condenser.
C4-.001 mfd. stopping condenser.
C2-.002 mfd. R. F. condenser.
shunt switch.

Si- Series

3/

shafts in the tubing can be accurately
drilled by using a strip of paper. Wind
the paper over the tube, prick it with a
pin, take the paper off, fold it and then
place it back and prick the tube. The
holes then may be lined up evenly from
the sides with a ruler. After drilling
the holes place the hard rubber rod in

wound on a tube 4g in. long and
in. diameter. The winding consists of
75 turns of No. 18 S. C. C. wire. The
winding starts at the top 34 in. from
the edge. The taps are taken off after
the windings are in place. One edge of
the insulation is cut with a razor blade.
The insulation is then pulled off with a
place. Put a piece of 3 /16 -in. brass rod
pair of pliers._ This leaves no unsightly
through temporarily. Place a 2 -56 flat-lumps of insulation. The coil is tapped
head screw in one end to keep the rub-for six taps. The first at 8 turns, and
ber rod from turning. Take it apart
the others at 18, 29, 41, 66 and 75 turns
again and drill the rubber rod for clear-respectively. Short pieces of wire long
ance for a 4 -36 screw. These holes are
enough for the connection should be
shown 90 degrees out in the drawing to
soldered on the coil at the scraped
make the construction clear. Place in
places. The holes for the bearings were
two pieces of 3 /16 -in. rod for the shafts. centered the same as for L2. A 6 -32
These are split so as to be able to make screw should be placed about
in.
the connections from the windings. The away from the holes to solder the pigrods are tapped for 4 -36 thread. The
tail to. The two collars can now be
clearance hole in the rubber was made used. The Wireless Shop makes a comso that the screws made good connection
plete set of parts, for mounting the rotor
to the primary coil, which sells for about
$1.50. This saves time and worry if
the parts are used. A piece of wood was
turned up to fit snugly in the base of the
tube. Four small wood screws were
used to hold it in place. This is used
to mount the coil on the sub -base put in
to hold the coil. This is shown in the
picture of the bottom of the set. Assemble the two coils and solder the pigtail
Zi
down.

/

Grid Loading and Coupling Coil
COIL L3 consists of 50 turns of No.
Fig. 6. Rotor for l/ariorouptrr
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18 S. C. C. wire wound on a tube
in. diameter and 25/8 in. long. Taps
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wise the set will not oscillate. Experiment with the distance of the unit V2
and L3 from the primary coil L1, as
there is a coefficient of coupling between
these, even though they are at right
angles. After everything has been tested
out the rest of the work may continue.

were taken off every ten turns. This
makes five taps. The beginning is connected to the first contact point, thereby
making six contacts.
A groove was turned in one side of
This should fit
V2 to hold the coil.
snugly. The coil is held in this groove
by glue. Any other method of mounting may be used, but this method gives
the closest coupling between L3 and V2.
L3 is a grid -loading coil and also coupling coil to V2, the plate variometer, to
give inductive regeneration.
After all the coils are completed the
edges should be coated with a little collodion to keep the wires in place. The
collodion may oe made by dissolving
some old photographic film in ether.
It would not be a bad idea to mount
the instruments on a board to test them
out. It may be necessary to reverse the
leads of V2 in order to get the correct
field of the two coils V2 and V3, other-

-2s-T
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Panel Construction and Assembly
HE panel should next be cut to exactly 8/ in. x 20/ in. If larger

condensers than Wireless Shop or other
standard size are used the dimensions
will have to be changed. This, of course,
holds true for the variometers also.
Clearance holes for 2 -56 screws should
be drilled around the edge as shown in
Fig. 7. These should be countersunk.
Bakelite or hard rubber may be easily
planed if an oil stone is kept handy to
keep the blade sharp. After the panel
is drilled a piece of 1 /16 -in. aluminum
9x21 in. is placed behind the panel and
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X

3/8'

NOL
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/1--44\RAOIS !
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3/8µOLL

vs-

ffN
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drilled to correspond to the holes in the
panel.
The drilling is for a 2 -56 tap and
should not be drilled clearance. Tap
the holes with 2 -56 except the holes on
the bottom, which should be drilled
clearance in order to allow the placing
of a -in. piece of angle brass the same
length as the panel. This should be
drilled and tapped. This serves to keep
the panel rigid. After the aluminum
is in place it may also be planed down
to size. Threading aluminum is easily
done if a little gasoline or kerosene is
used as the lubricant instead of a heavier
oil. The rest of the holes should be
drilled in the panel as shown in Fig. 7.
The sub -panel shown in Fig. 8 is cut
to exactly 8 in. x 193/4 in. This of
course will vary if different instruments
are used. For this reason only the holes
for the support rods, binding posts and
switches are shown. The holes for the
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support rods may be drilled by clamping
the two panels together. The panel
should be marked in the exact spot
where the holes are in the front panel
so as to be able to accurately line up the
instruments on the rear panel. It will
be noticed, however, that the contact
points are not symmetrical with those of
the front panel. This is done in order
to secure shorter leads and keep them
from being bunched up as they come
from the coil. If the two panels are
lined up so every instrument is in line
with the front bearing an easily- turning
Instrument will result.
The binding post locations are shown
in Fig. 11. This is not necessary if
you are satisfied to have the rear panel
open in the back of the box. I used it
in order to keep dust and dirt away
from the switches mounted in the back.
This is cut exactly 2 in. x 193A in. It
is held
in. from the rear panel by
hard rubber bushings.
The back view of this panel is shown
as the inside of the rear or sub -panel.
The hard rubber bushing fits over the
shank of the binding posts.
The series p a r a l l e l switch was
mounted on two hard rubber supports.
This is shown in the picture of the top
view of the set. It is a double-pole,
double-throw telephone jack switch. The
Colin P. Kennedy Co. pats out one a
trifle larger, but of the same order.
This push-pull type is much handier
than the double-bladed panel switch
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Binding Post Locations

type.

All the instruments are controlled by
knobs and dials on the front panel.
They are insulated from the aluminum
shield by hard rubber rods drilled to fit
the shaft and fastened by two
in. x
have
a
3/16 -in. set screws, which
40 thread, which is a special size, although any small screws may be used.
These hold much tighter though. The
construction is shown in Fig. 10.
The idea of mounting the instruments
so far back is to reduce capacity., Every

/

Top Yiew of Set

one knows that tuning in C. W. signals
or the carrier wave from some broadcasting is greatly interfered with by the
body capacity of the operator. As he
moves his hands around the signals vary,
so the aluminum shield is put on the
front panel. This keeps the body capacity from interfering with the tuning, as

`

both the shield (if it is grounded) and
the body of the operator are at ground
potential.
The instruments are mounted 9 in.
back because if they were next to the
shield there would be a capacity effect
between the instruments, raising the
wave and changing the tuning of
the set, thereby spoiling the effect of
using this particular circuit and reducing
therefore the distance it is capable of
receiving.
Five pieces of hard rubber rod 9 in.
long and
in. diameter are cut out on
the lathe to be used as supports for the
two panels. They are used on all
corners and the middle of the top of the
panels. The center of the bottom is
held rigid by the board or sub base used
to mount the variocoupler.
The board measures
in. x
in.
in. The extra
in. is taken care
x
-in. angle brass on the front
of by the
panel and on the rear panel. A short
in. long is
piece of the angle brass
used for this purpose. The thickness of
this board will of course depend upon
the height of the variocoupler if it is to
be in line with the hole in the front of
the panel.
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Continued on page

Side View of Set
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How to Tune a Honeycomb Coil Set
By Paul Oard
After a brief statement of the reasons for the unwarranted relative unpopularity of the
honeycomb coil, the author presents some oft -forgotten directions for securing the excellent results possible with this type of tuner. He believes that its merits will soon make
¡t a universal favorite.

THAT the

honeycomb coil, with its
manifold advantages, is not more
widely used today is probably due to the
fact that when regeneration first became
popular with the amateurs sufficient
stress was not laid on the necessity of
current flow in the same direction in
the secondary and tickler coils. Many
amateurs became discouraged if the set
refused to regenerate when the coil was
connected backwards, and discarded their
coils, also passing their experience on to
others. Another reason was that some
of the early tubes would not regenerate
even when the coils were properly connected and the coil was blamed for no
fault of its own. The third was a prevalent belief that a set so equipped is
hard to tune, especially for distant
stations.
Nothing could be further from the
fact, once the simple principles of tuning
are understood. A station may be tuned
in with honeycombs just as quickly as
with a single -circuit receiver and unwanted stations may be eliminated to a
far greater degree. Furthermore, with
the inevitable upward movement of
broadcast wavelengths, any change can
be met with a minimum of expense by
merely substituting a new coil.
In studying the problem of tuning a
honeycomb coil set we understand that
the wavelength of each coil is varied by
means of a variable condenser, rather
than through an inductance switch. If
the tickler, or third coil, is not shunted
by a variable condenser, it should be.
A 23 -plate size is proper. On the shorter
waves such a condenser is ofttimes invaluable in the securing of regeneration,
particularly when the tickler coil is of
small inductive value-say a 35 -turn
coil.

The primary coil, as a rule, has a 43plate condenser in series with the antenna. Some instruments are provided
with a series-parallel switch that permits
either series or shunt connections to be
used. For short waves, as in broadcasting reception, series connection is to be
preferred. The secondary is preferably
shunted with a 23 -plate condenser. In
short wave reception the use of a 43plate type is not advisable, as the location
of a given wave is rendered more difficult on account of the sharper adjustment necessary. A vernier condenser is
to be preferred, on the secondary coil.
The first consideration in tuning any
regenerative receiver, regardless of the
circuit involved, is to be certain that
your tube is in a regenerative condition.
The three coils are coupled closely together, the filament of the detector tube
is turned up until the familiar boiling
point is reached. The primary condenser
is set at any point between half to full
of the dial, the secondary condenser at
zero, and the tickler condenser at any
point between zero upward that insures
regeneration.
Under such adjustment, with a 25turn honeycomb coil in the primary
mounting, 50-turn in the secondary and
35 -turn in the tickler, we are ready for
broadcasting reception. With adjustments set as stated, we are ready to
locate a given station. Preliminary tuning is done on the secondary condenser
alone. As long as the three coils are
close coupled, the position of the primary
condenser is not of great importance, as
the primary coil functions through a
form of shock excitation in this instance.
The secondary condenser is turned
slowly from zero to full. If the receiving station desired is within range, this

Bottom View of Set Described in Preceding Pages
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simple adjustment of the secondary condenser will bring in its carrier wave if
it is possible to get it on any regenerative
set.
This fundamental rule for tuning a
honeycomb coil unit lays the foundation
for the fine work of eliminating undesired signals. One must be his own
teacher from this point on. The charm
of the honeycomb coil receiver lies in
the endless variety of tuning combinations possible. The further out your
primary coil is moved from the secondary, the sharper your general tuning becomes, with consequent attention necessary to adjustment of the primary condenser. The further out your tickler
coil is moved, the greater capacity becomes necessary to hold regeneration.
The current flow in all three coils
should be in the same direction. Use a
small compass as a current indicator,
placing it inside the coil and shorting the
coil with a weak current. Watch out
for occasional coils with reversed terminals. Be certain that coil plugs make
positive contact with coil mounting
terminals. Grounding the filament battery will help reduce capacity effects.
For broadcast stations over 500 meters
use 35, 75 and 50-turn coils in order
named.
Whenever it becomes necessary to
move your secondary and tickler variable condensers more than half way
through their capacity, to secure a station, you will secure better results if
you substitute the next larger size of coil,
and drop back on your condenser dial. If
your primary series condenser must be
brought close to the zero mark to get
your station, substitute a next size
smaller coil, and advance your condenser
dial. This ruling applies to signal
strength. Where sharp tuning is essential, the reverse of the above ofttimes
helps eliminate a station that is not
wanted. As I have said before, one must
be his own teacher in getting the very
best from the instrument.
As a practical example of what it is
possible to do in the way of tuning out
a close -in station and bringing in one
further away, consider this. The writer
is one mile from a 50 -watt station. This
station can be cut out, and KPO, 75
miles away, can be brought in without
a trace of interference. This is on an
antenna 150 ft. long and 60 ft. high.
A shorter lower antenna of course allows
even greater selectivity, for weaker distant stations.
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In so far as signal strength is concerned,
between a single circuit and a threecircuit honeycomb coil receiver, local
stations will have greater signal strength
on the first named, but distant stations
will be about equal, set for set. This
takes into consideration a certain amount
of familiarity with the last-named outfit.
The writer looks forward to seeing
the honeycomb coil receiver soon move
up to the front ranks of radio receiving
systems. This is not a reflection upon
the many useful and efficient forms of
receivers now in use. The honeycomb
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Panel Equipped with Window Dials

dow- dial" system of scale recording.
is best exemplified in
automobile speedometers. A variation
of this form of displaying an indicating
scale, which adapts itself very well to
popular radio apparatus, is shown in
Figs. 1 and 2.
The drawings are almost self- explanatory. A cardboard disc, bearing the desired reading (after proper calibration)
is mounted on 'the shaft of the instruments used. In fact, the effect is the
same as with the hard rubber dials at
present used for showing scale readings
on the exterior of the instrument panel.
The advantages of window dials are
.obvious: Only the reading desired is in
view, and if the control knob is accidentally moved, even but a fraction of
an inch, the change in reading is instantly detected. Thus the window dial
makes for more accurate tuning. In addition, the celluloid window protects the
scale, so that the markings are always
distinct. This protective feature and
the fact that the size of the cardboard
disc, within certain limits, can be almost
anything desired, admits of a finer graduation of the scale.
The neatness and business -like appearance of the window dial will lend dis-

The window dial

coil regenerative receiver has a definite
place, and it will yet occupy this place
with credit. Referring back to the
pointers on rough tuning, we find it possible, after once making an adjustment,
to do all of bur tuning on one control,

the secondary condenser, for the entire
range of present -day broadcasting wavelengths. To simplify tuning below this
point, that of one control, would be a
difficult matter indeed. But when desired, one may take advantage of a range
of adjustments that are limitless, and
thus obtain a degree of satisfaction impossible to obtain in the simpler types of
receiving instruments.

WINDOW DIALS FOR
RADIO SETS
By E. H. SWANSON
the search for new and better ways
of showing instrument positions,
coupling, and capacity readings, etc.,
many experimenters overlook the "win-
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Fundamental Honeycomb Coil Wiring
Diagram

f ,IAMENT

WAVE LENGTH
METERS

tinction to any radio set, and the work of
adapting it to various instruments is
practically nil.

URUGUAY TAKES UP RADIO
Keen interest in radio is developing in
Uruguay, according to Trade Commissioner George S. Brady of Buenos Aires.
An increasing demand for apparatus is
expected after the end of the hot
weather. Amateur radio enthusiasm got
a retarded start in Uruguay, as in Argentina, and even up to the present time
very little has been done. There are
only five houses, Mr. Brady states, deal-.
ing in radio apparatus in Montevideo,
two of whom have only just begun to
handle radio goods to any extent. One
of these concerns intends to erect a small
broadcasting station, since the only station now broadcasting in Montevideo
gives concerts very irregularly, making
it necessary for the Uruguayan radio
fan to depend very largely upon Buenos
Aires. The other house actively dealing
in radio apparatus has just hired a Belgian electrical engineer, who has been
trained in radio in the United States, to
take charge of a new radio department,
and the manager feels that his house is
going to make a big success of radio apparatus. Both of these concerns intend
to sell American sets only.

A common wood plane may be used
to square up the edges of bakelite if it
is set rather fine.
An excellent and
rather unusual finish may be given bakelite by inserting in the chuck of drill a
piece of wood about
-in. in diameter
and bringing this down on the surface
of the bakelite so that the circles produced will overlap slightly. The finish
is similar that given the armor plate
of safes, and when done evenly gives a
very pretty effect. It is best to practice
on the wrong side of the piece or on a
scrap piece until the knack is acquired.

/

Fig. I.

Details of Window Dial
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Radio Construction Pointers
By Paul Oard
These suggestions deal with the making of inductance coils for various purposes. They
will be followed in a subsequent issue with hints on condenser construction. They are
thoroughly dependable, as the author has had a wide experience in radio construction.
permit. A little practice will enable circuits now coming into use, it is adInductance Coil Binders
no binder, but in the
radio construction jobs call for the constructor to make surprising visable toofuse
it is preferable to
circuits,
majority
Where
ALL
coil winding in some form, and speed, and a first -class job.
to suffer a slight
better
it
being
so,
as
do
the appearance and performance of an wire of finer gauge is being wound,
efficiency
working
in
loss
theoretical
it
may
use,
instrument is made or marred by the for secondary and tickler
off its
fall
winding
the
have
than
to
number
a
work done. Most constructors find be fastened and unfastened
in
time.
form
without
length
its
that a coil, unless held by some kind of of times along
binding material, will loosen on its damaging it, the pre- stretching process
Tapping the Coil
form. Most constructors blame the taking out any kinks or ripples caused
doing.
so
ABOUT one constructor out of six
contraction of the tube for this condi- through
can tap a coil so that it presents
tion, whereas in reality this is only half
Fluids
Binding
first
-class appearance. A method
a
the reason. The other half of the
the writer has dubbed "section
binding
which
SHELLAC as a medium for
blame is traceable to the expansion of
into
presents a finished job that a
fallen
tapping"
has
the coil to the form
the winding.
novice
can
do. The coil is wound with
hammering
Copper magnet wire, whether silk, disrepute under the heavy
wire, and finished off
prestretched
articles
technical
cotton or enamel insulated, is soft that text books and
binder,
and allowed to thorwith
a
properly
shellac
it,
yet
drawn. This means that a hundred have dealt
At
one end of the tube,
and
oughly
dry.
satisfactory,
highly
is
foot length can be stretched several applied
inch, bore as many
about
14
are
spaced
use
its
through
feet longer. The experimenter who losses occasioned
are
desired, using drills
taps
holes
as
negligible.
purposes
practical
takes the simple precaution of pre- to all
than the wire.
larger
it
but
slightly
as
shellac
apply
constructors
wind
Most
stretching the magnet wire before
lies
herein
and
bottle
the
in
there
comes
that
ingiit on the form will find
will be no further trouble in retaining most of the trouble. In most cases it
a tight winding, providing that the is too thick, and when smeared over a
form itself is proof against contraction. coil, a formidable coating is built up
The wire should be laid out in conven- that is detrimental to best results, as
ient lengths, and drawn out carefully. well as making a poor appearance.
Very little practice will serve to tell The average bottle of shellac should
the constructor when he has reached be thinned with alcohol to about half
the safety limit. Particular care its volume again, a very thin mixture
should be taken that there are no kinks being preferable. But one coating
in the wire-also that the wire be should be used, and no surplus should
fastened so that it does not bear against be allowed to remain. Where the wire

has been pre,stretched, and this thin
coating applied, there is no danger
that a winding will "walk" off the form.
Properly thinned and applied, shellac
will enhance the appearance of a green
silk winding, whereas the ordinary job
spoils the effect. White shellac is
preferable to orange for silk jobs, while
either will do on cotton. The same
thinned -out shellac makes an excellent
treatment for cardboard tubing forms.
They should of course be thoroughly
baked out in an oven first, then dipped
lodion.
bodily in the shellac, providing that the
Winding the Coil
constructor's purse will allow of such
WHILE a coil winder is a highly procedure. This may inbe aaccomplished
pie tin or
desirable piece of apparatus, not by placing enough
the
tube
to be
allow
to
every experimenter possesses one, as shallow pan
then
turning
the
and
immersed,
the work to be done does not warrant partly
is
it
saturated.
until
over
be
tube
its construction. If the coil to
In using collodion as a binding medwound is not too large, lay out the
it should also be thinned with
it
at
ium,
wire to its entire length, securing
ether, which may be purcommercial
pre
The
the opposite end firmly.
in
one
pound cans at drug
chased
time
this
at
stretching may be done
a satisfactory job
In
doing
of
stores.
end
free
the
also if desired. Secure
work quickly,
one
must
collodion,
form
with
the
grasp
form,
the wire to the
rapidly,
especevaporates
ether
it
the
as
turning
and
ends,
firmly at the
thinner
The
climates.
in
warm
ially
The
wire.
the
on
up
walk
toward you,
wire should be wound over, not under, fluid again permits a much neater job,
thus allowing the constructor to guide and one that will bind the winding
it evenly. The form should be held as firmly as if a thick mixture had been
tightly against the wire as its mechan- used.
In some of the extremely advanced
ical strength and that of the wire will

sharp corner at the end where it is
secured. In pre-stretching the heavier
gauges, it is advisable to stretch the
entire length in one operation if possible, as the necessity of fastening the
wire at several places along its length
introduces kinks that may be troublesome to eliminate. The finer gauges
will not give trouble in this respect.
After the pre- stretched wire has been
wound, further security may be had
by using a binding of shellac or cola
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Method of Tapping Coil for
No. 20 Wire or Smaller

Wherever a tap is desired, the wire is
lifted from the form with a needle, and
broken. Each end is then unwound
one turn. The binder will prevent the
winding from unwinding further. At
each spot so broken, a small hole is
drilled through the tube. The two
ends of the winding are then run
through the hole, and brought up to
the corresponding hole at the end of
the form. When desirable, either 4 -56
or 4 -36 machine screws may be placed
in these holes, with a nut to fasten
them to the form, and the tapped off
ends soldered to the head. An exceptionally neat coil results, the evenly
spaced off sections enhancing the
appearance greatly. Where it is not
wished to use binding fluid to hold the
winding, the same job may be accom-
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plished with a little care, by holding the
winding down with the fingers while
breaking the wire and making the tap.
This method is suitable for all gauges
from 20 to 36. Where a coarser gauge
than 20 is used, proceed as follows:
Raise the wire at the point to be
tapped with a knife blade. Even
when pre- stretched, the wire will give
enough for the purpose. When all
points have been raised, slip a thin
strip of bakelite or dry wood through
the raised places. With a pair of flat-

it is possible to make tubes of the sheet
material quite readily. Placed in hot
water, hard rubber can be bent readily,
and may be rolled into winding forms
without much trouble. After allowing
to harden, the two edges may be fastened together with two small strips of
metal at the ends, drilling them to
receive machine screws of 4 -56 or 4 -36
thread. Tin cans of varying diameter
may be used to form the hard rubber
with several turns of stout cord over
the hard rubber to hold it in place
while hardening. After hardening it
may be slipped off the tin, and the
rims fastened together as outlined.

METAL LACQUERING

Method of Tapping Coil for Wire
Larger Than No. 20

nosed pliers, crimp the wire against
the strip. Use a manicure or spark
plug file to remove the insulation on
the raised points. Solder lengths of
wire long enough to reach the switch
assembly to these points, using rosin
core solder preferably.
Where the first method of tapping is
used, it is good radio practice to solder
the two wires together at the point
where they leave the coil. However,
where the coil is a small one and the
leads to the end of the coil are short,

this is not absolutely necessary. The
second method renders this procedure
unnecessary.
Rolling Your Own Tubes
NOW that hard rubber is beginning
to find favor and can be readily
obtained in sheets of different lengths,

Rolling Your Own Tubes

By D. B. McGowN
Lacquering is employed to preserve
the original metallic surface of many
radio parts from tarnish. The process
is particularly applicable to brass, which
is first burnished and then covered with
a protective coating of transparent lacquer.. Metal lacquer is usually made of
guncotton dissolved in ether, acetone or
other liquids to give it the proper body
and color. Water-white brush lacquer
is usually used for finishing radio parts.
It is generally advisable to use equal
parts of lacquer and "thinner" in order
to get a good job, as the commercial lacquer is too thick for ready application.

Before applying the lacquer the metal
surface must be thoroughly cleaned with
gasoline and fine sandpaper and then
rubbed with a soft cloth, care being
taken that the object is not touched with
the fingers. Do not use water, as the
lacquer will not stick, or, at best, a
cloudy finish will result. With small
articles the most effective way is to dip
the entire article, dirt and all, into "precipitating thinner" which will clean the
surface.
The lacquer should be applied as soon
as the thinner has dried off, in order
that no moisture may be absorbed. The
temperature of the room where the work
is done should be about 70 degrees F.,
which will cause the lacquer to dry in
about 10 minutes.
The simplest way to apply the lacquer
is with a small camel's-hair brush. The
lacquer should be thinned so that it will
flow freely from a brush and "set" within a minute after it is applied. If it
tends to gather in drops at the bottom
of the work it is too thin. If it sets too
rapidly and cannot be brushed well it is
too thick. Never go over the work with
a brush after the lacquer sets.
As brush lacquering is slow and requires considerable skill, recourse is
usually had to dipping or spraying such
work as will allow it. Because of the
extreme care necessary to get the lacquer of just the right consistency for
dipping and just the right conditions for
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drying, this method should be tried only
after experimenting with a number of

samples.

The ideal method is by means of an
air -brush or atomizer which sprays the
lacquer onto the object. The lacquer
should flow over the object very slightly
after it has been sprayed so as to give
a smooth surface. After a little experimenting the amateur should be able to
turn out a good looking job. The airbrush ought to be held 10 or 12 inches
from the work and two thin coats will
be generally found to give better results
than one thick coat. The brush should
be played back and forth across the
piece being coated so as to give a series
of slightly overlapping bands from edge
to edge. An even coating results only
if the brush is moved slowly and uniformly. , It is essential to practice on
some old stuff before trying a finished
job. Old tin cans or doorknobs serve
admirably as trial pieces.
Although an air-brush requires quite
an outlay for equipment, it is useful for
many other kinds of painting. Lacquer
is obtainable in many colors and finishes.
As it is a good insulator, it is useful in
many ways. It is superior to shellac or
collodion as a binder for inductance coils.

NEW FRENCH REGULATIONS
TO ENCOURAGE RADIO
French authorities have issued a set of
regulations intended to encourage broadcasting and the use of radio equipment
by amateurs throughout the country,
according to advices received at the Department of Commerce from the American Commercial Attaché at Paris. It is
provided that receiving sets may be possessed by any citizen of France who will
sign a formal declaration, receivable at
any post office, stating the kind of equipment used and agreeing that no part
shall be taken in the transmission of private correspondence. Sets in the possession of foreigners, or used to receive
private correspondence, require individual authorization.
The right to operate transmitting sets
will be regulated by the Under -Secretary
of the French Postal Services, on the
recommendation of a permanent commission upon which public service
groups, manufacturers, and amateurs,
will have representation. Transmitting
sets are to be classified as, those intended
for establishing private communication;
public broadcasting sets ; portable sets ;
sets used for technical experiments ; and
amateurs' sets.
Wavelength standards and other technical regulations will be set up for each
class by public authority. The use of
amateur and experimental sets will not
involve the payment of any fees. Public
broadcasting is made the subject of individual contract.
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The Ultra Reinartz Receiver
By Jack Ward, 6CKC
is an answer to the problem of simplicity of control for an efficient tuner at a
minimum cost. After trying it out on a test board many amateurs will want to incorporate it in a finished panel and cabinet.
THE Ultra Reinartz is based on the possible, obtain one with bakelite ends a 6 -ohm rheostat will do, a 20 to 30-ohm
straight Reinartz, but modified to and with the rotary plates cut sharp at rheostat for the 201A and the 301A
eliminate several controls. This set in- both ends, leaving, no rounded edges. tubes, and a 30 or more ohm rheostat
cludes allthe advantages of the original Also it is always best to use bakelite dials will be best for the 1% and 3 -volt tubes.
Reinartz and is more practical in some on both the .condenser and the vario- A 22% -volt battery should be used for
ways. The control units consist of a .001
coupler, as some fans grip the edges of the plate supply of the 200 and the 300
mfd. variable condenser, a vario- coupler,
the dial in tuning in a weak station, and, tubes, but a voltage of 40 is considered
and one pair of spiderweb coils. This cuts as the metal dials are usually only best for the plates of the others. For
down the actual adjusting to two knobs, enameled, the fingers will eventually the 201A and 301A tubes a sponge
one switch, and a slight adjustment of come in contact with the metal and a socket is necessary.
the spiderwebs. After the operator be- serious loss in signal strength will
comes accustomed to the set this may be
occur.
SPIDER WEB
cut to one dial, one switch, and the
Each spiderweb coil is wound with 30
spiderwebs, leaving the entire adjust- turns of No. 24 d.c.c. wire. Its inside
ment to these three controls.
diameter is 1 Y2 in., there being 9 legs on
each
coil. The vario- coupler consists of
and
the
The spiderweb coils
varioball rotor, wound with 40
ordinary
the
be
by
ascoupler may
constructed
the
No.
22 d.c.c. wire, 20 turns to
of
turns
to
buy
sembler, but I find it advisable
case a bakelite stator was
In
this
side.
a
Those
the other parts ready to mount.
n
70 turns of No. 20
with
wound
used,
wishing to make their own spiderwebs
andvario-coupler, will find the follow- d.c.c. wire, and tapped every 7 turns.
This vario-coupler will be found to
ing price list about right.
cover all the new broadcast and amateur
1. socket
.75
$1.50
2 dials
wavelengths. But if the owner should
.50
1 coupler rotor
.45
1 switch
wish to reach higher ones he may do so
1 variable cond 3.00
9 switch contacts .20
by shorting the rotor of the coupler with
.70
1 panel 3/in.x
6 binding posts
wire
.75
6 in. x 15 in. 1.75
a 23 -plate variable condenser. The
rheostat
.75
other units may be of any make, but
11111111111VTotal ..$10.35
standard makes are the best.
The hook -up in Fig. 2 is not compliThose wishing to buy the vario-coupler
Fig. 2. Ultra Reinartz Hook -up
and spiderweb coils should figure about cated. It gives equally good results on
all makes of tubes, but care must be
$7 extra.
The operation of this set is exceedingly
Fig. 1 shows the general layout of taken in selecting a rheostat to fit the
the units. Special care should lie taken tube used, and it in all cases should be simple from the first, and no difficulty
a vernier. For the 200 and 300 tubes should be experienced if all the connecin selecting the variable condenser. If
tions are firmly soldered. Turn the rheostat half way on and place the condenser dial at the half -way mark, then,
with the spiderweb coils nearly touching
each other, give the vario-coupler rotor
one complete turn, to find where the set
oscillates best. When you find the desired place, leave the rotor in that position, and adjust the tap switch and condenser until the desired station is picked
up and tuned in. To eliminate the
squeal caused by over-regeneration, instead of turning down the rheostat,
slowly spread the spiderweb coils until
the squeal fades out, and there you will
find the maximum volume of the set on
that particular wavelength.
I find that the use of a grid leak does
not help the clarity or the volume in the
least, but that a 23 -plate condenser
across the vario-coupler will sometimes
help the volume of distant stations. The
cost of the condenser and the extra control, however, does not pay for the extra
volume obtained. The builder of this
set will be surprised at the quiet operation. There is no loud "sh" or crackling
in the phones, even when the set is oscillating to its full capacity.
Fig. 1. General Layout of Ultra- Reinartz Receiver

Here

1
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An Adjustable Fixed Condenser
By Charles F. Filstead, 6CU
mica

receiving condenser
AFIXED,
may be a very cheap thing to buy,

but when an amateur is constantly
experimenting and building new sets,

the cost of even such a small item as
fixed condensers begins to count up.
Also, many amateurs like to build all
the parts of their outfits just for the
fun of the work. It is for them that
this description is meant. The capacity of this condenser can be changed to
any desired value by merely adding or
taking away copper-foil plates from
each side of the condenser.
First, two pieces of, % -in. bakelite
are cut to make the top and bottom of
the condenser. The bottom piece of
bakelite is cut to the dimensions shown
at 4, and the top piece is cut to the
dimensions shown at B. The holes in
the bakelite are drilled with a No. 28
drill. The two holes nearest the center
of the bottom piece of bakelite are
countersunk on the under side, and
two us-in., 6-32, flat -head machine
screws are put through these countersunk holes from the under side. The
other two holes in this bottom piece
are for the wood screws which are to
hold the condenser down, and they are
countersunk on the upper side of the
bakelite. The sheets of mica insulation
are 5 mils thick (that is: 0.005 -inch
thick) and they are cut and drilled to
the dimensions given in B. The metal
plates are now cut out of thin copperfoil to the dimensions given in C. A
larger than necessary number of both
mica and copper plates should be cut,
so that the capacity of the condenser
may be changed.
To assemble the condenser: the two
machine screws are put through the
bottom piece of bakelite, over them is
put a piece of mica, then a copper plate
making contact with one of the screws,
then another piece of mica, then another copper plate which makes contact with the other machine screw,
then another piece of mica-and so on.
Care must be taken in assembling the
condenser to see that the metal plates
are staggered: that every other plate
makes contact with the same machine
screw. After the right number of copper plates have been put on, a last mica
plate is put over the screws, and then
the top piece of bakelite is put on, and
the whole condenser clamped tightly
together by putting nuts on the two
machine screws. Two nuts are put on
each screw; besides holding the condenser together, they also act as binding posts for attaching the wires to the
condenser.
Twenty -two mica and twenty -one
copper -foil plates will give a capacity
of about o.00s microfarad; although

Assernbled

2.

I.- Hole

the capacity will vary with the kind of
mica used. Two plates of copper and
three of mica will give a capacity of
about 0.00025 microfarad, which is
just the right capacity for a grid condenser. The capacity of the condenser
can be figured by means of the following formula:

C= o.o885 N K

t

Where C= capacity in micro-microfarads;
N= number of metal plates
used minus one;
K = dielectric constant (6.o
for India ruby mica,
and 3.o for Canadian
amber mica);
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'c"

s = active surface of one

side
of one copper plate in
square centimeters;
t= thickness of dielectric in
centimeters.
The capacity in microfarads =
C
r

,000,000

Cmfd.

Using the dimensions given in this
article, and taking 4.5 (the mean of 3.0
and 6.o) for K, the formula can be
simplified to:
Cmfd. = 0.000249 N
whereby the capacity in microfarads
may easily be found if the number of
metal plates used in the condenser is
known.
NOTE :
inch is equal to 2.54 centimeters.
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Some Principles of Amplifier Tube operation
By Maurice Buchbinder
Here is told in simple terms the how and why of amplifier tube action. Especially clear
is the explanation of the reason for the grid bias.

This steepness

article in December RADIO
INweanconsidered
those principles of the

is a direct measure of the
value of the device as an amplifier because obviously it tells how small a
change in grid voltage will cause a certain change in plate current. That is,
the steeper the curve, the more change
in plate current will a definite change
the louder
in grid voltage produce
the signal will be amplified.
The next feature of the curve is the
location of the zero line for grid voltage
values Eg. It is seen upon inspection of
Fig. 2 that to the right of this zero line
the curve soon loses its straightness and
becomes flat, while most of the straight
portion is to the left. This explains the use
of a negative "bias" on amplifier tubes,
or why it is that when we reverse the
A battery leads to an amplifier we get
such a marked effect upon the loudness
of tone. Later the reason will be more

detector tube upon which its use in radio
circuits depends. It was pointed out that
the detector, in contradistinction to the
amplifier, is one of comparatively low
vacuum and is spoken of as "soft." The
amplifier tube has an exceedingly high
vacuum and is spoken of as "hard."
Some tubes may be used either as amplifiers or detectors. But in their case it
is generally granted that they are not
nearly as good amplifiers as those tubes
intended solely for this purpose. It is
the object of the present article to
present in a simple way those principles
of the amplifier tube which enable it to
function efficiently.
The amplifier tube used in radio is
merely a repeater ; that is, it builds up
small electromotive forces and currents.
It must introduce no distortion and must
amplify as many times as possible without making the circuit unstable. How
it functions as a repeater is probably as
easy to understand as any phenomenon
connected with the vacuum tube.

-or

fully discussed.
The third feature of the characteristic
curve is the width of the straight line
portion B; that is, the extent of variation in grid voltage Eg between the
time the curve flattens in a negative

Ip

push the entire curve more and more to
the negative side of grid potential.
Several praticai conclusions in amplifier tube operation may be reached from
Fig. 3. The first is in the importance
of employing a plate voltage high
enough to cause the maximum steepness.
These data are furnished by the manufacturer. The second is that any increase of plate voltage beyond this is
useless in increasing loudness because the
maximum steepness has already been
reached. Only by a simultaneous increase of the electronic emission, or the
filament temperature and current, can
the steepness be greatly affected by excess
plate voltage. Unduly high filament
temperature is, of course, detrimental to
tube life. Finally, since the curves are
shifting negatively all the time as we increase plate voltage, it follows that to
prevent distortion and obtain best amplification at higher plate voltages we must
bias the grid more and more negatively.
A practical example of the amount of
biasing necessary for power tubes lies in
the Western Electric power tube Type F.
This operates at 350 -volt plate and requires a negative grid bias of from 7 to
15 volts :n order to function efficiently.

a
WN
ú

GRID VOLTAGE

Fig.

1.

Vacuum Tube Circuit

Eg

Fig. 2.
Characteristic of Tube

Let us consider a simple circuit such
as shown in Fig. 1, which represents a

vacuum tube to which a source of direct
grid voltage is connected. If the grid
voltage be fixed at any value Eg, then
the plate current will be a certain value
Ip. If now the grid voltage be changed
to a new value Eg then the plate current
automatically switches to a new value
Fr,. Such is the nature of the device.
Furthermore, .for every value of Eg,
whether plus or minus, there is a definite plate current Ip.
Consequently we can plot the "characteristic curve" of the tube as given in
Fig. 2. It consists of an initial flat part
A for extremely negative grid voltages,
then of a straight part B, and finally of
a long flat part C for very positive grid
voltages. The "steepness" of the straight
portion B can but slightly be controlled
by the operator. It is a feature of the
particular kind of tube and depends
upon its physical constants; upon the
size and closeness of the electrodes-the
grid plate, upon the size of the filament
and its temperature and material, and
upon the shapes of the various parts.

Fig. 3.
Characteristics at Various
Plate Voltages

direction A and the time it begins to
flatten in a positive direction B. This
third feature is important because it tells
us the value of the device as a handler
of large amounts of current e.g. in the
power circuit of a loud speaker. The
more extreme this range the better will
be the tube as a power amplifier and the
less the distortion it will introduce.
These three features of a characteristic curve tell üs practically all that we
need to know in order to understand
and adjust an amplifier tube and amplifier circuits. So far, however, we have
obtained a characteristic curve at a certain fixed plate voltage. We may, of
course, raise or lower this plate voltage
at will. Then it is possible to draw a
series of similar curves, one curve for
each plate voltage. Fig. 3 gives such a
group of curves. Inspection will show that
Bl corresponds to the lowest plate voltage used, while B4 corresponds to the
highest. It is seen that increasing the
plate voltage has the effect of lengthening the straight line part of the curve
and also to some extent its steepness.
The most marked effect, however, is to
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"c'BATT.

Fig. 4.

Vacuum Tube Circuit with Grid

Biasing Battery

Fig. 4 Eg represents an alternating
electromotive force such as would be produced by a clear note from a musical
instrument in a broadcast concert. This
electromotive force is impressed between
grid and filament of the amplifier tube,
after, of course, the signal has been rectified by the detecting device, smoothed
out by condensers, and enlarged by the
step -up transformer. When no music
is coming in, the plate current 4 reaches
such a value as is dictated by the biasing
grid battery C. Hence, referring to Fig.
5, we are normally at a grid voltage C
and a definite point a on the characteristic curve. As soon as the signal starts
coming in it alternately raises and lowers
the grid voltage about this point "a" as a
center. Hence the plate current will
rise from a to b, then fall down to C,
rise again and keep on oscillating about
a as a center, reproducing by the change
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in plate current a musical sound in the
telephones exactly the same as the broadcast sound. Suppose, however, that we
had not used a biasing resistance. Then

6
GRID VOLTAGE
BIAS° C

11116

Fig. 5.

Characteristic Showing Effect of
Grid Bias

the normal grid voltage would be zero
(indicated by a point a' on the curve).
As the same signal started coming in it
would first cause a rise in grid voltage.
But, because of the presence of the flattened portion of the curve at this point,
this rise in grid voltage may cause only a
slight rise in plate current to correspond.
Hence any resulting sound in the telephones will be distorted and blurred as
if the note had been choked in some way.
We can show graphically just what
happens. Referring to Fig. 6, curve fl is
that of the impressed electromotive force
Eg on the grid, due to a continuous note
in the broadcasted music. If the ampli-

i

Fig. 6.

Graphic Representation of
Grid Bias Effects

fier be operated about point a, as mentioned, then the plate current would be
like this curve fi and would follow it
faithfully-giving curve B. They are
both simple harmonic curves corresponding to pure tones. Thus, if the grid
voltage C=E sin wt, then the plate current i
I sin cot. If, however, the amplifier tube be operated wrongly about
a' as a center, then the current in the
telephone will not be simple harmonic
but flattened off at the positive halves,
namely at or near point b ". Such a tone
is impure and sounds choked and distorted. Also because the positive halves
are chopped off, so to speak, the sound is

=

-

not nearly as loud as the pure tone
would have been. Expressed mathematically, the plate currents will now
consist of a diminished pure tone plus
several undesired harmonics (curve C).
Another reason for the negative grid
bias in an amplifier tube is of some importance. If the grid were at any time
in the cycle of impressed voltages to be-

come positive, then it, as an electrostatic
conductor, would attract electrons to it,
for the simple reason that a negative
charge will always tend to flow to a
positive one wherever it exists. This
flow of electrons to the grid constitutes
an electric current, which is a short circuit to some extent on the source of alternating potential. Hence for positive
halves of the cycle the grid is in effect
short-circuited by the grid current flow.
If, therefore we normally keep the grid
so negative that it always stays negative
no matter what size of alternating voltages we impress upon it, then we avoid
the short-circuiting effect with its consequent inefficiency and distortion.

Fig.

7.

Result of Working on Flat
Portion of Curve

Our analysis thus far has revealed the
fact that to prevent distortion we must
bias the amplifier tube so that it normally operates at or about the center of
the straight line portion. This biasing
is always negative; the grid must in
some way be rendered negative at all
times. The negative bias is accomplished
practically in several ways : by introducing a grid or C battery as we have indicated in the diagram, or by use of biasing resistances in the filament circuit
such that the resistance drop in the filament circuit is utilized. If no biasing
resistance is used, then the grid lead in
an amplifier circuit must always terminate electrically at the negative of the B
battery. In this way the internal drop
in the filament wire and the drop in the
filament rheostat are utilized.
With an idea of the distortion possible
if we work on the flat portion of the
curve, we can understand why some
tubes will handle small and moderate
powers perfectly but high powers very
poorly. Fig. 7 is the characteristic curve
of such a tube. Suppose the tube be
operated about a as a center. If moderate signal voltages be impressed then the
grid will vary from c to b or entirely on
the straight line portion. If, however,
large powers and high voltages be impressed, then the grid will vary from
d to e or it will encroach upon the flattened portions both positively and negatively. This, as we already have shown,
means blurring and choking, with impurity and very much diminished tone.
Theoretically, gas particles in the tube
have no function whatsoever. All the
equations derived, which agree very well
with practice, are based upon perfect
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vacua. The sole effect of gas particles is
to cause at high voltages the familiar
blue glow in a vacuum tube when the
gas ipnizes and temporarily or permanently suspends its action. Vacuum
tubes, as they are used, tend to gradually
rise in their gas pressure, due doubtless
to evaporation from the occluded filament. In time they are therefore rendered useless. In broadcasting stations,
with so many tubes in constant use, the
replacement of one each day due to
"arcing" is not uncommon.

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS OF
RADIO SIGNALS
When a radio_ sending station emits a signal consisting of successive trains of waves,
the manner in which the vibrations are interrupted or die down has an important bearing
on the amount of interference which this
radiation will produce in receiving circuits
tuned to frequencies other than the one on
which thil station is supposed to be operating.
In other words, the very suddenness or other
peculiarity of the interruptions causes the
station to send out unintentionally frequencies
other than those it is supposed to be sending.
A somewhat analogous case is that of the arc
light, which in addition to the light it gives
out emits also certain invisible radiations.
By examining its light with a spectroscope
these invisible radiations have been found,
and filters have been devised to screen them
out. Similarly, a "spectroscopic" study of
radio -frequencies emitted by a station might
help to find those frequencies which cause
interference. Such a study could be made if
it were possible to devise a series of receiving
circuits, each of which would respond to one
wavelength only and turn a deaf ear to all
others; or if the signal were repeated indefinitely a single circuit could be used and
tuned successively to different frequencies.
But, as 'a matter of fact, all circuits will respond to a considerable range of frequencies,
and the result of such a study gives a record
which is apt to be confused by this overlapping of the effects of a number of frequencies.
A mathematical study has therefore been
made by the Bureau of Standards of the
theory by which the actual frequency distribution in the radiation may be reduced from
observations of the mean current induced in
the receiving circuit when it is tuned to various frequencies. This theory affords a basis
for spectroscopic study by which the interference producing quality of a station may be
measured.
The theory is given in Scientific Paper No.
477 of the Bureau of Standards entitled
"Spectroradiometric Analysis of Radio Signals." Copies may be obtained from the
Superintendent of Documents, Government
Printing Office, Washington, D. C. The
price is 10 cents, cash.

LOS ANGELES RADIO SHOW
A great
to be held
Hotel, Los
under the

radio and electrical exposition is
in the ballrooms of the Biltmore
Angeles, Calif., February 4-10,
auspices of the American Radio
Exposition Co. of New York. This exposition is national in scope and is being participated in by the leading radio manufacturers, jobbers and dealers throughout the
country. It will surpass in interest and
artistic setting any exposition yet given in the
West. An attractive program of prominent
speakers will be heard not only by those in
attendance but also by thousands of radio
listeners -in.
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Naming the Receiver Circuits
By C. W. Radoslovich

people find difficulty in tellreceiving sets are sin-

MANY
ing whether

gle, double or three circuit. The purpose of this article is to clear up the uncertainty. The main idea is to see if the
radio circuit is tuned. In Fig. 1 a the capacity is variable while in Fig. lb the inductance is variable, but both give practically the same results. This type of

Fig. la.
Variable Capacity

FIG.

9A

Fig. 9.

Three- Circuit Tuners

--

Fig. lb.
Variable Inductance

Fig. 2. Fixed Inductance
and Capacity

circuit will tune to all wavelengths
within its range. If both the inductance
and capacity are fixed, as in Fig. 2, the
circuit is tuned to one wavelength only.

The Reinartz circuit (Fig. 8) has
three circuits, but the antenna functions
aperiodically and so does not have to be
tuned very often. This makes it practically a double- circuit receiver. This receiver is more selective than all others
except Figs. 7 and 9.
Figs. 9a and 9b are three -circuit tuners
and give same results whether secondary
is tuned with a condenser or variometer.

FIG O
1

Fig. 10.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 3.

Double Circuit Receiver

Single - Circuit Receiver

The receiver in Fig. 3 is a singlecircuit receiver because only the antenna
circuit is tuned. The inductance and
capacity in the plate circuit are fixed.
But if we tap the tickler (Fig. 4) or

Fig. 4.

Fig. 6.

Double- Circuit Receiver

Fig. 7.

Double Circuit Receiver

Three- Circuit Tuner

Fig. 10 is also a three -circuit, but not
as selective as circuits using separate
coils for primary and secondary.
The "best circuit" ? There is no best
circuit. Each circuit has certain advantages and disadvantages. I use the
circuit of Fig. 7 with fixed coupling,
thus eliminating one control. On a 3in. diameter tube wind 50 turns No. 24
d.c.c. tapped every ten turns. This is the
primary. On the same tube 3 in. away
wind 50 more turns tapped every 10
turns for the secondary. With a .005
m.f. condenser across the secondary this
will tune from 150 -700 meters. A 50turn tickler is used.
For circuits 3 -6 a wave filter may be
added to eliminate unwanted stations.
Wind 40 turns No. 24 d.c.c. on a 3 -in.
form and connect it in series with a .005
variable condenser. Connect as shown

Double- Circuit Receiver

shunt it with a "variable" as in Fig. 5,
or substitute for it a variometer, we have
a double-circuit receiver (Fig. 6).
Many people make the mistake of calling
this a single- circuit receiver because they
see only one coil to couple the primary
and secondary.
Another double- circuit receiver is
shown in Fig. 7. This is a three -coil
tuner but not a three -circuit unless
either the capacity or inductance in the
plate circuit is variable. When properly
handled this circuit and those in Fig.
9a and 9b are the most selective circuits
possible to use.

To REGIEVERS

Fig. 11

Fig. 8.

Reinarte Circuit
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in Fig. 11. This is a tuned circuit and
if added to a three-circuit tune makes it
a four-circuit tuner.
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BEWARE THE RADYONATIC
By RAY Dio

You know the fellow who, with a one tube receiving set, heard Kalamazoo the
other night 50 ft. from the telephone
receivers while everyone else complained
severely of exceptionally bad weather
conditions. That guy has a bad case of
radyonitis. He is an exceptional specimen for the radio diagnostician.
With alarming velocity he spludders
the radio dealer with that 200 or less
radio vocab-of his and makes everyone
in the place feel like rushing out to the
nearest hardware store to purchase an
axe 'with which they might easily put
their three, four, five and even six-tube
sets out of misery.
He goes on to tell how, with a new
fandangled variable grid leak he tuned
in first one station and then another
without moving the dials on his tuner.
How, with an old umbrella connected
to his antenna lead he increased the
strength of KMHJ signals two- hundred
fold
Then he took both the aerial and
ground off, and Behold
There was
KGPHY as loud as you would care to
hear him.
There are numerous radyonatics at
large and you will find them gathering
at the local dealers every day at practically the same time, to tell of the remarkable hook -ups they discovered the
night before. Sometimes, they even
get into print with their new ? ? ? ?
circuits.
The radyonatic is'. the guy who was
actually engaged in the building of
radio sets before Marconi had his first
vision of radio. That all- knowing, irresistible, ever -convincing radio expert
who was probably selling hardware before the advent of broadcasting
just two and one -half years ago.
The BCL is his meat -and he is the
parasite of the species. In his eagerness
to tell how much he does not know
about radio he picks out all the BCLs
he can get in touch with in order to
unload his depraved mind. He represents one of the worst evils in radio today and those selling radio have to undo
all of the nonsensical things the radyonatic has brought home to the BCL before he can effect the sale of any piece of
apparatus.
The BCL will be amazingly surprised
when he learns how few men there are
in the radio business today that are capable of imparting reliable information of
value to him. He is no judge of what
is told him -but he can at least ascertain the name of one or more men in
his vicinity who are capable of giving
correct information about the building
of a set or the operation of a newly-

-

!

purchased set and just what he can expect in the way of performance.
Don't seek information from every
Tom, Dick and Harry who has delved
in radio-first interview one who is
known to be reliable-then go ahead.
The sooner the radyonatic is corralled
-the more peaceful a life will the BCL

This station, like the General Electric
station at Schenectady, is under the general direction of Martin Y. Rice, who
was at the station for several weeks prior
to the opening.

enjoy

KGO, NEW G. E. STATION
KGO, the new Pacific Coast broadcasting station of the General Electric
Co., ,has been on the air since January
8th on 312 meters. The station and
studio at East Oakland, Calif., is connected by wire with neighboring cities
so that programs can be broadcast from
them. It is operating at 1000 watts,
with greater power in reserve for testing
and experiment. While testing at 6XB
it was heard with remarkable clearness
and strength in New York and New
Jersey.
The antenna and power house are
1000 ft. from the studio building. The
260 -ft. aerial is supported by two 150 -ft.
steel towers. The counterpoise, 14 ft.
above ground, covers an area of 150 by
300 ft. Six motor generators in the
power house supply filament and plate
current for the 10 kw. tubes employed.
The entire equipment is in duplicate.

Martin P. Rice, Director of Broadcasting of
the Genera! Electric Company

For the first few weeks it will be on
the air on Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday nights between 8 and 10 with
a high -grade program. Its time of operation will be extended in the future as
its service is perfected. Elaborate plans
are being made for a most comprehensive
series of programs, including radio plays.

Studio Building, Antenna and Power House of KGO, the Pacific Coast Broadcasting
Station of the General Electric Company at Oakland, California
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withthis
to
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are
Readers
be
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will
interest
the paper. All answers of general
out charge, except that 25c per question should be forwarded when personal answer by mail is wanted.

Kindly publish the circuit of the Grebe
CR -13 amateur receiver. Please describe
the method of engraving bakelite panels.
-H. D. W., Bowerston, Ohio.
The circuit for the Grebe CR -13 receiver
is shown in Fig. 1. The variometer used in
this tuned circuit is not of the standard type,

AMPLIFIER DETECTOR

Q

o
OUTPUT

o

the total number of turns being 76 19 turns
in each half of the stator and rotor, of No.
The small coil marked
14 D. C. C. wire.
R. F. C. consists of 15 turns of No. 26 silk covered wire on a 4 3/4-in. tube, mounted on
the stator of the grid variometer. The latter
consists of 92 turns of No. 16 D. C. C. wire,
23 turns per half of the stator and rotor.
A bakelite engraving machine is a rather

R.F. STAGE

PRIMARY

SECONDARY

WAVELENGTH

WAVELENGTH

;

__

R

R
DETECTOR

I

C

R. F.C.

ANTENNA

complicated device resembling somewhat a
large drill press. The material to be engraed is placed on a metal table, and a
special drill is moved through various positions by means of a pantagraph, which reduces the pattern or words to be engraved
from letters several inches high to as small
a size as desired. The drill cuts a slot in the
panel a few thousandths of an inch deep, and
the slots are afterwards filled in with white
lead or other white paint.

o
GROUND
Iu

IN

50

ow'

So
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Fig.

1.
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INCREASE

R. CURRENT

Grebe CR -13 Circuit

Can burned -out 50 -watt tubes be reIf so, where and at what cost?
-L. H., Charlotte, N. C.
A repaired tube will not have the same
characteristics as it originally had, bit I do
not doubt that the tubes can be repaired. I
would suggest that you write to one of the
advertisers in RADIO who do such work,

paired?

and ask if they can accommodate you.

Please publish a circuit for a three -tube
neutrodyne set.-R. C. H., Natchez, Miss.,
R. C., Wallowa, Ore.
The circuit for two sages of radio -fre-

.002

quency amplification, and detector, using the
neutrodyne system, is shown in Fig. 3,
Please publish data on building a one -4-

-

henry choke, and explain the difference
between conductively and non- conductively ohm resistances and their use.
F. C., Cincinnati, Ohio.

-

+IiHHHliIIiH

6v.

+

90V.

-I-

A small laminated core made up of silicon
steel, approximately % in. by '/z in. cross
section, on which is wound 1250 turns of No.

Fig. 2

Please publish a diagram showing the
proper manner in which to add one step
of amplification to a one -tube Erla Reflex circuit.-G. H., San Francisco, Calif.

f

A--

NEUTRALIZING

CAPACITIES

The circuit you wish is shown in Fig. 2.
In this case the second tube is reflexed, and
the first tube acts only as a radio- frequency
amplifier.
Can you give me a table of comparison
w e b inductance coils
between
wound on a 2 -in. center, and standard
honeycomb coils of 25, 35 and 50 turns
each ?-S. DeV., Huntington Park, Calif.
You may expect a difference of about 25
per cent between the spiderweb coils and the
honeycomb type, the latter having more turns
for a given inductance than the former, due
to the larger average diameter of the turns.
Spiderweb coils of 20, 30 and 40 turns should
give about the same results as the honeycomb
combination.

spider

Fig. 3
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28 silk or cotton -covered wire will give you

about the right value of inductance. The
core should be butt- jointed and taped before
the coil is set in place. The inductance should
be 1 henry if a good grade of silicon steel is
used, but of course will vary depending upon
the manner in which the core is assembled.
Apparently you wish to know the difference
between inductive and non -inductively wound
resistances. An ordinary resistance coil, the
turns of which are wound in a continuous
spiral, and have a value of inductance as
well as resistance, is called an inductive resistance. If, however, the center point of the
resistance wire is found, and the wire doubled back on itself when wound on the spool,
the coil will have no appreciable inductance,
and is known as a non -inductive resistance.
The latter type is useful in high frequency
work where a pure resistance is desired and
where inductance in the circuit would be
detrimental to the efficiency of the apparatus.
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Fig. 6. Half Wave Rectification
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Please publish the simplest possible
receiving circuit using the external heterodyne. Is this better than the ordinary
regenerative receiver ? -G. B. McC., Portland, Ore.

P

The circuit is indicated in Fig. 4. While
the circuit shown would not give a very great
range, there is much in favor of the external
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Please publish circuit diagrams for a

volt amplifier tubes will not operate on plate
voltages in excess of 150 volts. On 500 volts
they would surely be destroyed. The correct
plate voltage for standard types of 5 -watt
tubes is 350 volts, although most of them will
stand a considerable overload.

-

Kindly tell how to make a .1 henry
choke coil. W. C. W., Los Angeles,
Calif.

heterodyne for receiving continuous wave telegraph signals. It is of course no good for
receiving speech or music, but in telegraph
work permits the primary and secondary
tuned circuits to be in exact resonance, a condition which is not possible in a regenerative
circuit where the detector tube is oscillating.

I have an old Army crystal radio receiver, adapted for a single vacuum tube.
I would like to add one stage of radio frequency amplification to this combi-

-

nation. Kindly publish the circuit diagram
of such an arrangement.
R. H., San
Mateo, Calif.
The circuit you wish is shown in Fig.

5.

A honeycomb or other compact wound inductance coil of 1250 turns has approximately
100 millihenries, or .1 henry inductance. If
the distributed capacity in the coil is of no
account, 450 turns of No. 28 D. C. C. wire
wound on a 1 -in. spool with a '4 -in. hub,
and with a
-in. hole for an open core,
will give you approximately .1 henry. The
core should be made up of fine iron wire
tied in a bundle and packed tightly in the
hole through the center of the spool.
Please give the dimensions of a coil
that could be used as a primary loading
inductance in series with the primary of

/

an Atwater Kent variocoupler to receive

the Arlington time signals. Would there

T
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Full Wave Rectification

one and two -tube rectifier, for 500 volts,
60 cycle a.c. Will regular 6 -volt amplifier tubes do for this purpose? What is
the correct plate voltage for 5 -watt
tubes ? -D. L. B., Silverton, Ore.
The diagrams are shown in Fig. 6. Six -

Fig. 4

I

have to be three loading inductances in
each circuit, in the case of a three -circuit
tuner ?
H. L., Minneapolis, Minn.
A coil made up of 200 turns of No. 24
D. C. C. wire wound on a 3 -in. tube, with

-J.

taps every 25 turns, will give you sufficient
loading inductance to reach 2500 meters.
The secondary should be loaded in the same
way, and the plate variometer used as a
tickler. In other words, the plate variometer
should be placed adjacent to the secondary
load coil, so that there will be an inductive
feedback from the plate to the grid.
I recently bought a small microphone
of the carbon type. Should a battery be
used with it? I desire to experiment
with it in connection with a two -stage
audio -frequency amplifier.-N. P., Concord, Calif.
Any carbon type microphone requires a
battery. If you are going to use it with an
amplifier, you will require a transformer,
commonly called a modulation transformer,
to step up the impedance, or alternating current resistance, of the microphone, so that it
will be equal to the input impedance of the
vacuum tube. A dry cell or storage battery
of six volts should furnish sufficient current
to satisfactorily operate the microphone.

With reference to the article by
Florian Fox in December RADIO. Can
I use the same battery for filament and
plate supply without flickering? Does
the plate circuit use all the power or what
does it do with it? Does the tube radiate
all the power it receives? If I rectify
the plate supply will telegraph distance
increase? Would a full wave rectifier
using Ford spark coils give satisfactory
results ? -A. D., Irwin, Pa.

Your questions are too numerous to answer
fully in these columns. Providing the battery
is of fairly large capacity, the filament should
not flicker when the additional load of the
plate supply is applied. A vacuum tube is
not by any means 100 per cent efficient.
Some of the power is lost in heat within the
tube, some consumed by the associated appa-

5

Cont;roted on page
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Transformer Ratings
Sir: In reply to the letter by Mr. Philip
N. Emigh, Indian Creek, Pa., in the January
issue of RADIO, I judge that he objects to
the proposal to rate all transformers according to impedance ratios, because he is unfamiliar with the value of this method. If
the impedance of transformers were stated,
it would be exactly the same, in operation,
as the present practice of giving the number
of ohms in a filament rheostat. Everyone is
familiar with the resistance needed for the
old type UV200, or UV201 tubes, and now
that the low current tubes have come on the
market, we hear no objections to the use of
resistance in the description of the filament
rheostat to be used. If rheostats were rated,
as "fifty-turn rheostats" for the old tubes, and
"five hundred -turn rheostats" for the new
tubes, the same general type of nomenclature
would stand, as the turns-ratio method of

rating transformers.
The turns ratio of transformers is not neglected, if the impedance is stated, instead of
the former. If we know the impedance of a
transformer, anyone who has the information
can determine the exact tube which just fits
that transformer, both as to the primary and
secondary. As the present turns -ratio is
given, we do not know that a particular
"one -to- three" transformer will work better
with a voltage amplifier tube, or with a pure
curritit amplifier. If the impedance is stated
we can get the voltage ratio between the
primary, and secondary, which is all that we
really want. If a transformer has an input
impedance of 20,000 ohms, and an output
impedance of 200,000 ohms, we will have a
ten -to -one impedance, and therefore voltage
ratio, between primary and secondary, but
we do not know, nor care about the turnsratio, except in so far as they affect the input
and output voltages.
I pass over Mr. Emigh's statement regarding the use of different ratio transformers on
different stages. He is simply showing his
ignorance of amplifier design when he makes
this statement, unless it is to be presupposed
that he uses a voltage amplifier tube on his
first stage, and current amplifiers on the later
ones. It is not known that such tubes are
available on the market.
I am in perfect agreement with his statement that the user is not interested in knowing the exact details of the design in each
instrument he buys. The reason why the
impedance, if stated by a salesman, would
not interest the buyer, is that the latter does
not know what it means. He has, through
experience, found that certain "turns ratios"
work pretty well, and is trying to use this
elusive, unsatisfactory way to describe his
wants. If the buyer had been shown what
the impedance means (which is the true value
he wants) he would ask for it, instead of

turns.
His analogy between a phonograph salesman's talk, and the turns -ratio argument is
not valid. If a person is buying a complete
radio set, already built, certainly he does not
have to worry about the turns or impedance
ratio of the transformers, any more than the
phonograph purchaser has to worry about
the motor spring details. If, on the other
hand, the prospective purchaser is building
his own phonograph, instead of buying it
already made, he most certainly does want to
know all about the "innards" of the springmotor, including the driving spring, the
governor and all. The writer knows the
latter, very well, too, as he has done this
very thing-and he got stung, too, on an unsatisfactory motor. He would feel like almost
asking for the chemical analysis, and strength
of materials test on a section of the spring,
as well, as the less technical details of the

apparatus; this holds when building a radio
set as well.

The article, as written, was not intended
for the novice. It was presumed that those
reading it would be of sufficient technical
training to grasp the meaning of at least the
more common electrical terms. When one
system is right, and the other hopelessly
wrong, it seems foolish for anyone to try to
oppose it.
D. B. McGowN
San Francisco, Calif.

Phone Code
Sir: Listening to amateurs using voice
many times their call letters are misleading
due to phonetic similarity. Many times the
amateur tries to give a name for which his
call letter sounds like, but is generally very
poor.
Below is a phone code used by telegraph
companies, which, if adopted by amateurs
using voice, would help everyone to understand them better.

CODE
A for Anna
B for Boston
C for Charlie
D for Denver
E for Ethel

F for Frank
G for George
H for Henry
I for Ida
J for John
K for King
L for Lincoln
M for Mary

N for Newark
O for Ocean

P for Peter
Q for Queen
R for Robert
S for Sugar
T for Tom
U for Union
for Violet
W for Western
X for Xray
Y for Yale
Z for Zero

Example: If the call 6BAP is to be transmitted-6B for Boston A for Anna P for
Peter.

I am sure that amateurs not acquainted
with this code would be glad to know it.
W. F. FREDERICK, 6BAP
Oakland, Calif.

AUSTRALIA'S 1,000 K.W. TUBE
TRANSMITTER
By L. S. LANE

Australia has been a "back number" in
connection with her foreign telegraphic business, depending solely upon cables for this
traffic. But now that the cables are over leaded she has turned to radio for a solution
of her problem, two schemes being put forward, one to erect a number of medium powered stations, 2000 miles apart, to cover
the 12,000 -mile stretch from Australia to
Europe, and the other to erect a station
capable of maintaining a satisfactory schedule
over this distance. After much consultation
with radio engineers, the direct scheme was
recommended for adoption.
Having decided upon direct communication, the next question was the type of transmitter to be employed: arc, high frequency
generator, or vacuum tube. In copying the
various high-powered European and American stations, the high frequency generator
transmitters were more satisfactory than the
arcs, but the difficulties to be encountered in
running a number of these machines in
parallel had to be considered, the largest in
operation being only 200 kilowatts, about one fifth of the required power. Vacuum tubes
were then suggested and Carnarvon (MUU)
was fitted with an experimental tube transmitter of 200 kw. Despite the comparatively
low power, and the great distance, this station was copied on a commercial schedule
covering a period of eighteen months, in
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This, when compared with the
results of the French high -powered arc stations, also copied under similar conditions,
caused the designing engineers to decide upon
a 1000 -watt tube transmitter to be erected in
duplicate. The aerial system will be carried
by 20 lattice steel masts each 800 ft. high.
The receiving equipment will consist of
five sets coupled to five directional aerials of
the Bellini -Tosi type, through a system of
"wave traps ", so that five different stations
can be received simultaneously, or, in the
event of heavy atmospherics, five copies of
the one message, thus reducing interruption
from this source to a minimum.
Remote control will be installed and the
actual handling of the traffic will be entirely
automatic. It is expected to maintain a speed
of 120 words per minute. This is higher than
any actually being maintained at the present
day.
In order to avoid additional handling of
the received traffic, several receiving stations
will be erected in the various centers of
population so that they can deliver their
messages without them having to pass through
the main station. All the messages for transmission will have to be handled by the big.
station. Part of the scheme provides for th4
erection of a number of feeder stations, so
that the erection of long telegraph lines will
be avoided. These feeder stations being located near and controlled from the various
receiving stations.
Australia.

RADIO TELEPHONY IN THE
TIENTSIN CONSULAR

DISTRICT

It is apparent that increasing interest is
being taken by foreigners in the Tientsin

Consular District in the use of radio telephony for both amateur and commercial
purposes. The Chinese government telephone
administration last year contracted with an
American company to install at one of the
local telephone exchanges a powerful up -todate plant for transmitting and receiving
wireless telephone messages. This station
was designed to supplement the land lines in
between Tientsin and Peking, a similar plant
being in process in Peking to work in conjunction with it. Experiments are now going
on with a view to perfecting the operation
of these stations. The design is such that an
ordinary telephone subscriber who wishes a
long distance connection with Peking may be
connected either by the land lines or by means
of radio. These installations have not yet
been taken over by Chinese government telephone administration, but it is understood that
this may be done in the future.
A number of general import firms have become interested in developing the market for
radio telephone apparatus and have inquired
regarding the importation of both receiving
and sending sets, together with the Chinese
regulations governing their use.
The regulations of the Chinese government
now in effect do not permit individuals or
companies either in the interior or at the
treaty ports to install and operate radio telegraph or telephone stations, either for amateur or commercial purposes. These regulations, however, govern the use of wireless
apparatus and do not apply to the importation or sale of such articles. There is no
ruling of the Chinese government which
would prevent importation without permit of
wireless telephone sets not intended for military uses.
Under the above regulations wireless telephone sets for amateur uses were imported
into China last fall. In another instance, the
superintendent of customs permitted the entry
of two wireless telephone transmitting sets
that were not intended for sale but merely
as samples.
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WITH THE AMATEUR OPERATORS
RADIO STATION 5AHD
Radio Station 5AHD, at Altus, Oklahoma,
is owned by B. H. Huff and Hardin White
and operated by B. H. Huff. At the left
will be seen the receiver, which is a honeycomb set or a single circuit, change -over being
accomplished by the three double -pole, double throw switches at top of panel. This set
works well on waves from 150 meters up.
At the right will be seen the transmitter
which consists of four 5 -watt tubes in the
reverse feed back circuit. At the lower right,
if the cabinet door were open, you would see
the power transformer and filter, transformer
being wound by hand. The chemical rectifier is about 15 ft. from set, consisting of 44
quart jars. In the lower center will be seen
a 100 -volt Edison B battery and 6 -volt A
battery. Connections for transmitter and re-

DX LIST AT 6XAD -6ZW
The following lists are from November

27th to December 27th, both inclusive:

Stations Worked
lcmp, lboq, 1bbo, lhx, Irv, lii, 1er, 2cbf,
2e1, 2wa, 2cqz, 2byg, 2adm, 3iw, 3aqr, 3hg,
3ajd, 3tr, 3te, 3bva, 4io, 4ft, 4ku, 5xac, Sand,
Samh, 5aiu, 5kp, 6zh, 7eb, 7adf, 7zu, 7ze,
7y1, 8apn, 8adg, 8coi, 8zy, 8cgu, 8ame, 8dhq,
8bxt, Sbxx, Sapv, 8dgo, 8abl, 8ago, 8dlh, Scoj,
Saxc, 8gz, 8bau, Soa, 8bcp, 8cwp, 8bnh, 8hj,
8cgu, 8bfm, 8afn, 8rm, 8cei, 8brm, Sbch, 8aa,
9zt, 9dgn, 9dzs, 9dhg, 9doe, 9ayl, 9aht, 9yb,
9bly, 9ahj, 9aps, 9djb, 9dyy, 9elv, 9caj, 9ccs,
9mc, 9dis, 9dhr, 9azg, 9and, 9ato, 9ash, 9bij,
9cp.

The station's work with WNP has been
fairly consistent, many messages having been

A rather complete "performance" was
achieved on Christmas morning, between
12:01 and 4:00 a.m., Pacific Standard time;
all stations worked:
lcmp, 2bsc, 3z1 (Can.), 3qv, 4ku, 4hh
(Can.), Szp, 6cet, 7eb, 8brm, 9zt; thus covering all districts, from an island 30 miles on
the Pacific from the coast of Southern California. A good many other stations were
also worked ; I have merely listed a "set"
from 1 to 9.
Canadian Stations: (2cg, Montreal), (4hh,
Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan), (3si, Toronto),
3fc, 3bg, 3oe, 3j1.

RADIO PIONEERS
The Radio Pioneers is a new organization
which has been formed at San Francisco. Its
membership is made up of men who were
actively engaged in radio prior to 1913. Col.
J. F. Dillon and Dr. F. A. Kolster have been
elected as honorary members. The Presiding
Pioneer is W. E. Lufkin, radio inspector and
former president of the S. F. Radio Club;
the Vice Presiding Pioneer is C. M. Heaney;
the secretary, H. W. Dickow, and the treasurer, Wm. Henry. Meetings are held at
8:00 p.m. Tuesday in the Assembly Hall,
Pacific Bldg., where the club rooms are also
located. About 50 men have already joined.

A REAL ACCOUNT OF A

REAL STATION

Radio Station SALID
ceiver are all brought out at the end or center
of desk, which adds greatly to its appearance.
The vertical antenna is a 6-wire cage 110
ft. high, tapering from 1 in. to 10 ft. at top.
The 12 -wire counterpoise is 70 ft. long fan
shape, and 10 ft. high. With plate voltage
of 500, the antenna current is 2 amps. Signals have been reported in every district, 39
states, Canada, Mexico, Canal Zone, Cuba
and Hawaii. This DX record will prove
the efficiency of set.

AUSTRALIAN 2CM TO CONDUCT AMATEUR TESTS
DURING TRANSPACIFIC RUN

Charles Maclurcan, Australian 2CM, will
conduct a remarkable series of tests with a
10 -watt

amateur transmitter to be installed
Tahiti on its trip from Sydney to San
Francisco and return during March. Mr.
Maclurcan has had so much success in receiving American stations and in transmitting to
Australian amateurs on low power that he
has persuaded Amalgamated Wireless, Ltd.
to put a duplicate of his set at 2CM on the
Tahiti and will maintain two -way communion the

cation from the ship to various amateurs in
Australia and America. He will be assisted
by Jack Davis and will sail from Sydney
about the end of February. All signal
strengths will be measured with an audibility meter and day and night ranges will
be logged. A separate cage aerial and tuned
counterpoise will be used.

transmitted to, and received direct, from the
polar vessel. For several nights his signals
disappeared entirely, to be again found at
the same receiver markings, as QSA as ever.
On January 8th 250 words were delivered to
Mr. Mix, chiefly from Eugene McDonald.

Stations Reporting 6XAD -6ZW
laaf, 1py, 1cpn, lkc, low, W. R. Gilbert,
Worcester, Mass., leak, 1hz, lbzp, 1mo, lban,
lgz, laoe, lccr, Wm. Polleys, Jr., East Greenwich, Conn., lcsw, lajx, law, 2kx, 2abt, 2za,
2box (N. Y. City, heard 6XAD on detector
with no antenna), 2bqb, 2bkj, 2b1, 2cuw,
2adi, 2bbn, 2cpq, 2ceg, 2cka, 2bun, 2wb, 3aek,
3t1, A. Cochrane, Crisfield, Md., J. Lacey,
Washington Grove, Md., 3cbz, 3pz, 3yo, 3yp,
3ckc, 3bau, 3bsb, 3baa, J. Sutherland, Washington, Pa., 4sd, Smi, 5mb, 6cis, 6wp, 8anb,
8zab, 8boe, 8cci, 8bag, 8qb, A. L. McCauly,
Syracuse, N. Y., Sbge, 8bom, 8zor, 8bcz, 8yx,
8cpy,C. Murphy, Jr., Crafton, Pa., 8ajw,
Sawp, L. Howitt, Endicott, N. Y., 8bgs, L.
Cooke, Watertown N. Y., Saun, Sabx, 8dgp,
8bum, 8bjn, 8wx, E. Robinson, Sandusky, O.,
W. Gardner, Sandusky, O., 8sz, 8akj, 8rn,
8cqh, Suf, Scck, 8afl, 8adk, 8aqy, 8cpd, 8bqi,
8ajw, 9ajb, 9jo, 9aoj, 9ake, J. Leach, Minneapolis, Minn., 9adn, 9eas, 9ckf, 9ddu, 9dcp,
9ea, 9dxl, 9cnb, 9edg, 9cdy, 9cej, 9azp, 9cfd,
9boo, 9cpo, 9bds, 9dfc, 9em (Logansport,
Ind., 6xad audible without aerial or ground),
9bpd, 9bwo, 9ayp, 9aim, 9cew, W. Shord,
Chicago, Ill.
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By 6JX -6BVW -6ZU
Following is a description of the ether disturbing bottle container, known upon the air
as 6JX- 6BVW -6ZU, and disturbance catchers
as pictured. Starting at left is seen a well
known instrument, the station land phone,
which usually reposes out of the way on a
hook, but which the photographer thought
looked better on the table. This phone has
proved very handy for BCL's who are forever calling when voice is used on the air
and requesting selections to be played, etc.
Next in order are the receivers, Kennedy
Universal and two -step to match, and the
Grebe CR8, and two -step. Since this picture
was taken, the Grebe CR8 has been replaced
with a new Grebe CR6, with a CR13 corning up. An antenna separate from the
transmitting antenna is used for receiving,
giving the advantage of "break in" reception.
The output of the receivers is controlled by
a plug and jack system on panel under the
edge of the operating table. By system of
Magnavox loud speakers, broadcasting or
other radio matter may be enjoyed from any
part of the house. The results by comparison
of the two receivers are as follows: The Kennedy receiver is an extremely sensitive instrument with one curse; it will "sneak" right
up on DX C. W. signals, but, on removing
the hands from the dials, the signals are lost.
On waves above 500 meters, this body capacity effect is not noticeable. As for the
Grebe, for amateur use, not enough can be
said in its praise. It is unbeatable on 200
meters, and, on 600 meters, can copy commercial traffic from ships at sea that local commercial stations have to ask for repeats on.
Nuff sed.
Next on the right are seen the telegraph
transmitting keys. First the vibroplex bug,
then the light ICW buzzer and chopper key,
and mounted upon
-in. bakelite is the
C. W. key, breaking the negative high voltage
to the center tap of the specially-built Westinghouse filament transformer.
On the front of the transmitting panel may
be seen antenna current meter, milliameters
for both oscillator and modulator tubes, and
filament volt meters also for both oscillator
.

/
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and modulator tubes, and between voltmeters,
the 0 to 2000 -volt meter for the plate supply.
Next below are the two filament rheostats
and below the dials controlling the two
double spaced condensers shunted across the
plate and grid coils, in the series feed Meissner circuit.
All internal wiring of the transmitter is
with 3 -16 copper tubing. All socket leads
are also centered. The set is mounted on
bakelite and a frame of inch- and -ahalf angle iron. Three 15 -turn pancake coils
form the plate, grid and antenna inductances.
The power supply is an Electric Specialty
1500 -volt 600 -watt motor generator unit. 15
henry, 10 -mfd. filter insures pure direct current. Antenna current with 100 watts, 1200
volts plate voltage, 400 mills, is 6.2 amps.
The antenna system consists of a 4 -wire T
antenna, 70 ft. from the ground and 60 ft.
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NEWS OF THE AMATEUR
OPERATORS
Call 2BP has been assigned to S. Bruno,
10215 97th Ave., Woodhaven, New York.
Pse. QSL on his 10 -watt C. W.
Call 1AHU has been reissued to Joseph
Chereski, 19 West St., Florence, Mass.
Call 9AHI has been reassigned to Arthur
W. Joyce, 614 K St., Aurora, Neb. Pse. QSL
on 50 -watt fone and 34 k.w. spark.
4PY at 233 Brickell Ave., Fort Lauderdale,
Florida, is operated by Merel Bivans and
B. C. Fidler, Jr.
F. C. Jones, 1822 Hearst Ave., Berkeley,
Calif., recently worked 6CFZ, Los Angeles;
7ZE, Oregon, and 6CEU, Hawaii, with an
amplifying tube.
Call 9ATT, formerly call of Stanley E.
Fey, 402 Armory St., Champaign, Ill., has

CALL
S
14EARD
Readers are invited to send in lists of calls
heard from stations distant 250 miles or more
from their own station.
By 7GI, Carlos S. Yerian, 509 W. Augusta Ave.,

Spokane, Wash.

(Reinartz and det.)

Spk: 9bof.
lef, lyb, 2by, 2cx1, 2e1, 2iu, 8adf,
C. W.:
8pz, 4cn, 4ía, 4ne, 5aat, 5abt, 5agj, 5ahr, bain,
5akn, 5a1j, 5kc, 5kg, 51r, 5qq, 5zav, sixes and
sevens too numerous Sate, 8awj, 8bcb, 8bda,
;

8bfh, 8bzk, 8cci, 8cdd, 8cki, 8cnb, 8cpy, 8ctp,
8daa, 8do, 8dgr, Sfx, 8gp, 8jy, 8p1, 8qn, 8tr, Sur,
Sxe, 8zz, 9aau, 9adf, 9aed, 9ahz, 9aiy, 9ajv,
9aon, 9aou, 9ape, 9apf, gaps, 9apv, 9asf, 9avm,
9avv, (9avu), 9avz, 9awv, 9bav, 9bdz, 9bed,
9bgb, 9bhh, 9bis, 9biz, 9bkh, 9b1m, 9bly, 9bof,
9bsz, 9btt, 9bvo, 9bvo, 9bze, 9bzi, 9caa, (9ccv),
9ccz, 9cdo, 9cdv, 9ceh, 9cga, 9cgw, 9cjv, 9ckh,
9ckp, 9c1d, 9cly, 9cnb, 9coc, 9cvv, 9ozg, 9dfr,
9dfw, 9dkb, 9dcp, 9dfx, 9dgk, 9dnx, 9dro, 9dsw,
9dxn, 9dxy, 9dzy, 9edb, 9efj, 9egg, 9ehj, 9elv,
9zg, 9zy.
Can.: Seo, 3ni, Soh, 4cj, 4c1, 4dy, 4er, 4hf,
4hh, 9bp, 9bx.
By 8A00, 3046 Centre Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Radio Station 61X-6BYW -6ZU
in length. An 18 -wire fan counterpoise under
the antenna is used for the transmitter, no
ground connection being used. Will have
pair of 100 -ft. sticks up for the winter.
To date signals have been heard in all
districts, 41 states, 4 Canadian provinces, New
Zealand, Australia, above the Arctic Circle
in Alaska, Hawaii "every night", Mexico,
Panama, and copied by WNP 11 degrees
from the North Pole. Have worked east
to edge of 8th district, but have more cards
from 8th than 5th district. Hope to do much
good work this winter with new antenna
system. "JX- BVW -ZU" will always QSR
Pacific Coast traffic, also answer all cards,

reports, schedule arrangements, etc. Give
us a call.
6JX -6BVW -6ZU is owned and operated by
Wilford Deming, Jr., 1404 Magnolia Ave.,
Los Angeles, California.

WLAG, TWIN CITY RADIO
CENTRAL
Programs are broadcast alternately from
St. Paul and Minneapolis over WLAG, the
Twin City Radio Central, operated by the
Cutting & Washington Radio Corp, in Minneapolis. Eleanor Poehler, the only woman
in complete charge of a radio broadcasting
station, has executive control of both studios.
The new St. Paul studio will be conducted
under WLAG's "community broadcasting
plan" with St. Paul commercial and civic
associations and business concerns subscribing to programs. These include the St. Paul
Retailers' Association and the St. Paul Jobbers' Association.

been reassigned to Claude B. Vail, 607 No.

Diamond St., Jacksonville, Illinois.
6AWT, B. Molinari, 653 Union St., San
Francisco, has been successfully working

WNP.
The QRA of 4PV is L. H. Leathers, 148
Avant St., Spartanburg, S. C. Reports on
the sigs of 4PV will be greatly appreciated
and promptly QSL'D.
Anyone knowing the whereabouts of Warren D. Cheney, ex -Radio 6BDL and 7NG,
last known address 625 Bushnell Ave., Alhambra, Calif., is requested to write A. C.
Gordon, 964 N. E. 28 St., Portland, Ore.,
Radio 7FX, Tnx, O. M.
7ABB, Mr. Everett Kick of Everett, Wash.,
is probably the most consistent station in the
whole Northwest. His signals have been reported QSA in every district. 7ABB is
heard on the air every night with the regularity of a clock. Besides being one of the
important links in a chain of stations which
forms a relay route to WNP, 7ABB is one
of the most reliable message -handling stations
west of the Rockies. 7ABB has worked WNP
direct but reports the 500 -cycle signals from
the Bowdoin very QRZ. Many of the messages received by Canadian 9BP from WNP
have been relayed to 7ABB, who in turn relays them east to 7ZU or 9ZT.
7AHB, of Talkeetan, Alaska, has been
heard by a number of amateurs in the Northwest. 7ABB relayed several messages to
WNP via 7AHB. Another Alaskan station,
7IT, has been heard by different stations in
Washington and Montana.
The famous 7ZN of Boise, Idaho, is now
signing 70T. We knew he couldn't stay off
the air for long.
Continued on page

79
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(laf), (lafa), (lafp), lagk, lajt, lajx, lap,
laqi, laqm, larp, laur, (laww), lawy, layi,
(lbav), lbep, (lbfq), lbgc, lbgq, lblx, ibm,
lbom, lboq, (lbgd), lbgl, lcaz, lcmp, lcpv,
lcws, leg, ler, lgl, igs, lgv, lij, lkc, luj,
(luo), lvq, lwo, ixam, (lyb), lyk, 2adm, 2aim,
2apo, 2ats, 2awf, 2awl, (2ayv), 2bbn, 2bdg,
2beo, 2bgc, (2blx), 2blm, 2bqb, (2bum), 2by,
2cge, 2cka, 2cqi, 2cqz, 2csl, (2owj), 2wr, Bab,
Babe, Babe, Sacy, 3adb, (3aen), Bain, Barn,
(3as), Batb, Bava, 8bdo, 8bei, (8bgg),
3bjg, 3bkt, 3bnu, (Bbgp), (Bbgz), (8ca), Bcah,
(3can), Bcej, Bcfv, 3chg, 8cjn, (8ckd), (3ckj),
(3ckl), (Bib), (Bgk), 8hh, 8hs, (81g), 8me,
(8mo), Box, 8tr, (Sur), 8vo, (8xn), (Bzo), 4aí,
(4ai), 4bq; 4cs, 4db, 4eb, 4eq, 4ft, 4gw, (4gx),
4jk, 4jr, 4kc, 4ku, (4mb), 4me, (4mi), 4oa, 4pd,
4qw, 4rr, 4sh, 4uu, 5abb, 5abh, 5abn, 5agj, Sago,
5air, 5ajp, 5aki, 5akn, bamh, bau, 5bw, 5ek,
5er, 5fx, 5gn, 5gp, 5h1, 5if, 5ka, 5kh, (51r),
5nj, 5pv, 5ad, 5uk, Sup, 5vv, (bwo), 5xab, byg,

5zav, 5zav, 5zg, 6adh, Gage, Offrb,
6awt, 6bih, 6bua, 6cbu, 8cc, 6cga, 6cgw,
6cmr, 6cu, 6íp, (6xad), 6zh, 6zw, 7adb,
lbw, 7cbu, Ive, 7y1, (8's too many), 9aa,
9aaj, 9aaq, 9aau, (9ad7), 9aem, 9afp, 9afw,
9agl, 9ahe, (9ahz), 9aim, 9ajv, (gala), 9alb,
9aog, 9aon, 9ape, 9apf, (9apv), 9arc, garb, 9arp,
9asx, 9aus, 9avu, (9awv), 9bak, 9bas, 9bdu,
9bei, 9bez, 9bíí, (9bec), 9bad, 9bhi, 9blj, 9biz,
9bji, 9bkh, 9bmc, (9bop), 9bpd, 9bpy, 9bqj,
(9brx), (9btl), 9btt, 9bun, 9bwj, 9byn, 9byx,
9byy, 9bzi, 9caa, 9ccf, (9ccn), 9ccs, 9ccz, 9cdj,
9cfo, 9cfy, (9chc), 9cho, 9cjc, 9cji, 9ckp, 9clq,
9cmc, 9cnb, 9cnv, 9cnw, 9cr, (9ctr), (9ctt),
9cwv, 9cxw, (9cyf), 9cyw, 9czn, 9czs, 9day,
9dca, (9dcw), 9ddn, 9deq, 9dhu, (9dis), 9djb,
9djn, 9dk 9dky, 9dlr, 9d1w, 9doe, 9dpc, 9dpx,
9dqu, (9ciso), 9dvk, 9dwk, 9dxn, 9dyl, 9eak,
9eea, 9efj, 9efu, 9ehj, 9eky, 9e11, 9e1w, 9ep, 9eq,
Ses, gig, 9ir, 9it, 9us, Svc, 9xj, 9yy, 9zg, 9z1,

5yw,
6avv,
fichu,
7aez,

5za,

(9zt).

Canadians: lar, 2am, $az, 2be, (2bg), 2bn,
2by, 2cg, 2hv, tic, Bab, Bada, Sadn, Safp, 8bg,
Obq, Sep, Sir, 3iv, Bji, 3jt, 8kg, Bkp, 3ld, 8mv,
Bni, Boh, Bpg, Osi, Otb, Btf, 3xi, Sxx, 3z1, (8zs),
4dy, 4ru.
Anyone hearing my 20 or 250 watts pse. qel.
At 6ZAD, 2043 Berryman St., Berkeley, Calif.
lki, lema, lcmp, 2on, Odh, Bni, Sty, 5ek,
5bh, 5fx, 5gr, 5hv, 5ht, 51a, 5nh, 5yn, 5za, 5ada,
5akh, Sama, 5aup, 5zav, 6dd 6om, 6p1, 6mh,
6hv, ben, 6ka, 6od spk., 6ua, (6vd), 6fy, (6íh),
(6iq), bee, (6tu), '(8tv), (6uw), (6adm),
(8age), (6ahu), 6ahw, (6acz), (6ajd), 6agd,
basa, 6tq, 6bbg, 6bks, 6bkx, (6mn) (6bmx),
6bpz, 6bqs, 6bgk, libra, 6brf, libri, 61rk, 6bru,
6buo, 6bvg 6bua, 6cbi, 6cbu, (6ceu), (6cfz),
(6cgq), 6cgw, 8cnh, 6cnJ, (6zar),
6cga, (6cga),
lac, Yak, 7bz, 7em, zio, 7kx, (7kjspk.), 71h,
71n, 71o, 71r, 71y, 7oh, Igo, 7pe, 7px, lob, 7qd,
Tra, 7sy, 7so, Ito, 7tq, Tun, 7ve, 7vn, 7ws,
7y1, 7zI, 7zn, 7zt, 7zu,

7adr,
7ajy,
8bez,
9aio,
9bvo,
9dkg,
Self.

7aby, Taci, 7adp, 7adq,

lads, 7afe, 7age, lago, 7agr, 7adg, 7ajv,

7akv, 8er, 8qz, Suo, 8tt,
8ced, 8dgo, 9fs, gym,
9aon, 9ape, 9amb, 9ami,
9bwa, 9bzi, 9bun, 9bxq,
9dkb, 9dkq, 9dmb, 9dpx,

8adt, 8bda,
9mc, 9aau,
9bak, 9bud,
9cjy, 9dfh,
9dxn, 9ebu, 9eky,
8zb,
9vn,
9asf,
9cbj,

Continued on page
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The Grebe CR -14 receiver has been especially designed for
broadcast reception. It
employs the Armstrong regenerative
circuit with but two
simple tuning adjustments and a two-adjustment wavelength
switch to cover all
broadcast wavelengths. It uses three dry- battery tubes, space
for the batteries being provided in the cabinet.

The Carter jack

switch, which is made
with two, three, four
or six springs according to the number of
contacts to be closed,
employs the same principle as used in an ordinary jack, except that the contact is
made by turning the knob. The switch is easily mounted on
a panel and will safely carry 10 amperes.

The Regal inductance
switch combines in one
unit 15 individual
switch points. It does
away w i t h multiple
drilling of the panel
and with the need for
soldering back of the
panel, as it can be
mounted through one
hole in the panel after
the contacts have been
soldered. Positive contact is made by smooth
wiping arm over accurate headed points.

The Duo -Spiral loop
aerial is a compact,

self -contained r a d i o
antenna especially designed for broadcast
reception. It measures
2 it. square and contains 90 ft. of wire,
which is kept taut by
springs in the two
arms. It is mounted
on a base with a removable plug and jack
connection. It is also

provided with a dial
graduated in degrees
and a long handle.

Proudfoot one knob vernier condenser
has been especially designed to give accurate
log readings. The first

The Kellogg audio frequency transformer
is carefully designed
to function equally as
well on high and low
notes. This result is
attained by careful attention to coil materials, the use of one piece silicon steel core
laminations, the use of
an enamelled b r a s s
housing that shields
the transformer in any
position, and the soldering of leads to terminals. Each binding
post is plainly marked.

The Amsco Compensating Condenser takes

The Fansteel Balkite
battery charger employs tantalum a n d
lead electrodes and sulphuric acid electrolyte
covered with an oil
film.
A transformer

The

approximate ad jus tment is made by turning the knob to the
right and the final fine
adjustment by turning
the knob to the left,
which allows only the
vernier plate and inner
dial to move.
By
reading the outer and
inner dials an accurate
log reading can be obtained.

the place of a potentiometer in a radio -frequency amplifier. With
it in circuit full negative bias may be used
on the amplifier grids,
as the feed -back takes
place not only through
the tube capacity, but
also through the compensator with its polarity reversed. Thus
the charges arrive at
the grid with equal force
but with opposite voltage, and are nullified.
Radion discs are used
in its construction to
obviate leakage and
moisture absorption.

www.americanradiohistory.com

steps

down

110 -115

volt a.c. and the rectifier delivers 6 volt
d.c. at a 3- ampere
rate. It is economical
in current consumption, does not deteriorate through use or
disuse, requires no replacement except distilled water, has no
moving or f r a g i l e
parts to wear out and
is noiseless in operation.
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want more mileage out of your Radio'
Receiver. You can't properly tune in distant stations. You want to clear up those tube
noises so exasperating when a DX announcer
is telling you who he is and all you get is, "This
is station brbrweeizgrump ". Yes, you get many
distant stations but you never hear them. They're
on your antenna, weak little brothers waiting
to be magnified into audibility. They're there
with song and story, concert and dance. How
you do wish you could hear them! Condensers
and couplers are all on the job, properly adjusted,
but all you get are whistles and disappointments, BECAUSE:
Unless your RHEOSTAT is a FIL -KO -STAT you
can't adjust the most delicate, most critical tuning
unit on your set-and that's your vacuum tube.
YOU

From LESLIE C. BILES
Maple and Burlington Aves., Delanco, N J
"After experiments with various filament controls, I
have adopted FIL- KO -sAT as the finest instrument itfor
In my humble opinion is
** *controlling detector**
the greatest Radio Achievement of the year. * ** *stations
never heard before* *(include) WOAO, WDAF,
WCX, WOC, WSB, and WLAG on loud speaker
On Oct. 28th, at 8 P M with powerful Philadelphia
statioins operating I tuned in with FIL- KO -STAT
WKAQ, San Juan, Porto Rico * *do not feel that I
can say enough in praise of this little instrument**
Many sets that area inclined to tune broadly can be im-

proved with 1,11.-KO -STAY. It will positively sepavete
stations on close wave lengths."

From H. R. HASLAnt
249 W 126th St., New York, N Y
"* *Three tube standard set* *wire wound rheostats
gave satisfaction on local stations, but on distant reception could not get point between owing to coarseness of
adjustment. With FIL- KO -STAT change was Wonderful,
getting distant stations never received before, even Oklahoma City quite strong despite local interference."

From JAGS WALSH
Independence, Colorado
"v0,-KO-STAY certainly a wonder Following stations
received in nine days on one bulb WOAW, WDAF,
WFAA, WJAZ, WOC, WBAP, WHB, KFI, KHJ,
KFEL, KFIX, WSB, WMC, KLZ, KFFO, WWAC,
KZN, WDA, WLAG, WDAP. WGY, (2000 miles)
CKCK, WOS, KOP, CFCN, WDAE, KSD, WJAD,
WCBD, KDYL, WHAS, KDKA, KGW, WAAW,
KFKB, KGW, WEAY, WOI, KOB. I believe the
EIL -KO -STAY is the secret of my success.

Wave length isn't everything. There's a finer control needed.
You must be able to make most minute adjustment of your
filament heat and so control the electronic flow in the tube.
When you do this you will have perfect reception free of
all tube noises and YOU WILL HEAR DX STATIONS YOU
NEVER HEARD BEFORE!!!

You, too, will be writing letters like these when you
have tried a FilKO-Stat in your set

Regardless of what set you have, it will pay you in added
pleasure and satisfaction to replace your present rheostat
with a FIL-KO -STAT. It's so easy to make the change.
Or have your dealer do it. And if you are building
a new set, Neutrodyne, Super Hetrodyne, Radio
Frequency, Phusiform, Reflex, Regenerative,
any type with any kind of tube -make
sure of complete reception by using

Radio News Laboratories say:
This filament rheostat (Fil -KO -Stat) is designed
to control the filament current of practically all
types of receiving tubes now on the market. It is
noted for its exceptionally infinitesimal and uniform control of the current.
For instance, the critical adjustment of a one ampere tube is spread out over a range of four turns
of the knob, thus enabling a micrometer adjustment
to be obtained.

FIL-KO -STAT.

IMPORTANT !
FIL-KO STAT is not a carbon
powder rheostat. Nor has it discs
(which break and chip). Its resistance element is over 70 per cent
metallic substances. Its full resistance is 30 ohms. And it is

APPROVED\

RADIO
NEWS,
1922/

LABORATORIES

UNCONDITIONALLY

RADIO STORES CORPORATION
Sole International Distributors
YORK -CHICAGO -MINNEAPOLIS -LOS ANGELES
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From RICHARD J DAVIS
700 East Erie St., Painsville, Ohio.
adjustment and
"FIL- KO -sTAT cannot be beat for fine
installing it
after
night
first
The
operation.
noiseless
(1500 miles), KYY, San
I got KDZA, Tuscon, Arizona
Wis.,
Francisco (2500 miles) and WHA, Madison,* with(1000 miles) -all came in clear and loud * *stations."
out FIL -KO -STAY never have picked up these

Stil't

\.\\:\
\

IL

Fit lÇGStet is'

NEW
CLEVELAND

OF INFINITE
ADJUSTMENT

THE FILAMENT

-

SAN FRANCISCO
OMAHA
ST. LOUIS
HOMEOFFICE, Dept. R2. 220 W. 34th St., NEW YORK, N. Y.

GUARANTEED TO
GIVE SATISFACTION
ay me
C%ZINSTRUMENT Co

The ilKOStat is suitable
for any panel mounting.
Rigid, nickel plated, drilled
and tapped mountings for
setting up FilKOStat on
table. 15 cents additional.
1

In Canada $2 75
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\EStabliShiflg a Neutrc
'Horizon For Radio

MA -15
'PROM the greater heights of this latest Mu -RAD
achievement, larger possibilities for radio entertainment are brought within your reach. The new
MU -RAD RECEIVER MA -rs, combining the
famous Mu -RAD simplicity of operation and select,
tivity, with loud speaker volume and clarity, is de

signed specifically for long ranges. with only a two
foot loop. Well balanced appearance. Voltmeter
for instant readings of "A" and "B" battery condition.
Three stages of radio and two of audio frequency
amplification, with detector.

for FEBRUARY, 1924
CALLS HEARD

Continued from page qr
By 5FU, 8696 Oak St., Vancouver, B. C.
Can.: 3ni, 4bq, 4bv, 4c1, 4cr, 4cw, 4dg, 4dq,
4fc, 4fv, 4hf, 4hh.
U. S.:
lfp, lady, lbgq, 2oh, 2bnv,
3bej, 3brl, 5agj, 5akn, 5be, 5fv, 5gm, 5h1, 2bqt,
5ht,
5hz, 5kn, 5mo, 5q1, 5tj, 5za, 5zav, 5zv, 8aib,
8agy, 8bda, 8fu, 8fv, 8111, 8wd, 8xe, 9aaf, 9aav,
9aly, 9amb, 9akc, 9ack, 9afm, 9aim, 9apw,
9awm, 9arz, 9avn, 9ays, 9bxq, 9b1q, 9dhq, 9bri,
9byx, 9bms, 9biz, 9bak, 9bud, 9bji, 9caa, 9c1,
9cr, 9c1q, 9cdj, 9doe, 9diw, 9dzy, 9dkq, 9dgi,
9ekq, 9elv, 9edb, 9eep, 9edx, 9ig, 9jj,
9rh, 9zt. Sixes and sevens too .many to 9mc,
log.
By 6CHX, Robert E. Geddes, 1820 4th St.,
San Diego, Calif.
Can.: 5go, 5cn.
Amer.: 5and, 5ado, 5adb, 5ed, 5go, 5ht, 51r,
5uo, 5za, 5zav, 6aim, 6aqu (spk.), 6aty, 6ajf,
6auu, tadm, 6boi, 6cdg, 6cej, 6cd1, 6cc, 6ca,
6cid, 6cek, 6ch1, 6cij, 6cqe, 6cgg, 6ckc, 6cee,
6cie,, 6cmi, 6dd, 6dac, 6fh, 6ii, 6ti, 6qk (spk.),
6ik, 6nx, 6rm, 7afn, 7bj, lem, 7to, 7zn, 7zu,
7zo, 7qj, 7ks, 7uw, 7ago, 7ads, 7tq, 7sc, 7aez,
8jj, Selo, 9amb, 9aob, 9bjk, 9bhz, 9cns, 9dxy,
9apf,. 9bly, 9bji.
Anyone who hrd. my 110 -volt C. W. during
Oct., Nov. or Dec. pse. qsl, acct. important tests.

Guaranteed Reception -1000 Miles -Write for Literature

By V. W. Gilmore, Mile Seven, Alaska

lana, lbgc, 2kv, 2ts, 2xq, 3aln, 3co, 3pb,
4ay,
4bq, 4cn, 4cr, 4dq, 4eq, 4jk, 5acf, 5aiu,

MU -RAD

&akn, 5aky, Sama, 5amn, 5et, 5eb, 5ek, 5ga,
5gj, 5gn, Sin, 5kc, 51g, 51r, 5mo, 500, 5qi, 5qw,
5uk, 5up, 5wx,, 5zav, 5zb, 6abx, Gage, 6ajh,
Oak, 6anb, 6aoi, 6aos, Oasx, 6avv, 6bbw, 6bic,
6bih, 6biq, 6bjj, 6bm, 6bnc, 6bql, 6brk, 6buo,
6bvs, 6cc, 6ceu, 6cgd, 6cgm, ócgw, 6ckp, 6ckr,
Ocmu, 6cnh, 6cnw, 6fp, 6gr, 6jx, 6km, 6kw, 61v,
6mh, 6nx, Opl, Ots, 6vf, 6xaj (tone), 6zar, 6zav,

Laboratories,
Inc.
806

Fifth Ave.,
Asbury Park,
N. J.

.`ti(43thr,(4f3kr, r!!"¡:. ,,_--vt'!!'/,c*eyr...17KySwK%'tiC`r.'F.ti:Ji:.";'iti
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7aea, 7ael, 7abb, 7abf, 7adr, 7agn, 7agf, 7ah,
7ahj, 7aim, 7bj, 7fd, 7ge, 7jn, 71h, 7no, 7nn,
7px, 7ob, 7qj, 7qt, 7rc, 7.sc, 7sf, 7sn, 7zea, 7zu,
Safe, Sago, 8bda, 8bzc, Sbec, 8ddq, 8cz, 8gz,
8kg, 8rj, 9adw, 9ahz, 9aim, 9amb, 9ape, 9apf,
9aon, 9aos, 9asf, 9auu, 9awv, 9bak, 9bau, 9bey,
9bji, 9bly, 9bof, 9bri, 9bto, 9cbj, 9cgu, 9cgw,
9evg, 9djb, 9dnu, 9dsw, 9dxn, 9dzy, 9eae, 9eky,
9elv, 91z, 9tv, 9xi, 9yy, 9zt.
Canadian: 4cr, 4dy, 5cn, 9ce, 9bx and wnp.

At SZAV, Oklahoma City, Okla.

A Pleasant Surprise Awaits the User of
the A C H Sharp Tuner Dials
Rough tuning or
1,000th of an inch
in

either direction.

Can be installed
and will
improve any
receiving set,
malting difficult
tuning easy.

Why the A.C.H. is different
3

(156 40 -1

in. DIAL

4in.

DIAL

3m- ÁE11 -b-

(2t5-CO -1-

Price 8 -inch size
$2.50
Price 4 -inch size
$5.00
Regular fitting 5/16 shaft y4
and 3/16
5c each extra

Money Back Guarantee
The principle of the A 0 H Sharp Tuner has only been embodied on very expensive instru
manta where the most delicate adjustment is necessary, and then as a permanent part.

Extra Advantage of the A
1.
2.
8.
4.
5.
6.

C H

Can be attached or removed from any instrument.
Rough tuning same as any dial.
Movement so fine that the eye cannot detect but the ear can.
Automatically locks instrument so no jar can disturb it.
Dial grounded reducing the body capacity to a minimum.
Special dial 2 graduations where ordinarily one.

Mail Orders Sent Prepaid in U.S.A.

A. C. HAYDEN RADIO & RESEARCH CO.
Brockton, Mass., U. S. A.

Sold by Radio, Ltd., Montreal, Can.

lajp, lary, lajg, (ladn), lbbk, lboq, lbom,
lbwj, (lcmp), lcpn, lcrw, lcab, (1er), lil,
(1jv), Ike, (Irv), (lsk), (ivy), lsn, (lxz),
(lyb), lye, lyk, 2aay, (2ayv), 2ajf, (2brb),
2coa, 2bwx, (2egz), (2cxd), 2cxl, 2csr, 2cpa,
2cgi, 21e, (2ts), (2rk), 2ue, (2xq), (2za), 3ab,
8aao, 3abw, (Saav), (3ba), 3bez, 3bq, (3bnu),
(8bsb) 3bsv, (Sbva), 3bhv, 3bna, 3bgg, 3bdo,
3bti, 8bb, 8cej, Sckd, 3cfv, 3f1, 3fs, 3me, 3oe,
(Spa), 3qs, Ssu, Ste, Svo, 3yp, (8yo), 3zs, Oaf,
4ay, 4ag, 4by, 4cb, 4eb, (4fg), 4hs, 4hr, 4iu,
4jk, 4j1, 4js, 4kc, 4ku, 41j, (4mb), 4nr, 4oa,
4om, 4pd, 4ik, 4sc, hak, (6aak), 6acm, Gage,
6alp, bane, Game, Oakz, 6ajp, Gaol, (6awt),
(6aoi), (6bgy), (6bvg), (6bly), 6bbw, 6bdw,
ßbuh, 6bnt, 6bna, 6chl, Obve, 6cei, 6cbb, (6cmr),
6ckr, 6cgw, 6ea, beb, 6gr, 6rm, 6mh, 6xad, Gzh,
6zah, (7abb), 7awz, (7f1), 71y, 71u, 7pf, 7qc,
7qj, 7sc, 7ki, 7te, (7uu), 7wm, 7wp, 7we, 7zf,
7zo, 7zt, (7zu), 7zx, (8afd), (8amb), (8aeg),

(8bf), (8bvr), (8bxt), (8brm), (8byn), (8bhf),
(8cqj), (8cyt), (8czz), (8cw.$), (8dcy), (8dbo),
(8dhq), (8hk), (8tr), (8xe), (9zy).
Canadian: 2cg, 2ic, 3bj, 3bq, 3j1, (3ko and
fone), 3kg, 3om, (3qs), 3si, (Bni), 3gh, 3oh,
3xi, (4er), 4h1i, 4cu, 4c1, (4dy), 4co, (5cn),
(5go), 9bp, 9bx.
Mex.: (bx) fone, 4ft, '5ma, 5agt, 8kg, 5ek,
9xn.

By lER, Stearns Road, Wellesley, Mass.
(4ag), 4ai, 4eb, 4ft, 4hr, (4jk), (4oa), (4pm),
(4qf), 4qw, 4sh, (5ga), (5hm), 5in, 5kg, (5kc),
(5gj), 5bw, (5ku), (5nn), Sht, 5qw, 5qq, 5qy,
(5q1), 5qr, 5ku, 5ph, 5uk, (5up), 5sd, 5sk,
5s1, 5abt, 5agj, 5amh, (5zav), Gage, 6acm, Oahu,

6ajh, 6aly, 6amp, 6aos, 6aoi, 6ao1, 6aos, 6pp,
gaup, 6auy, 6awb, 6awt, 6app, barb, Easy, 6avv,
6xad, tizar, 6zau, 6baa, Obad, 6baw, 6bcc, 6bc1,
6bcj, 6bcs, 6bbp, 6bbw, 6bek, 6beo, 6bic, 6bif,
6bhg, 6biq, 6b1m, 6bly, 6bpf, 6bpz, 6bmd, 6brf,
6btt, 6bua, 6buh, 6bun, 6buo, 6bur, 6cbl, 6cbm,
6cbu, 6cdg, 6cgd, 6cfy, 6cfz, fichu, 6chv, 6ckp,
6ckr, 6cmr, 6cnh, 6cwz, 6cu, 6dd, 6fp, 6fr, 6fy,
6gr, 6gx, 6jx, 6kp, 61v, 6mh, 6nh, 6nx, 6pf, 6p1,
6su, 6ti, 6ts, 6vf, 6x1,. 6zh, 6zz, 7abb, 7aci,
7adr, 7ads, 7afr, Tage, 7ahn, lag, 7af, 7ak,
7cq, 7cs, 7f1, 7gi, 7hg, 7it, 7ks, 71g, 71n, 71u,
71y, 7nn, 7nt, 7qc, 7qj, 7sc, 7sf, 7to, Ive, 7wp,
7ws, 7wx, 7y1, 7zd, 7zu, (9aic), (9apf), (9ape),

(9arf), (9bis), (9blg), (9bly), (9buj), (9bvn),
(9caa), (9ceh), (9cfz), (9chf), (9col), (9cte),
(9cvs), (9ddu), (9dxu), (9eky), (9eht), (9mc),
(9xi), (9yb), (9yy), (9zt).
Can.: 4cr, (4hh), 5cn, 5go.
Continued on page
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Alter Painting by John Trumbull

The Golden Rule Tube
The Sodion does not oscillate.
No declaration as to sensitivity,
signal strength, or quality of tone,
can mean half so much to every

broad -minded radio enthusiast as
this simple statement of fact.
For there -in five words-you have
the key to the solution of the problem of eliminating the whistles, the
squeals and the howls that inter-

fere so seriously with your enjoyment of radio today.
Don't misunderstand
The Sodion does not protect YOUR
reception against these noises from
other sets.
But, because it does not oscillate
because it cannot reradiate- because it cannot whistle and howl
the Sodion DOES prevent your reception from interferring in any way
with the reception of others.

-

-

This, we believe, is the practical
way of eliminating one of the
greatest faults in broadcast Radio
reception.

In point of efficiency the Sodion
Tube is far more sensitive and produces stronger signals than any detector now on the market. Its tone
is fully equal to that of the finest
crystal with the added advantage
of great volume.

Descriptive Bulletin upon request.

CONNECTICUT
MERIDEN

TE&

LEPIE CA

ELECTRIOxC
Radio Division
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ReduceTubes byHalf

With Erla Synchronizing Transformers
Vacuum Gl'uber

in ERLA Duo
Reflex Circultr

1

2
3

=3

-4
=5

Yacuzzm 6?uber

ar Ordinarily
Employed

--

Nation Wide Loud Speaker
Reception With Only Three Tubes

Increased amplification and
elimination of distortion
inevitably follow installation of Erla transformers.
Reflex and cascade types. $5

Erla audio transformers add
tremendously to the purity
and volume of any receiving
unit in which they are used.
Ratios 3' and 6 to I. $5

Crystal troubles vanish on
installing an Erla rectifier. No adjustment required.
Proof against jolt and jar.
Lasts indefinitely. List $1

Greater range and volume with fewer tubes than
ever before are attained through Erla Duo -Reflex
circuits, using Erla synchronizing radio and
audio transformers.
In Erla circuits, tubes do triple duty, as simultaneous amplifiers of received radio frequency, reflexed radio frequency, and reflexed audio frequency currents. Through accurate superimposition of currents identical in phase and frequency,
by means of Erla synchronizing transformers, this
triple function is flawlessly performed, resulting in
tremendously magnified amplication without

distortion.
Even one tube provides excellent loud speaker
reception over a wide range; two tubes blanket
the zone ordinarily covered by four; while three
tubes bring in stations on the loud speaker from
coast to coast.
Other notable improvements, contributing vitally
to the superiority of Duo -Reflex circuits, are the
Erla fixed crystal rectifier and Erla tested capacity
condensers. Combining advanced characteristics
for reflex work with unduplicated uniformity, they
are indispensable to complete stability and purity
of reproduction.
Detailed diagrams and descriptions of Erla Duo Reflex circuits are presented in Erla Bulletin No.
16. Ask your dealer, or write, giving your dealer's name.

Electrical Research Laboratories
Dept. H

251

5

Michigan Avenue, Chicago

Jobbers- Sweeping success

of Erla circuits fosters continually increasing demand

for Erla products. Write
for terms and discounts.

RADIO INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
TRAINING IN ALL COMMERCIAL BRANCHES OF RADIO
If you cannot attend the Radio Institute of America in person the same instruction can come
to you through our recently inaugurated "HOME STUDY COURSE " -Investigate.
Detailed information free on request.
Conducted by

THE RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
331 Call Bldg.
98 Worth St.

Phone Douglas 3030
Phone Franklin 1144
L',II

San Francisco, Calif.
New York City
then, that you saw it in RADIO
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Continued from page 44
At 7GE-7ZX, Loren C. Maybee, 110 So. 7th St.,
Pasco, Washington
U. S. 3hg, 5ado, 5akn, 5ama, 51r, (5zax),
6abx, (6aoi), 6aos, (6aru), (6beo), (6bds),
(6bnc), (6bni), 6brf, 6bur, 6cax, (6cbu),
6cek, 6ceu, (fichu), 6cid, 6cnh, 6km, (61v), 6cdg,
6nx,
6zah, 6zau, 6zh, (7zd), 7zo, 7zu, 8aih, 8aim,
9aar, (9amb), 9apf, 9aou, 9ays, 9avz, 9awv,
9bhz, 9bly, 9bri, . 9btl, 9bxq, 9cea, 9cch, 9cns,
9dct, 9dfh, 9dkx, 9dsm, 91z, 9vm, 9zt, 9xi.
Canadians: 4dq, 4dy, 4hf, (5bq).
QSL crd gladly sent if requested by mail.
By 8ADA, Cleveland, Ohio

(4db), (4hr), (4j1), (41j), (4me), (4mi),
(4oa), (4rm), (4qf), (5abb), 5abh,
(5aiu),
5akr, (5amb), 5eh 5gi, 5gj, (5ht),5air,
5kn, 5kr,
(5nn), (5ov), (5gf), 5sr, 5sk, 5vm, (5ws),
5xv,
5yw, 5xac, 6aak, 6afq, (balk), 6aly, 6aoi, 6aos,

barb, 6asx, 6atc, 6auy, 6avv, 6awt, 6bcl, 6bcs,
6bjc, 6bnt, 6bgb, 6bqe, (6bsg), °bus, 6but, 6bwe,
fiefs, 6chc, 6chl, fichu, 6ekp, 6ckr, 6cmr,
6Cc,
6ff, 6fp, 6nx, 6p1, 6qj, 6tv, 6x1, óxad, 6zah, 6zar,
6zat, 6zw, (7abb), lads, 7aea, (7afn), 7acg,
7age, 7amr, 7co, Ids, 7M, 7hg, 7it, 71n, 71u,

7ot, 7qj, 7sc jew 7sf, 7sh, 7to, 7uu, 7wp, 7zd,
7zo, 7zu, 7dc, Saab, (9ack), 9agl, 9afm, Saki,
9amb, (9apf), 9avu, (9azg), 9bji, 9bto, 9bvo,
9bxq, 9cfv, (9ccz), (9d1f), 9dte, (9eful, (9ehj),
(9eak), 9gy, (9yam).
Fohes -2e1, 2rb, add, 9aic, (9jc).

(3ahp),
(9egw)1,),(9ehy),
(9dhk), (9ayh), (9aus), (9yam).

7abb, (9ahq), b (9apf),
By

"FO"

of 9CTT at 9CZV

lagh dalite, laqi, lbes, lbwj, lcmp, lmy,
lxm, lxz,

2by, 2cpk, 2cqn, 2rb, 3uu, 3yp, 4ai,
5abh, 5adi, 5aeu,
5agj, 5hq, 5ht, 5up, 5za, 6aoi, barb, 6avv, 5afq,
6bic,
6bih, 6biq, 6bql, 6cfz, 6cgw, 6cmr, 6cnh, 6cqe,
6fp, 6gr, óxad, 6zah, 6zh, 6zr, 7age, 7zu, 8's es
9's too numerous.
Can.: lar, 2bn, 2cg, 2ic, 4cw, 4c1, 5go. Wud
appreciate reports on 9ctt, 5 -watt C. W. sigs.
4e1, 4gx, 4pb, 4qf, 5abg,

By 6AFT, 75261,/2 Figueroa St., Los Angeles,
Calif. (November)
2by, 4ft, 5adb, 5ado, 5and, 5akf, 5ama, 5be,
Me, 5h1, 5ht, 5hz, 5if, 5jc, 5kg, 51g, 51r, 5ph,
5uo, 5xa, 5za, 5zav, 5zax, 7aaj, 7abb Taci, 7adr,
7bcx, 7bj, Teo, Igo, 7gy, zio, 7it, 71y, 7ot, 7qj,
7rd, 7sc, 7to, 7wp, 7zd, 7zo, 7zu, 8ab, 8aim,
8bda, 8dat, 8er, 8kz, 8wy, 8zz, 9aau, 9ahz,
9aim, 9aou, 9apf, 9avu, 9bjk, 9bly, 9bri, 9bun,
9caa, 9ccv, 9cjy, 9cte, 9cvc, 9dfh, 9dkb, 9dzy,
9eea, 9ekf, 9fv, 9mc, 9qr, 9zt.
Can.: 3cp, 5cn, 5go. Hrd on detector es
Reinartz.
By 8BUM, ex 6CIU, 228 W. 2nd Ave.,
Columbus, Ohio

lalz, lawe, lbdi, lbgd, lbsk, lbap, lbsq,
lbhk, lbkg, lcpu, lcre, lol, 1pa, lyb, 4aj, 4jg,

4jn, 5aie, 5ain, 5aot, 5cu, 5gi, 5ht, Sjf, 51r, 5ni,
5un, 5uu, 5qq, bqy, 5qa, 5vy, 5xv, 5xar, 5za,
5za , 9aun, 9avn, 9apf, 9ayl, 9aji, 9avu, 9and,
9bqq, 9bxn, 9bov, 9bhn, 9bpu, 9bed, 9cl1, 9ccv,
9ceh, 9cfi, 9cgu, 9cjc, 9cly, 9cpw, 9ctr, 9dsw,
9dhu, 9dqn, 9dhb, 9bxy, 9dge, 9djb, 9ehj, 9e1,
9eq. All stns. over 500 miles, hrd on one tube.
Pse gal any 5 watts.
By 6ADH, H. D. Wilson, Box 8, Phoenix, Ariz.
laaa, laud, 2ht (vy), 2adh, 3bgb, 4cd, 4za,
5cm, 5cr, 5fq, 5kg, 51k, 51m, 5xy, 5ow, 5adb,
5aie, 5agt, 5an1, 5anr, 5bc1, 5zav, 5k1, 5dn,
5akm (vy), 51r, 5ma, 5kn, 5akn, 6acm, 6agh,
6ahp, 6ajd, bald, 6anb, 6aos, 6apq, Gaup, 6atc,
6azg, 6bci, 6bcs, 6brk, \6bmn, 6bpz, 6brr, 6bsy,
6buy, 6bvg, 6bvr, 6cax, 6ccr, 6cgg, 6cgw, 6cgd,
6crc, 6ejl (vy), 6ka (yy vy), 61v, 61m, 6pe, bpi,
6p1, 6vd, (Sze, 6zh, 6zx, 6zy, 6zz, lem, 7qc, 7sc,
7zd, 7zu, 71w, 7wx, 7aeb, 8alp (vy vy qsa),
8anp, 8bsa, 8ced, 8cpq, 8zi (qsa), 8xan, 8zo,
9ap, 9cz, gig, 9sx, 9amh, 9apf, 9ahv, 9avu,
9ayj, 9bex, 9bbz, 9cbe, 9ccl, 9clr 9daw, 9deg,
9dun, 9dxy, 9eeu, 9azg, 9cgm, 9eed, 9zt.
Can.: lar, 3bp, 3gk, Sxn, 3xx.

By 8C %I, Roy Wise, 258 East 8th St.,
Holland, Mich.
(lawe), (lbhk), lbkq, lbom, lbsb, lclk,
lcpn, (lcrw fone), (lcsx), ler, lfd, lkc, loj,
ltny, lcb, lyk, lvo, 2acc, 2apy, (2bqh), 2bum,
2bxw, (2ccd), 2cee, 2cpa 2crp, (2cx1), (2cuv),
2bt, 2cp, 2bg, 2bt, (2bm), 2by, 2e1, 2gk, (2rkicw), 2ts, 2wk, Can. (3bm), 3ph, 3pg, (3zt),
4hh, 9bx, 3ahp, (3auv), 3bei, 3bji, 3bnu, 3brf,
3ccu, (3as), 3bg, 311g, 31g, 8m1, 3pg, (3qw -spk),

3zm, 3zt, 4af, (4db), (4ft), (4jk), 4kw, 4mv,
4rh, 5bm, (5fa), (Mc), 5gj, 5h1, (5if), (5kp1,
5kn, 51f, 51r, 51u, (5nk), 5ph, 5pw, (5tj), (5uk),
5uw, (5zb), 5zm, (5abb), (5abt), 5ahr, 5akn,
(5aie), 5amn, (5aiu), 5bnu, 6acm, Gage, 6aiv,
6aos, 6avv, 6awt, 6beo, 6bnc, 6bvg, 6ceu, (6cfz),
6cgd, 6cgw, Gbh, 6ea, 6gv, 6nx, 7abb, 7agv,
7ahq, 7aci, 7co, 7ge, 7hg, 7sf, 7wp, 7zu.
Continued on page 48
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Paragon Radio Receiver
is the most dependable link
between MacMillan's courageous explorers and a civilization eager to hear of their
doings.
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set is better with this

switch on the paneL

Continued from page 46
By 6WD, 3012 Modesto Ave.
lyb, 3co, 3tr, 4jk, 5ck, 5fk,
5ps, Epe,
6aed, bane, 6ceu, 6cjb, 8atp (qet 5nk, 9ac),
9bg,
9bp, 9cr, 9hc, 9ka, 9aim, 9azg,de9bsg,
9ctg, 9cvc, 9dge, 9dsw, 9edb, 9eky, wnp. 9cfy,

At 9CA, Dwight, Ill.
laf, lajx, lagm, larp, lary, lboi, lboq, lbqq,
lckp, lcmp, 1er, lgs, lis, llt, lsi, lyb, 6aos,

and the Same Program Will
Be There When You Want It

The C -H Radio Switch can be
Into!&d on any panel in only a
few minks. Just one 7-16 inch
hok
is required. Larse, convenient

The Tuning of Your Set Is Not Disturbed
When You Have C -H Control

binding posts with cuppedwashc.e
make wiring easy.

The Cutler- Hammer Engineers have provided a real
convenience for everypanel in the little radio switch which
bears their famous signature of approval, the C -H trade
mark. They have built it worthy of the finest sets -yet so
simple to mount that any one can install it in less than five
minutes.
And it can be used to serve you in many ways. In your
"A" battery circuit it makes it possible to interrupt a program without loss of the station received. It protects both
your tubes and batteries and indicates at all times whether
the current is On or Off (with the new tubes that do not
burn bright there is no other way of knowing). It is built
sturdy to do well any task you may assign, and has broad,
self cleaning knife -blade type contacts that give perfect
connection and freedom from microphonic noises.
Have your dealer show you the genunie C -H Radio Switch.

The C -H Engineers designed this
mdto switch mechanism so that
the contact member floats, iode.
pendent of the button. Touching
it, or jarring the table does not
cause noix in the phones.

Snap the- button in and out! You can tell by its action that it was
built by switch specialists. Their trade mark on both the dustproof
case enclosing the mechanism,and on the bright orange and blue box
in which the switch is sold is your protection.

The wiping knife -blade We conatrudion insures clean contacts for

THE CUTLER -HAMMER MFG. CO.

freedom from microphonic noises.

Member Radio Seetion, Associated Manufafturers of Eiettrical Suppliet

MILWAUKEE WISCONSIN

RADIO SWITCH
Can
You
Answer
These
Questions ?

What voltage should a new dry
Battery show?

B

How long can it be used with satisfactory results?

Should it be discarded when no
longer serviceable in the detector

,owit11111VIIIJ<gipt

circuit?

When should storage B Batteries
be re- charged?

All these questions and many more can be easily answered
if you have a Sterling "Right Resistance" Voltmeter.
These instruments are especially designed for the measurement of "B" Battery voltage. They may be used on either
the dry cell or storage type of battery. The resistance of
these meters, about 800 ohms, is such that they truly indicate the ability of the battery to deliver and sustain its
voltage.
Write for further details in descriptive folder

The Sterlingg Mfg.
g Co.
Detsch & Company
p Y

2859 Prospect Ave.
Ohio
555 Turk St.,
San Francisco, Calif.

JtCfPfl
VOLT METER

Cleveland,

"Right Resistance"
Pocket Voltmeter

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO
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6bfg, 6bkx, 6ea, 6cnh, 6et, 6fh, 6fp, 6ua, 6xad6zw, 7aif, 7gi, 7bf ( 5), 7sf. I keep the most
detailed log in U. S. Details if you 01.
By TALI, James Wallace, Jr., Mt. Vernon, Wash.
lajx, laol, lrr, 2bqh, 2by, 2crp, 2rk, 2wr,
3ajd, 3bgg, 3btl, 3cc, 3iw, 3tj, 3mb, 4jk,
5abb,
5aew, 5agf, 5and, 5aic, 5aiu, 5a1r, 5amb, 5ca,
5ch, 5fx, 5gj, 51r, 5ph, 5qy, 5uk, 5xv, 5zav,
5zb, 6aak, 6aaq, 6adm, 6afz, Gage, 6ahf, 6ahp,
6ahq, 6aja, óajh, 6ajp, 6a1g, balk, 6a1v, 6amg,
6aoc, 6aoi, 6aos, 6avv, 6bbh, 6bc1, 6bcu, 6beg,
6beh, 6beo, 6bhk, 6bic, 6bih, 6bkx, 6b1g, 6b1h,
6blm, 6bnt, 6bnu, 6bon, 6bqb, 6brf, 6bsj, 6bui,
óbult, 6bui, 6bum, 6bur, 6buy, 6buz, 6bve, Eby,
6cab, 6cai, 6cbi, 6ccg, 6ccy, 6cdg, 6cgd, 6cgg,
6cgl, 6cgw, ficha, fiche, 6chl, fichu, 6cid, 6cix,
6cjj, 6cju, 6ckh, 6ckr, 6cls, 6cmm, 6dd, 6dk, 6et,
fife, 6fy, 6gx, 6ii, 6ka, 61t, 61u, 6oh, 6p1, Etc,
6ua, Eux, 6zh, 6zah, 8aa 8abm, 8ada, 8adg,
8ahq, 8aib, 8aih, 8aje, 8ajv, 8alx, 8amg, 8apn,
Bard, 8atc, 8azh, 8bci, 8bda, 8bfm, 8bhn, 8bjyy,
8bmm, 8brm, 8byn, 8cdz, Seed, 8cei, 8cgx, Babb,
8cmu, 8coj, 8com, 8cpd, 8crn, 8crw, 8cxi, 8dat,
8dbl, 8djf, 8dk, .8do, 8fm, 8hn, 8ii, 8oe, 8rn,
8tr, 8uf, 8xav, 8xe, 8yn, 8yx, 9aal, 9aaq, 9aau,
9aav, 9ac, 9aci, 9ack, 9ady, 9aen, 9afm, 9ahj,
9aim, 9aav, 9akd, 9amb, 9amg, 9ami, 9amp,
9amu, 9and, 9any, 9aog, 9aon, gape, 9apf, 9aua,
9aui, 9avm, 9avn, 9avu, 9awi, 9awv, 9ayj, 9azg,
9baf, 9bav, 9bcf, 9bdh, 9bez, 9bf, 9bfi, 9bgi,
9bhd, 8bhn, 9bji, 9bjk, 9bly, 9bof, 9bpn, 9bqq,
9btt, 9buk, 9bxq, 9byo, 9bzi, 9cao, 9cbd, 9aav,
9cfz, 9chc, 9ahk, 9chn, 9clq, 9cly, 9etb, 9cvv,
9cyf, 9dah, 9dcp, 9dct, 9des, 9dgk, 9dgv, 9djq,
9dky, 9dlf, 9doe, 9dpx, 9dro, 9dsw, 9dvw, 9dwn,
9dxn, 9dxy, 9eae, 9edb, Seep, 9eer, 9efh, 9egu,
9ehg, 9ehn, 9ejz, 9elb, 9ely, 9fm, 9hg, 9ma, 9mc,
9mm, 9mn, 9nu, 9oy, 9uh, 9vo, 9vm, 9xaq, 9yam,
9yb, 9zg,
Can.: 2bn, 3cr, 3ni, 4c1, 4er, 4dq, 4er, 4gh,
4hh, 9bp. 5 watts hr if it perks. Crds rec'd
as ensd wi pleasure.
.

At 9DLF, Aneta, No. Dak.

(lamp), (lboq), lyb, ladj, lary, layt, (lbcf),
(2ts), 2bqb, 2rk, 2bmr, 3ade, (3hs), (3ab),
(3cah), (Seen), (4eb), (4hs), 4kc, 4db, 4aj,
4rm, (5uo), 5q1, 5xaq, 5nw, 5zav, (barb), 6akz,
6bnt, 6o1, flap, (6bh), 6awx, 6cie, (6alv),
6cuz, (6aak), 6p1, (6bbc), 6cae, (6bui), (7cs),
7sf, 7aby, 7wa, 7ge, 711, 7sz, 71a, 7gx, 7ae,
(7aci), (7hg), 7aey, (8d1m), 8yae, 8bnw, 8sf,
8aqm, 8chj, (8bvu), (8bnh), (8ada), (8anm),
(8gu), wnp, quite number times.
Can.: ldj, 2bn, (2cg), 2be, 3aao, 3ni, Snf,
3ia, 3adn, (3pg), 8yb, 3xi, (4er), (4co spk),
4dy, 4hh, 5ah, (5go), 5cn, 9bp,

By 8BCD, Oakdale, Calif.
2hp, Sajg, 3hc, 3hk, 8wg, 4ft, 4ku, 5abn,
5ahr, 5aic, 5air, 5aky, 5amh, 5ay, 5bm; 5ams,
5ek, 5fv, 5fx, 5hk, 5in, 5ko, 5nk, 5nn, 500,
5ov, 5px, 5ti, 5tj, 5zav, 5zb, 6ceu, 7aee, 7afo,
7aiy, Ica, 7hc, lit, 7ku, 7no, 7qt, 7qx, 7rb, 7sh,
7sz, 7we, 7ya, 7y1, 8afi, 8agp, 8aib, 8aih, 8alx,
Same, 8amf, 8apt, Baus, 8bcp, 8bda 8bfm, 8blm,
8bmb, 8bnk, 8br, 8bwz, 8bxx, 8bzz, 8cae, 8clo,
8coj, 8csy, 8cwu, 8cxw, 8czz, 8dac, 8daw, 8dg,
8dge, 8djb, 8fm, 8ij, 8jy, 8kg, 8kv, Son, 8p1,
8pv, 8nb, 8qn, 8uf, 8vy, 8yn, 8yv, 8zz, 8zc, 8yf,
9aau, 9aav, 9aaw, 9afm, 9ag1, 9ahq, 9aih, 9aim,
9a1j, 9amb, 9ana, 9anf, 9ani, 9any, 9aou, gape,
9apf, gaps, 9aqk, 9aua, 9avz, 9awa, 9awv, 9ayb,
9azx, 9bab, 9bav, 9bbw, 9bed, 9bez, 9bfm, 9bhz,
9bkf, 9bly,.9bmb, 9bnu, 9bol, 9bnp, 9bpv, 9bqf,
9bqk, 9bri, 9brk, 9bsj, 9bto, 9bu, 9bun, 9bwv,
9cbe, 9ccz, 9cfq, 9cfy, 9cjc, 9amu, 9cgw, Pans,
9co, 9col, 9cpp, 9cpu, 9cte, 9atq, 9ctr, 9cwc,
9czu, 9czv, 9day, 9dew, 9dg, 9dge, 9dgn, 9dgv,
9djb, 9djp, 9dkb, 9dkq, 9dky, 9dlm, 9dqm, 9dr,
9dre, 9dwk, 9dx, 9dyz, Peak, Pee, Pees, 9ejz,
9eky, 9elb, 9hn, 9erd, 91z, Pine, Pox, 9tv, 9uh,
9ui, 9vc, 9vm, 9xg, 9yb, 9zt, 9yu, 9zg.
Can.: 3bp, 3ni, 3oh, 3tb, 4hs, 5cn,. All C. W.
Any one hring mi 100 -watt C. W. pse qsl.
By 6ASB, Melvin A. Russell, Box 653,
La Habra, Calif.
3nß, 3xn, Can. 4e1, 5q1, 5xv, 5ek, 5zav, 5ado,
5zh, 5u1, 5jf, 5kc, 51g, 5adb, 5kg, 5zax, 5akn,
5sk, 5ht, 51r, 5zp, 5za, 5xap, 5abb, 6bpf, 6bnu,
6blm, 6bbh, 6zh, 6amg, (6bve), 6bh, 6cc, 6zx,
6nx, 6ccg, 6cid, 6it, 6bmy, 6aoi, 6afh, 6bua,
6ua, 61u, 6bql, 6vf, 6buy, 6bon, 6bih, 6ajh, and
many more, 7sy, 7zt, 7oh, 7zf, 71n, 7zu, 7je,
7agr, 7aci, lot, 7qc, 7ks, 7aif, 7iy, lob, 7qd,
7akh, 7qj, 7f1, 8hv, 8zz, 8bci, stt, 8pu, 8wp,
9caa, 9cfy, 9eae, 9dte, 9zt, 9bjk, Sawn, 9bri,
9bg, 9vm, 9uh, 9ccz, 9amb, 9bu, 9bzi, 9bak,
9cui, 9cym, 9bwa, 9eea, 9dfh, 9bun, 9ely.
Continued on page 76
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Rubber

Bushing
Insulating
Wooden Horn
from Metal Sound
Conduit

Metal

Sound
Conduit

Rubber Bush`
ing Insulating
Sound Conduit
from Reproducer

Highly
Finished

Nickel Plated
Hinge Stand for
Lowering or Elevating Horn
Screw for adjusting diaphragm to
meet all conditions of Rec. Sels

Amplion Deagon AR-19

$40.00
P

The "AMPLION"
Pedigree
In 1887 -Mr. Alfred Graham demonstrated the first practical Loud Speaker.
In 1893 -GRAHAM Loud Speakers
placed upon the market.
In 1894 -First used in the British Navy.
Transmitters applied to Phonographs
for Loud Speaker reproduction. Demonstrations by Prof. McKendrick at
the Royal Society.
In 1896 -Naval Telephones developed
and adopted by the British Admiralty.
In 1898- Watertight Loud Speakers
patented. Fitted on board many warships and mercantile vessels throughout
the world. Telephonic Submarine Signalling System devised.
In 1902 -Complete Loud Speaker installations on central battery plan
erected on warships as sole means of
communication.
In 1906 -The most extensive naval
installation to date, including exchange
system fitted to British warship "Dreadnought."
Onwards-Graham Loud Speakers applied to all sorts and conditions of service in England and many other countries,
ashore and afloat.
in 1919 -No less than 12,000 ship
installations carried out.
In 1920 -"AMPLION" Loud Speakers
produced for Wireless by Alfred Graham
& Co. , and "AMPLION" Trade Mark
registered.

In 1922- "AMPLION" standardized

by leading manufacturers of radio
apparatus in all parts of the world.
In 1923- Amplion introduced into the
United States and Canada.
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This is what one of America's
leading radio engineers said when
he heard the Amplion at the New
York Radio Show in October.
And added to this wonderful
clearness is volume and tone quality
as yet unequalled.
Simple to connect, no extra battery needed. Insist on an Amplion
demonstration before you purchase
a loud speaker.
Patentees: ALFRED GRAHAM ít? CO.

SIGNAL ELECTRIC MFG. COMPANY
Sole

Menominee, Michigan

United States Distributors

BURNDEPT OF CANADA, LTD.
Canadian Distributors -172 King Street W., Toronto

AMPLION
The World's Standard Loud Speaker
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"That's the clearest
reproduction I have
ever heard"
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CLEARING BY RADIO
Continued from page ro

Dubilier
Micadon

Dubilier Variadon
f- To Tuner
AT F, the filament terminal of the grid leak is shown connected to the
negative side of the tube. Occasionally better results are obtained
by connecting the grid leak terminal to the positive side of the tube.

The Variadon- AVariable GridControl
Better than a Variable Grid Leak
BETTER

than the average variable grid -leak and a
fixed condenser in a grid- circuit are the Variadon
(the Dubilier variable mica condenser) and a fixed

DUBILIER

DUCON
The Stand-

ard Socket
Plug

resistance.
Better because it is difficult to control the resistance with the average variable grid -leak but certain
and easy to control the capacity of the grid- circuit
with the Dubilier Variadon.
Used with a fixed resistance the Dubilier Variadon
greatly increases both the selectivity of the set and the
volume of the signals. Thus disappear the difficulties
experienced when poor variable grid -leaks are used.
Because of its compactness the Dubilier
Variadon readily finds a place in the average
cabinet. It is no larger than an ordinary dial.
Price $2.50. At all good dealers.
Write for further information to:

DUBILIER
MICADON
The Stand-

ard Fixed
Condenser

DUBILIER

DUBILIER CONDENSER

DURATRAN
Radio-Frequency Transformer

40 -48

&

RADIO CORP.

West Fourth Street
New York

DUBI LI ER DEVICES
TUBES - -- REPAIRED
We repair vacuum tubes and guarantee them to work like new.

WD11 -WD12
201A -301A

DeForest

&

AP'S

$3.50
3.50
3.50

Money refunded if not satisfied.

ÚV200 -C300
UV201 -C301
ÚV199

No other tubes than above accepted

$2.75
3.25
3.50

THE ONLY LABORATORY IN THE WEST
Broken Glass Shells replaced

-

No extra charge

AL. D. BERGEZ CO.

172

Dealers Write for Special Proposition
FIFTH STREET
SAN FRANCISCQ, California

time consumed in going to and from
Nova Scotia, the Tampa was relieved
by the Modoc, the latter sleuthing for
large chunks of ice for a like duration of
time. These alternate 15 -day cruises
continued during the ice patrol season.
Last season also distress signals were
answered and assistance was rendered
the crew of the Puritan, wrecked at
Sable Island. Furthermore, succor was
extended to the crew of the schooner
Cluette, off the coast of Newfoundland,
this vessel and crew being 61 days
voyage removed from their home port in
Spain. Likewise this patrol ship des troyed several floating derelicts that
were a menace to navigation and safety
of ships in those waters.
Heretofore, the Canadian government
has operated an ice -information service
independent of the International Ice Observation and Ice Patrol Service. The
Canadian authorities now furnish the
United States Coast Guard cutter
daily ice and weather reports from the
government stations at Battle Harbor,
Fogo and Bonavista. The Cape Race
Radio Station likewise forwards ice reports received from trans -Atlantic traffic to the patrol vessel of the Coast
Guard. Also the wireless station does
all the broadcasting of ice warnings to
steamers on the St. Lawrence River
tracks.
The patrol vessel broadcasts ice information three times daily on a wavelength of 600 and 2,300 meters. Each
message is sent three times, with an interval of two minutes between each
transmission. The hours of this daily
radio communication are 6:00 o'clock
a.m. and 6:00 p.m. seventy-fifth meridian time. At 8:30 o'clock p.m. a radio
message is also broadcast on 2,300 meters
wavelength. This broadcast is sent at
the request of the British Board of
Trade for the benefit of vessels carrying
only one radio operator. At 7:00 p.m.
a radio message is sent to the Hydro graphic Office in Washington defining
the ice danger zone, its southern limits,
or other definite ice news. Moreover,
information on ice condition will be
given to any vessel at any time when the
patrol vessel is able to establish communication. Commandant W. E. Reynolds
of the Coast Guard suggests that corn munication probably can be carried on
throughout the patrol via the naval radio
stations at Bar Harbor, Maine. It is
suggested that vessels on patrol should,
when feasible, send all reports by the
Bar Harbor Radio Station, using 2,400
meters wavelength. The station at Glace
Bay, Cape Benton Island, is used when
Bar Harbor Station is not operative.
The information thus disseminated outlines all ice spotted, its position, and
probable drift of icebergs. Also this vesContinued on page
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Save`

on

Guaranteed

Radio Equipment
Write us a post card
Address Dept. 39 -R
and we will send you free this 52 page catalogue of
radio sets and parts. It also contains explanation
of radio terms, map and list of broadcasting stations and much radio information, including an
explanation of successful hook -ups and circuits.
You will be amazed at the low prices Ward's
quote. A complete tube set having a range of 500
miles and more, including tube, head set, batteries,
and antenna equipment, as low as $23.50.
This catalogue contains everything for the expert and amateur. Complete sets and every improved part for building sets, all the most up -todate devices
the lowest possible prices.

-at

WARD
1
MONTGOMERY
rtland
MO+'

»llllllllllll

City St.Paul
Chicago Kansas

ll

llll

& CO.

Headquarters for Radio

Ft. Worth

Montgomery Ward 86 Co. is headquarters for Radio,
selling everything direct by mail without the usual
" Radio -profits." Why pay higher prices? Ward
quality is the best and the prices will often save you
one -third. Everything sold under our Tifty Year
Old Guarantee -Your Money Back if You Are Not
Satisfied. Write today for your copy of this complete 52 -page Radio Book.
Write to our house nearest you. Address Dept.39-R
Chicago

Kansas City
Ft. Worth

St. Paul
Oakland, Cal.

Portland, Ore.

GI
MontgomeryWard
the
1872

The Oldest Mail Order House is Today
Tell them that you saw it in RADIO
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NAZELEY'S

R E NA
FOLDING
LOOP
Patent Pending

1

924

5o

sel defines the limit of the ice territory
and determines the most southerly ice-

berg. The data furnished the Hydrographic Office are broadcast by radio
telegraphy from Arlington, Boston, New
York, Norfolk and Charleston.
The information dispatched to the
Hydrographic Office in Washington is
usually sent to the naval radio station at
Bar Harbor, Maine, first. The latter
transmits the message by multiple addresses to the other radio stations, mentioned in the preceding paragraph, on
a wavelength of 2,400 meters. The
B ar
radio -telegraph station
"picks up" the message from the icepatrol vessel, operating in the vicinity
of Grand Banks, on a wavelength of
2,400 meters. The special radio call
letters of ice -patrol vessels are KFOG.
These call letters are not to be confused
with the regular call letters of the
Modoc and Tampa, the ice-patrol vessels. During the 1913 ice - patrol season,
the Modoc and Tampa were on patrol
duty approximately 2,688 hours or about
112 days.
The radio-transmitting
equipment of these vessels was in operation approximately 80 per cent of the
time,, sending a total of 121,915 words.
This traffic does not take into account
service messages which were in response
to special requests from ships for information on ice conditions. Approximately 234,809 words were received by

Harbor

HEATH'S

Radiant Condensers

When you put Heath Radiant Con-

densers behind a panel, you can forget about them. They will always
tune perfectly. Plates are protected
against warping and buckling by the
Heath process of stamping and tern peising.
Each plate is PERMA-

NENTLY FLAT

-

Folds up like an umbrella
Works like a charm!
SPREAD 28 INCHES

Genuine Bakelite Facings ; 85
ft. Green covered wire ; Rich
mahogany finish. In an individual morocco covered Tube.

-

Vernier with a Hairline Adjustment
Separate vernier adjustment
reducing
gear meshed into teeth cut in rim of vernier plate. Ordinary adjustment reduced
to infinite fineness.

-

NO backlash.

Write for Illustrated Booklet
LIST PRICES- VERNIER TYPE
111.Plate including
dial and knob
20 Plate including 2 %' dial and knob
45 Plate including 2%' dial and knob

2l'

-

List

$7

each

J. NAZELEY CO.
Hudson St.
New York City
571

$5 00
$5 50
$6 50

Distributors for Southern California

THE ELECTRIC CORPORATION
Street
Los Angeles
WESTERN RADIO INC.
637 S. Hope Street
Los Angeles
Distributor for Northern California
ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO.
807 Mission Street
San Francisco

836 S. Los Angeles

HEATH RADIO &

208

ifECTRIC

PAR MAIL PRODUCTS
Pall Mall 180° Vari-O- Coupler150 -700 meters compact wonderful tuner -wound with green
wire, "a coupler that makes a
good set better," $2.00
Ask for our new catalog and
price list.

MfG. CO.

First Street, Newark, N. J.

ESSEX MFG. CO.
117

Mulberry St., Newark, N. J.

NEW BLACK GUN METAL
FINISH, NICKEL TRIM

X3.50

List

Regular Repeater Quality

Radio experts are enthusiastic boosters for this remarkable instrument.
DEALERS -Write today for
discounts and descriptive
folder.

MOSS -SCHURY MFG. CO., Inc.
Manufacturers of precision electrical devices.

Radio division

2)II -2015 Franklin

St., Detroit U. S. A.
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the radio-telegraph receiving instruments
installed on these vessels during the 112
days. This computation does not include service messages and press notices.
The greatest distance over which a radio
communication was transmitted was
1,400 miles, from the cruise off the
Grand Banks to Bar Harbor, Maine,
using a 2-kilowatt arc transmitting outfit. On May 18, 1923, the wireless
operator on the Nieuw Amsterdam
copied the signals transmitted from the
Tampa while the former was cruising
in the English Channel, a distance of
1,980 miles. This particular message
was broadcast at 8:00 p.m. on a wavelength of 600 meters, using.a 2-kilowatt
spark transmitter.

RADIO KFXX REPEATING
STATION
Radio KFXX has been established at
Hastings, Neb, by the Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Co. to re- broadcast programs transmitted from KDKA at Pittsburgh,
Pa. The programs are received at KFXX
on a 94 -meter wavelength and then re- broadcast on a higher wavelength, approximately
that of the regular KDKA broadcast. The
programs are simultaneous from the two
stations.
Short wave broadcasting will travel a
longer distance than will a broadcast of a
higher wavelength, provided the output of
the transmitter be the same. One of the
most astonishing facts discovered about the
short wave was that it traveled farther in
the daytime than in the night.
,

.
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FADA

"ONE

SIXTY"

WITH

¡stance
The real thrill of radio is in listening to voice or music on the loud

speaker from broadcasting stations
located in cities a hundred or a thousand miles away.
To tune them in almost at will is a
feature that has made hosts of enthusiastic friends for the FADA
"ONE SIXTY" radio receiver. Here
is a four -tube receiver combining
the famous Neutrodyne circuit with
the craftsmanship and experience
that have made the name FADA
synonymous' with quality in radio.
It is a receiver that is the equal of
any five -tube set of any type or make.

THE

NEUTRODYNE CIRCUIT

Selectivity, volume, distance and
clarity are outstanding features of
the FADA "ONE SIXTY" radio receiver. Once the dial readings of
any station are recorded that same
station can always be tuned in againby returning to the same settingsand almost always, with loudspeaker volume. Price, $120 at
dealers. Extra for tubes, batteries
and phones.

NOTE-For those who wish to build their
own Neutrodyne receivers, FADA Neutrodyne parts are sold 'at $25 ; the complete
knock-down parts for four -tube set with
book of instructions $64; and the complete
parts for five -tube receiver at $65.60.
"How to Build It" book -the authority on the Neutrodyne
circuit -sold by all dealers or direct for 50 cents per copy.

A.

D.

ANDREA,

1581

INCORPORATED

Jerome Avenue, New York City
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4- ELECTRODE

Clear

and Sweet

results?

\

The ORIGINAI.

Dielectric Losses

COMSCO

by

End Plates of Laminated
CONDENSITE-CELORON

1
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TUBE

Continued from page is

You've tried many expensive
tricks to improve reception
on that set of yours, but do
you know that for the cost of
one necktie you can get real
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COMSCO

AUTOMATIC BULLDOG
GRIP PLUG

with the receiving aerial, and by means
of this variable coupling the strength of
the local oscillations in the receivers can
be adjusted to its best values under any
conditions. This coupling coil is short

circuited when the switch is at "off" so
as to allow short wave reception of spark
signals. It should be noted that with
any tube circuit generating oscillations
that it is necessary to vary the reaction
between the grid and the plate circuits
for every considerable change in wavelength in order to produce oscillations of
maximum strength. In designing a local
oscillator, one of the chief points to be

Licensed under Pat. Pend. Serial
No. D8010 -No. 578540

U. S. Tool

Condensers
Infinitesimally small dielectric
losses in U. S. Tool Condensers
because they are perfectl insulated. The end plates ofYLaminated Condensate- Celoron cannot
retain moisture even on the surface. Non -porous, proof against
all capacity leaks and non -warping so that plates are permanently
aligned. One of the details that
make it well worth your while to
insist upon U. S. Tool Condensers.

IS THE LAST LINK IN
PERFECT RECEPTION
The COMSCO AUTOMATIC BULLDOG
GRIP PLUG is very simple to operate. Connecting tips can be inserted by a single touch,
while with the flip of a small knob the tips
elide out easily.
WE GUARANTEE THAT THIS PLUG

saves you from short circuits and battery kicks. No more burned out phones
or ruined transformers. No more
broken finger nails.
C. B. Lax,

Radio Operator of the
"Frontiersman"

Writefor Booklet

U. S.
114

For one pair phones, $1.00
For two pair phones, $1.50
FOR SALE AT YOUR DEALER
Otherwise send purchase price direct

Tool Co., Inc.

Mechanic St.

to us and you will he supplied

Newark, N..1.

GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORP.
123

Liberty Street

NEW YORK CITY

DOWNIIE
çRYSTA

RADIO
HORN
Made of 4 -ply black cardboard, knocked

down, ready to
glue together.
50e, prepaid.

50

C

FOX MFG. COMPANY, DEPT. B
2,17 So. Broadway, Los Angeles Cal.

Ask your dealer for a

Montrose Vernier Condenser
The condenser with genuine bakelite end
pieces.
Has positive contact between the vernier
plate and main shaft.
Will get the results where others fail.
Guaranteed to Give Entire Satisfaction

MONTROSE MFG. CO.
1200 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

"REFLEX

SPECIAL"
RECTIFIER

QUICK CONTACT

GUARANTEED
The Acme Apparatus Co. says
tortion and howling by using
CRYSTAL in REFLEX
Order From Your Dealer
24

"prevent disSETS."
or Direct
ROLAND BROWNLIE & CO.

Saunders Street,

a BROWNLIE

Medford, Mass.

Let Radio Experts Buy For You
Why hunt from store to store? Save time, trouble and
group of Itadio Experts in New York will
This money
act as your personal representative, buy for you any
Ser- standard make of radio equipment you want, from the
vice smallest part to a complete set, either assembled or
unassembled, and deliver it to you prepaid. Satisis
faction guaranteed. Advice on all radio problems
Free free to our clients. Write for plan.

-a

-

PERSONAL SERVICE PURCHASING BUREAU
605 Fifth Ave., Desk 14, New York
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aimed at is to arrange it in such a way
that the tube will generate stable oscillations throughout the whole range
of the instrument without any alteration
in the reaction between grid and plate.
Although any well designed local oscillator will do so, yet the strength of the
oscillations will vary considerably on different wavelengths, hence the advantages
of the variable coupling between the
aerial and the local oscillator, which allows the strength of the local oscillations
in the aerial to be controlled.
As the Marconi handbook says, "Thus
it will. be seen that the complete Marine
Receiver is a somewhat complex and
costly piece of apparatus." This equipment is in charge of C. B. Lax, an expert operator formerly an instructor in
the Marconi school.

p °hes
l
BaáWin
W

)LOUD SPEAKER

'1

COMPLETE

Uee your headset for 2 purposes

Exceptional combination

value -every pair of phones
tested-guaranteed to give results. Ideal home loud speaker.
Walter Scott, 1157-D. Broad
St., Newark, N. J.

Post paid-
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"RADIO" and "Popular Radio"

$4

$5.50 magazine value
for only . . .

a limited period of time you may secure these TWO famous
radio magazines for practically the subscription price of ONE of
them alone! The publishers of Popular Radio and "Radio" (San
Francisco) have arranged this special money -saving club offer so that
those who have not already made the acquaintance of these two magazines may now subscribe at a saving of $1.50.

FOR

your opportunity to keep in touch
with all of the practical suggestions,
timely news and helpful hints that these
TWO big radio magazines can bring you.
And you get them BOTH at a low price
that positively cannot be equaled after this
special offer is withdrawn.

THIS

is

If you were to purchase these two magazines on the news -stands, you would pay $6.00
for 12 issues of Popular Radio and "Radio."
If you were to subscribe for each separately,
the cost would be $5.50. But by snapping up
this special club offer now, you get the same
two magazines, delivered regularly to your

home, for only $4.00.
from $1.50 to $2.00.

A saving

to you of

Simply fill out and mail the attached coupon,
and your subscription for both Popular Radio
and for "Radio" will be entered without delay.
Two monthly magazines with all the radio
facts and features that any enthusiast could desire- "how to build" articles; the latest reliable hook -ups ; "how radio works" ; discussions by the most distinguished scientists; new
developments; what the amateurs are doing;
calls heard and DX records; late developments ; scientific data ; invaluable pointers for
the broadcast listener. And Dour questions
answered free!

Mail the handy coupon today

!

"RADIO ", Pacific Building,
San Francisco, Calif.
Send me Popular Radio and "Radio ", each of these big radio
magazines, for one entire year. ! enclose $4 in full paument.
Name
Address

(Canada, $4.50; Foreign, $5.00)
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THE JINX OF THE BOBOLINK
Continued from page so

the Reverend Sarah Hotstetter's sermon "Woman the Goddess; Man the

Are leaders everywhere in quality,
ease of installing and utmost efficiency
11

23
43
3

Plate... 1.50
Plate... 2.00
Plate... 3.00
Plate ... 1.25

Genuine
Bakelite
Insulation
a quality
product.

-

Amplifying
distortionless
Transformers,
correct for any
tubes.

Price

$4.00

Mica Fixed Condensers

The New York
Variable Grid Leak

Of tested and permanent
capacity, ranging from .0001
to .006, 35c to 75c, of superior

Easily tops the field in precision, permanency, and
efficiency. PRICE $1.50

quality.

.00025 with Leak
Mounting, 4'5c

Our Variometers and Couplers are large, full size instruments- correct for cornplete broadcast range. VARIOMETERS $3.50. 180°
COUPLER $4.00. 90° COUPLER $3.50.

New York Coil Company

338 Pearl Street

New York City, N. Y.

Pacific Coast -MARSHANK SALES Co., 1240 S. Main St., Los Angeles, Calif.

DEALERS!

No. 228 Tuska Superdyne Receiver $125.00
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Beast."
"By th' holy whiskers of Trotzky!
You git out'a here, both a' you!" I
yells; then grabbin' the mutt Elmer by
the scruff of his neck, I slams him with
a teeth -jarrin' bump against the opposite bulkhead.
"You wretch!" snarls the old she wolf of the Bobolink. Snatchin' up a
heavy insulator, she lands me a crack

over my dumbell obligata that makes me
see a shower of shootin' stars, followed
by nothin' at all.

TWO days out from the Canal, when
on Ziegfield Stubbs' morning
watch he and I are sittin' under a ventilator alongside the singing turbine
havin' a checker battle on a greasy old
home-made board which is kept hid
behind the feed -pump when not in use.
Ziegfield, glancin' up at the gauge board overhead, lets out a yell:
"My gorry, lookit that steam -down
twelve pounds !" Fumin' an' sputterin'
he dashes out into the fireroom, and I,
like a fool goat, follows. Steppin' out
of the alleyway between the boilers,
we see the fireman has one fire out,
probably to change a burner tip, an' is
tryin' to start it again by squirtin' the
hot crude oil from the burner nozzle
onto the red glowing fire -brick in the
furnace.
"Hi there, ya idjit -shut that off!"
yells Ziegfield, furious -like. "Git a
torch! Git a torch! Do ya want a
blow-back-

At this instant, the furnace full of
hot crude oil takes off with a terrific
w- h- o -o -m! that kicks out the doors of
the boiler -front an' sends us all skiddin'
across the floor -plates in a blindin'
swirl of flame an' fire -brick, while from
overhead comes the roar of a steam line blow -out.
"Goodnight!" howls Ziegfield a
dancin' Tasmanian devil painted with
crude oil an' ashes, he grabs his
monkey- wrench an' vanishes into the
smoke, while I spit out a couple chunks
of hot brick an' crawl up topside
through the steam an' smut.
Arriving on the boat -deck, I observes Adolph Zokur II up on top of a
pile of life -rafts forward my shack
excitedly grindin' a picture of the big
four -masted ex- German square- rigger
Scharmbeck, which is standin' close
abeam; and as we lunge and roll broadside to in the heavy sea with our engine
stopped, our grimy young Greek
cameraman gradually swings, his machine around aft, following the big
windjammer and at the same time
sweeping the decks and topwork of the

-

Bobolink.

Shortly after gettin' into my coop
an' rubbin' off some of the oil an' soot
Continued on page
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every hone can have an Aladdin's lamp. A turn
of the dial, and these fireside listeners find themselves instantly
at the very footlights of a symphony stage -cheering a presidential candidate in a far -off city- thrilling with the vast
throng at a Varsity game!

Choose the Right Receiver
And You Can Choose Your Program
C & W Receivers have proved by actual test to be more highly selective
than any other instruments in their class. Owners state they get dis-

tant stations without interference from powerful local stations-- -enjoy
the broadcasting programs of their choice.
The C & W Console illustrated is a highly selective 4 -tube receiver, a
beautiful furnishing for your home as well as a wonderful means of
pleasure and entertainment.
Completely self-contained in a handsome Walnut Finish Early English
Period Console, with tubes, batteries and Magnavox loud speaker all in
Finest materials, simple sturdy construction - --an efficient
cabinet.
- - - -' 325.00
moderate- priced instrument - - - - -

CUTTING and WASHINGTON RADIO CORPORATION, Minneapolis, Minn.
Pacific Coast Distributors:
Western Radio, Inc., Los Angeles
Alexander & Lavenson, San Francisco
E. W. Murray Lighting Co., Spokane
I. Hermans, 585 Mission St., San Francisco
Pacific Coast Representative
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to find it choked up with a swelling
fleet of delayed ships. We fail to see
more than two or three anchor lights,
however, and at daybreak we discover
the harbor is empty save for a deep loaded Tide -Flat oil- tanker, a dirty

Jap tramp with a list, an' a rust streaked freighter of the Dollar-Squeezer Line. By this time, like old kid
Marcellus, I am gettin' a strong hunch
that somethin' is rotten in Denmark.

i
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plastered all over me, I gets a ring from
the bridge to warn any nearby ships
that we are lying hove to.
Upon lighting up my tubes, however,
I discover a dead stillness on the ether,
such as follows an SOS call. I waits
a few minutes; then beginnin' to wonder if some ship is in distress, I steps in
with a cautious CQ an' asks what all
the earthquake is about.
"Where ya been-asleep!" crashes in
a high -pitched oil -tank Hertz. "Didn't
ya copy that QST a while ago ?"
"No, what was it I replies.
"Here, copy!" comes back the tanker brasspounder; and he hands me the
"largest landslide" that everybody has
already heard about.
Pirky turned in a message to
OLD
New York asking for orders; but
since a couple hundred other skippers
have done the same thing there is now
such a deadlock on the air that it looks
like I'll have to wait a week to slip a
dash in edgewise. Finally I resolves to
come on wide open an try to bust
through to somewhare; but while
screwin' up my transmitter to full
power I does the hammy trick of gettin'
a turn of my phone -cord around a clip
on the quenched gap -an' when I shove
on the key there is a crash like all of
Ziegfield Stubbs' boilers have exploded
in my ears, followed by a sensation
that I am a' aviator full of bootleg
writin' my name in th' sky over New
York.
When Ziegfield with a bucket of ice water brings me to some time later
lyin' under my desk with my head back
of the motor -generator, I finds nothin'
remainin' of my phone -cord but a
streak of charcoal, while my four
vacuum -tubes have that glassy six fifty- gonetohell look that we all know

That settles the communication department of the Bobolink the rest of the
way to Panama. Two nights later we
creep into the bay at Balboa, expecting

Mail orders solicited and promptly attended to

0.

Continued from page
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As the sun comes up glowing and hot
from beyond the distant Colombian
hills, the port doctor and canal pilots
come out to us in their speedy white
launches.
"How is the slide ?" are our first
words, as the pilot puts his white ducks
over the rail.
"There is no slide," he replies, wearily, as if his tongue was sore from re-

peating this thing.
Continued on page
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Eveready " Three"
volts, three distinct uses.
Length, 4 in.; width, i 34 in.;
height, 3 in.; weight, 14 oz.
At all reliable radio dealers.
4`.4

This "C" Battery

is a

YOU can make the loud speaker respond
with a new fullness and naturalness of
tone. You can save money by adding months
to the life of your "B" Batteries. These
things you can do by using the new Eveready
"Three" as a "C" Battery.
You already have an "A" Battery for the
filament and a "B" Battery for the plate. A
"C" Battery is connected to the third element
of your vacuum tube, the grid, affording a
control that is marvelous in action on audio
frequency amplifiers.
As a "C" Battery the Eveready "Threeprevents distortion and excessive flow of
current from the "B" Battery, lengthening its
life. It is a wonder worker that saves its
small cost many times over. Connect it in
your audio frequency amplifier and note the
difference. Full directions on the label and

Wonder Worker

in "How to Get the Most Out of Your `B
Battery," a booklet on "B" and "C" Batteries,
sent free on request.

This triple-use battery can also be used as
an "A" Battery in portable sets. Light and
full of pep. Its third use is as a "B" Battery
booster.

Use the Eveready "Three " -a tested product of- the world's leading electro-chemical
battery laboratory. It serves more radio uses
and effects more economies than any radio
battery heretofore developed.

If you have any battery problem, Radio
Battery Information Headquarters will solve
it for you. Write G. C. Furness, Manager,
Radio Division, National Carbon Company,
Inc., 210-212 Orton Street, Long Island City,
New York.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,

INC.,

New York -San Francisco

Headquarters for Radio Battery Information
CANADIAN NATIONAL CARBON CO., Limited

Factory and Offices: Toronto, Ontario

EVEREADY

Radio Batteries
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"There is no slide!" echoes old Pirky
an' a dozen others, astounded; then
everybody turns loose a barrage of
black looks in my direction.
"Have some strawberries, Sparks!"
sneers old Pirky's kid Elmer, sarcastic-

1<

like.

"This is an outrageous sort of joke!"
fumes the old she-wolf of the Bobolink,
angrily. "Fred, you will iemove that
man from the radio room and let Elmer
do his work the rest of the way to New

afr
WHEN you wonder what vacuum
tube will work best in your
radio set, find out who invented
the 3- electrode tube as used in all
present -day radio. The answer-like
the answer to most radio questions
is De Forest.

-

De Forest also manufactures labor-

atory tested parts, which are always
preferred by those who know most
about radio.
The De Forest Reflex Radiophones
are ranging from 1,500 to 3,000 miles
on indoor loop, and bringing in the
broadcast clearly and brilliantly. They
are easiest and most economical to
operate, and they do the job of sets
costing four times the price.
No matter what you pay you can't
do better than rely on De Forest, the
greatest name in radio.
Any De Forest agent will be glad to put a De Forest Reflex
on your library table, and prove to you in five minutes what a
real radio receiver will do for the happiness of your home.

FREE RADIO CATALOGS
FREE RADIO CATALOGS -Send us your name and address and we will send you the new De Forest Catalog with full
details and prices on sets, audions, and parts. Prices plus approximately 6% for territories west of the Rockies.

DE FOREST RADIO TEL. & TEL. CO.
Jersey City, N. J.
Dept. R 6
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York."
"How about that broadcast from
Balboa ?" I demands, coolly.
"It is a forgery," replies the pilot.
"Balboa has been shut down five days
for the installation of new equipment.
That message was sent out from some
ship; and eventually it will be known
from what ship. The Canal army
officials and the naval radio are investigating every vessel passing through the
locks-here comes their boat, now."
Glancin' over the rail, I see a fast
gray motor -boat full of army an' navy
gold stripers, and one civilian gink,
comin' alongside. Directly they are
aboard, a couple of them carrying
bundles of charts an' papers. Callin'
old Pirky aside, they ali go up topside
to the chart -room, while I return to my
shack with a kind of ominous feelin'
that somethin's goin' to happen.
And directly it does. Thirty minutes
later I am called up into the chartroom, where I am confronted by five
hard faces an' a pair of handcuffs.
"Mr. Jones, you are under arrest,"
announces the king -pin of the gold stripers, steely -like. "You are charged
with originating and broadcasting this
false radiogram of the Culebra slide,
and with forging the call letters NBA
as a signature."
"Say, look here, how do ya git this
way!" I demands, backin' off. "Show
me how you do your stuff!"
The gold- striper pauses a moment.
"Yes, I'll show you," he snaps.
"When you began to transmit that
message the naval listeners here on
Ancon Hill realized at once that it was
forgery and they applied their radio
compass to your signals, while by quick
action on the wire to Cape Mala we
obtained another bearing on you from
that station. It fortunately happens
that the destroyer Zane and the scout cruiser Omaha, which are lying off the
coast of Costa Rica carrying on some
static experiments, became suspicious
because your signals seemed too strong
to be from NBA and also took bearings
on you. From Balboa your signals
bore 265 degrees true, from Cape Mala
283, from the Zane coming out of the
Gulf of Nicoyo 190 plus, and from the
Omaha off the Grande del Terraba
River 242 plus. These bearings coincide accurately in a point in the Pacific
in Latitude 8 -31 North and 28 -28 West.
By reference to the log of the Steel
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Bobolink and a dead -reckoning calculation, we find this ship precisely in
this position at 9:02 A. M., July 16th
the time when the false broadcast was
completed."
For a minute, I am too dazed to say
a word.
"There's somethin' wrong with those
bearin's," I sputters, finally.
"You might claim that if we had
only two of them -but not when you've
been caught on four compasses, and
the readings agree as these do," snaps
the gold -striper, pointing to the chart,
where the four lines have been laid
down.
"It's phony somewhere," I insists,
desperately. "That message never
came from this ship."
"That's for you to prove," returns
the gold- striper, curtly. "Mr. James,
the handcuffs."
The investigators were first going to
pull me off the ship; but finding they
have to take me to the States for a preliminary hearing before a radio inspector, they decide to keep me aboard
the Bobolink with a guard, while a
navy gadget is given special detail to
pound the brass on the run from Cristobal to New York.
During the eight days of this passage
I don't sit around an bathe the deck
carpet with tears, for by this time I
have got a couple of ideas. Being allowed visitors, I call in Ziegfield
Stubbs and instruct him to fetch me a
certain book out of the ship's library.
"Now, Ziegfield," I tells him, when
I have looked into the book and found
what I wanted, "After supper this
evening you swipe th' sugar bowl off
the saloon table-the one up at old
Pirky's end
"My gorry, Sparky, I've jist thought
of somethin'!" busts out Ziegfield, excited -like. "That German windjammer! Them navy compassers could be

61
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afoul of him, because he was close on
us that mornin', an' Zokur's movin'
pitchers'll prove it!"
"I ain't forgot that," I replies. "The
first chance you get, go back into the
crew's quarters an' gather in every
foot of Adolph Zokur's picture film you
can find, and bring it up here."
The next morning the steward gives
the saloon googoo a black eye over the
missin' sugar bowl, believin' th' flunky
has broke it an' threw it overboard,
while Zokur II sets up a terrific howl
over his stolen celluloid treasures; but
since Ziegfield has passed all these
things into my stateroom through a
outside porthole, neither my guard
nor anybody else dreamed I had them
stowed under my bunk.
Upon our arrival in New York, where
the front page of the newspapers already have me nine an' nine- tenths of
the way into a tiger -striped uniform
playin' rock-pile billiards with safecrackers an' counterfeiters, I am visited
by a officious young law- twister lurkin'

Radio and Electrical
Exposition
Under the Auspices of the
AMERICAN RADIO EXPOSITION CO.,
of NEW YORK

Feb. 5th to 10th, Inc., 1924
In

the main Ballrooms of the

BILTMORE HOTEL
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Endorsed and Approved by Radio Division,
Music Trades Association, Los Angeles
Chamber of Commerce
FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS WRITE
OR WIRE TO:-

J. C.

JOHNSON, Gen. Mgr.

Room 707, Bank of Italy Bldg., 7th and Olive Sts.
LOS ANGELES
PHONE 631-88

"Hear it by Radio"
Denver's Largest Exclusive Radio
Wholesalers

PARAGON DISTRIBUTORS
THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN RADIO
CORPORATION
Deaver, Colorado
1512 -1516 Broadway

BROADCAST
PROGRAM

A weekly magazine devoted
to Western Broadcasting.

5c per copy.
26 issues for $1.00.
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433 Pacific Bldg.
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to receive concerta from Distant Stations.
You can hear them on
YOUR CRYSTAL SET
if you fix it up the right way. You may already have everyneed
and just have it connected up wrong.
thing you
People using my methods hear programs clearly from
stations
400 TO 1000 MILES AWAY
NO TUBES, BATTERIES OR AMPLIFYING apparatus
NO SPECIAL CRYSTAL NECESSARY.
required.
Changes often cost less than a dollar. Picture of my set
and further information free. Write me today.

LEON LAMBERT

542 So. Volutsia St.,

Wichita, Kansas
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behind a pair of Harold Floyd spectacles, who has been sent down by my
old friend kid Cunningham. This bird
starts in explainin' how he's goin' to
pull off a lot of phony black -is -white
stuff to save me from sojournin' the
rest of my life behind the gray stone

log of the Steel Bobolink.

Take this
strip of negative motion -picture film I
got here an' have a positive printed off
it; bring it up also. Then we'll see who
gets th' strawberries."

"Even so, I didn't send out that
radiogram," I says cool -like; then I
turns to the king -pin of the gold- stripers. "That fake broadcast was sent
out at 9:o2 A. M., wasn't it
"It was," he replies.
"All right. I can prove by Ziegfield
Stubbs, his oiler, an' his fireman, that
from 8:30 to 9 :o5 I was down in the
engine- room-er- helpin' .Ziegfield to
analyze a test -tube of boiler feed
water
"Huh-yuh can't prove that by me,
though!" breaks in Adolph Zokur II,
after exhangin' a quick glance with
Pirky's kid Elmer. "I was cleanin' oil
pans under the turbine, and you were
satin' under the ventilator playin'
checkers with the third assistant until
the blow-back in the fireroom, which

TEN o'clock

in the morning, two
days later, we are all assembled
"Say, look here, Bone -Shells," I cuts in the radio inspector's hangout
in on him, short -like. "Here's what you in the Battery customhouse down
have to do: First, get me a copy of the Pirky being accompanied, of -Elmer
course, by
1916 edition of Arthur Bollard's book the kaiserin. In
the opening scene of
"Days and Nights on the Isthmus," the first act, the army and navy gold
then on the morning the big show starts stripers show their charts,
compass
in the radio inspector's office, have up bearings, and the
Steel Bobolink's
there without fail Ziegfield Stubbs, his position.
oiler, fireman, old Pirky's kid Elmer,'
"This seems pretty conclusive evithe black -gang's Adolph Zokur II, a dence," observes the radio inspector,
finger-print expert, a movin' picture givin' me the cold eye. "What
have
machine an' a operator for it, and the you to say in your defense, Mr. Jones
?"
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receipt of

Extreme Selectivity
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Clarity
Simplicity of Operation
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was before nine o'clock. You went up
then, and I never saw you after that,
an' neither did anybody else in the

engine-room!"
There is a tense silence, except for
the grittin' of Ziegfield's teeth as he
glares bloodthirsty -like at Zokur II.
"All right, we'll drop that a minute,"
I says, recovering myself; then I turn
to the finger -print expert, whom BoneShells has brought, according to instructions.
"Will you take prints of both that
snipe's thumbs, please." I points at
Elmer Pirky.
"Whaddaya tryin' to do!" snarls the
kid, surly -like, as all eyes turn toward
him. "Ya think you're goin' t' hang
this on me just because I'm a radio
amateur and happened to be on board
with this Jones guy!"
"Indeed, the idea!" exclaims the old she -wolf of the Bobolink, ferociously.
"What does my Elmer know of Governor Belloc and stories of earth eruptions?" He is too innocent and open minded even to think of such a cunning, deceptive piece of forgery!"
"You're right, old rock jaw," I returns, coolly. "He didn't write it-he
hasn't got brains enough."
"Come here and hold out your hand"
breaks in the finger -printer, curtly,
motioning young Pirky to a small
table, where he has a couple of sheets
of white paper, together with ink
and roller. Reluctantly, Elmer Pirky
comes forward, the finger - printer
smears his left thumb with ink and
rolls it over one of the pieces of paper
on the table; then the same with the
other.
"Now," I says, when this has been
done. "I've got a book here by Arthur
Bollard called "Days and Nights on
the Isthmus," which it won't be hard
to prove belongs to the ship library on
the Bobolink. Page 173 has been torn
out, as you can see, while here on page
175 is a thumb -print made by dirty,
greasy hands. After looking at some
prints on our saloon -table sugar bowl,
I figure these are the same."
"`They are of this Elmer Pirky," replies the finger -printer, who has taken
the book. "They are unmistakably

identical."
"Sweeto!" I replies. "Here's another
copy of the same book, bought by
Bone -Shells yesterday morning. This
book is a story of the Isthmus of Panama and of the Canal, and on page 173,
which has been torn out of the other
one, is a copy of a telegram that was
sent from the governor of the Canal
Zone to Washington, D. C. on the
morning of September 18, 1915, the
date of the big slide that actually did
close the Canal for seven months. And,
except for the name of the governor,
that telegram is word for word the
forged message that was sent out on
the morning of July 16. It was copied
out of that book!"

X --
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.00
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Designed for long distance reception and is different
and better than the usual make -shifts, being hard
drawn from the finest copper, having a corrugated surface with ten collecting points on the circumference.
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set from the simplest Crystal to the finest multiple
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Use this antenna wire and enjoy the full possibilities
of your set.
Sold in coils 100 feet, 200 feet and 500 feet. Order
direct or from your nearest dealer.
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"Baww! I never done it!" blubbers
Elmer Pirky, runnin' to his mother.
"Make him stop! He's a liar and a
crook!"
"Indeed, I shall !" snarls the old hag,
advancin' on me, menacin'-like. "You
have gone far enough, you atrocious
wretch! What reason on earth could
my darling Elmer have"
"Little, enough reason -simply his
and your grudge against me," I cuts in,
grimly. "As for the idea of the fake
message, I figure it came from the press
report I copied and put out in the ship's
newspaper a few days before about a
small slide in Culebra Cut -then the
finding of that telegram reproduced in
Arthur Bollard's book "

-
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"This seems a tangle of circumstan"Correct!" I snaps. "Now, as the
tial evidence," interrupts the radio in- log here of the Steel Bobolink proves,
spector, irritatedly. "I dòn't see that we had this square- rigger abeam at
you have much of a case here, Mr. exactly 9:oo A. M. on July 16th. It's
Jones."
funny you could be below cleanin' drip
"I'm not quite through yet," I re- pans under th' turbine and at the same
plies; then turning to my motion - time up here on the boat -deck taking
picture operator, who has already this picture of the Scharmbeck. But that
plugged his projecting machine to a doesn't matter. Pull down the shades."
lamp socket, I pick up a strip of film.
The room is darkened, while the
"Come here, Zokur," I says to the operator threads the film, lights his arc
wiper, showing it to him. "Do you lamp, and focuses his objective lens on
know this?"
the opposite white plaster wall. Then
"It's mine-you stole it!" yells there is a click and a whirr and the
Zokur II, holding the end of the film picture begins.
up to the light. "It's the picture I
It isn't much of a film classic, but we
took of the big sailing ship we met on can see the big ex- German windjammer
the way to Panama!"
standing down on us under a cloud of
white canvas, and as she passes by close
on our starboard beam, the picture
gradually shifts, following her, until
most of the boat -deck and the upper
part of the wireless shack on the Steel
Bobolink become visible in the foreground.
Except for the whirring of the projector and the hiss of the arc lamp,
there is no sound in the inspector's
office; then a flock of astonished gasps,
arise, as in the picture Elmer Pirky is
seen to slink out of the port door of the

Are You Having Trouble
Getting Short Wave Signals?
The WC -5 -SW shown above picks iip signals on wave lengths
from 90 to 380 meters sharp and clear. It is the most practical
set for low wave specialists. Built by short wave experts, the
WC -5 -SW eliminates the trouble which transmitting amateurs
are having with ordinary receiving sets. If you are interested
in getting better low wave results it will be to your advantage
to investigate the WC -5 -SW. Enthusiastic operators from all
parts of the country write us praising its efficiency.

Bobolink's wireless house and go
shufflin' off guilty -like down the deck,
while I come up the ladder on the starboard side and go into the shack.
"Waww!" bellers the kid, as the end
of the film flicks through the machine
and the plaster -wall screen flashes up
in the white light. "My ma told me to
do it-she had read the telegram in the
book! It was only fooling!"
"Ahem, harrumph! Have some
strawberries," I says to Pirky & Co.
And so that was that.

WC-5-SW

Built Especially for Transmitting Amateurs
The WC-5 -SW is a 4-tube set. One stage of tuned Radio -Frequency
amplification is employed ahead of the detector to make it supersensitive. Two stages of audio -frequency are used to bring up the
signal strength. Uses any type of tubes. Gives perfect control of
audibility. Detector rectifies only. Uses antenna compensating condenser. Only two control adjustments. Pure negative biasing on all
tubes, thus marked saving on "B" Battery current. Tuned Radio Frequency sharpest known and most selective principle ever adopted.
Plate potential non -critical. Mono -block tube socket. No grid plate
leads on audio amplifiers. Audio amplification absolutely necessary
when using low efficiency receiving antenna, i.e., underground or
indoor. Mahogany cabinet, piano rub finish. Rabbited -in panel. Split
lid cover. The Price is only $85.00.

100 Volt

"

_

Write for complete description and illustrated
folder on this practical set for low wave
specialists. All transmitting amateurs will be
interested in this literature.
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Panel Type

"I've found KIC -0 'B' batteries the most satis actory."
A prominent New York engineer said the above. KIC -0
batteries make good with professionals and novices. Alkaline type; wont sulphate or buckle.
Life unlimited.
Not harmed by short- eircuitin overcharging, idleness. Panel switches give
single cell variations. Re-

charge from any 110 -volt
A. C. line with small home
rectifier. Charge lasts 3 to
6 months in detector plate

circuit.

GUARANTEE
Your money back on any
KIC -0 Battery if not satisfied within 30 days.
Write for full information
on "A" and "B" Batteries.
Unmounted Rectifier $1.00
Mounted Rectifier.. $2.50

Price, With
Celia Volts Plain Panels

5.50

16

22

24

32

7.25 $11.75

36

48

9.50 14.00

50

68

12.50 17.00

78

100

17.50 22.50

108

145

23.50 28.50

$

KIMLEY ELECTRIC COMPANY, Inc.
2661 MAIN

STREET

Ic I c -o

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Storage "B" Bátter ies
--long service, low cost
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REMARKABLE RECEIVING
SET
Continued from page

size of wire is No. 26.

All - Purpose

13

With this size

the windings and the necessary separation between them will occupy about
5Y2 in. of the tube, making a 6 -in.
tube a useful length.
The condensers related to the tuner
are both in parallel with their respective
windings, that for the primary being of
31 plates and that for the secondary of
7 plates. The latter gives ample latitude
in tuning, and needs no vernier. It is
this condenser that is the principal tuning element of the set. One finds the
station with it and then refines the reception with the other controls.
The crystal used in the set observed
was of galena. Argentite had been used
with good results. The arrangement of
the crystal was in no particular special.
The amplifying transformer secondary
is shunted by a fixed condenser of .0005
microfarad. If such a size is not at hand,
two .00025 grid condensers in parallel
will serve equally well. Like the fixed
condenser associated with the potentiometer, this element contributes its part
to the general success of the scheme.
With a proper antenna, the set is a
good one at bringing in the distant stations. As heard by the writer, the antenna was 100 ft. long by 46 ft. high,
and it was reported that with that
equipment Salt Lake City, San Francisco and Portland, Oregon, had been
heard at Pasadena, California. Mountain ranges intervene in all these receptions, so that the record is a good one. I
have no knowledge whether that is the
limit of the set's ability, but fancy not.
In the foregoing circuit description,
the facts are as actually seen, for example as to the B battery potential. There
is no reason, however, why a higher
voltage can not be used to advantage if
it is available. If the tubes are amplifiers, up to 100 volts may be used. If
they be power tubes, say VT2's, up to
350 volts may be used. It must be said,
in justice to Mr. Nichols' accomplishment, that the use of 66 volts gave all
the volume needed for the usual size of
room, and in the demonstration the final
output of sound came from a phonograph with a pair of receivers clamped
to the tone arm. One might expect a
slightly larger volume from a regulation
loud speaker.
A C battery associated with the audio frequency tube is composed of either one
or two dry cells and is for the purpose
of biasing the grid of that tube. It is
poled with its negative or zinc terminal
toward the grid. One cell is used when
the B battery voltage is 66 and two when
it is 100 volts.
It is interesting to pass the eye
through the circuit of Fig. 1, in search
of any relation that can accomplish regeneration. None seems to appear cer-

VOLTMETER

/

Double

Range- Portable

VERY good

set deserves one.

A high resistance, double range, portable

voltages.
instrument for accurately measuring filament, plate and grid
the
indicates
Locates trouble immediately. Eliminates guessing. Instantly
tube
state of batteries. Invaluable for accelerating exact tuning, lengthening
life and eliminating noise. Ranges 150 and 7%2 volts.
If your dealer
Write to -day for complete information. order
direct.
cannot supply you, we will fill your

156 Weston Ave., Newark, N. J.

Weston Electrical Instrument Co.
4 Electrical

!
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Instrument
Authorities

---
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STANDARD -The World Over

SIGNAL
New
Vernier
Variable
Condenser
Positive contact between
Vernier and Rotor plates.
Special designed Vernier
closest tuning.
Vernier but 2 -1 /100 of large dial.
Pigtail connection to soldering terminal.
Special bushing holding Vernier
and shaft.

21

Plates $4.20

Ensures:
Closest tuning obtainable.
Positive contact.
Clear signals.
Less interference.

Ask your dealer to show you the New Signal

Vernier Variable Condenser. Catalog on request.

Factory and General Offices
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Menominee, Michigan
New York, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, San
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tainly no regeneration that is accomplished by means of inductance variation.
The three places in the circuit where
inductive coupling exists at all are
places where the coupling is fixed. Nor
does there seem to be any relation that

Announcing
A N'ewRadioFrequencyTransfornicr

ñ

-in a combination unit, consisting of transformer, tube socket and rheostat.
Especially designed for use in tuned radio frequency circuits -the most practical method of
amplifying high (radio) frequency impulses.
The trend toward radio frequency ainplification is to be expected. Its advantages are mar y
-long distance reception; the excellent results
obtained with indoor aerials, and an entire absence of interference with neighboring receivers.
When incorporated in a tuned radio frequency
circuit, this transformer amplifies efficiently
at all wave lengths employed in present -day
broadcasting.
All Eisemann units are matched one to the
other, not only in their electrical co-relatirn
but also in appearance, and, when assembled,
present a harmonious whole.
Complete instructions for wiring are given, and
the individual not deeply versed in Radio can
build a receiver with assurance of results.
Catalog sent on request
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A Great Book
320 Pages
In Simple Language
"Elements of Radio"
By Lieut. E. W. Stone
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will bring about capacitive regeneration,
so that it seems a fair presumption that
none occurs. If it does not, the set is
more remarkable than it appears at first
sight, for then we have to compare its
performance with that of any other non regenerative receiver, with the result of
greater credit to this.
But though there is no provision for
regeneration by the actual inclusion of a
tertiary or tickler coil, there is the possibility of a sort of inductive reaction
that it is well to guard against. It is in
the relation of the honeycomb coil to the
primary and secondary windings that
actuate the crystal. Therefore it will be
well to place the turns of the honeycomb
coil at right angles to the windings in
the crystal portion of the hookup, thus
preventing any inductive action between
these turns.

INTERFERENCE
Continued from page

16

namely,i000 cycles per second, it has
a frequ4icy equal to three times the
fundamental frequency, also one five
times, seven times and so on. In this
case most of the energy is in the fundamental frequency, but there is a -considerable amount in the component of
three and five times the frequency. As
we go up in the scale of frequencies of
the components the energy content of
th,.! components decreases. However,
this simply shows that even in a C. W.
transmitter there are a large number of
frequencies transmitted with the added
possibility of more interference.
There are, of course, other reasons
for interference. This discussion takes
the matter up from the transmitter
point of view and points out the interesting and not often mentioned point
that a radio transmitter of any description, which sends signals, sends
them at a number of different frequencies which include the fundamental
assigned carrier frequency of the station, and a number of side frequencies.
Interference then is often caused by
the side frequencies of different stations
overlapping.
FROST-RADIO

:

Catalog and
Instruction Book

.-' °t13,

new booklet
T HIS
on the care and

operation of Frost
Font's and Frost
Radio is now ready.
Contains 36 pages of
valuable information on radio appacatus. Your
copy mailed free
on request.
Address Dept.
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Continued from page tq

value of X in this last expression, we
get a value for the inductance of the
coil in henries.
The condensers were lmfd. capacity
each and rated at 1750 volts. Such a
filter will practically eliminate the hum
from the rectified a.c. supply.
Generator ripples are usually of a
higher frequency, enabling the use of
much smaller inductances.
We think that with this short discussion the experimenter should be able to
"iron out" the ripple in his d.c. with

What's Inside
THE most important thing to know
about an amplifier is "What's
Inside." Outwardly there is little vital
difference. Inwardly there's all the
difference in the world -the difference between clear, mellow reception and poor reception full of
squeaks and squawks.
Many radioists unconsciously put the
"squeaks and squawks" into their set
through the use of improper transformers. They have yet to learn that
"RATIO" means absolutely nothing
-that 10 to 1, 9 to 1, etc., do not
spell maximum amplification.

success.

Our d.c. supply is now practically
pure, a requisite for a good radiophone.
We shall next take up briefly the subject
of modulation.
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The very next time you buy an
amplifier insist on a Genuine
JEFFERSON for these Reasons:

Winding for Transformer Feeding
Kenetron Rectifier

In connection with the author's article

in the January number, it should have
been stated that when kenetron rectifiers
are used it will be necessary to employ
a separate filament heating winding on
the transformer. This winding should
be similar to that used to supply fila-

ment voltage to the oscillators and modulators. The separate winding is required because the positive high voltage
is taken from here. The connections are
shown in the accompanying diagram.

ISTEN-I
RADIO RECORD
REGISTERED U.S. PAT OFF.

THE ONLY "LISTEN -IN" BOOK

KEEP A RECORD OF
STATIONS HEARD, DIAL
SETTINGS, RECEIVING
CONDITIONS, ETC.
Flexible cloth binding. Gold stamp160 pages. Printed on Bond
ing.
Paper. Contains introductory article
How to Receive Radio Broadcast,"
by Lloyd C. Greene, Radio editor
Many Radio Hints
Boston Globe.
and Tips. Complete list of Broadcast-

JEFFERSON is scientifically designed.

1St

A

2nd
3rd

The windings are carefully calculated to produce 100% amplification -they are not built up to a ratio.
The JEFFERSON line embraces a variety of amplifiers to meet
every demand -six Audio and two Radio Frequency types.

pioneer transformer manufacturers JEFFERSON Engineers
designed audio amplifiers long before Radio reached its present
popularity. You will appreciate JEFFERSON'S extra years of
experience.
As

4th

And remember this -the first cost
of an amplifier is unimportant.
Results count -buy an amplifier
for what it will do-the service it
will render-the tone and volume
it will produce. Receiving is fun
when one doesn't have a lot of
pesky distortion to struggle with.
You eliminate distortion when
you use JEFFERSONS. Your
set operates more quietly and

ing Stations and double page map of

PRICE United

75 cents
At Your
Loor

Sent

Dealers
Prepaid

on Receipt of Price

States.

LISTEN -IN
PUBLISHING CO.

I11 MAIN ST.
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
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clearly -the volume is greatly increased
distant stations are
easily tuned in.

-

You are invited to write our
Radio Engineering Department
for amplification data. Attractive
descriptive literature is also available. This service is gratis. Je
ferson Electric Mfg. Co., 424 So.
Green St., Chicago, Ill.
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Mount all the instruments on the
rear panel. The bushings shown in
Fig l0A were used to mount the variometers. See that they are exactly in
line with the front panel. If they are

....

7/io,, RprodeCer
Artistic Combination
of Beauty and Utility
Here, at last, is an artistic combination embracing
grace and beauty with exceptional acoustic qualities.

Pleasing to eye
as well as ear
Finished in stippled polychrome with a relief of old gold and
copper, the THOR REPRODUCER is an ornament that
will harmonize with the furnishings of any well appointed
home.

-

The THOR REPRODUCER
is non -directional
distributing its mellow tones with
equal volume and clarity in
all directions. The faithfulness of reproduction with its
large bakelite impregnated
adjustable linen diaphragm
can only be appreciated by a
trial with your own set in
your own home.

Pending dealer appointments,
deliveries will be made direct
from the manufacturer. Jobbers and dealers are invited
to apply for attractive and
profitable merchandising proposition. We Complete
guarantee immewith
diate deliveries. 6 -foot cord
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not in line the holes may be enlarged
sufficiently and by the use of some washers they may be gotten in line. If any
changes are made in the parts be sure
that L3 is no closer to L, than L2 is. If
they are much closer there will be too
great a coupling between the coils L,
and L3, which will have a detrimental
effect. There is some coupling between
these coils which seems to have a beneficial effect which I found by mounting
the coils on a board and sliding them
around. I found that if they were too
close ,there was a bad effect and too far
away there was no benefit.
The primary condenser C, was
mounted in the upper left-hand corner.
The grid variometer, V, was mounted
below it. Next to C, was the series
parallel switch and below it the switch
to control the primary inductance. The
coupler was in the middle. On the top
opposite the ser. par. switch is the switch
to cut the secondary condenser C2 in
and out of the circuit. This is necessary
for as soon as the switch is closed the
wave jumps 60 meters with the condenser at zero (actual measurement) . Below this are the contacts to control the
inductance of the grid load coil, Ls.
Next to this is the plate variometer V,.
This controls the regeneration. Above
this is the vernier condenser used for
tuning the higher waves from 230
meters to 800. Across from this is the
Bezel or window for the tube, which
is merely ornamental, as the tube is
mounted in front of the variocoupler.
Below this is the vernier rheostat.
In order to operate the vernier attachments on the rheostat and condenser it was necessary to utilize a piece of
-in. rubber tubing with a piece of %in. rubber rod turning inside of it
for operating the vernier. The construction is shown in Fig. 9. Pieces of
3/16-in. brass tubing were used for the
shaft with a piece of % -in, brass rod for
controlling the vernier. Two pieces of
-in. hard rubber rod
-in long were
drilled; one to fit the 3 /16 -in. tubing
and the c ther to fit the shaft of the condenser. 6 -32 screws were used for set
screws in this case. The pieces of rod
were placed in the tubing and then
drilled and tapped. The
-in. rubber
rod was drilled clearance for
in. on
one end and the other end to fit the
shaft of the vernier. 2 -56 screws were
used for pinning the rod in place, as
locknuts and threads were found to slip.
One of the pieces of 3z-in. rubber rod
should be placed on the condenser shaft,
then the
-in. rod placed on the ver-

/
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The top and bottom views of the set these illustrations should be thoroughly
nier shaft and pinned. The other end
were
taken before the tube socket was looked over along with the drawings
may be placed on easily now. The same
moved,
but they give a general idea of and instructions.
procedure should be carried on for the
The set should be all assembled beDuring construction
the
construction.
rheostat control.
A Remler- moulded socket was
mounted on two pieces of hard rubber
rod IN in. high near the variocoupler.
Originally it was mounted behind the
rheostat, but this was found inefficient,
as the long grid lead raised the capacity
of the circuit and thereby the wave. It
even caused a bad hand effect, just what
MARK ommensimmirrimme
- TRADE
was sought to eliminate. It is mounted
in this way to keep away from the rubber rods, as the space is rather close.
This height was chosen as the grid condenser fitted exactly from the binding
post on the variocoupler to the binding
post on the socket. The socket springs
is the latest addition to the famous family of
ELECTRASOTE
were soldered to the screws. I had one
products whose names end in "Sote ". The unvarying high
socket which became noisy because of
quality of these celebrated products has made the name of
loose connections at this point I disTHE PANTASOTE COMPANY, Inc., known the world over.
carded it because of the trouble of reListen to what the U. S. Bureau of Standards says about
moving it to tighten the nuts. The solELECTRASOTE for Radio Uses :
dering remedies this.
The necessity of using pigtail connec"Electrasote has an average phase difference of
tions all over is important, especially in
about 1.8 degrees. Since phase difference is a dean oscillating set, as any loose sliding
pendable property on which to base an opinion of a
connections cause a scraping noise,
material for use in radio apparatus, it seems to us
especially on a variometer. The switches,
that in this respect Electrasote is as good or better
variometers and condensers were all
than the average phenolic insulating materials for
pigtailed.
such uses."
The picture of the front of the panel
gives an idea of the neat appearance of
the set. This is an important factor
FINISH Each
3
1
in the sale of any set. The use of the
-Electrasote is as good as
in a high
finished
Panel
different dials and switches is clearly
any other panel material regloss finish on one side and a
shown in this view. The view with the
gardless of price. High Surface
very fine satin- grained finish
panel removed shows the position of each
and Volume Resistivity. Low
unit and the method of' mounting the
on the other side, thereby fillPhase Difference. Absence of
-in. angle brass
socket. The piece of
ing the bill whatever the deAbrasives. Cuts Clean Withon the bottom of the picture serves to
mand.
Tools.
out Dulling
keep the panel rigid and to hold the
board to mount the variocoupler.
INDIVIDUAL PACK PRICES-From 25
The rheostat had to be mounted on a
A
Every Electrasote
-re AGE
lower list prices
to 50
small sub -panel. This was necessary as
wrapped in a durable,
Panel
high
standard
any
other
than
it was a vernier type and could not be
attractive envelope.
quality Panel Material.
reversed or placed on' the back of the
rear panel, as it would stick out too far.
ON SALE AT GOOD RADIO DEALERS
The lower rubber rod was cut in half
JOBBERS AND DEALERS: Write for our attractive proposition. Some territory still open.
Address all communications to
and threaded to hold one edge of the
panel. Two other rods were used to
hold this panel rigid. The method used
is shown in the illustrations. A Bradley Exclusive Sales Agents for Electrasote Radio Panels
stat or a Filkostat may be used if
113 North Broad Street - - - - Trenton, New Jersey
desired.
The rubber rods for support should
be cut 9 in. long. If a stop is placed in
the lathe they may all be cut accurately.
When the rod for the rheostat is cut in
half and drilled a small piece of
Long distance Radios -Licensed No. 1,113,149. Armstrong Regenerative. Thirty customers reported
length
exact
it
so
the
hakelite is placed in
receiving Scotland during Radio week. E. S. Pinney,
be
obtained.
of the other rods may
who is deep down in a ravine at Metropolitan, Cal.,
The side view shows the bearings for
tested every make before we sent him a TRESCO -now
he listens to the world, though hemmed in by mounthe shafts ( Fig. 5) and their use. The
.
tains. This set received the Chicago American Regional
rubber rods for the controls show up
prize of $350.00 in competitive tests. Priced at $25.00
clearly here too. The method of mountplus parcel post on 8 lbs. $37.50 complete. We have
circulars.
ing the binding posts may be seen to an
advantage here. The aluminum shield
BOX 148
and method of fastening the two panels
together is also shown.

Important Announcement
About Radio Panels

Here's What You Get in Electrasote
HIGH QUALITY

FINE

-

/

2LOW

-

%%

M. M. FLERON & SON, Inc.

TRE SCO

Davenport, Iowa

TRESCO
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fore wiring. If something is out of line
or the shaft doesn't turn true it may be
moved about by drilling the mounting
holes larger and using a washer on each
side of the panel. The unit may then
be slid around until it is in line. After
everything is O.K. the front panel
should be removed to wire the set.

BUS -BAR

THE far -Rung conquests
of Caesar's legions
brought vast territories under the
sway of Rome but crude methods
of conveying information weakened
the structure. and the empire fell.
Today, due to Radio, the most remote settlement is in constant touch
with the culture and events of the
world. Geographical barriers have

tive

disappeared, and man's
horizon is unlimited. Sensi-

instruments developed

through painstaking care and years
of experimentation have made this
possible.

The Holtzer -Cabot Company, out
of its twenty -five years' experience
has developed a family of superior
receiving units. They bring the world
to your home.

Operation
AFTER the set is wired the windings
should be gone over to see if every-

thing is right. The set is then ready to
try. Be sure the rheostat is off before
putting the tube in. If the set does not
oscillate when the plate variometer is increased reverse the two leads. The set
should readily oscillate over the whole

Holtzer -Cabot Loud Speaker
$25.00
Loud Speaker Phonograph Attachment
10.00
No. 2 Universal Headphones
9.50
No. 4 National Headphones
6.00
Write for Booklets explaining how the exclusive
features of these instruments enable you
io enjoy the wonders of Radio

scale.

THE HOLTZER CABOT ELECTRIC CO.
125 Amory Street. Boston, Mass.
6161 -65 South State Street,
Dept. C

Chicago, Ill.

I

Loud Tone Crystals

at Half the Regular

20c

BUY DIRECT FROM THE MAÜFACTUBER AND SAVE THE MIDDLE-

MAN'S PROFIT

Wiring

wiring shóuld be used
throughout. This is not only better mechanically but electrically also and
looks neater. The grid and plate wires
should be as short as possible and away
from the other wires. The diagram in
Fig. 12 should be studied. It will be
noted that the fones are in the filament
lead. This was found the best place
after experimenting.
A .001 mfd.
micadon was shunted across the fones
and ' a .002 mfd. micadon shunted
across the B battery. It is impossible to
use the same B battery for the amplifier. It is well worth while to use
separate batteries for this purpose. No
grid leak was used, as it was found
detrimental to an audiotron. However,
if hard tubes are used it is necessary to
use one. It may either be connected
across the grid condenser or from the
grid down to the filament lead.

Price

Save 5 O

These great crystals sell for 40 cents each but we save you half by purchasing
from manufacturer. Every crystal is guaranteed. If it is not better than any
crystal you ever used, your money refunded without question.
C. E. Madsen, 1938 Cabrillo St., San Francisco, Cal.

To use the set for waves up to 230
meters use about twenty turns of grid loading coil L3. Throw the secondary
condenser out of the circuit. Use about
the second or third tap on the primary
coil with the condenser in series and the
coupling rather close. Cause the circuit
to oscillate. Use the grid variometer
and the primary condenser. Tune by
the zero beat method. That is, a click
will be heard when the primary and
secondary circuits are in resonance. The
click is caused by the aerial circuit absorbing energy faster than the tube can
supply it. There is no need to change
the adjustment of the plate variometer
if it is placed so that the set will oscillate
over the whole range. This is unnecessary because this adjustment is taken
care of by the primary condenser when
it approaches the resonance point. Tune
the grid variometer until a signal is
heard, keeping the primary condenser
above the resonance point. Decrease the
primary condenser, and, as it gets near
the resonance point, great amplification
results.
For tuning from 230 to 900 meters
set the grid variometer at maximum.
Continued on page
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WANDERING MINSTREL of TODAY

OW far have we progressed from the days
when the minstrels, singing their self composed ballads to the accompaniment
of harp or lute, or telling their stories illustrated
with crude mimicry, wandered from castle to
castle in old England furnishing to the nobility,
practically the only entertainment available.
Today every American, no matter how far removed from the centers of activity has within his
reach up -to- the -minute news and amusements
that would have delighted the hearts of the nobility of old. The air is filled with merriment
waiting to be captured and brought to your very
fireside.
Radio is the magic wand that attracts to you
the desired entertainment. Crosley Radio Receivers are the instruments by which this entertainment may be clearly and distinctly converted
into a true reproduction of the original voice
thousands of miles away.
You can own and enjoy a Crosley Radio
Receiver. Unique features and quantity production have enabled us to offer the greatest
value in radio ever produced. Actual tests
by hundreds of satisfied users in all parts
of America have proven that in performance, Crosley Instruments are
unexcelled. And the prices are

VI $34
Two Tube Set
MODEL

MODEL X&
FourTtbe Set

MODEL XL

Four Tube Set

65

140

WithBui/tin Lout Speaker

`ri

-e-R11S1

Better -Cost Less

Radio Products

.

Crosley Model

X -L

remarkably low.

Crosley Model VI

Crosley Model X -J
I

Special mahogany stand
for Model X -L $25 extra
Cost of necessary accessories
$40 up
Crosley Manufacturing Corn pany owns and operates broad-

casting Station WLW

Model VI -$30. A wonderfully efficient two-tube set,
one stage of Tuned Radio Frequency Amplification and

Detector.
Model X- J -$65. A four -tube radio frequency set
combining one stage of Tuned Radio Frequency Amplification, a Detector and two stages of Audio Frequency Amplification. A jack to plug in on three tubes for head phones,
the four tubes coupled up for loud speaker.
Model X -L -$140. A duplicate of Model X -J except
the arrangment and mounting into a beautiful cabinet
with the addition of a built-in loud speaker and space in the
cabinet provided for housing the necessary batteries.

j

Let a Crosley Radio Receiver Bring Perpetual Entertainment
to Your Home
For bringing in distant stations no set can excel it
For Sale by Good Dealers Everywhere

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
CROSLEY MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
Powel Crosley Jr.. President.
219 Alfred St.. Cincinnati, Ohio.

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION

Please mail me free of charge complete catalog of Crosley
Instruments and parts.

Gentlemen:

Powel Crosley Jr.. President

Formerly

The Precision Equipment Co. and Crosley Manufacturing Co.
219 Alfred

St.

Cincinnati, Ohio

Name
Address

THE LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF RADIO RECEIVERS IN THE WORLD
Tell them that you saw it in RADIO
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Connect the secondary condenser in the
circuit and adjust the primary condenser in the same manner, using all the
grid- loading coil, tuning the primary
condenser and the secondary condenser
this time. A little skill is necessary in
operating, but this comes by practice.
A point of coupling will be found for
the low waves and another point will be
found that works best for higher waves.
I found these two points were about
90°
apart. This is caused by the coupling
between the variocoupler and the loading coil. A point of minimum coupling

will be found. This is very important,
as the set tunes broad if this point is not
found. All the circuits are neutralized
when this is found.
There are three types of feed -back,
resonance feed -back, capacity feed -back,
and the tickler feed-back. Capacity feedback is not desirable, as capacity in a
short-wave set is very inefficient and
capacity should be kept' away from, so I
discarded this in designing this set. The
tuned plate circuit or resonance feedback is efficient and is used on most sets.
But there is no coupling between the
grid and the plate circuit other than

The Long -life tube!

Since their inception, radio vacuum tubes have been fragile. To
knock or drop one incurred the expense of a new tube. But now
there are

Myers Tubes
PRACTICALLY UNBREAKABLE
-so

protected by their unique design that they have been dropped on the
floor without injury.
But their sturdiness is only one feature. They are the most perfect detectors and amplifiers obtainable. Smaller capacity and no
leads
mean less interference-more clarity and greater amplification. bunched
Actual tests,
all over the world, have proved their supremacy.
Two types -Dry Battery and Universal (for storage battery).
At your dealer's
send price and be supplied postpaid.

-or
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the capacity between the grid and the
plate variometers. The combination of
tuned plate circuit and feed -back, therefore, is most efficient and desirable, so
it was used.
The purpose of putting the.grid variometer down in the filament circuit is
to keep capacity out of the grid. The
voltage of the grid is raised if the variometer is on the grid lead, but this advantage is offset by the increased capacity
and the resistance of the long grid wire
made necessary by this circuit.
It will be noted that the far end of
the grid -loading coil, L$ in Fig. 12, is
connected to the switch arm. This is
done to stop the dead end loss in the
coil. This way should be tried first and
if there is interference from higher wave
stations the double-bladed switch, such
as used in Grebe or Kennedy apparatus,
should be used. The last method is
preferable because it shorts out a section
of the coil, thereby separating the inductance of the coil and, by merely shorting out the unused turns, leaves the coil
intact. This causes the set to tune
broader. The first method was successful in this set, as it is much better than
leaving the end open.
The set will tune very broad if the
primary and secondary are not in resonance, so care must be taken to get the
two circuits in resonance and get the
coupling correct.

Write for free circuit diagrams.

EACH, complete with
clips ready to mount
on your set; no sockets or extra equipment required.

F. B. Myers (o. Ltd.
Wadi

!Vacuum

Tbes

RHAMSTINE'

240 Craig St. W.,
Montreal, Canada

(Actual Size)

Presents the New Victophone
- -for all Phonographs and Loud-

Speaking Horns

fie

Saturn

"Above the Ordinary

Radio
Products
Automatic Plug

Nothing to solder or take List Price
apart. Cord terminals inserted, instantly gripped,
a touch on the lever, instantly released. Each Saturn Plug
sealed to protect you. Guaranteed.
Perfect Jack

$7.50 Postpaid
Complete with Cord

-

Crowfoot offset and solder and flux on blades
all ready for soldering. Best materials
Spring German silver blades, rounded corner
brackets of nickel- plated brass, and Sterling
silver eo>ttact points. Quality throughout.
List Prices
No. 1 Single Circuit, Open
ß'...50c
No. 2
closed
No. 3 Double "
No. 4 Single Filament control
No. S Double
"
Write for Folder

The SATURN Mfg.

&

55c

...70c

75c

80e

Sales Co.

48 Beekman St.

New York, N. Y.

180°

Straight Couper

A Real FISCHER

Ai

56

Instrument

Wave length sso meters, 14 soldered leads, straight
wound stator on genuine bakelite .tubing, bakelite
rotor Fahnestock spring clip connections, white
metal mounting base, gon- conductive adhesive
in short a perfect coupler.

-

20

Diagrams

$2.75

Free with Each

For sale at your dealer's- otherwise send the $2.75
directly to the manufacturer and you will be supplied postpaid.

G. H. FISCHER & CO.
123

Liberty Street

New York City

Tell them that you saw it In RADIO
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Relentless research in the field of loudspeaker units has resulted in Rhamstine
achieving the ultimate in tone and volume.
The New Victophone will exceed your expectations; you will appreciate its superiority
upon comparison with other loud-speakers.
Every part of this new Phonograph unit was
designed and built to excel in efficiency and
in beauty all other makes. It can be furnished
to fit all phonographs -the Standard Type fits
the Victrola, Columbia, Jewett or Sonora.
Specify make of phonograph when ordering.
List Price, Standard Type, $7.50.
Order the New Victophone and test it before
buying any other loud-speaker.
Manufactured by

J.THOS. RHAMSTINE*
500 E. Woodbridge, Detroit, Michigan
*Maker of Radio and Electrical Products

RADIO

or FEBRUARY,
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'Determ in ing
Quality
This new Ace Type 3B Armstrong Regenerative Radio Receiver is the height of perfection.
It is equal to a combination of the Ace Type
V and the Ace two -stage amplifier. For volume
and distant reception it out -performs most sets
costing a great deal more. The new Ace Type
3B has a filament switch which eliminates necessity of turning out rheostats when set is
not in use. Sells for $50.00 but worth much
more. Has genuine mahogany cabinet with
engraved panel.

RADIO set or
product is no

better than the

science and skill that
creates it.

Those men in this
Institution who are
intrusted with the

ACE TYPE 3C CONSOLETTE
This is the last addition to the Ace Family.
Has beautiful solid mahogany, wax finished
cabinet. Set consists of a regenerative tuner,
detector and two stages of amplification with
built -in loud speaker. Due to the particular
method of winding Crosley coils it is exceptionally selective. Has sufficient room inside
Cabinet for dry batteries, making a complete
self- contained long range receiving outfit.
Phone jack for tuning with head phones;
Crosley multistat; filament switch, engraved
Formica panel. Uses all kinds of tubes. An
efficient set at a remarkable price, $125.00
without tubes or batteries.

responsibility of pro-

-

ducing up to the
standards of Powel Crosley, Jr., are experts who
have won national recog-

Send 10c for a booklet entitled "The Sim-

plicity of Radio" by

Powel Crosley, Jr.

nition in their chosen

DEALERS: -Write
on your letterhead
for attractive sales
proposition.

scientific field.

Honest Merchandise uses Truth in Advertising
Ace Type 3B and Ace Type 3C Consolette manufactured under Armstrong U. S. Patent No.

1,113.149

CO.
EQUIPMENT
PRECISION
THE
CINCINNATI, OHIO
POWEL CROSLEY, Jr., Pres.
19 VANDALIA AVE.
2

I

.II

i
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QUERIES AND REPLIES

1111VIRAD
BASKETBALL

VARIOMETER

rank old perhaps

2S or 30 per cent of the
energy M rndiaMd We the ether, is a circuit
such as download in Mr. Fun's article. If
the tube is supplied with pare d.c. you
¡mould expect increased distance covered by
the transmitter, as the note would be much
easier to read. 1 doubt very much if a Ford
spare coil combination would deliver a pulsating d.c. supply tree enough twin numb(
to give really satisfactory resoles.

Erratum Notice: hg. 1, p. 13, January
RADIO should show cvrtnectiuo between set
antenna and filter.

NEWS OF AMATEUR
OPERATORS

11

Price
Only
$3.75

Improved
Type
3650

Most Efficient
In an article describing eight types of
Variometer, a leading technical editor
said:
"Variometer No. 4 (The AM RAD
BASKETBALL) is probably the
most efficient instrument of the lot on
the market. One glance at its construction will show that the possibility of electrical losses has been
practically eliminated. The semi skeleton basketball winding has reduced the distributed capacity losses
to a minimum. The sparing use of
wax impregnated fibre insulation has
reduced the leakage losses to practi-

zero... This VARIOMETER
SELECTED BY
THE BUREAU OF STANDARDS FOR MOST OF THEIR
EXPERIMENTS AND THIS
cally

HAS BEEN

ITSELF IS A VERY CONVING
ING PROOF OF ITS ELECTRICAL EXCELLENCY."

How to Purchase

Order Basketballs trom your dealer.
If you can't get them, send us your

Aa.a.1 laws
4
7ZU, Glenn E. \\'est, Polytechnic, Mont.,
reports having worked VNP on the morning
of Nov. 2Sth. WNP's signals have been
heard at 7ZU nearly even night for a month
but always too weak for consistent work.
7DC, the first 7th district station to work
%'NP, has combined his station with 7AIF.
7NE, at Leavenworth, Wash., is one of the
few spark stations heard on the air. 7LN, of
Nampa, Idaho, is heard working east coast
stations almost every night. A number of
the amateurs around Boise, Idaho, have been
using loop modulation for folic work and
distances up to 1000 miles have been covered

by some.

Call SBMP has been reassigned to Albert
A. Arnold, 268 James St., Akron, Ohio.
Call 8ZE has been re- assigned to E. W.
Thatcher, Oberlin, Ohio.
Call 6CJN has been issued to Prank La
Barba, 623 N. Hill St., Los Angeles, Calif.
Call 9AYR has been re- issued to Cyril E.
Cornwall, Osage, Iowa, who will be glad to
answer all reports on his signals.
9BCJ has ceased operation at Webster
Groves, Mo., and will probably join the ranks
of the sixes in a short time. All communications may be sent to Chas. C. Alesstnan,
General Delivery, Prescott, Ariz.

nearest dealer's name or forward remittance direct to factory and we will
ship promptly.
O u r money -back
guarantee assures satisfaction.

Write now for new Bulletin V describing the
Arnrad Basketball (improved type). No stamps.
AMERICAN RADIO AND RESEARCH CORPORATION

Dept.

Medford Hillside, Mass.

A

A__TH
ttIII

SINGLE -HOLE MOU NTI

RADIO
tire

CRYSTAL

_

Strew Sensitive

The Recognized Standard Crystal
Rectifier
Used all Over The World

Hundreds of Thousands of Satisfied Users.
Rusonite Has Revolutionized Crystal Radio
Reception.
THE PERFECT SYNTHETIC CRYSTAL"
Guaranteed

Price mounted Sec

RUSONfTE

CAT WHISKER

Supersensitive

;

wi

Pries

l

I

14 K.

COLD

SUPERIOR CONDENSERS
Die -cast.

Light,

highly efficient.

compact,
Proven by 2

years' service. Plain and vernier combination types. Dealers, Jobbers, write!

not oxidize

25e
Order tram your dealer or direct from
R vsonite Products Corporatlea
o Ncw York. N.Y.
15 Park Co.

Rathbun Mfg. Co.
Jamestown, N. Y.
Tell them that you saw it in RADIO
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Diamond Weave Variocouplcr
an R -M -C Product
Licensed ender basic patents Other paten. pendirp
Seven-eighths of windings are m and -air, thus n-1

Mg dielectric Iotaee w a mjthwum.

Diamond Weave construction reduces distnbut.1
capacity to a minimum.
The R. M. C. Vari000upler has wave comfy of 15o te,
600 meters. The Variometer is the same sise and geuers
oonstruction as the vari000upler, and has variate
induotaace of 7100 meters.
Outside diameter d primary windings is 4'4.'; of
ondary, serf'; extreme ieogth
Those R. M. C. products will grimily improve ..
sin uit where a variutneter ur vanoeoupler saw be u:-

5

Varioeoupler
$4 60
Variometer
s4 50
Write fur catalog of other diamou.i Mere e
and Radio Frequency Traemforwer
THE RADIO MANUFACTURING COMPANY
of Springfield, Massaclwnens
Dept. D
97 Dwight Street

....
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FLERON

Radio Specialties
I

,i

y
THE VERNIER ADJUSTER
The best adjuster on the market.
Spring holds head away from dial when
not in use. With slight adjustment spring
can be made to hold head against dial if
desired. Patented. 65c.

When do Radio Fans
become Radio Fiends?

THE PORCELAIN INSULATORS
Lowest power losses in the antenna.
Dielectric absorption reduced to minimum because of very low phase difference of Fleron Porcelain. Very tough
body. Solid Black Glaze. Seven sizes,
20c. to $1.00. Each insulator in a sep-

arate carton.

(

,

--

When the radio battery starts to
run down while listening to a choice
program. But Tungar, the battery
charger, ends such annoyances. It
recharges the storage battery over

-_

ilk..

±

night from the house current.
The same Tungar recharges radio
or auto battery -saves money on
every charge. The result is longer
battery life and more "pep" -plus

i
THE PORCELAIN SOCKETS
Brass parts
Very carefully made.
niJiteled. Black Glaze. Two sizes. Standard Bulbs and U. V. 199.
Each socket in a carton. 35c. each.

Tungar

is one of
the many scientific

achievements contributed by the G -E

Research Laborato-

III

i

THE PHONO ADAPTER

Pits through the hole of the receiver

cap and then slides on the phonograph
tone arm. Fits Victor, Columbia, and
others. Works perfectly. Only 35c. ea.

f
I

.

(i ;. I. i .1..1; ..; i.. i. i. i
.I.rt.tt...l.al.,.01.,.t.
I

¡.

n

.

ries toward the wonderful development of
electricity in America.
Tungar Battery Charger operates on A lternatingeurrent.

Prices, east of the Rockies
(6o cycle Outfits)
ampere
complete, $r8.00; 5 ampere
complete, $28.00. Special
attachment for charging t z or
24 cell "B" Storage Battery
$3.00. Special attachment for
charging z or 4 volt A"
Storage Battery $1.25. Both

-s

attachments fit eitherTungar,

convenience.
Sold by Electrical, Auto -accessory
and Radio Dealers.

Tünar

BATTERY`ARGER1

Tungar -a registered trade mark-is found only
on the genuine. Look for it on the name plate.

Merchandise Department
General Electric Company
Bridgeport, Connecticut

Ì/

THE STAND -OFF INSULATOR
Fills the much- needed requirement for
looking and praticai standstrong
a good,
off insulator. Meets every requirement of
the Board of Fire Underwriters. $1.25
each.
For Sale by all Good
Jobbers and Dealers

M. M. Fleron & Son, Inc.

GENE AL ELECTRIC

TRENTON, N. J., U. S. A.

48 E -8

NalanatteNIDDR

Sexton Condensers

A°200.000.° °COMPANY

WEIGH
ONLY

¡

8 OZ

9

Double Knob Vernier

stands squarely back
of the guarantee on

(Balanced Model)

FURNISHED WITH 3" BLACK
BAKELITE DIAL AND
VERNIER BUTTON
Incorporates the following features:
Ball Thrust Bearing between
Vernier and Rotor Shaft.
Half Capacity Switch.
Pig -Tail Connections.
Genuine Bakelite End Plates.
Exact and Uniform Spacing of
Plates.
For name of distributor write our
Western Representative, F. L. Tomlinson, 447 Pacific Bldg., San Francisco, Cal., or-

everyScienfifrcheadset

NO MONEY!
SEND
20000 TURNS
EQUIVALENT TO

3.000 oasts

THE
PILONE

IT
TOOK
%SOLID YEAR

ro DESIGN

Order TODAY

by Postcard
and Pay
Postman
on arrival

POST.
PAID

LOUD

UNIT 'I R

We ßúarantee

The Srie,,OJte Headset to be the greatest
value on the market. Try tt for five days. If not satisfactory sendtit
be refunded immediately. Circular on
will
money'
your
and
back
request. Dealers wanted.

The Hartford Instrument Co.

WORKS
THE SCIENTIFIC ELECTRIC
BOSTON, MASS.
08 Brookline Ave,

308 Pearl St.,

Dept. E
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MAR L E Transformers

Electrad
Products

Audio and Radio
Frequency. Give
best results.
Superior Quality
Reasonably
Priced
Insist on them.
Sold by the best Dealers

Their Quality Absolutely Guaranteed
You are safe when you buy Electrad Products. They
are absolutely guaranteed, electrically and mechanically, to be of the finest materials and workmanship.
Most good dealers carry them because they are fairly
priced, and give their customers good service.

Double Your Distance
With an Electrad Variohm 75c
The latest invention

in grid leaks.

A simple

Manufactured by

MARLE ENGINEERING CO.
ORANGE, N. J.

Every Question
ANSWERED
for only $1
At last you have under one cover
a Complete Radio Handbook

turn of the knob and you can get any resistance
from 1/2 to 30 megohms. Eliminates circuit
noises, is moisture proof and non -microphonic.
Equipped to take all standard fixed condensers.
Absolutely guaranteed.

JUST OUT
514 PAGES
Compiled by
HARRY F. DART,
B.S.E.E.

Formerly with tha
Western Electric

Electrad Lead -in 40c

Co.,

Fits under closed window. Can be bent to any
shape. Covered with fireproof insulation which
prevents grounding on wet window sills. No
holes in window frames. Takes the place of
unsightly porcelain tubes. Fitted with Fahnestock Clips.

Electrad Indorarial $ 1.50
Ideal for sharp tuning. Wonderful directional
effects. Particularly effective where several
local stations are broadcasting at once. Can
be used also as ground. By using Indorarials
for antenna and ground you can get any coupling you desire. Hang on wall, door, or lay
under rug.

Electrad Grid Leaks 30c
Absolutely uniform unvarying fixed
resistance. A superior product of
dependability, in all resistance from
%4

S.

of Radie.

Technically Edited by F. H. DOANE

more need you turn from book to
book, hoping to find what you want.
It is all here, in 514 pages crammed full
of every possible radio detail. Written
in plain language, by engineers for laymen. Clears up the mysteries, tells you
what you want to know. A complete index puts everything within your reach
in a few seconds.
NO

IT EXPLAINS: Electrical terms and
circuits, antennas, batteries, generators and motors, electron (vacuum)
tubes, every receiving hook -up, radio
and audio frequency amplification,
broadcast and commercial transmitters and receivers, super -regeneration,
codes, license rules. Many other fea-

tures.

Under one cover. Yes, it is all in
one volume of 514 pages of clear type
with hundreds of diagrams and illustrations. Takes the place of eleven or more
specialized texts, each costing from two
to ten times the dollar you pay for this
single book. Belongs in every radio equipped home, on every amateur's table.
Send $1 to -day and get this 514 -page I.C.S.
TEAR OUT HERE

Dealers: Write for samples and details on our
special group assortment.

Electrad, Inc., Dept. " E"
428 Broadway, New York City

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
box 8261, Scranton, Penna.
I enclose One Dollar.
!'lease send me-maenad-the 514 -Unge 1. C. S. Radio Handbook.
It
understood that if 1 am not entirety
satisfied I may return this book within five
days and you will refund my money.

l

Name

Address

then: Ihat cun na«' it in

U.

Instructor

Radio Handbook -the biggest value in radio
to -day. Money back if not satisfied.

tó 10 megohms.

f,II

and

Army

R

\ItIo
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Audio Frequency Transformer

77

Special Notice

gives

REAL LONG DISTANCE
and preserves the natural tone of Broadcasting, both vocal and instrumental,
exactly as sent through the Microphone

Price
$6.00

the new

1924

eon be used with any amplifying tube
on the market with excellent results
At your dealer -or direct by mail
on receipt of purchase price.

FORD MICA CO. Inc
14 Christopher St. New York

HERE
IT IS!

Two Rheostats

In One

PREMIER

"DUOSTAT

Loud
$ 1 7.50
Speaker
$ 1 J.00
Is Now On Sale
Price

West of Mississippi

77

Trade Mark

You will see the advantages of this
remarkable new .apparatus at once.
Think of it!
A real innovation.
One high -class Rheostat that completely replaces two of the ordinary
types; does the work even more efficiently, and, in addition, greatly simplifies installation and wiring. One
hole to drill, THAT'S ALL. That's
what you get in the "Duostat ".
Two independent resistor windings,
each operating one tube. Bakelite
Moulded Base, silver etched dial,

The new 1924 Pathé Loud Speaker

radically
different in theory and construction design from any other
loud speaker. It is scientifically perfect
the throaty
voices of the horn have been finally done away with. The
Pathé Loud Speaker actually reproduces distance signals
clearly and without distortion.

-

wire

windings.
Made for all types of tubes. No.
12, two windings, each 7 ohms. No.
13, two windings, each 25 ohms. No.
14, two windings, each 40 ohms.
Price all types, $3.00.

"NICHROME"

You can't afford to leave out the "DUO STAT" in your next "hookup". Send for our free
Bulletin No. 92.

It will add to your radio pleasure to find out the details
of the new Pathé Loud Speaker. Step into your dealer's
and see it, or write us today for free pamphlets and full

Ask Your

Dealer
PRICE

particulars.

$3.00
Complete with silver
etched dial, knob.
pointer, etc.

prnmipr flprtrïr pompany
3813 Ravenswood Ave.
CHICAGO
Sales Offices:
817 W. 3rd St.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
445 Stark St.,
Portland, Ore.

is

Pathé Phonograph & Radio Corp.
20

Grand Avenue

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Western Sales Office: 533 Wabash Ave.; Chicago, tlll.
l'rll th,rui that you saw it in R:1D10
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Continued from page 48
By 6BUR, L. E. Smith, Whittier, Calif.
law, ladn, lbvb, ler, lyb, 2ana, 2brb, 2byg,

2cee, (2rk), 2zm, Badb, 8bva, 8cc, 3co, 4ay,
4cw, 4e1, 4to, 4fn, 4ft, 4gx, 4ku, 5adb, 5ado,
(5and), 5aLt, (5aij), 5air, 5ajt, 5akn, 5amu,
5anc, Set, 5ei, 5ta, 5ft, (5hq), 5jg, 5jj, (51r),
5mi, 5nk, 5nn, 5ph, (5q1), 5qt, 5qy, 5vf, 5xd,

for FEBRUARY, 1924

(6acv), (6acz), (6aja), (flani), (6atz),
(6avv), (641), (6biq dalite), (6blg), (6blm
dalite), (6bni), (6buf dalite), (6bui) (6buy),
(6cbw), (6ccy), (6cde), (6cek), (6cgcS, (Oche),
(6js), (6zau), (8zh), 7abb, 7acg, Taci, 7adg,
Sza,

7adu, 7aea, 7afn, 7ahi, 7a1, 7ak, 7bj, 7co, 7f1,
7hc, (7hg), zio, 71p, 71w, (71h dalite), 71r, 7ny,
lob, lot, 7qc, 7qj, (7rd), Mc, ltd, (7to), ?vs,
(7vn), 7wm, 7wj, 7zt, 7zu, (8aa), 8ab, 8ada,
8adg, 8afd, 8aib, 8ajh, 8anh, 8apv, 8ard, 8atp,
(8bda), 8bdu, Sbfm, 8trrn, 8bxx, 8byn, 8bho,
8cci, 8cei, 8ceo, 8ces, 8cgx, 8cko, 8com, 8cpp,
(8cpx), 8cxi, 8do, 8er, fife, 8fu, 8gz, 8hn, 8jj,
8jq, 8oa, 8p1, 8qr, 8rv, Sue,' Sut, 8vy, 8yy, 8zy,
9aau, 9aaq, 9aaw 9ahv, 9afy, gaie, 9aim, 9amb,
9amm, 9aog, 9aou, 9ape, 9apf, 9aps, 9aqk, 9avn,
(9aou), 9awv, 9azg, 9azk, (9bak),'9bbw, 9bef,
9bez, 9bjk, 9blt, 9bly, 9bmx, 9bof, 9bri, 9brk,
9bsg, 9bsi, 9bsw, 9btt, 9bzi, (9caa), 9ogu, 9cic,
9cjc, 9clq, 9ckp, 9crr, 9osy, 9cvc, 9cyd, 9cyf,
9daw, 9dfh, 9dim, 9dkb, 9dkp, (9dkq), 9dky,
9dpx, 9dte, 9dug, 9dyr, 9edb, (9eky), 9elv,
9hp, 9bg, 9co, 9eq, 9hg, Ome, 9ve, 9wi, 9xaq,
9zt.
Can.: 3co, 5cn, 5go, 9bp, 9or.
Mex.: Bx, na.
6BUR answers all reports on his 5- watter.
Continued on page 81

Gilfillan and Bakelite
All the molded insulation of these Gilfillan radio
parts is 100% Bakelite.

In the words of the manufacturer, BAKELITE
"insures positive insulation and absolute permanency". And that's the story in a nutshell.
Nothing else equals Bakelite in the combination
of all its desirable properties such as insulation
resistance, mechanical strength, permanence of
color and indifference to all weather conditions.
The outstanding merit of Bakelite is its durability
-its freedom from deterioration.
Every day, radio men are finding new applications
for this "Material of a Thousand Uses ", for parts
made of molded or laminated Bakelite possess
properties that successfully meet the most exacting demands of radio work.
Write for a copy of our Radio Booklet S.

BAKELITE

Condensite

Send for our Radio Map

REDMANOL
are the registered

Enclose 10c to cover mailing cost and we will send you a
large Radio Map which lists the call number, wavelength
and location of every broadcasting station in the world.

Trade Marks for the
Phenol Resin Products

manufactured under
patents owned by

BAK ELITE

BAKELITE CORPORATION

CORPORATION

247 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Chicago Office: 636 West 22d Street

THE MATERIAL OF A

ACOUSTICOLA
GRANDmade.
quality

CAST
loud speaker
Highest
ALUMINUM vibrationless horn, extra large
and sensitive unit. Adjustment lever tones
down local stations and strengthens weak
signals from distant stations just like
focusing a camera.

ACOUSTICOLA

Phonograph Attachment
with coupling to

Same giant size unit
make a high -grade loud speaker of any
phonograph

1000

ACOUSTICOLA
Standard
$22.50
Model

Same wonderful
unit, with same
lever for instantly increasing or

THOUSAND USES

decreasing distance between
poles and diaphragm. Fitted
with non- metallic horn 21 % inches high with
bell 10
wide.

RADIO
CABINETS

TRIMM

Direct from manufacturers. Excellently finished in genuine
Mahogany and Oak.

7x7x 9
7x7x10
7x7x12

$2.85
2.95
3.05

7

x
x
x

7

x 14
x 18
x 21

$3.25
3.40
3.50

7
7
7
7
Strongly constructed with grooves for panels. No fasteners or screws needed.

7

x
x
x

7
7

x 24
x 26
x 28

7
7
7
Cash with order.

inches

$3.85
4.10
4.35

POSTPAID IN U. S.
Sizes denote size of panels required to fit in grooves of cabinet. Base Boards up to 18
inch, 25c extra; over 18 inch and up to 28 inch, 40e extra.
D. SUMNER, 237 South Market Street, Dept. 23, Chicago

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO
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Headsets
Dependable
$5.00

Professional
$7.65

guarantee
with every Trimm
product. Write for

Lifetime

folder.

Trmm Radio Mfg. Company
Dept. 58

24 S.

Clinton St.,

C h is

at o,
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It's the contact
that counts

Weak reception due to inferior contacts is banished
when Na -aid sockets are placed in a set. Na -aid contacts exert a strong, wiping pressure on tube prongs over
a broad surface, regardless of frequent removal of bulbs
or variation in the length of prongs.
You can count on Na -aid Sockets under all conditions.
They are moulded of genuine Bakelite, with uniform
cross -section and cure. These features prevent plate to
grid losses and insure full efficiency from tubes.
Insist on Na-aid Sockets, and put an end to weak reception. All good dealers carry them.

NA-ALD W. D. 11
No. a11. Price 750

NA -ALD Special Socket

No. 499

Price 50e for U.V. 199 tubes

Na -aid Inside Facts, No. 499.
Making a socket for U. V. 199 and C 299 tubes would seem comparatively simple. When we came to design the No. 499 socket,
we did not find the task so easy. Compactness and neatness
were requisites; and to be true to Na-ald standards this socket
required a dependable contact. Owing to the shortness of the
tube prongs, the dual -wipe contact of our De Luxe socket was
impossible. In the No. 499 we avoided capacity effect and
secured positive contact over the full surface of the end of the
tube prongs. This again justified the phrase "It's the contact
that counts."
In constructing this socket we have provided a real resilient base
that actually absorbs all vibration. The socket floats in air, and
all rubber with its corroding effect is kept away from the contact
clips and screws. Again this forethought in design adds efficiency
in service.
Send for "Why a Bakelite Socket" for further facts.

No. 3023-4, 2-Inch Dial
Price 35e. 3 for $1.00

MAHOGANITE
has the Beauty of
Polished Mahogany
Mahoganite Radion Panels have a satin like finish'comparable to that which age
and a skilled cabinet maker give to mahogany. Radion Dials and Knobs can
also be made in Mahoganite, to match.

IjADION
9óte Supreme Insulation

PANELS

18
Stock Sizes
Mahoganite and Black
6x101/2
6x21
7x10
7x14
7x21

7x26

9x14

6x14
7x9

7x12
7x18
7x24
7x48
10x12
12x21

12x14
14x18

20x24
At the best Radio shops or write to us
for catalog.

Company
Alden Manufacturing and
dials
Largest makers of radio sockets
in the world

Look for this stamp
genuine
every
on
c<.us.

ANELRAMON
P
RTS
PA
.

rr.

AMERICANHARUBU89EREO.NY.

RADION panel.

Beware of substitutes

and imitations.

American Hard Rubber Co.
11

Mercer St.

De Luxe No.400.

Price 75e

52 Willow Street
Dept. H
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
Cable Address, Aldenco

No.

3783-4

insert
3, On. Dial

g -in. Insert

Adapter No. 429 for U. V.
199 Tubes. Price 75c

Price 75c

3-in. Dials, 35c, 3for $1.00

An Easy Way

to tune out Interference

The FERBEND "Wave Trap"
Makes Every Night Silent Night
Get the station you want quickly. Listen in
on the distant stations without annoying
squawk -k -k -s or irritating whistles. Listen like
this St. Louis user: "Heard Havana clearly
with three St. Louis stations broadcasting. My
receiver works like a new set. The `Ferbend'
is certainly a wonder."
YOU Can Obtain These Remarkable Results
You can obtain results as satisfactory as this St. Louis
user. If you don't, it doesn't cost you a penny, for
the "Wave Trap" is sold with a positive guarantee
that it will tune out your powerful local stations.
Don't wait. Order now at our risk.

SEND NO MONEY. You need not send a penny. Pay
Postman $6.00 (plus postage). If you prefer, send
$6.00 with order and Wave Trap is mailed postpaid.
Money -back guarantee either way. You see, you take
no risk, so order TODAY.

FERBEND

Wave Trap ready for
mounting, $6.00.
Wave Trap mounted on formica
panel in mahogany finished cabinet
6x5x6 at $8.50 complete. Circular
on request.

Ferbend

FERBEND ELECTRIC CO., 17 E. S.

Water St., Chicago.
Send me a Ferbend Wave
Trap. I will pay Postman $6.00,
plus postage. I understand you
guarantee Wave Trap to tune
out our local stations or refund
money.

Name
PATENT

S

Small Space Socket, No. 401
35c, 3 for $1.00

APPLIED

RADIO WALL MAP 10c
Shows call letters, location,
wave length, and kilocydes of all radio broadcasting
stations also American Relay divisions and radio districts.
Complete with scale for measuring distances. Size 28 x 34
inches printed in three colors. Postpaid for a dime.
Up to date, just off the press.

OZARKA, INC.
862 Washington Blvd., Chicago

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO
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Address

FREE

Complete Price List
AITKEN

RADIO

CO.

504 Superior St., Toledo, O.
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Huguenot Radio - Phonograph Attachment
Makes Phonograph a Loud Speaker
Unscrew Head -Phone Cap and replace with Huguenot.

MADE

Sizes to fit all standard
Head -Phones and
Phonograph Tone -arme.
For special
Tone -arms use
Bushing $0.50

BY

SAMSON ELECTRIC CO, MASS.
CANTON
.-....:.
.,
.M..-..-..-

,

Single $1.00

Double $3.00
Made of beautiful black polished hard rubber, it eliminates
metal vibrations, leaks and loose connections. Quickly and
easily attached.

McKENZIE ENGINEERING CO.
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.

Mail orders filled promptly on receipt of remittance.
Specify make of phonograph and head -phones.

How to Improve Your Set
HOOK a Samson HW -A1 Transformer to your
set and notice the difference. You get 40 %r,
to 100% greater amplification -more volume from
one tube than from two tubes with some trans-

Samson Helical Winding
transformers except the Samson
are wound spool fashion from end to
end; the adjacent turns of wire are
500 to 1000 turns apart. The Satnson is Helical Wound -wire in layers
one on top of the other with the adjacent turns but forty turns apart.
This method of winding, patented by
and exclusive with the Samson Electrio Co. reduces distributed capacity
to an absolute minimum, accounts for
greater amplification and the ability
to transform the signals without distortion at any range.
All

"

C'7!

formers and more than from three tubes with
others. You get practically no distortion at any
range.
The Samson now sells for $5. It costs two or three
times as much to make as any other transformer.
The Helical Wound primary and secondary coils
alone cost more than most transformers cost complete.
But your $5 gets the most satisfactory
audio frequency transformer that the most experienced radio engineers have been able to design.
Insist on a Samson HW-A1 Audio Frequency
If your dealer hasn't it or won't
Transformer.
get it for you, we'll send it prepaid on receipt of
new low price $5. Ratio, 6 to 1.
Write for Results of Tests proving the superiority
of the Samson. Ask for Chart No. 109.

SAMSON ELECTRIC CO.

"Knowing radio batteries as
I do, I consider yours most

Manufacturers Since i s82
Factory: Canton, Mass.

remarkable " -a statement

Sales Offices: Boston, New York, Chicago, Philadelpha, Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Cleveland, Detroit,
Indianapolis, Minneapolis, St. Louis, San Francisco.
Los Angeles, Seattle, Portland, Atlanta, Montreal
and Toronto.

made by one of the most
prominent radio engineers.
That is why engineers, manufacturers, amateurs and the
public at large prefer Burgess
Radio Batteries.

NIVASV.'V/.it:V':'V//.'-C.DAD'Q7/(-9-.i'/MICFAMIC7V..it':9819MMO7! K

A Laboratory Product

"B" BATTERIES
AN

BURGESS

"EURACO PRODUCTS"
Compact

-

(Guaranteed )
Interchangeable
Most Efficient

-

BATTERIES

Accurate

EVEREADY

"ASK ANY RADIO ENGINEER"

PRODUCT
$5.00
43V. Batteries, tapped
3.00
22%V. Batteries, Navy Type
2.00
22%V. Batteries, Commercial Type
Latter two types especially adapted to
Cunningham and Radiotron Tubes.
Postage Prepaid Anywhere in U. S.

ETS-HOKIN & GALVIN
10 Mission

Wireless Engineers
Sau Francisco
Street

BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY
-

F

FLASHLIGHT

Price 60 cents per Unit
Mfgrs. of
MICA CONDENSERS, GRID LEAKS,
MOUNTINGS
Interesting Proposition for Dealers

European Radio Company

1342 East 22nd Street

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO
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DRY BATTERIES

MANUFACTURERS

RADIO
IGNITION - TELEPHONE
GENERAL. SALES OFFICE HAR -IS TRUST BLDG.. CHICAGO
LABORATORIES AND WORKS: MADISON. WISCONSIN

BRANCHES
NEM YORK

BOSTON

KANSAS CITY

MINNEAPOLIS

nASHINGION

PITTSBURGH

Sr LOUIS

MEW ORLEANS

IN CANADA
PLANTS NIAGARA FALLS AND WINNIPEG
BRANCHES.

TORONTO

MONTREAL

ST. JOHN

RADIO
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Contiotred from page 78
By 3BWJ, 120 Frazer Ave., Collingswood, N. J.
Gat, 5z.a, 6bie, 6cgw, 6dn, 6fp, 6p1, 6zb, 62h,
fizz, 'kWh, 7af, loo, 9ahq 9ahy, Sake, 9amb,
9and, 9apf, 9awg, 9axx, 9bed, 9bec, 9bhk, 9hx,
9bkf, 9bkp, 9blg, 9blt, 9bry, 9bep, 9btt, 9bxq,
9caa, 9ccs, 9oeb, 9egn, 9cja, 9cmk, 9day, 9dow,
9ddu, 9dhk, 9d1g, 9dmn, 9dqu, 9dro, 9dzx, 9011,
Ser, 9kd, 91n, 98s, 9yh. Hrd in 13 niter; all
over 500 miles. Wud appreciate crds on my
siga.
By 6ALV, Alameda, Calif.
bejx, lbkq, 1boq, (lcmp), lyb, 2rk, 2cee,
2egb, (2cpa), 3hg, 3hs, Svp, 8bgg, 4af, 4ay,
4418, 4e1, 4ft, 4fg, 4jk, 4ku, 4oa, 4qd beb, 5ek,
5fx, 5gn, 5ht, 5kc, 51r, 5nk, 5pd, 5q1, 5qy, 5tj,
5110, 5xd, (5xt), 5za, bzav, 5adb, 5ado, 5aiu,
:raki, 6oea, 7mn, 8aa, Bab, 8bf, 8er, 8fu, (810),
Ron, 8p1, 8tt, Syn, (szy), 8zz, (Sabra), Sadg.

5nk, 5gz, 5uv, 51r, 5no, 5gj, buo, Sta, 5abd,
5iu, 5q1, 5aiy, 5oj, 5mv, 51c, 5ni, 5ri, 5111, Sii
5dty, 5ama, 5nw, 5xab, 5akn 5ahjj, Sqw, 5rw,
5aec, 5iv, 5bw, 5aof, 6ohv, 6aIv, ape, eaun, 6gs,
6zah, 6bwc, êckr, 6tv, 6p1, 6abx, 6ogd, 6cu,
6km, 7bb, lit, 81iuh, 8cld, 8bjv, 8dcn, 81ind,
z,
8cki, 8ctf, 8fm, 8qw, 8bhf,8att, Soxm, 8dae,
8nf, 8dcy, 8bxh 8bju, 8ccu, 8jj, 8aa, 8chn, 8cxn,
8bsj, 8alw, 8ddq, 8ame, 8v1, Betz, 8ctc, 86no,
8ddc, 8ij, 8cng, 8dac, 8anb, 8cuk Butti 8vt, 8wm,
8aih, 8arh, 8bbi, 8bjf, 8bdm, gltop, 8jt, 8ahj,
8fh, 8bdu, 8bus, 8anl, 8dhq, 9's too numerous.
Can. C. W.: 4aw, 3he, 3aum.
Spark: Sacy, 5ad, 5bw, 8eb 9d.gzm, 9brx,
9abv, 9oci, 9ejg, 9bof, 9dwk, 91w, 9dsq, 9biw,
9oic, 9gt, 91b.
Fone: 8kg, Same 9bxn, 5ma.
Daylite: 8bhf, 8 ?n, 5akn, 5abj, 5gj, 4en, 4sc,

8aiw, dajh, Same, Sbda, 814m, 8buh.
8cmm, 8coj, Scow, 9bp, 9ce, 9cp, gei,
9fm, 9gy, 9h, 9mc, 9qr, Dye, (Oyu), 9yy, (9zt),
9aag, 9aaw, 9aap, 9adf, 9ahg, (9ahz), 9aim,
9and, 9amb, 9aon, 9aoq, gape, 9apf, (9aps),
9auu, 9avu, 9avz, 9awv, 9azq, 9aua, 9bab, 9beh,
9bly, 9bof, 9bqy, 9brk, 9bmh, 9hsp, 9bso, (9btt),
9buh, 9bpv, 9bxc, (9bzi), 9bzx, 9caa, 9cca, 9cck,
9ccr, 9ccv, (9e,cz), 9cjc, 9ojy, 9chj, 9coc, 9cpb,
9cpi, 9csy, 9cxp, 9daw, 9dcw, (9dcb), 9dhd,
9dhg, 9dik, (9d1f), 9dqu, 9dxn, 9dyr, 9dyy,
9eea, 9ehj, 9ehn, 9eky, 9ely, 9xaq.
Can.: 3co, 4ea, 4c1.
>Zaih,

800,

By Melbourne Renken, Cole Camp, Mo.
C.

W.: lxam, lyk, liv, lcmp, lbwu, lcre,
2bic,
3hs,

2ale, 2aek, 2bof, 2atu, 2cei, 2cua, 2wr,
lark, 2awf, 2bsc, 2xn, 2c1x, 2ccx. Suo, 3tb,
3gc, 3ft, 3j y, 3iu, 3qv, ade, 3ab, 3bbv,
4sb, 4eb. 4ai, 4na, 4db, 4mb, 4bmn, 5xv,

9xt.

Above received on detector alone.
Continued on page 84

4ay,

5aiu,

ca

Clear as a Si%verJ3 cl
O -T

p

$

TUBES

(Registered)

CHARGE YOUR RADIO OR AUTO
BATTERY AT HOME FOR A NICKEL

Will increase the signal strength of
your set from 20 to 50%-even to

with the

a
a

HOMOZ1GEI?

Simple.,dependable, practically silent and absolutely safe. Charges in one -half the time and at
one-third the cost of most other chargers.
Beautifully finished in mahogany and gold.
Sold by all good dealers, complete with ammeter,
charging cable, clips, etc. $18.50 ($25.00 in
Canada.)
your dealer or send direct for free
FREEAsk
HOMCHARGER list of broadcasting
stations and GOLD SEAL bulletin.
Insist on the GOLD SEAL and
It's your guarantee against substitution other
appears on name-plate and package. No
charger is just as good.
The Automatic Electrical Device Co.
117 West Third St., Cincinnati, O.
The Largest Manufacturers of Vibrating Rectifiers
in the World.

Western Distributor:

BERTRAM SMITH

o. T.

greater

degree

when used as
Detector.

NEUTRODYNE

Three Models

-2 to 4 volts,
Battery Draw .15 amps.
9 -2 to 4 volts,
amps.

1A

O. T.

Price, $6.00

Price, $6.50
Battery Draw .06
-5 volts,
Battery Draw .25 to .35 amps. Price, $7.50

O. T. Power Tube

At your dealer or direct by mail.
Write for complete literature.
Manufactured by DeForest Tel. & Tel.
Exclusively for the

Co.

O. & T. Electric Corporation

The O -T is the only genuine Silvertone Tube.
Fully guaranteed.
flown re of imitations.

1819 B- oadway, New Ycrk
High class rchrescntatires wanted.

I

516 San Fernando Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.
,,nnents to all points west of Rockies frani L. A. stock

Telmaco Radio Guide Book
A

A

Vernier
Con-

Grid
Control

denser

Describes the Best
in Radio

20 Circuits
in Blue in

Catalog

Our new 64 -page Catalog No.
TER contains twenty of the
most popular radio circuit:
printed in blue. These include

the Hazeltine Neutrodyne,

Every Detector Tube Needs

AVari-Grid
Tube characteristics are not
alike. The Vari -Grid varies the
capacity of the tube. Has variable grid leak. Also used as a
plate condenser. 1 inches wide,
one hole to drill.

4

If your dealer cannot
supply you, order direct

Grimes

Inverted, Colpitts,
Flewelling, Reinartz, Diode
Electrad, Heterodyne. SuperRegenerative and many others.
Each article used in circuit is
attractively pictured instead of
appearing in straight schematic
form. Besides containing blue
a=mts, the best in radio is also
illustrated and described. Cata.
log sent postpaid forTen Cents.
Each circuit worth double.

QUALITY RADIO

Send for your capy today.
New Dea ers' Catalog and Price List
Dur
describes nearly all the better Standard
Radio Lines. You should have it. Mailed
FREE to all bonafide dealers making request on their business stationery.

DEALERS

$2.25

RANDEL WIRELESS COMPANY
Newark, N. J.
2 Central Avenue,

i
416111

Radio Division

TELEPHONE MAINTENANCE CO.
£uality Radio Exclusively
T.11 them

20 So. Wells St., Dept. A Chicago, Ill.

that you saw it in RADIO
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Simplified Reinartz

Improved circuit using pile
banked inductance eliminates
controls. No switches, taps
or soldering.
EASIEST and
CHEAPEST to build. Greater
distance and volume by removing switch tap losses.
Pile
banked windings give extra
sharp tuning and low distributed capacity. One control
tunes 200 to 600 meters. Complete instructions, hookup, panel
layout, etc.
25c stamps accepted. TYPE "R" INDUCTANCE Vesco banked, with all
circuit instructions, 52.50 postpaid.

on RADIO

The one best way to do it is with a Lefax Perpetual Radio Handbook. It grows with every
new discovery about Radio. It cannot become
old or out -of -date. It gives all known facts
-Dr. J. H. Dellinger and L. E. Whittemore,
Chiefs of the Radio Laboratory, U. S. Bureau of
Standards, Washington, D. C., are the authors.
The purchase of a Lefax Handbook makes you
a registered owner. That entitles you to complete information on new Radio developments
every month, without additional charge for the
first twelve months. This information comes to
you in printed, punched page form. You add the
pages instantly, easily. Included in this fine
work is a complete list of broadcasting stations
and full information about every one. No radio
book is or can be like

L E FAX RADIO HANDBOOK

VESCO RADIO SHOP
Be R-117

OAKLAND, CALIF.

BUILD
YOUR OWN
NEUTRODYNE

SET

It

is pocket size, loose leaf, bound in flexible imitation Morocco leather -fine looking and long,
long wearing. Type is clear and sharp. Illustrations are clean, finely made and easy to understand. Index tabs are made of linen -tough and
strong -plainly marked.
Remember, you have in Lefax a practical Radio
guide that will keep you up to the minute on
Radio and all that goes with it. Lefax Perpetual
Radio Handbook grows with Radio. You get
new, useful, authentic information, free, every
month. But you pay for your book only once.
You don't have to write for new facts. They
come to you automatically. Ask your Radio
supply man, stationer or bookseller for Lefax
Perpetual Radio Handbook.

LEFAX, INCORPORATED, Publishers
9th St. above Walnut

GUARANTEED TUBE
REPAIRS
$9.50
W.D.11
3.50
W.D.12
2.75
Ú.V.200
3.00
Ú.V.201
2.75
0.800
3.00
0.801
3.50
U.V.201A
3 60
0.301A
3.50
D.V.6A
All tubes positively
guaranteed to be satis-

factory.
Special discounts to
dealers.
Tubes returned P.P.,
C.O.D.

HARVARD RADIO
LABORATORIES
200 -204 Old Colony Ave.
So. Boston, Mass.

Philadelphia, Pa.

t{

111aw1111,

1011,1,.aws,`
AINt

CARTER "TU -WAY" PLUG
takes 1 to 4 bead -sets and all types tip terminals; no tools necessary.
List Price,
We also manufacture "HOLD -TITS" Jacks,
Jack Switches, Vernier and Automatic Rheostats.
Famous for originality of design and tested
excellence of workmanship.
Coast Distributor: At1. -Pac. Sales Co.,
SAN FRANCISCO

ártèrS R.ad o
`.201

'STnTE STREET

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO
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Three of these units are
packed in a box with two
compensating condensers.
Variable condensers are
low loss and have a capacity of .00025 M. F.
Primary wound with 6
turns on 23/4" dia. bakelite tube.

Secondary wound with

71

turns on 3" dia. bakelite
tube, tapped at 16 turns.

Price $22.50
MITCHELL & CO.
257 Atlantic Ave.
Boston, Mass.
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at
its 'Best

ÇTA{usic

rich, beautiful -MUSIC MASTER
brings into your home the majestic tones of the
pipe organ, the incomparable master instrument of
the musical world.
It will enable you to hear and feel the grandeur of
the master instrument of the musical world as though
you were in its very presence.
MUSIC MASTER gives you the truth of each soft
strain, every arpeggio, the inspiring, kingly chords
and the rich, rolling bass tones.
Why not let everyone hear the organ? Flood the
whole room with its majestic music-simply by connecting MUSIC MASTER to your radio set.
MUSIC MASTER is equipped with a wood amplifying bell and wood, properly shaped as a horn
the one
furnished only with MUSIC MASTER
material that makes possible the perfect reproduction
of the actual, living tones themselves.

FULL, clear,

;

-is

-

Dealers Everywhere
horn (mahogany or spruce) for
$30
the Home
21 -inch horn (mahogany only) for Concerts
14-inch

$35

Comes complete, ready to attach in place of
headphones. No batteries required for its
operat ion.

MUSIC MASTER CORPORATION
FORMERLY GENERAL RADIO CORPORATION

Makers and Distributors of High Grade Radio Apparatus
PITTSBURGH
PHILADELPHIA

CHICAGO

S. W. cor. zoth and Cherry Streets

RADIO REPRODUCER
Tell them that you saw it in RADIO
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Continued from page 81
By 9ABK, Jas. H. Leach, 3345 6th St. N.,
Minneapolis, Minn.
lxam, law!, lary, ibep, lzi, laol, Imo, lid,
1er, 2by, 2ts, 2rk, 2bic4, 2sg, 2bxw, 2bru, 210.,
3can, 8tb, 8111, 3brf, 3jy, 8aec, Sjy, 3wd,,
3ba, 30m, 8tí, 3jw, 3aqr, 8bas, Bava, 3zm, 8adn,
4014
4g4v, 4af, 4e1, 4er, 4mb, 4jk, 51r, 5gg, 5aji, bag,
5a1g, 5kh, 5bm, 5ek, 5fx, 5rg, 5ajp, 5ij, 5zax,
5zt, Sabg, 5ali, 5aiu, 5tt, 5uo, 5mj, 5on, 5ftw,
5zw, 5ahj, 5za dalite, 5ef, 5zav, 5xap, 5qd, 5dr,
6buh, 6cgw,' 6ya, 6fp, 6zh, 6mg, 6aoi, 6bnk, 6fy,
6abx, barb, 6zb, hak, 6bkx, 6cc, 6ahq, 6bih,
6brf, 6zw, 6auu, 6ajh, 6zu, 6ckp, 6cmr,
6bbn, 6aos, 6bic, 6gr, 6bum, 6mh, 6zb, 6aly, 6zi,
6awt, Bbgb, 6bnc, 61v, 6bsj, 6akz, 6auu, Obus,
7pu, Tat, 7ob, 7du, 7aks, 7ve, 7zd, 7zt, 7zu, 7zv,
7Cq, ?edh, lain, Igo, 7y1, 71w, ldo, 7ya, 7qj,
7za, 7zx.
Spark 4co, Beh 94m 9bef, 9cye, 9bof 4
Can.: 2bg, Sot, 31c, 3n1, 401. 5 watts spark
coil 0. W. All gal's answered.
By 9AQK, 5022 Underwood Ave., Omaha, Nebr.

lyb, lalw, lega, laol, lajx, lwo, lori ibep,
latj, lary, lcpn, lomp, 2by, 2rb, (2bgb), 2dx,

2bum, 2e1, 2pz, 2cnb, 2cpk, 2cjr, 2cqo, 2byb,

2cei, 2wp, 2fz, 2bji, 2crp, 2wr, (2bdg), 2aay,
2cpa, jbac, 8cer, Shg, 3afp, 3wf, Soo, 3pz, 8tr,
3cc, 3atb, 3btl, 31u, 8jj, 3bgg, 3ojn, 3zm, 8bei,
3buv, 8dg, 3yp, 3bdu, 3ofi, 3me, 3yj, ate, 3okp.
3r1, 4gx, 4gw, 4hr, 4qw, 4g1, 4mi, 4jk, 4aí, 4fz,
4ay, 4bx, 4dx, 4aa, 4ag, 4bp, Baru, 6auu, 6biq,
6bsj, 6auy, 6bug, 6ckr, 6zar, ózto, Bbve, Bmh,
6nx, 6ahz, 6bnc, 6zbl, 6acm, 6p1, 6bbc, 6cgw,
6bna, 6chv, Obis, 6bah, 6'01, 61v, 6ofz, 6bwp,
6bni, 6gr, 6pm, 6zah, 6bq, 6bih, bah, 6zar, Bbnh,
6bhk, barb, 6bve, 6aoi, Oblg, Gage, 6aos, 6and,
6bkx, 6enh, balo, 6eo, 6bnc, 6zbs, 6adt, (7abb),
7sc, 7ae1, ley, 7zu, 7a1n, 7rd, Talk, 7agv, 7eb,
laos, 7du, 7alb, 7co, lot, 7wp, 7gi, Imp, 7y1,
71n, 7ob.
Can.: 2cg, 3ms, 3ij, 3ws, 3ni, 3adn, 3z1,
3om, (Soe), 8tb, 4ív, 4c1, 4ea, 5on, 5go, 9a1.

By 8BUM ex 6CIW, 228 West 2nd Ave.,
Columbus, Ohio
lajx, (lbgm), lcmp, lee, lid, lxm, 1xaq,
lxz, lyb, (2awl), 2oka, (2cgj), (8aek), 3acs,
3agr, 3ahp, 8ba, Boa, 8jj, Sjy, ars, 3ub, avo,
3xd, 8yo, 4ay, 4eq, (4ft), (4jk), 4pb, 4rh, 5aat,
Sauv, bakn, Saga, Sek, (51r), Spy, 5za, 6bic,
6cfz, 8zh, 6cfz, 6cgw, fb, 61r, 7's too many,
8rv, (8sr), 9apf, 9aec, 9aau, (9aav), (9adf),

1 i-
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9ady, 9amc, 9ato, gata, (9bmx), 9bag, (9byc1,
9cca, 9cmc, Pepe, 9cra, 9ceh, Redo, 9d1r, 9dsr,
9doe, gee, 9e11 fbI, 9ekf, 9efj, 9edb, (9gr).
Can.: 0. W.- (2bn), 2cg, Sys. Mex.: ru. Pse.
qsl my 5-watts O. W.
At 4PY, Fort Lauderdale, Florida
lacz, lalj, laol, laqi, lagen, lbgc, leab, lcmp,
lee, lid, (lfm), lhx, loa, isk, lea, (lyb), 2agd,

2bpf, 2bsc, 2cee, 2cpa, 2cgi, 2be, 2by, 2gk, 2rk,
2xna, 3ab, 3jj, 31g, 3ov, Seek, 8anv, 3bdo, Sbnu,
sbta, 3bva, 3cdn, 3ejt, (4bh), (4ft), (4íe),
(4sb), (4ih), (4ob), 5ac, Sad, 5ft, bgn, 6hr, 5ht,
5kg, 5kn, 51r, Snk, 5nw, Sot, Sov, 5qi, 6q1, bqy.
(5rh), 5sd, Sven, 5vv, 5xap, 5za, bzn, (5z
5adh, 5afs, 6akn, bamf, Sara, 61v, 6zh, 6',
balk, 6aoi, 6egw, 6xad, 7ko, 7se, 7acm, Sea, Sp1,
8px, Srj, 8xe, 8zc, Sabin, Sago, 8apt, 8agv, Saxe,
8bdu, 8bfm, 8bgi, Bbnn, 800m, 8epp, 8cvx,Sh1m,
8dkj, 9eq, 9jc, 9qr, 9ve, 9vm, Own, 9zt, Saar,
gack, 9ady, 9aec, 9aim, 9amb, 9apf, Papa, 9aec.
9bak, 9bcb, 9bez, 9bhx, 9bji, 9b1y, 9boz, 9brk,
9bry, l'bxq, 9cfy, 9okp, 9cpk, 9cte, 9ctu, 9day,
9daw, 9dor, 9dis, 9dkb, 9dqu, 9dtt, Peer, Seek.

9egw, Seib.

Can.: ldd, 2bn. Qsl to B. O. Fidler,
Rabe, 288 Brickell Ave.

Jr., ex

/-\
"START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT"

),,.,.

ZeTRIPLE SERVICE
;1,11i
.3A
BATiEn"ES
CHARGES
RADIO

NcA

CHARGER

B

BATTEftI[ä

-

.`F.\,

CHARGALlES

'IO
The Satisfactory Charger taF.eATrER"Ee
rj"^',1+!
For Past Ten Years
The F -F, the first successful mechanical charger, is now

the most
popular. F -F features are distinctive, its construction is simple.
It has been the one satisfactory charger for ten years past. It has no
expensive parts to replace. Battery cannot discharge through it. And it
utilizes both sides of the alternating current wave. (Efficiency.) The

i

Fr

"Priced $15 to
$28 depending
upon the service

performed, plus
the usual slight
additional charge

CHARGER

Fool-Proof and Shock -Proof
will charge a dead battery because

west of the
Rookies."

.

Oldest Manufacturer of the First
Successful Mechanical Charger_

FBATTERY

it operates independently of battery.
Copper to Carbon contactors that cannot BURN or STICK permit a
desirably high charging rate.
Insist on the F -F for complete satisfaction.
Buy from your dealer. If he cannot supply you, write for literature or
enclose remittance covering express or postal charges on 9 lbs.

IT'S FREE -Write for Bulletin No.

The France Mfg. Co.

33

10433 Berea Road
Cleveland, Ohio

Introducing the "SR 25"

Get a Pair of T-B -H Phones
tor That New Radio Set and
Listen to the Difference.
"T -B -H JUNIOR"
16,000 Turns (2000 ohms)
20,500

"T -B -H 6 -A"
Turns (3200 ohms)

T -B -H Phones are the
best. They will not rattle
or distort even on two stages
of amplification. They are
ornamental in design and
are durably constructed
with aluminum cases.
If your dealer does not
carry them, order direct
from us. Send no money,
just pay the Postman when
he delivers them.
WE PAY THE POSTAGE
Dealers and Jobbers write
for Discounts

The T -B -H Corporation
Dansville, N. Y., U. S. A.

WE INVITE YOUR ENQUIRIES
192

Hallock and Watson Radio Service
Park Street

"KGG"

Portland, Ore.

Tell them that you saw it in
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DISTRIBUTORS:
Donaldson Radio Company
Kansas City, Mo.
Overseas Trading Company
Chicago, Ill.
Marie A. Alvarez
Havana, Cuba
V. R. & A. C. Johns
Auckland, New Zealand
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By 6CIX -6ABO, 617 N. Friends Ave.,
Whittier, Calif.
lfj, 2aay, Zane, 2bq, 2kf, 2rk, 3bav, 3bw,
3cc, band, 5aiu, 6aiw, Sad, 5ck, 5dn, 5ht, 5jj,
5sd, 6aja 6bult, (6bui), 6ceu, 6rm, 7abb, Taci,
7aea, 7afn, 7agi, 7af, Yak, 7co, 7dc, 7ez, 7fd,
7gq, zio, 7ks, 71u, lob, 7ot, Toy, 7px, 7qc, 7qd,
7qj, 7rp, 7rt, 7sh, 7st, (7vn), 7wp, 7y1, 7zu,
Same, 8apt, /lard, 8bbw, 8bca 8byn, 8ceo, Boom,
8eu, gaff, 9ahv, 9aia, 9amg, (9amb), 9aou, 9apf,
9atc, 9atn, Sana, 9ayx, 9azg, (9bez), 9bhi,
9brk, 9bun, 9bxq, 9bto, 9day, 9dhs, 9dkb, 9dlf,
9doe, 9dqa, 9dte, 9dun, 9ocs, (9caa), 9cdo, 9cld,
9c1q, 9ozg, 9ekn, 9eiv, 9hg, 9jm, 9mc, 9ot, 9uh,
9vm. Can.: 5on.

9abc, Sacs, 9adr, 9aec,
8wx, 8xe, 8zz,
9afm, 8ahz, 9aim, 9ajy, 9amb, 9aou, 9apf, 9auu,
9av, 9avn, 9ays, (9avu), 9bak, 9bcf, 9beh, 9bez,
9bhd, (9bji), 9bjk, 9bkf, 9bly, 9bri, 9brk, 9bt1,
9bun, 9bwa, 9bxq, 9bzi, 9caa, 9cas, 9caq, 9ccv,
9ccz, 9cgd, 9cte, 9cvc, 9cvs, 9cxs, 9cyw, 9czg,
9dfh, 9dhq, 9dky, 9dpy, 9dro, 9dte, 9dyw, 9dzy,
9edb, 9eea, 9eil, 9eky, 9ely, 9an, 9hy, 9mc, 9ss,
9zt.
Can.: 3bp, 3co, air, 3tb, 4dy, 5cn, (5go).
Wnp working 5zay. Some Australian station
calling llk Nov. 18 -19. Would appreciate a qsl
fm anyone and wl qsl hr. New qra 6acw Yukio Ito, Moneta, Calif. New qra 6bcs, Kenneth
Windley, Route 1, Box 113, Gardena, Calif.

At 6BC8 and 6ACW
lbok, lbga, law; lyb, 2bgg, 2bnu, 2ts, 3dn,
3yh, Bye, 4ao, 4cs, 4gw, 4ku, 5adb, 5adc, 5ado,
5afo, 5and, 5ahr, (5aij), bald, 5akn, 5a1r, 5ama,
5dn, 5dw, 5fa, 5ga, 5gjr 5gn, 5hq, 5ht, 5kc,
51g, 51r, 5mo, 5na, 5tj, (5za), 5zak, 5zav, 5zn,
S1c, 6's too numerous, 7abb, 7aci, 7adf, lads,
7afn, Tage, 7agn, 7agr, 7agv, 7aiy, 7akh, 7aoc,
7ak, lap, 7N, lem, 7fd, 7gs, 7io, 7ks, lit, 71r,
71y, Inn, ob, 71u, 7oh, Tom, lot, 7qd, 7qt, Tri,
Tsf, 7sh, Ito, 7wa, 7wm, 7ws, 7ya, 7zd, 7ze,
7zk, 7zo, 7zu, 7zz, Bab, 8aaj, Balm, 8ajd, 8anh,
Flaps, 8apn, 8axc, Sbci, 8bcu, 8bda, 8bfh, 8bfm,
Sbv, Bbyw, Bchv, 8crn, Bctq, Sczz, Sdat, 8dgo,

By Kenneth C. Kinney, 2040 Berryman St.,
Berkeley, Calif.
k, 5gn, 5kt, 51g, 51r,
5ado, 5akf, 5akn, 5au,
too numerous, Gain,
5pw, 5xd, 5za, 5zav, 6
6cbj, 6cbn, 6ceu Hawaii vy qea, 6pe, 6rm, 6yb,
7abf, 7aby, 7acg, 7adp, 7co, 7f1, 7gi, 7gs, 7io,
7ks, 71n, 7ot, Toy, 7qd, 7qj, 7qx, 7ra, 7sf, 7sh,
ltd, 7wb, 7we, 7xae, 7xaf, 7xi, 7ya, 7y1, Tao,
7zu, 7zz, 8abm, 8bda, 9aaq, 9aim, 9amb, 9bik,
9bjk, 9bly, 9brk, 9bri, 9bsg, 9buj, 9bun, 9bzi,
9cho, 9ck, 9ckz, 9clq, 9czw, 9dfh, 9dky, 9dyw,
9mc, 9xaq, 9zt.
Can.: 4c1, 4cw, 4dq, 5ct, 5ef (qra) I. Will
qsl all cards for check on these sigs.

s

MICHIGAN
MIDGET

THE SENSATION OF RADIO
Never before have such quality sets
been offered at anything like the
price of the Radio Midget (both
Detector Unit and Amplifier Unit).

Distance
Clearness
Selectivity
No.

10

Detector

$iÎ

These three features stand out in
the Michigan Midget and have
truly made it "The Sensation of
Radio ".
The quality of the materials and
workmanship is the best and the
engineering skill of design has
made the Michigan Midget the long
distance wonder.

Guglielmo Marconi, as he appears today.
Signor Marconi is Honorar Chairman
of the Radio Institute of America

Success for You

in RADIO

The big men in radio today

-

-

started almost all of them as
radio operators. Very many of
them are graduates of the Radio
Institute (or Marconi Institute, as it was formerly
called).
The demand for trained radio
men today is too great to fill.
Beginners are needed and positions are open all the way up
the ladder to the top. Train now.
Radio is swiftly growing. And
the opportunities grow with it.

-

Study at home
You can start now - at home from the very beginnings of elec-

tricity -with the same guidance
and instruction that has built the
reputation of the Radio Institute.

In

a

few months you can be

fitted for your Government operator's license -and your first job.

The Radio Institute is under the
auspices of the Radio Corporation of America, which places
more men in radio than any
other organization in the world
and gives preference to our graduates. Your opportunity is limited only by your ability.

-

Advanced Radio Course

great popular dem and by the advanced
Here is a set that tunes out local
stations and brings in distant stations-clear and loud.

No.

11

Amplifier

$30

Go where you may -look over all
the sets offered and then you will
be more convinced than ever that
there is nothing on the market to
equal the Michigan Midget.

Send for catalog of
other Michigan Quality Radio Products.

GRAND RAPIDS,MICHIGAN

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO
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student and experienced amateur has
led to the opening of an ADVANCED
HOME STUDY RADIO COURSE,
specializing in C. W., I. C. W., telephone and radio measurements. Investigate!

Radio Institute of America
(Formerly Marconi Institute)
Established 1909

322 Broadway, New York City
Indicate by a cross X the course you are interested in .
Radio Institute of America,
322 Broadway, New York
Please send me full information about
radio opportunities today, and your
COMPLETE RADIO COURSE CI
ADVANCED RADIO COURSE D
Name
Address
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By 6015 -6ABO, 317 N. Friends Ave., Whittier,
Calif,
2e1, 4ag, 4ey, 5akn, 5aky, 5agj, Sane, Sbe,
5zav, 6ajp Brat 7adi, 7adr, 7ada, 7aea, 7afk,
7akh, 7a1, lot, lem, the, 7hw, 7io, 71h, 71n, lob,
lot, 7p1, 7qd, 7qj, 7qt, Ira, 7sh, 7st, 7W, Ive,
7xa, 7ya, 7zu, 7zz, 8aib, 8az, 8.er, Sfu, 8jj, 8jy,
9amb, 8apf, 8apa, 8auw, 9ays, 9bez, 9ú1y, 9bx1,
9bji, 9bzi, 9cjy, 9cns, 9day, 9dfh, 9ekt, 9ct,
9dt, 9dx, 9w6, 9zt.
Mex.: Na qra?
Can.: 5cn.
.Anyone hearing 6cix pse qs1. All cards ansd.

By 6BS0, Carl Dillman, 133 W. Lime St.,
Inglewood, Calif.
lboq, ler, 4ay,' 4cl 4eq, 4ft, 4jr, 4ku, 4my,
5ebn, 5adb, 5adb, 5edo, 5ahr, 5aij, 5akf, 5akn,
5be, 5bm, Sbq, Sei, 5gi, 5gjt 6hz, 5if, 51e, 51g,
51r, f b, &ph, 5qy, 5sd, 5ut, 5u), 5uo, 5vv, 5za, 5zak,
5zap, 5zh, 5zo, 6ceu, 7acg, 7aci, 7acq, 7adi, 7adp,
5zak, 5záp, Uh, 7acg, 7aci, 7acq, 7adi, 7adp,
7aea, 7afe, Tafn, 7afo, Taft, lagt, ?she, Ich,
7de, 7dlt, 7git 'Mg, 7hp, 7hw, 'lit, 7iw, 7jw, 7ks,
71y, 7mh, Ypj,; 7qd, 7q1, Tae, 7sf, Ito, 7uu, 7ws,
8aa, 8abn, Back, 8ada, 8agm, Baut, 8axc, 8bam,
Sbda, 8bfm, 8bf, 8cku, 8cno, 8com, 8cs, 8cvg,
8ctp, 8cvv, 8.ewu, Sdat, 8dcb, 8dgo, 8do, 8gv,
8hn, 8qn, 8qt, 8th, 8vg, 8wx, 8xe, Syr, 8yv, 9eck,
9aec, 9aep, 9ßím, 9aim, 9ajb, 9amb, 9amc, 9ami,
9àny, 9aou, gap, 9apa, 9apf, 9ask, saus, 9auv,
9auw, 9avn, 9aou, 9ayx, 9bck, 9bdu, 9bey, 9bez,

9bhz, 9bjk, 9bk, 9bly, 9boz, 9bqf, 9bri, 9brk,
9bsp, 9btt, 9bui, 9bum, 9bzi, 9caw, 9cbf, 9cca,
9ccu, 9ccv, 9cea, 9ceh, 9ceu, 9cfy, 9ckv, 9c1q,
9cna, 9ctg, 9cvc, 9cva, 9czg, 9czw, 9daw, 9day,
9dcw, 9ddf, 9dfh, 9dhg, 9dhh, 9dhm, 9diw, 9djb,
9dkb, 9dkx, 9dky, 9dpb, 9dpx, 9dte, 9dx, 9dxe,
9dxn, 9dxy, 9dzy, 9eae, 9eea, Seer, 9ei, 9eky,
9ih, 9mo, 9nr, 9ox, 9vm, 9vz. Pse qsl if my
siga are heard; 6 watts.

(8bkb), (8bqi), (8bux), (8chb), (8cjd), (8cyz),
(8dcb), (8dil), (9aau), (9aci), (9arc), (9atn),
(9bgt), (9cga), (9col), (9ctg), (9ctr), (9daw),
(9dv1),
(9dvw), (9dx1),
(9dxn), (9dxy),
(9dzy), (9ekf), (9eky), (9ehj), Spk.: (9dwk).
Can.: 2bn, 3tb, (3zs).
Please qsl; 5 watter here with 2.5 T. C. A.
in a 75 -ft. high aerial.
Continued on Page

By 9CTB, 303 N. Martin St., Munice, Ind.
C. W.: lax, fer, lez, lgv, lil, iii, lkk, 1pa,
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lsk, lyb, lacu, (lada), (lalz) lary, lasi, lbes,
lbcm, lbcu, lbgc, (lbhk), lbkq, lbqc, (lbwj),
lcbj, (lcdm), lcmc, lemp, lcmx, lcpn, (2by),
(2gk), 2ta, (2aay), 2afp, 2agb, (2aw1), 2bqh,

2bsc, 2bzv, 2cxd, 3bj, 3iw, 3jj, 3jy, 3mo, (3te),
3tj, 3tr, (3vo), 3auo, 3bei, (3ber), 3bmn, 3bsb,
3bvb, 3ccu, 3ccx, 3cdk, 3cjw, (4ai), 4bo, 4bx, 4by,
4cs, 4cx, 4db, 4dn, 4dt, 4dv, (4eb), 4e1, 4en,
4ep, 4ft, 4hs, 4jk, 4ku, 4mb, 4me, 4nx, (4qf),
4rh, 5az, 5be, 5ef, 5ek, 5er, 5fc, 5ga, 5gi, 5gm,
(5h1), 5ht, 5ik, (5je), 5ku, 51r, (5mi), 5mo,
5nj, (5nn), Snv, 501, (5ov), Sph, 5qi, (5q1),
5vf, Swo, 5wx, 5xv, 5ye, 5abd, 5abg, 5abt,
5aby, 5act, Sacy, Saeo, 5agj, Sahc, 5aiu, 5ajb,
5ajp, 6asd, 6cu, 6dd, bet, 6ka, 6mb, 6su, 6ua,
6wx, 6abx, 6aoi, 6aos, óauy, 6awt, 6bo1, 6beo,
6bih, Cbik, 6bjc, 6bim, 6bpz, 6bts, 6bua, 6bva,
°bue, 6bwe, 6cbi, 6cbu, 6ofz, 6cgw, fiche, Gehl,
fichu, 6chv, 6xad, 7bj, lit, lob, (8a1), (8bf),

(8gd), (8gz), (8hj), (8p1), (80w), (8uf),
(8wg), (8abd), (8apv), (8avn), (8azh), (8bcf),

roved

INe

From Coast
aumcO Gets 'Em Coast
It

to

Clearly and distinctly, too! For our users tell us that Cincinnati hears Frisco, Denver bears Schenectady, New York bears
Havana; Scores of long distance records were made on these
instruments last year, so with the many new refinements incorporated the result obtained now will be far better than ever.
HIGHEST QUALITY AT LOWEST PRICE
This has always been the MIRACO key -note and the thoussands of sets now in use are a fitting tribute to MIRACO'S
excellent performance. Many new improvements, such as new
sockets resting on shock absorbing pads
refinement found only
in the most expensive sets -rheostats with multiple resistance
windings, making it possible to use either dry cell or storage
battery tubes, and a new aluminum shield that prevents annoying body capacity effects, are embodied.
Cabinet is of solid mahogany- workmanship the finestoperation extremely simple yet always dependable.
2 tube outfit shown above
$29.50
4 tube outfit shown below
$54.50
Write for our new bulletin today
DEALERS- JOBBERS: Write for our proposition quickly.
AGENTS: There's still some territory open -write or wire.

-a

$25 for$1
Dom î nati

'

the Wor

THE MIDWEST RADIO CO.
814 Main Street-Cincinnati, Ohio

ACOUSTICAL AMPLIFIER-

CANTC
EL"
4f?K
-{RADE
M

Direct from
Factory to You

NO

DEALERS
SALESMEN
JOBBERS

Their profit is your saving.
This is truly a wonderful
opportunity to buy this nationally known speaker at a
tremendous saving.
Call at the factory, send us
your money order or pay the
postmaster $10.00 C. O. D.,
delivered at your door.
PREPAID ANYWHERE

À-JUNT's UNI VERSALIIAIRLINE
RADIOTUNINGDEVICE

Points of
BEL-CANTO
Superiority
7

-:

(1) Fiber horn. Crystalline finish. (2) Our own

l
GUARANTEE
Money back any time within ten days if dissatisfied.

We further guarantee to the
publication carrying this
advertisement that each and
every speaker sold will lit
exactly as advertised in this

plug in on second stage.

issue.

BENSIL -BONIS CO., Inc.

General Office and Factory:

417- 419 -421 E. 34th St.,

©

®

adjustable loud speaking
unit, giving a wide range
of tone quality and volume without distortion.
(3) The base is of cast iron,
weighing four pounds,
eliminating top heaviness.
(4) All other metal parts
are of heavy cast aluminum, highly polished.
(5) Complete instrument
stands 24 inches high,
10 inch bell. (6) Guaranteed for one year from
date of purchase against
mechanical defects of any
kind. (7) No auxiliary
batteries required. Just

Dept. PR,

New York City

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO

www.americanradiohistory.com

(

sue.,
G

1PATENT APPLIED FOR

One Vernier for all Dials
Overcomes Body Capacity.
Gives micrometric adjustment
outside the field of inductivity.

Tested and approved by amateurs and
experts. Enables you to tune distant
stations easier and more clearly.
Simple as A B C. Installed from outside, no dismantling of your set
necessary.
Audibility made more
natural or less distorted by the fine
adjustments obtained.
One Hunt's
Device handles all dials on set or
several seta. Costs only one dollar
on guarantee of money refunded if
not satisfied.
Ask your dealer or
order direct from Hunt Co., 484
Bldg.,
Shrine
Memphis, Tenn.
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Better

s

`
TRADE

and at a Lower Price

GENERATORS-

87

MOTORS

OMARK

- DYNAMOTORS

-

MOTOR- GENERATORS

STAND SUPREME IN WIRELESS FIELD

scientifically erturate instrument
for long distant
tuning. R. P. C.
Variometers a r e
A

molded of Mahoganite Bakelite.
Sturdy in design,
neat in appearance a n d easily
mounted.

Price $5.00

This Special 4 Unit Set made for Wis. Dept. of Markets-the largest Broadcasting Station in existence. A 10 H.P. Motor -two 1000 V. 2000 W. Generators to operate in series,
producing 2000 V. and 4000 W. and one 12 V. 2000 W. Filament Current Generator.

R.P.C. Variable Condensers permit you
to tune in desired

SEND FOR
BULLETIN 237 -A
Listing over 200 com-

stations without the
least bit of interference. The design of

Purposes.

these condensers guarantees perfect contact at all times.

binations. We design
and develop Special
Apparatus For Special

Price $1.50

Dealers and Jobbers

Write for attractive proposition
Sold by Principal
Dealers Everywhere

RADIO PRODUCTS
Westport,

Dynamotor
Sizes to fit all requirements.

Battery Charger

CORPORATION

Many sizes, with or without panels.

Conn.

225

COMPANY
ELECTRIC SPECIALTY
STAMFORD, CONN., U. S. A.

South StreetPioneers

in developing High Voltage Apparatus

No delays in our Mail Order

Department

We Ship Within 4 Hours
The following stock of brand New and Latest equipment is offered for immediate delivery

$120.00
$25.00
50¢
MAGNAVOX EQUIPMENT
$35.00
(gold or black finish)
$35.00
(black finish)

FADA Neutrodyne
FADA Neutrodyne Parts
FADA Neutrodyne Books
M

1

R3

1, 2

and 3 -Stage Amplifiers.

GREBE SETS

BURGESS BATTERIES
45 volt No. 2306
221/2 volt No. 4156
221/2 Small (Tapped), No. 5155
221/2 Large (Tapped), No. 2156

TUNGAR Rectifiers

NEW TYPE
HOMECHARGERS

2 Amp

$18.50
CR8
$80.00 Just Out
$130.00
$95.00 "BUG" Keys
CR13
$175.00
DUTHO "B" BATTERIES
100 volt, $17.00 ESCO 500 -volt Generator
50 volt, $9.00
volt,
$5.00
25
1000 volt
50¢
New Nov. Edition Citizens Radio Call Book

CR9
CR12

THREE
STORES

5

WARNER BROS.

350 Market Street

San Francisco

www.americanradiohistory.com

Amp.

-

$18.50
$28.00
$17.50
$70.00
$135.00

THREE
STORES

428 Market Street

Oakland- Twenty -second and Telegraph Avenue
Tell them that you saw it in RADIO

$5.50
$1.75
$2.75
$3.00
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Continued from page 86
By 6ARB, O. E. Duncan, 3029 Acton St.,
Berkeléy, Calif.
(lary), (410, (5ht), (51g), (51r), (Stun),
(5q1), 5aec), (5a1j), (6hv), (6rm), (6aru),

(basa), (eceu), (6bpr), (7ba), (7bb), (7oa),
(7e1), (7ac), (7111), (7hg), (7hs), (7io),
(7it),
(7mn), (71y), (7mn), (7nn),
(7qj),
(7rn), (7sa), (7we) , (7wa), (7wx),
(7z1), (7zù), (7aao), (7adc), (7adp),
(7adaS, (7agv), (7aip), (7ajn), (7akk), (7akt),
(7akv), (8aa), (8fu), (Bec), (8agp), (8bda),
(8bxx), (9mf), (9vm), (9si), (9zt), (9aok),
(9aim), (9apf), (9bak), (9bji) (9bxq) (9bgq),
(9bri), (9bun), (9bzi), (9bzo
(9caa), (9030,
(9eos),
(9ovs),
(9013n),
9ozw),
(9daw),
(9ddp), (9dky), (9d1í), (9dqe), (9ejz), (9ekf),
(9eekky).

9ajv, 9amb, 9aoj, gape, 9apf, naps, Saud, 9aws,
9aye, 9azg, 9bhe, 9bhz, 9bjk, 9bly, 9bof, 9btl,
9bxm, 9bji, 9bzi, 9caa, 9caj, 9ccs, 9ccz, 9ceu,
9cfi, 9cfy, 9ctr, 9cvc, 9czd, 9dva, 9dfa, 9dhr,
9diw, 9dge, 9dkb, 9dli, 9doe, 9dsw, 9dvj, 9dxy,
9dyz, 9edb, 9eea, geht, 9ekf, 9yaj.
Can.: 3ko, 3co, 4c1, 4dq, 4hh, 5eb, 9bp.
Wnp. Mex.: Bx.

(71w),
(7 y),

Can.:

(3bp),

(5at),

(5cn),

(5go),

1yb, lapt, lary, letup, 201, 2fp, 2rk,
2xn, Svo, 4ca 4dxt 4ft, 4gz, 4ku, 4my, Soh,
5gj, 5ht, Sin, 5je, 5jf, 5ko, Skr, Smn, 5nn, 5rm,
5no, 5xd, Sadb, Safg, 5ahr, Saiv, Sakn, 5ama,
5amh, 5and, 5ajj, 5zak, 5zav, lei, 7e1, 71y, 71u,
7qj, 7sj, 7tk, 7we, 7ws, 7adf, 7ahi, 7aje, 8ab,
8hn, 8mz, 8vq, 8vy, 8yn, 8yo, 8yv, 8zz, 8abm,
Saih, 8anb, 8aye, Sbdu, 8bfm, Shah, 8bvt, 8bwx,
8bxs, 8bxt, 8byn, Sopx, 8cqz, 8cvg, 8cwp, 9oq,
Qgb, 9ox, 9yi, 9zy, 9aau, 9aav, 9abu, 9aep, 9aeu,
ter)), 1fb,

for FEBRUARY, 1924

By 60JD, P. 0. Box 33, Merced, Calif.
3dv, 3gk, 3ni, 3zo, 4it, 4ft, 4gw, 5zav, 5ado,
5agi, 5dw, 5ov, 5xv, 6aov, 6aan, 6aem, 6aos,
6ami, 6aos, 6bsx, 6beg, 6bwe, 6bsj, 6bjj, 6blm,
6bdt, 6buy, 6bqb, 6bwu, 6blm, 6buz, 6bes, 6beh,
6cef, 6cdg, 6oce, 6beq, 6ceb, 6cen, fcei, 6cej,
6cgg, 6oia, 6agw, 6emi, 6cag, 6cbb, 6cbi, 6cbr,
6abw, 6ecu, 6oix, 6ciz, 6ckh, 6ckp, 6cii, 6cmr,
6cmu, óong, bet, 6nx, 6oh, 6ok, 6p1, 6zh, ózi,
6zo, arm, 6su, 6mh, 6fy, 6b1, 6ik, 6ci, 7zd, Iva,
Ide, lem, 7fq, 7zu, 7ks, 7zf, 7co, Tho, 7hd, Ito,
9hw, 7it, 7iw, 71n, lob, 7oh, 7qj, 7wm, 7z1, 7zu,
7y1, Bojd, Baia, Sago, 8apt, 8atp, 8bda, Bbwk,
9aby, 9bb1, 9bwi, 9bjk, 9eme, 9oea, 9dn, 9dtu,
9gd, 9hk, 9jk, 91z, 9na, 9pm, 9rc, 9uh.
Can..: Zab, 2cg, 2ic, 3dti, age, 3ni, 3z1, 4cw,
4ci, 4hf, 4dq, 9bb. Wud appreciate reports on
my 10-watt C. W. sign. All cards answered.
Continued on page 90

Authorized Cockaday

Scientifically built of hard rubber
wound with double silk covered non
shellaced wire.
Does not absorb
moisture like ordinary coils. Gives
low dielectric losses -low distributed
capacity
low leakage losses
low
conductor resistance. You get maximum selectivity,
volume,
sharper tuning, maximum sensitivity.
Copper terminals, no loose ends.
Built in strict accordance with specifications by L. M. Coçkaday. Over
twice as efficient as ordinary coils.
Guaranteed. At your dealers, otherwise shipped to you postpaid.
-

-

This

is

the new Chelten

Coil

RADIOSCOPE CONDENSER

-

greater

Price

$5,50

Note its many features
Bakelite end

Pi.,,>

ilesty Gaaae

Approved by

fIne.

.

Nlckloo Brae Spat!
Entire Length of C

nntely Calibrated

9 Pieta Vernier
Provide. Mou Amara
Graduation b Capacity

Knob Controlling
9 Platt Vernier
!/l11151,f11r11

Arranged lot 80th Soldered
M Binding ib,rpnnettione

/111 /11

Grooves Permit

I,Ull:tz.auLLn1U
Method of Spann,
Prevents Contact Between
Senor and Rum! Plate,

Furo Grip

taunting Screw Pad Tapped
Covered by Dial

Accurately spaced heavy gauged plates mounted between Bakelite ends
special Chelten 9 Plate Vernier, and many other improvements make thea
Chelten RADIOSCOPE stand out as one of the most selective and satisfactory Variable Condensers money can buy. The 9 plate Vernier
will
surprise you with its unusual selectivity. You'll find stations you never
imagined your set could receive. Made in 45 and 23 Plate type.

The Chelten MIDGET VERNIER
This little instrument has taken radio enthusiasts by storm.
Use it as a Vernier with any Variable Condenser. Its 13
Plates make possible unusually fine graduation of capacity.
It increases the efficiency of all of the better circuits. Low
capacity of approximately .000045 Mfd. Price is only $1.50.
In any circuit you'll find it worth many times the cost.
Buy one today.

a..

THE CHELTEN QUALITY LINE consists of Radioscope Condensers,

Special Condensers, Special Low Capacity Condensers, Jacks, Plugs, Tube
Sockets, Rheostats, Crystal Detectors, Switches, etc. The better dealers
handle Chelten Radio Products. Send for our Catalogue.

CALIFORNIA AGENTS

CARL A. STONE COMPANY
538 San Fernando Building,
693

Mission Street,

Los Angeles
San Francisco

CHELTEN ELECTRIC CO.
4860 Stenton Ave.
Philadelphia, Pa.

\

PRECISION COIL CO., Inc.

York

209 -c Centre St.,
New

KEYSTONE
RADIO LIGHTNING
ARRESTERS
2.00 .
--I

-'- . $2.00

Should be on every aerial the year 'round.
Provides highly efficient lightning and static
protection for the home. Fully approved by
Fire Underwriters. Can be installed outdoors.
Has no vacuum to lose. Install one in your
aerial lead now -be safe.
This pioneer radio arrester is backed by
31 years' experience in lightning arrester design.
For sale by Dealers everywhere, or sent
post-paid for 52.00. Write for circular.

ElectrlcService SuppliesCa
17 8, Cambria Sts.
Philadelphia
Monadnock lit
s0

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO
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Guarantee
Absolute
'Anwith
every instrument
made them famous
Ç!HAMROC
{FOR. SELECTIVE TUNING

DOUBLE
DUTY

.PIG

Valiometei

r

I-MRO
n.

MFG.
Co.
CiG
S
314 W.Market St. -- Newark N. J.

!!NOTICE!!

F DII
iji

1101111011

a

4111F.11!

STANDARD
OF

EXCELLENCE

THE Publishers of "RADIO" have a special message for
the readers of the magazine. We are going to offer you
a number of excellent radio premiums in return for securing
subscriptions to "RADIO ". These premium offers will be
discontinued on February 29th. This is your last chance to
get some dandy radio premiums without cost to you.
The standard $25.00 Atlas Loud Speaker,
in original cartons, will be given free with
only ten subscriptions for one year each.
This is a $50.00 value for only $25.00. A
pair of the navy type $8.00 adjustable
diaphragm Atlas double headphones will
be given free with only four subscriptions
to "RADIO" for one year each. A pair
of 2000 ohm T. B. H. double headphones
will be given free with only two subscriptions for one year each.

G

G
c

for audio
amplification

all stages -

-With all tubes

-I n

Send for Circular 1005

large radio map of the U. S. will be
given free with only one subscription.
The new method for memorizing the
Continental Code will also be given free
with one subscription. Or you can have
one of the Chelten Midget Vernier condensers free with a one year subscription.
These attractive offers are open only
until February 29th. Act at once and
get in on this great offer.
A

Get your subscription in the mails before
you turn this page. You will never regret it

Please mail your order
before February 29th
- - --We

Improve your set with an AmerTran
ITS flat -top, distortionless amplification curve

Guarantee Prompt Delivery - - --

Pacific Radio Publishing Co.,Inc.
Pacific Bldg.,

San Francisco, Calif.

as-

pure tone rendering of thefullmusical scale.
It amplifies in one stage from 30 to 40 times in the
Hat part of the curve, depending on the tube constant -the amplification is approximately 5 times
the tube constant.
sures

a

Type AF -6: turn ratio 5:1. Price $7. Ask your
Electrical Dealer; or, sent carriage charges collect

COMPANY
TRANSFORMER
AMERICAN builders
of radio transformers for over years

.

Designers and

174

22

Emmet St., Newark, N. J.

1101
Tell them that you saw it in RADIO
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Continued from page
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lary, University of Vermont, Burlington, Vt.

C. W.: 4ag, 4ai, 4bq, 4db, 4eb, 4ep, 4eq, 4ft,
4hr, 4hs, 4jh, 4ku, 41j, 4mb, 4me, 4na, 4oa, 4sc,
4sh, 4zf, 5abb, 5abc, 5abh, 5abt, 5ahr, 5aij,
5air, 5aiu, 5aki, 5akn, 5amf, 5amh, 5asf, 5xac,
5zav, 5bw, 5cn, 5da, 5dt, Sek, 5fv, 5ga, 5gj,
5h1, 5ht, 5in, 5kg, 5kh, Skr, 51r, 5nr, 5ov, 5pa,
5pw, 5uk, 5up, 5wo, 5yg, 5za, 6acm, 6aja, 6ajj,
6aos, 6arb, 6asx, Gaup, 6auy, 6avv, 6awt, 6bbu,
Ebbw, 6bic, ócgw, 6ckr, 6xad, 6zah, 6zar, 6zau,
6fp, 6gr, 6su, 6zh, 6zv, 6zz, 7abb, 7aiy, 7avj,
7af, 71n, 7ot, 7qc, 7sc, 7sf, 7zb, 7zd, 7zt, 7zu,
9aad, 9aaf, 9aa1, 9aap, 9aar, 9aau, 9aaw, 9add,
9aec, 9aek, 9aem, (9aen), 9ahw, 9ahy, 9ahz,
9aic, 9aim, 9ajv, 9ajw, 9ali, 9awb, 9amf, Sand,
9aon, 9aou, 9aoy, 9apb, 9ape, 9apf, gaps, 9apv,
9arb, 9arc, 9arh, 9arw, gash, 9aus, 9avf, Sawa,
9awe, 9awf, 9aws, 9awv, 9axh, 9ayh, 9azj, 9azp,
9bac, 9baf, 9bak, 9baz, 9bbi, 9bbp, 9bcf, 9bde,
9bds, 9beh, 9bez, 9bff, 9bfg, (9bfi), 9bgc, 9bgi,
gbh!, 9bhq, 9bis, 9bji, 9bjr, (9bly), 9bof, 9bop,
9bpd, 9bp1, 9bpw, 9bqj, 9bre, 9bri, (9brk), 9bri,
9bry, 9beh, 9btd, 9buh, (9buj), 9bun, 9bvn,
9bwj, 9bwv, 9bxq, 9bzd, 9bzi, 9cah, 9ccm, 9ccs,
9ccz, 9cdb, 9ced, (9cgy), 9cha, 9chd, 9cho, 9cja,
9ojc, 9ckd, 9ckp, 9clq, 9o1x, 9cly, 9cmm, 9cmn,
9cnf, 9cou, 9cte, 9ctr, 9ctu, 9cui, 9cvc, 9cvv,

(9cvs), 9cva, 9cyf, 9czs, 9czw, 9day, 9dch,
(9dep), 9dcw, 9ddg, 9ddu, 9ddy, 9dfc, 9dfh,
9dge, 9dgn, 9dgv, 9dgx, 9dgy, 9dhg, 9dhr, 9dhz,
9dks, (9dky), 9dIf, 9dlg, 9dlw, 9dmo, 9dnn,
9doe, 9don, 9dpc, 9dpx, 9dqu, 9dro, 9dsm, 9dso,
9dtt, 9duj, 9dwk, 9dxl, 9dxy, 9dyy, 9dyz, 9dzs,
9dzx, 9dzy, 9eak, 9ear, 9ecv, 9eeg, 9efz, 9ehh,
9ehi, 9ehq, 9eja, 9ejz, 9ekf, 9eky, 9elb, 9eld, 9e11,
9elv, 9elr, 9xaq, 9aa, 9an, 9ao, 9ba, 9bp, 9bt,
9cr, 9db, 9dd, 9ei, 9ep, 9eq, 9er, 9fp, 9gs,
(9hk), 9ig, 9ir, 9it, 9jm, 91n, 9mc, 9mf, 9mm,
9ok, 9on, (9ox), 9pb, 9pf, 9qi, 9qr, 9rc, 9s1,
9sk, 9tv, 9tz, Sub, 9ur, 9us, 9uz, 9vc, 9vg, 9vk,
9vm, 9wc, 9we, 9x1, 9yy, 9zg, 9zt, 9zy.
Can.: (lar), ldd, ldq, 4bv, 4cb, 4c1, 4cw,
4dy, 4fn, 4hh, 5go. Mex.: DX.
By 70Y, 1304 E. 62nd St., Seattle, Wash.

lyb, 2kf, 2ro, 3ajd, 3hk, 4cr, 4cs, 5ama, Sau,

5be, 5kv, 51r, 5rm, 5zav, 5zb, 6afd, 6afq, 6ahu,
6aja, 6ajf, gaol, óaqu, 6aru, 6bak, 6bcl, 6bih,
(6b1m), 6bnc, 6bou, 6buy, 6cdg, ócgw, fiche,
6chl, 6cj1, 6ckc, 6ckp, 6cwu, (6et), 6fp, 6kw,
6nx 6xa, 6xad, 6xh, 6zah, (7aby), 7ads, 7afk,
7agf, 7agr, 7ahj, zahn, 7ahq, 7ahz, 7aih, (7ak),
7bj, lea, 7eb, 7en, 7ez, 7ge, 71o, lit, 7je, (7sy),
7kn, (7ob), 7ot, 7sz, 7so, 71h, 7qj, 7px, loh,
7rp, 7qc, 7y1, 7qd, 7zd, 7zx, 8zz, 8xe, 8owu,

for FEBRUARY, 1924

8da, 8kr,
8ckg, 8kj,
9uh, 9dro,
9bik, 9cjc,

8vt, 8cea, 8wx, 8bzd, 8bda, 8aih,
8ue, 8cod, 8zz, 8asv, 8bxu, 8cno
9bji, 9cgu, 9fn, 9ig, 9kb, 9dzy, 9ajv,
9vm, 9awb, 9bak, 9inc, 9aau, 9bjk,
9eky, 9apr, 9apf, 9bri, 9caa, 9egu, 9bxq, 9bek,
9aim, 9dsm, 9dch, gaje, 9bed, 9dkb, 9zt, 9bqq,
9bak, 9aon, 9aus, 9bcb, 9dxm, 9uz, 9ct, 9pk,
9doe, 9amk, 9hk.
Can.:
lar, She, 8ni, 3oh, 3bp, 4aw, 4cn,
(4ew), 4ak, 4dq, 4er, 4fn, 4hf, 4hh, 4io, (5ah)
5ct (5cn), 5eb, 5go, 9bp, 9bx. Wud appreciate
rpts on my siga. All crds answered.
Continued on page 93

For Transmission
or Reception!
"FRESHMAN SELECTIVE"

Mercury

Variable
Condenser

Phonograph
Attachment

with

6

ft. of cord

YOU never heard of a high quality phonograph attachment at
this price, and you never heard a tone equal to the C. I. C.
Unit at any price. Long years of experience with loud
speakers and head phones only have made the above price and
the quality possible.
Mica diaphragm mounted between resilient cushions, an adjustable air gap, and extreme accuracy of manufacture give exceptional volume and quality of reproduction.
The unit is equipped with an adapter to fit both the Victor
and Columbia phonograph, or for one dollar extra adapters will
be furnished to fit Brunswick or Edison phonographs. The
adapter can be removed, making it suitable for use with any of
the types of horns which are designed to take a head set receiver.
You are wise in utilizing your phonograph as a loud speaker.
Be equally wise in transmitting the true beauty of sound by
means of the C. I. C. Phonograph Attachment.

CONNECTICUT INSTRUMENT CO.
Stamford, Conn.
Representatives

Globe Commercial Co.
San Francisco, Los Angeles

and Salt Lake City

L. D. Read
919 Lake View Boulevard

Seattle

Send for booklet "Loud Speaker Facts" which gives full information regarding the C. I. C. Loud Speaker
and Phonograph Attachment
Tell them that you saw it in RADIO
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It has been conceded by the Foremost Radio Engineers that a Variable Condenser with Mercury plates
is the most efficient for fine adjustment and selective tuning. Our engineers, after exhaustive experiments and research work, have developed a Variable Condenser with
Mercury plates separated by heavy
Mica dielectric. It is the ONLY
VARIABLE CONDENSER the
plates of which actually vary in
area -AN ENGINEERING FEAT
NEVER ACCOMPLISHED BEFORE.
No leakage
Absolutely quiet
No plate vibration
Will stand 5,000 volts
Plates cannot collect dirt
Cannot become short circuited
.0003 m. f. (equivalent to 17 plate)
.0005 m. f. (equivalent to 28 plate)
.001 m. f. (equivalent to 43 plate)
All Molded Parta and Dial of the
Finest Bakelite

All

Types

$5

At your dealer, otherwise send purchase
price and you will be supplied postpaid.

Cias. Freshman (ó. Inc.
adto Condenser ., uducts
106

Seventh Ave.

New York

RADIO
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Bristol One Stage
Power Amplifier
No C Battery Required
A unit that can be used as a third stage
without howling. The usual objections
against a third stage of audio - frequency
amplification are entirely eliminated by the
use of the new Patented circuit.
The Bristol One Stage Power Amplifier
does not require separate "A" or "B" battery. It uses common tubes such as U.V.

Ask your dealer or send for
bulletin 3011 -W.

i/iii

For all- around efficiency in actual performance we
back our " Hegehog' to the very limit. Put it in comparative tests with any transformer made. Install
it in any of the latest hook -ups -Neutrodyne, Autodyne, Superdyne, Miloplex, Autoplex. Judge it for
volume, tone quality and consistent performance.
Give it every possible test. Then consider its size
and price. If you do not find the "Hegehog" unsurpassed in every way, your money will be
ely
refunded. We guarantee it unconditionally. There
is nothing superior to the " Hegehog" in efficiency
and for compactness. Make this test. Send for
FREE Bulletin No. 92. Ratios 1 to 3, I to 4, to

201A, 216A and U.T.2.

-a

third stage
audio that works RIGHT -install one today
and give that distant station a chance to
come in like the locals.
A remarkable achievement

Give your loud speaker
a treat.

5-$3.50;

Philadelphia

Detroit

l0-$4.50.

1

Ask Your Dealer

j,Otili,lí.

CHICAGO
SALES OFFICES
817 W. 3rd St., Los Angeles, Calif.
445 Stark St., Portland, Ore.

AUDIO TRANSFORMER

BRANCH OFFICES:

Pittsburgh

to

pl'P111iP1'

Waterbury, Conn.
New York

1

3813 Ravenswood Ave.

THE BRISTOL COMPANY
Boston

/

/

i%i ii/ii /ailio/r%/ii%%/í1,

Chicago

St. Louis

San Francisco

(POWER AMPLIFICATION!
-for

"Push- Pull"
5y means of

power

utmost volume
and pure, rich tone
amplification-added to your audio

QE

Cut áa
Actual size

frequency amplifier
in any

"All- American" Power Amplifying Transformers -develops

good loud speaker, the maximum volume with a roundness,
richness, depth and purity of tone positively amazing! All -

American "Push-pull" transformers lead them all. Send 4c
stamps for Power Amplification diagram- circular and book
of hook -ups.

Loud Speaker
for Phonograph or Horn

RAULAND MFG. CO., 200 N. Jefferson St., Chicago
Pioneers in the Industry

Excellent volume, pleasing tone. Used
with any set having amplification.

Power Amplifying Transformers (Input and output) for 'push-pull" circuits. Each $6.

53_1_1)T

G\

to $4.75.

Pay no morel

ICAN

A

AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMERS
Largest Selling Transformers in the World

"Prooen by Test to Be the Best"
I. Hazeltine Neutrodyne with two steps of R. F. ampli-

2.

HOME WORKSHOP CO.,

P.O. Box 1062A,

Chicago, Ill.

Speaker Unit only

$10.00
20.00

Complete with horn

HEAD SETS
These several styles
of Head Sets have
been designed to
meet
requirements
of different types of
receiving sets.

READABLE HOOK -UP PRINTS
fication.
Cockaday Four Circuit tuner showing how to add
I or 2 stages of A. F. amplification.
Great
selectivity.
3. Armstrong Super Heterodyne using only 7 dry
battery tubes. Has but a controls. A Rolls
Royce set.
4. Improved Ultra Reinartz with 2 stages of A. F.
amplification. The best Reinartz.
5. Grimes Inverse Monotrol Duplex with 3 tubes,
reflexed inversely on 2. The best Reflex.
Each blue print is informative, naming manufactured
parts to buy, giving exact assembly directions, and
telling how to wind special coils where fan likes to make
everything possible. Price, 5o cents each or all five for
$1.75. Send money orders only to:

Burns Speaker
Unit is adaptable to
phonograph or loud
speaker horn. No battery required.
Convenient adjuster for
regulating tone.
The

Audio Frequency Transformers in three ratios: $4.50

ON ONE -UBE

Broadcasting from Atlantic Coast, Mexico, Hawaii,
Canada and Cuba heard in California by users of CROSS
COUNTRY CIRCUIT. Range due to simplicity of set anis
only one tuning control. Easily and cheaply built by any
novice. Dry cell tubes may be used. All instructions, blueprint panel layout, assembly photo, etc. Postpaid 25c.
Stamps accepted.

VESCO RADIO SHOP
BX R-117 OAKLAND, CAL.

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO
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Victor
$5.00
Keystone
5.00
Swedish -American
... 6.00
Army & Navy 2500 ohm ..
8.00
Army & Navy 3200 ohm
10.00
Dealers' inquiries solicited

,/yiisP/'1C41L

01`ÍC

COMPANY
Chicago, U. S. A.
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WE WANT
A NAME!!!
A NEW NAME TO

REPLACE---

DuoSpnta
The Leading Loop
Aerial
With New Dial und
Handle

" Zitnitbpne"
A complete

knock -down set for the resent
"Acmedyne" circuit will be given FREE
to the person sending in the best suggestion.
Pats. Pend.

The DUO -SPIRAL Loop spans the continent on a loud speaker with many
types of radio -frequency sets. Careful tests by leading manufacturers and
radio engineers have proved its superiority. Used exclusively by the largest
manufacturers of radio frequency sets.
It is trim and neat in appearance and handsome ly finished. It rotates tt'eely on its base. Adjust-

Write for the rules of the contest.

-

All suggestions must be
date
February 15th

in

before the closing
to be considered.

DANZIEGER-JONES, Inc.

25 Waverly Place

Tep View of Base
showing dial.

New York City

ment is made easy by handsome dial and a long
handle which eliminates all body capacity
effects The green double silk covered wire is
kept always taut by hidden springs. The DUO SPIRAL loop completely replaces roof antenna
and ground and practically eliminates static.
24 -inch size $5.50
12 -inch size N.50
(These prices include new dial and handle)

TiwrTuitw
THE TRINITY LOUD SPEAKERS

A New and Superior

Vernier Control
TINY TURN makes

ADJUSTING SCREW

Interior Construction of all Trinity Speakers
AN ear phone is an ear phone no matter how fancy the
horn that covers it may be, and, due to the delicate
construction of an ear phone, it is utterly incapable
of giving true tone reproduction, especially when relatively
large currents are passed thru its coils, such as the output of a two-stage or power
amplifier.

TYPE
21
a

"C

2"

"Fiber Horn

horn.

literature.

It is

a

3'O

The Trinity Loud Speaker
element embodies the well proven principles of the phonograph reproducer with the
soundest principles of electromagnetic design best adapted
for loud speaker operation. It
is not an ear phone when
placed on a head band and a
loud speaker

ADJUSTING LEVER

possible an exactness
in tuning never before
attained. It has a 3o
to I gear ratio instead
of only 4 or 5 to I as
in the ordinary vernier. No lost motion!
The vernier turns in
the same direction as
dial. It can be instantly disengaged, leaving
pals. Pend.
dial free. INSTALL- Side View showing
ED ON ANY SET fn`liondnveagainsl

IN

Price 75c.
3 MINUTES.
Handsome nickel and black finish.
Packed in individual containers.
We furnish counter display demonstrating boards.

The above products (folders on request) are sold
through dealers and jobbers. If your dealer cannot supply you, write us direct.

when covered with

sturdy loud speaking element always.

Send for

TRINITY RADIO CORPORA'T'ION

TYPE "B

Phonograph
Unit

$12.50

446 TREMONT ST., BOSTON, MASS.

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO
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RADI0IJNITS INC
1309

First Ave., Maywood,

III.
Coast Distributers for
F. L. TOMLINSON
447 Pacitc Bldg, San Franoisoo, Oalif.
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Can Hear with
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Continued from page 9
By 9CD, Fred Marco, 5723 Winthrop Ave.,
Chicago, Ill.
150 to 220 meters:
5za, 6acm, 6adm, 6ahu, 6ajd, 6akz, 6a1, 6ani,
6aos, 6auu, 6auy, Gava, 6awt, 6bbc, 6bcg, 6beh,
6beq, 6bfg, 6bic, 6bih, 6biq, 6b1m, 6blw, 6bnc,
6bpm, 6bqb, 6brf, 6bsj, 6bua, 6buh, 6caq, 6cbw,
6cfm, 6ofz, 6cgd, 6cgw, 6011, 6cie, 6ckp, 6cmr,
6cnc, 6cnf, 6cnh, 6cqe, 6fm, 6fp, 6fy, 6ja, 61i,
61v, 6mh, 6nb, 6nx, 6p1, 6qj, 6xad, 6zah, 6zar,
6zh, 7abb, 7adh, 7adr, 7arq, 7aea, 7afn, 7ahq,
laid, 7alk, 7ge, 7ks, Imp, 7ps, 7qc, 7qd, 7qk,
7qj, lac, 7wp, 7y1, 7zo, 7zt.
Can.: 4er, 4fn, 4fv, 4hh, 5cn, 9bx, 9co.
90 to 120 meters:
II. S.: lii, 1mo, lxam, lxaq, lxw, 2agb, 9zt.
Can.: lbg, lbq, 3bp. Foreign: British -2kf,
2sh, French -8ab.
By 9DCJ, 2015 Clinton Ave., Minneapolis, Minn
laol, lbgc, laid, lcmp, lfm, luj, ljv, lxam,
lzn, 2bm, 2by, 2bxd, 2cpk, 3at, 8aa, 3atb,
3aaj, Sala, 3bdo, 3bgg, 3bng, 3bnu, Seo, abro,
3iw, 81g, Sri, 8xa, 3z1, 3zo, 4ea, 4eq, 4es, 4ft,
4jk, 5ajj 4, 5abt, 5abx, 5aby, 5afq, 5and, 5aiu,
5amh, 5dn, 5be, 5ek, 6ko, 51r, 5m1, 5ph, 5q1, 5qq,
5za, 5zav, 5zb, 5zh, 5zu, baja, balk, 6bbc, 6bc1,

MONOTROL

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off

i

4

/
/
/
/

/
Ç

S leeper Radio
88 R.

/
//
/

/
/

Corporation

Park Place, New York,

N. Y.

WEST COAST REPRESENTATIVES
A. S. Lindstrom,
111 New Montgomery St.,
San Francisco, Calif.
H. A. Killam,
312 McKay Bldg.,
Portland, Ore.
Electric Sales Corp.,
1144 Maple Ave.,
Les Angeles,
George H. Metre,
95 Cannecttout St.,
Seattle, Wash.

Mill St, Eugene, Oregon
4bi, 4io, 5acf, 5amb 6di, 5gj.
51r, 5px, 5uk, 5xb; (5xd).
(6áh), 71r, 8aaf, 8aih, Sagd,
8bch, 8bef, 8bfm, 8bnh, 8cf,
8cdd, 8cgp, 8er, Sow Set, 8vq, 9an, Soap, Oabu,
9acq, 9aey, 9aip, 9a1y, 9ajh, 9amb, 9ami, 9ape,
9apf, 9ase, 9ana, gava, 9awv (9aag), 9bx, 9bcf,
9bex, 9bjh, (9bji), 9bjv, 9bly, 9brk, 9bri, 9brs,
9bun, 9bvo, 9bvy, 9bxm, 9bxq, 9bz2, 9caa, 9ocs,
9ccv, 9cde, 9cdv, 9cfy, 9ckm, 9ens, Dopa, 9dfb,
9drk, 9dtm, 9dvj, 9dqu, 9drw, 9dsd, 9et, 9ebb,
9edb, 9eky, 91q, 9ox, 9pi, 9ss, 9eí, 9zy, wnp.
Anyone hearing my C. W. siga pse qsI ard.
Have heard "FR" and
All cards answered.
"PPDE" (Ira?
By 7SY, 346
2rk, Sec, 3xm,
5ht, (5in), 5kc,
(5za), 5zb, 5zh,
8azf, Sbk, 8bam,

RADIO
FREQUENCY
TRANSFORMERS

-a

/

7hw, 7io, 7qj 7sh, 7su, Seaj, Safi,
Sapn, 8apt, 8azg, Bave, Saari, 8bbe.
8bfa, 8bfm, 8bbn, 8bq, 8brj, 8brk,
8caw, 8cdd, 8cdi, Soko, Seog, Scói,
8dbl, 8dcy, Sddt, 8dfa t, Sdjf, 8dka.
Shca, 8d1g, 8ef, 811, Skn, Boe, Sqn, 8rv, 8wy,
8vt, 8xe, Byn, 9's as thick as the Ball book.
Can.: 2bt, 3at, 3nf, 3tb, 3z1, 4e!, 4dk, 41n,
4hh, 9a1. WI qsl ck on sign to the above upon
request. Anyone ever hear mi 5- watter?

7abh, loo,
8ajh, Same,
8bda, 8bci,
8bt, 8bxx,
8crw, Sexu,

UNITED

cannot tell what a radio
YOU
set will do by counting knobs

upon the outside panel.
Count the stations you can hear
with it and you will find that it's
the circuit inside which counts
most in giving distance, volume,
clarity and selectivity.
The Sleeper Monotrol has but a
single dial to turn outside but
inside the cabinet you find the
famous Grimes Inverse Duplex
system of using the
Circuit
same tubes for both radio and
audio frequency amplification.
You can work all tubes (either
three or four) to full capacity
in consequence and, from stations both near and far, you obtain a radio reception that has
never been excelled.
That is why the Sleeper Mono trol is called "The Most Perfect
Radio Set in America." That is
why the new Sleeper four -tube
set has proved the radio sensation of the Coast. From Los
Angeles to Seattle it outperforms the sets with twice as
many tubes and a half dozen or
more dials.
And it does it with an
indoor loop while the
others require outdoor
aerials.
Hear the Monotrol in your own
home. Any good dealer will
arrange this demonstration for
you.

6b1g, 6bih, 6buh, 6obb, 6cbu, 6cgw, B1p, 6mh,

R. U. I. Radio
ß

s

Frequency
Unit $3.50

Radio Frequency Transformers to work and give
good results must reduce capacity effect to the
minimum.

United R. U. I. is a combined radio frequency transformer and tube socket. The Transformer is mounted in the socket. In this way the leads are extremely short and results are beyond expectations.

ÿ

Here again long
leads can be eliminated and better results obtained.
R. I. can be mounted in a socket.

If you insist upon "UNITED" radio parts, we will
gladly share the responsibility of your investment.
Our catalog of complete radio parts on request.
0

R. I. Radio

1
0

Calif.II
i'

Frequency
Transformer
$2.50

United Mfg. and Dist. Co.
9705

Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago

New York Office: 145 W. 45th St., New York Oity
San Francisco Office: 709 Mission St., San Francisco, Calif.

QUALITY RADIO PRODUCTS
Tell theta that you saw it in RADIO
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING SECTION READ BY BETTER BUYERS
Include name and address when counting
ADS FOR THE MARCH ISSUE MUST REACH US BY FEBRUARY
FIRST
A

The rate per word is five cents, net. Remittance must accompany all advertisements.

0MIMI

MIMS

MAKE BIG MONEY
OUT OF RADIO
Thousands of People want to buy a good Radio
instrument. They have read that vast improve mente have been made and they are ready to
buy now if you show them the best.
It is one thing to make a good radio instrument for your own amusement, but why not
cash in now on your experience? Let us send
you full particulars of the Ozarks Plan which
shows you how to
"MAKE $120 WEEKLY"
selling long -distance Radio sets. The season is
on right now. Let us tell you how to combine
the clear signal of the crystal detector with the
distance of the vacuum tube. Write today and
don't fail to give the name of your county.
OZARKA INCORPORATED
814 Washington Blvd., Chicago
C. W. and RADIO PHONISTS -Our new converters
will satisfy your need for a more efficient and durable

direct current plate supply. No armatures to burn out.
Output from seven hundred to two thousand volta at
4 amperes. Synchronous Motors, Transformers and
other parta sold separate. Write immediately. Kimley
Equipment Mfg. Co., 290 Winslow Ave., Buffalo,
Y.

(to)
ARC & SPARK SYSTEMS
Send for Descriptive Circular QRD.

Interesting and Inatructivt

Pacific, Radio School

433 Call Bldg.,

Sa

(te)
Francisco

BRANCH MANAGERS WANTED AT ONCE.
WOULD YOU LIKE TO TAKE THE MANAGERS
CHAIR AND DIRECT SALESMEN IN YOUR
TERRITORY, EACH ONE OF THEM BRINGING
YOU A GOOD PROFIT?
OUR NEW BUSINESS METHOD IS SO PROFITABLE THAT TERRITORY IS BEING ASSIGNED
RAPIDLY. WE ARE GETTING SALESMEN ALL
OVER THE COUNTRY AND MUST HAVE
YOUNG MEN TO MANAGE THEM.

QUALIFICATIONS NECESSARY:
WE PREFER YOUNG MEN;
MUST HAVE HAD SOME EXPERIENCE ASSEMBLING RADIO SETS, OR HAVE YOUNG
MAN AS ASSOCIATE WHO HAS HAD SUCH
EXPERIENCE;
MUST BE
TO GIVE REFERENCE.
IF YOU THINK YOU MIGHT WANT THIS
PLACE DON'T WAIT, WRITE AT ONCE, SOME
ONE ELSE MAY BEAT YOU TO IT.
NATIONAL RADIO SERVICE CO.,
858 PACIFIC BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

RADIO

WORLD,

THE

GREAT

NATIONAL

WEEKLY-published every seven days with all the

latest news, developments and pictures of the radio
field. 15e a copy. $6.00 a year (52 numbers), $3.00
six months, 1.50 three months. Special to radio
readers. Send $1.00 and we will send you the next
93
DIIO WORLD. Pub. Office,

eioadwaues

of

R

(to)

WE CAN USE MORE SALESMEN.
OUR NEW BUSINESS METHOD IS HELPING
NEW RADIO SALESMEN TO MAKE Q'
SALES AND BIG PROFITS. WE FURNISH LIVE
LÈADS AND ASSIST YOU IN CLOSING SALES.
EASY TERMS, LONG TIME TO PAY IS MAKING
SALES EVERYWHERE. IF NO MANAGER APPOINTED IN YOUR TERRITORY, SEE OUR
"MANAGER ADV." ABOVE.
NATIONAL RADIO SERVICE CO.,
858 PACIFIC BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Vacuum Tube Hospital
We repair and guarantee them.
Agents, Dealers and Customers Wanted.
George H. Posell Co., Inc.
West Somerville, Mass.
(to)
RADIO MECHANIC WANTED.
NATIONAL RADIO SERVIGE ASSOCIATION
WANTS RADIO MECHANIC IN EVERY TOWN
TO ASSEMBLE A NEW SUPER-RADIO FREQUENCY RECEIVER AND TO GIVE SERVICE
ON OTHER' KINDS. OF SETS WELL ADVERTISED REGULAR INFORMATION FROM THE
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT IS VERY VALUABLE, BEST OF CHANCES TO GROW UP
WITH THE RADIO INDUSTRY. BIG PERCENTAGE PROFIT.
NATIONAL RADIO SERVICE CO.,
858 PACIFIC BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

41`

GEMS

A good pair of phones free. The new Navy Type
$8.00 Atlas adjustable diaphragm headsets will be sent
free of charge to anybody sending us five subscriptions
to "RADIO' for one year each. Send $12.50 to cover

full payment and the phones are yours. "RADIO,"
San Francisco.
RADIO GENERATORS -=600 Volt 100 Watt $28.50
each. Battery Charger $12.50-High Speed Motors.
Motor- Generator Seta, all sixes. MOTOR SPECIALTIES Co., Crafton, Penna.
(to)
FOR SALE -Riggs Rectifier $8.00; 2 stage Amplifier
Atwater Kent $10.00 1 Dumore Motor $5.00; 1
Rotary Gap Dumore Motor $7.00; 2 Remler Moulded
Variometers $4.00 each; 1 H. C. Mounting (De Forest)
$4.00; M KW. Packard Transformer $6.00. All the
above are in first-class condition. Write for particulars.
John A. Kindle, 230 Sam St., Monroe, Wash.
FOR SALE: 1 Rectigon Charger, almost new,
$14.00; 2 Westinghouse Storage "B' Batteries $10.00;
' 1 Tungar,
large, $6.50. Beverley Mason, Dunmuir,
Calif.
Wanted: Used Omnigraph in first-class condition.
Other Boyce, Casa Grande, Arizona.
$TUBE NEUTRODYNE
Complete Fada parte, including instruction book,
drilled and engraved panel, Neutroformers, Neutrodons, Sockets, Rheostats, Micadons, Amertrane and all
other necessary material, $58.50; 201 -A's, 199's,
WD -12's, $5.45; Baldwin phones, $8.95.
Everything sent prepaid. Write for our complete
price lists. Knowlton Radio Co., 414 W. 118th St., New
York City.
Grebe 4 -inch Dials, tapered grip, make the best sets
look better, S. A. Hendrick, 85 West 181st St., New
York City.
FOR SALE: Ten Watt Transmitter, Tungar Rectifier, A and B Batteries, other receiving apparatus.
Martyn, 475 30th St., San Francisco.
SAVE MONEY!
New Three Terminal Bradleystets, $1.60 prepaid! Edmund Unger, Oxford, Mich.
"RADIO MARVEL" Crystal receiving set-"truly
a marvel." A practical, durable, and scientifically
constructed instrument, guaranteed to bring stations
in clear, natural and distinct, or money refunded.
$2.00 postpaid. Radio Marvel Co., 1428 Washington
Blvd., Chicago, Ill.
Make your own crystals for fraction of cent each
from cheap materials for sale in every town. Supersensitive, immense profits, get in quick. Guaranteed
instructions $1. Home Radio Shop, 736 N. St. Francis,
Wichita, Kansas.
LIGHTNING STRANGE BATTERY COMPOUND.
Charges discharged batteries instantly. Eliminates
old method entirely. Gallon free to agents. Lightning
Co., St. Paul Minn.
TELEGRAPHY-Morse and Wireless taught at
home in nalf usual time and at trifling cost. Omnigraph Automatic Transmitter will send, on Sounder or
Buzzer, unlimited messages, any speed, just as expert
operator would. Adopted by U. S. Government and
used by leading Universities, Colleges, Technical and
Telegraph Schools throughout U. S. Catalog free.
Omnigraph Mfg. Co., 16 J. Hudson St., New York.

-

LISTEN TO
FRENCH, GERMAN, ENGLISH

high power Radio Stations with
A SINGLE BULB
Long distance Broadcasting Stations also come in loud
and clear. Most of the parte you already have. Full
instructions with Blue Print and Foreign Transmitting
schedules, wavelengths, etc. mailed promptly on reoeipt
of sixty cents in coin or money order. C. H. Stoup,
Box 6, Valencia, Pa.
A HOWL LIKE A DOG BAYING AT THE MOON
or a rattle like a set of false teeth in your radio set is
easy to cure. DON'T CUSS. Get the "Trouble
Shooter," a new system locating trouble on any type
receiver, trouble list, trouble key, teat system, remedies,

explanations, prevention included. Not a dry treatise
stale with age. Something new. You must have it.
Send 50e to Radio Information, 909 21st St., Galveston,
Texas.
WANTED-Representative in every town to sell
RAY -DEE-ARTCRAFT Tuned RF Reflex Transformers. ...ld Tuned Reflex Receivers for your friends
with out instructions. Large Profits. Small investment. Write for particulars to RAY- DEE -ARTCRAFT INSTRUMENT CO., Redlands, Calif.
Super Crystal Receiver-With our famous Interlock
coil crystal circuit, hundreds are enjoying concerts
from stations three hundred to one thousand miles
distant. Cheap, simple to make, no tubes. Guaranteed
instructions $1.00. Home Radio Shop, 736 N. St.
Francis, Wichita, Kansas.

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO
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1-0 to Sy¡ amp. GR hot wire ammeter, á4.00.
0 to 15 AC ammeter $6.00, cost $8.75.
0 to 500 Jewell DC voltmeter $10.00, cost $15.00.
2 Wireless Shop CW condensers $5.00 each, cost $8.00.
Acme modulation transformer $3.00.
3 Murad ER transformers 22.00, cost $6.00 each.
0 to 15 Jewell DC ammeter $5.00, cost $7.75.
Filter $8.00, cost $15.00.
Tungar 5 amp. battery charger $22.00, cost $29.00.
Set honeycomb coils $10.00, cost $35.00.
2 Wireless Snop 43 plate condensers $2.00 each.
4-2% amp. General Radio rneostats, $1.50 each.
6-5 watt tubes slightly used, $4.00 each.
2 Baldwin type C unite new $5.00 each, cost $6.50.
2 110 to 1100 and 2200 volt potential transformers,
suitable for CW, 400 watts, $10.00 each.
110 volt 3400 RPM 3. HP AC motor $15.00, cost
$36.00.
C. C. Brown, Redding, Calif.
VACUUM TUBE SPECIAL

Guaranteed 1M Volt Tubes Like W. D. 12
$4.25
ARLINGTON RESEARCH LABORATORY
27 Warren St., New York, N. Y.
SELLING STANDARD RADIO SETS and supplies
on consignment-Big discounts-Pay me when you
sell. Gilbert C. Swanson, Cambridge, Illinois.
RADIO DEALERS ATTENTION
Davies Radio Accounting System makes your bookkeeping easy and covers one year's business. Price
$1.00 delivered. Send Check or Money Order.
R. C. DAVIES, ACCOUNTANT
75 Maiden Lane, New York City
USED RADIO PARTS -We buy and sell standard
material only. Send us list of parta that you wish to
sell, as well as list of those that you wish to.buy. All
material sold is absolutely guaranteed. KEY BROS,
Charleston, Wash.

DISTRIBUTING AGENCY WANTED
Old, established, reliable Company, witn ample
Warehouse and Store facilities, high-class Experienced
Employees and Salesmen. Now handling Electrical
and Auto-Motive Equipment; desires to act as Agent
for Disbursement or Distribution of complete Radio
Equipment for Kansas, Western Missouri and such
other surrounding territory as required. Representing
only one first -class line of goods. Can furnish agents,
if desired, on salary or commission covering City and
Country Districts. Investigation Solicited.
TRIANGLE SERVICE COMPANY.
Thirtieth and Gillham, Kansas City, Mo.
YOU CAN GET A NEEDLE OPERATING FONOGRAPH ATTACHMENT FOR EIGHT DOLLARS.
AND BOY THEY SURE WORK. GET THE
BENEFIT OF THAT EXPENSIVE FONOGRAPH
AND SAVE ON A LOUD TALKER. NO FOOLING
AND NO CONDITIONS. IF IT DON'T SUIT
SEND IT BACK AND GET YOUR MONEY BACK.
SENT C. O. D. FOR ONE DOLLAR WITH ORDER.
RAYMOND MOORE
FOURTH AVE., TUCSON, ARIZONA

TUBES AND OTHER SPECIALTIES
UV201 -A UV199, WD11, WD12, C301 -A,
C299, C11, C12
$

Coast to Coast 1 tube receiver
With tube
Two -stage Amplifier for above
With tubes
Wave trap

Loud Speakers
Freed Eisemann Neutrodyne 5 tube receiver

5.50

10.00
14.00
17.50
25.00

6.00
5.00

125.00

Bradleystats
1.60
Radiola "RC" and "V" complete
125.00
Join our mailing list. Dealers wanted.
C. H. ANDERSON, Lewiston, Mont.
RADIO CALL CARDS printed TO ORDER. Red
call, black printing. 100, 11.75; 200, $2.75, prepaid.
Color changes 35o extra. Government postals le
extra each card. LETTERHEADS 83.¡ X5% AND
ENVELOPES, 100 each $2.25; 200 each $3.25. ARRL
emblem used on cards or stationery if requested.
Send TODAY. Department 52C. Radio Printers.
Mendota, Illinois.
Transmitter, panel mounted, commercial set, 10 watt,
with Kenetron tubes, compact and transportable, for
voice, C. W. or I. C. W. An A -1 set in perfect working
condition. Used very little. Also two first class
Receiving Sets. All bargains. Clayton R. Gerat, 2974
West 25th St., Cleveland, Ohio.
RADIO FANS -Send for samples of our Broadcasting post cards. Pocket edition of Broadcasting
Stations 15e. Stamp for catalog which tells how to
make your own "B" storage battery and charger.
Pacific Screw Company, Dept. W., 645 N. E. 53rd St.
Portland, Ore.
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"Built First to Last"

0
0

Beginners, Experienced Amateurs and
Experimenters turn to Coto for Radio Parts
You can build from the very simplest radio set up to one with the latest refinements
with Coto parts. And what is more fascinating than to try out the various circuits
as they are published? And with Coto parts you know you will be getting the very
best from these circuits. Learn the A. B. C. of radio "Always Buy Coto."

"Superior to any other
Regardless of Price"

Use All the Energy
in your Antenna

Mr. W. R. Reschkeof Staten Island, New
York, writes us -"I am forced to write
you this letter. I have been using your
Coto Transformers in quite a number
of sets and find them superior to any

Don't waste it in the insulation
losses of an inferior condenser.
It's like pouring water in a sieve.
The low losses of a Coto Condenser insure maximum signal
strength. Use one and be convinced. You will be astonished at
the splendid volume even on one
tube with this :good condenser.

other transformer regardless of price.
The results I get I cannot equal with
other audio transformers, clear and
plenty of amplification. Am using
WD11, WD12 and U.V.201 -A tubes."
Such experiences of users warrant us
in recommending Coto Specials ($2.50)
as best for all stages.

Coto Variable Air
Condenser
See the

Honeycomb
Wound
Stator!

"So much better
than your Advertising Claimed"
These are the words of a pleased
user of Coto Compact Moulded
Variometer. He was surprised
because of its wonderfully compact size (31/4 x 13/4 x 33/4 in.) to
find it splendidly efficient over
the broadcasting wavelengths
rice $5.
-200 to 600 meters.
1

The Coto Moulded Variocoupler to match is just as
fine.

$5.50.

The Tube with Double
/11d

Grip and Hard
Rubber
Insulation
Cotogrip means
oositivecontact,
,nd the best
adio insulation
prevents leak-

CZZMatit_;

"SF'EC1At'
rRUA/LNG-1'
AU 010
T

ANSFORMER

WITH VERNIER
There is just one bearing in
this condenser and that is protected with hard rubber, the
best known radio insulator.
Plates are of SILVER PLATED
copper, soldered rigidly in
place for lasting efficiency.
Type 3505,
3510, .001

.0005

Mfd.

$5.

Type

Mfd. $6.

GUARANTEE

I

Every piece of Coto Radio appa-

ratus which also includes Coto grip Tube Sockets, Honeycomb
wound Coils, Tapped Radio Frequency Transformers. and Audio
Frequency Transformers (Type
4000, $5), is Laboratory Tested
before shipment. So we are perfectly safe in authorizing dealers
and jobbers to guarantee you
absolute satisfaction.

If your Dealer fails you, write

us his name and your needs.

CO.
COTO-COIL
Providence, R. I.
Ave.

87

Willard

Branch Offices:
Los Angeles, 329 Union League Bldr.
Minneapolis, Geo. F. Darling, 705

Plymouth Bldg.
Atlanta, C. P. Atkinson, Atlanta
Trust Co. Bldg.
Canadian Distributer:
Perkins Electric Co., Ltd.,
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg.

TYPE 4500

The 3 to 1 Ratio Audio
Frequency Transformer
is Best for All Stages
Again the simple, economical, easy
way proves best in radio. For an
amplification unit that will be a
real sweet singer without shielding,
jockeying or fusa, Coto Specials in
all stages is your sure and moneysaving bet. Great for reflex circuits
too. Low price ($2.50) is their least

recommendation. Jobbers are
ordering in thousand lots.

The Original
Honeycomb
Wound Coils
Years of factory experience in quantity
extra
production account for combined
the economquality at low prices. Permit
set.
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Clipping from
Chicago Daily News
October 24, 1923

What Is Meant by a "Carbon Pile" Rheostat?
than 20 years ago, the Allen- Bradley
MORE
developed a successful compression rheostat

Co.
for
big power circuits. It was made of flat carbon discs and
the electric current flowing through the column was
regulated by applying or removing pressure on the discs.
The idea of the carbon pile was not new, even then,
but successful commercial rheostats were unknown.
Graphite discs, however, soon replaced the carbon
discs and to this day all Allen -Bradley rheostats are
graphite disc rheostats, although many prominent engineers still speak of them as carbon piles.

Universal Bradleystat is sometimes called a
THE
carbon-pile rheostat. It is, however, a graphite disc

rheostat. The discs are produced in an electric furnace under the most terrific temperatures known on
earth. Carbon discs, carbon powder, metallic powder
or other materials have long since been abandoned in
favor of the reliable and noiseless graphite discs.
Your radio set needs a Universal Bradleystat for long distance range, loud reception and noiseless control.
By all means, avoid substitutes. Insist on the Universal Bradleystat.

The Bradleystat Won First Place
in the Radio Broadcast long distance
contest. The first prize winner used a
Bradleystat and the greatest mileage
record was made with a Bradleystat.
More Bradleystats were used in this contest than
the next four types combined. Bradleystat supremacy has become an actual fact through sheer force
of superior performance.

Just Mail This Coupon!
Electric Controlling Apparatus
cif
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Allen-Bradley Co.,
288 Greenfield Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
Please send me your latest bulletin on the Universal
Bradleystat and why it improves radio reception.

Name
Address

I

VARIOMET E R
Low Minimum and High Maximum wave length

-covering the entire amateur and broadcast
range-180 to at least 570 meters -the greatest
ever obtained in a variometer.

QUALITY
the best ever built into a
Radio item

TYPE

THE new style Remler Variometer has many advantages over

all previous designs. Greater wave length, a lower high frequency resistance and pigtail connections are a few of the outstanding features. The front shaft is entirely insulated from the
windings and can be grounded to prevent body capacity effects.
The rotor connections are made thru concealed pigtail leads insuring quiet operation.

500

WITH
CLOSED
ROTOR

The perfect contact and quiet operation obtained by reason of the
pigtail connection between stator and rotor is a big feature in
itself, but the low minimum and high maximum wave length-the
greatest ever obtained in a Variometer is a Remler accomplishment.
The wave length variation is exactly proportional to the reading of
the dial scale. It will cover the entire range of amateur and broadcast wave lengths when used with any vario- coupler.
All metal parts are buffed and nickeled; green silk wire is used on
both stator and rotor. The general appearance and quality of the
bakelite molding is the best ever built into a radio item.

$7.50
Remler Radio Mfg. Co..
182 S Bond tit.,
Ban Francisco, Calif.
Gentlemen
Ai my dealer is unable to supply
me with your new Remler Variometer I wish to place my order
direct with you and am enclosing
certified check or money order for
It is understood that if after a 10
day free trial I find that this Variometer does not conform to your
etatementi, my money will be refunded upon return of the instrument to you in the condition it was
received.

If your dealer cannot supply you, send the
attached coupon direct to us with certified
check or postal money order. Write for complete descriptive circular.

Remler Radio Mfg. Co.

Name
Address

154

West Lake Street
Chicago

www.americanradiohistory.com

Home Office
182 Second Street
San Francisco

30

Church Street

New York City

National Radio: Institute Graduas
Are "Cashing In"
On These Wonderful Opportunities !
AV

IATION

Austin Riu, one of our graduates, is now an operator of broadcasting staPWX of Havana, Cuba, and earns $250 a month. Merle Wetzel, of
Chicago Heights, Ill., another graduate, advanced from lineman to Radio
Engineer, increasing his salary about 1005 even while taking his training!
Emmett Welch of Peculiar, Mo., right after graduating started in Radio, earning $300 a month and expenses.
Every day some new use for Radio is being discovered. Every day new
opportunities for earning big money are being created in this new, romantic
field. Never in the history of industry has any field offered such astounding
opportunities for live wires. Hundreds, earning small salaries now, will soon
make fortunes in Radio!
tion

More MoneyforYOU in Radio
Are you "cashing in" on your Radio Knowledge? If you're not, you are
passing up the best bet that has ever come your way. It's entirely up to you.
There's nothing impossible in Radio for the man who has the ambition to try.
In a few months at home you can easily become a recognized radio expert, and
to these radio specialists, Radio offers remarkable salaries, easy, fascinating
work, short hours-and a wonderful future!

Earn $2400 to 510,000 aYear
You can earn bigger pay than you probably ever dreamed possible. Only don't let
yourself stay in a rut. Sit up -look up -make up your mind that if others can make
big money and big successes in Radio, so can you. The National Radio Institute has a
sound, practical radio course that defies comparison. It has a record
This Free Book
of successful graduates that is unquestionable evidence of its ability to Points the Way
To Your Success
qualify
you qquicklyy for a bigg money
y position in Radio.
q
y y

Our Free Book, "Rich Rewards in Radio ", tells all about the
amazing opportunities Radio offers you, and describes how

-

you can become a recognized radio expert at home in
an astonishingly short time.
Now
while your ambition
is warm
mail the coupon for this big -money Free
Book!

-

National Radio Institute, Dept. 10BA, Washington, D.

C.

National Radio Institute, Dept. 10BA.,
Washington, D. C.
Without obligation send me your book, "Rich
Rewards in Radio ", which tells all about the
opportunities in Radio, how spare time study at
home will qualify nie quickly as a Certified
Ra,diotrician so I can get one of these splendid
positions, and how your Employment Service
helps me to secure a big pay job.
Name

Age

Street
State
secure practical Radio ExNote: Radio firms perts among our graduates.
Write us today.
City

I

SUNSET PRESS. SAN FRANCISCO
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